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power in a given society. Objects are seen in 

their symbolic dimension and history becomes 

an important factor in the understanding of 

the conventions that permit the association of 

a particular interpretation with an image.

The series of Republican Portraits presented 

by Moraza is exemplary of how historical rem-

iniscence manifests itself in a paradigm that 

evokes its revision, from the French Republic 

to the Empire and the bourgeois imaginary of 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Much 

in the same way as the heads of philosophers 

or senators were turned into new busts and 

fi gures representing a new imaginary, Moraza 

presents a diverse group of “heads” of screw-

drivers in marble, monumentalizing a work 

tool that can be associated with an allegorical 

representation of working-class culture. The 

anachronism is as relevant in a bust by Cano-

va as it is in one by Thorvaldsen, but it is pre-

cisely this anachronism that takes into account 

the symbolic dimension of representation in 

a universe where the provocative force of the 

obsolete is weakened in the current state of 

representation. An old style makes a symbolic 

orphan of the present. There are no person-

ages to be celebrated in a contemporary bust 

when we know that the relationship between 

labor and the instruments of production has 

changed to the point of rendering impossible 

the expression of the working class as the en-

gine of historical renewal. If the “French Rev-

olution viewed itself as Rome incarnate,” as 

Walter Benjamin pointed out, Moraza’s repub-

lican portraits are—after all the revolutions of 

the last two centuries—a silent elegy of the 

tomorrows that do not sing. 

If one of the problems of contemporary democ-

racy is the dilemma that every citizen faces be-

tween passivity and participation in social life, 

Moraza fi nds in the museum a space of con-

vergence for the citizen-artist and the citizen-

spectator. 

or “methods” that turn works into interpre-

table elements, into cause of discourse; and 

in order to make its excess coherent it simpli-

fi es or avoids certain elements that could make 

the task excessively complex… History prefers 

clarity over precision… the museum does not 

complete “time,” it off ers it us as an incom-

pleteness, even when it attempts to redress 

exclusion; it cannot hope to be a measure of 

time,  but rather to invoke the present without 

chronological pretensions. In the copresence 

of present moments, it invokes the non-refer-

entiality of each of them, and also of the im-

possibility of “time” itself as a whole that 

could conceivably be condensed. While works 

are present moments, collections are times, in-

variably discontinuous; they are alternate, cat-

astrophic durations. 

History summons the responsibility that 

each generation owes those that follow. It 

implies the commitment and responsibili-

ty of prior experience and prior knowledge. 

History is the imaginary-symbolic convention 

of all the conversations that come together to 

constitute the present. It is an agora of inter-

locutors, a chorus of artists. History is a “pan-

theon” or a “pandemonium” that convenes the 

experiences, spirits, phantoms, and contribu-

tions, the dramas, errors, and lessons.

But history is not static, it is a constant suc-

cession of overlapping fl uctuations, deviations, 

and transformations. History is what is done.

The museum is heir to the mystery of cabinets 

of curiosities, but also to the analytical and 

neutralizing drive of the Enlightenment. Even 

though the fi rst museums were limited to a na-

tional scope, their founding coincided with 

the emergence of modernity and its emphasis 
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Luis Moraza’s work this operation that renders 

visible the invisible is, therefore, a political and 

scientifi c operation to be confronted and que-

ried through the exercise of a third instance: 

Art. In his work as an artist, Moraza operates 

politically and scientifi cally. For this reason, 

his republic addresses the museum as a system 

of conventions; but it also addresses protocols 

that are inherent to the artwork, such as the 

monument and ornament, while simultaneously 

resorting to referents such as situations in the 

political (ballot boxes), economic (inequality, 

tax returns fi led with the State), or artistic do-

main (the opinion poll on the ideal artist). Cer-

tain features of the artwork that are considered 

ancillary, such as the pedestal or the frame, are 

for Moraza further opportunities to study the 

conventional or concerted nature of the art-

work. The artist frequently conducts a recipro-

cal deconstruction of the icon and the symbol, 

confronting the spectator with an interpretative 

association with an object or image, as can be 

seen in series such as Crowns or in a work like 

Chemical Wedding. 

In Moraza’s work, an awareness of history 

opens up new possibilities for a critical expres-

sion of the present. In History the artist fi nds 

the elements that allow him to confront the 

dilemmas of the present. The History of Art 

becomes inseparable from Political History, 

off ering other possibilities for understanding 

its implications and its very nature. Several, 

apparently secondary, aspects of history are 

relevant to understanding the relationship 

between the visual expression of an era and 

its relationship with the expression of power 

and its context. The relationship between or-

nament and monument, for instance, proves to 

be a relationship between ornament and law. 

A pedestal or a frame are not accessories of 

the work of art: looking at them from anoth-

er perspective reveals the circumstances and 

consequences of the representation of political 

communication among diff erent levels of rep-

resentation. Equalization enables dynamic 

connections according to the transformations 

that are inherent to the real. Convention is a 

protective device between subjectivity and 

power. 

Convention is the context of its own trans-

formation, given that all knowledge of art con-

nects a tense, polemic relation between forms 

of human knowledge—their meanings, their 

codes, their systems of correspondences—and 

the real of a new, incomprehensible subjective 

experience. It is the dynamic process and the 

interruptions that drive and stimulate dyna-

mism. It is the provision of shared information 

about and compared to that which is added as 

new information. Convention is both form and 

movement; it is position and speed.

History is convention in time and the estab-

lishment of chronology, the insertion of spa-

tial order into the fl ow of events, an instru-

ment that legitimizes current decisions for 

the future, in virtue of a construction—also 

current—of the past. As such, it is a narra-

tive, a fable, a non-neutral discourse: the pro-

jection of a discretionary, self-interested ver-

sion. History, like recollection, occludes mem-

ory. We could say that the narrative of histo-

ry, and the archive, tend to prefer clarity over 

precision.

 Neither list, nor series, nor archive, 

history is not a homogenous aggregation of 

things but a heterogeneous multiplication of 

marvels (mirabilia), a transhistorical and trans-

cultural accumulation of present moments. 

The characteristic task of the history of art 

and criticism promotes a system of protocols 

JF history JLM
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confl ictive and the marginal with respect to 

social and cultural structure) and the mon-

ument as the expression of authority in the 

public space. On the other hand, politics fi nds 

in artistic expression ways to reveal some of its 

taboos and subversions, such as the body and 

demography.

As a challenge to the interpretation of the 

spectators, the diff erent parts of the exhibition 

represent diverse situations that question them 

in the context of their “interpassivity,” a term 

in which Moraza wraps the civic dilemma of 

the spectators divided, as much in the museum 

as in society, by the possibilities and impossi-

bilities of interpretation and action.

Every convention is the result of a collectively 

accepted protocol. This protocol may aff ect a 

particular interpretation of reality or a partic-

ular behavior in the social, political, or cultural 

space. There are visible conventions, readable 

in the form of laws or regulations, such as the 

constitution of a country, the penal code, or 

the bylaws of an association; and there are in-

visible conventions, which require analysis and 

research to be identifi ed and described, such as 

in the case of grammar or in the functioning of 

social, political, economic, and cultural struc-

tures. In this sense, and in order to be identifi ed, 

understood, and interpreted, every convention 

requires a distinction drawn between the visible 

and the invisible, between that which is perceiv-

able by all and that which only becomes intelli-

gible following inquiry and refl ection. While in 

the case of visible conventions their rules and 

postulates fall within the scope of Law, in the 

case of invisible conventions these are a matter 

of Science. The fi rst parliament of a modern 

republic, in the wake of the French Revolu-

tion, was precisely called a “convention,” and 

it gave political visibility to social groups that 

until then had been invisible because they were 

not granted any sort of representativity. In Juan 

each citizen, even though the singularity of this 

internalization functions as a cultural modifi er.

f) the conquest of the social as a form of orga-

nization based on connections and negotiations 

by which it establishes itself over imaginary con-

structions. Intersubjectivity is simultaneously 

agent, process, and result of social creation.

g) an extension of desire, as the unconscious 

of the real in the pleasure that constitutes re-

sponsibility.

h) a structural limit (monument and orna-

ment would be two types of structural limits: 

ornament conjures up that which structure ex-

cludes, the troublesome and unyielding; mon-

ument conjures up the “extra-social” princi-

ples of authority in social space).

Synonym for “culture”: a system of transmis-

sion of information by means of nongenet-

ic processes. A global contract by which we 

sacrifi ce part of our radical singularity in ex-

change for understanding (intelligibility) 

and coexistence (affi  liation), where we act 

as though the systems of representation that 

we use (languages, signs, modes) correspond 

with that to which they supposedly refer (the 

world). 

Fear of convention is a symptom of an inor-

dinate respect for convention. For the roman-

tic discourse, which is heir to the theological 

tradition that equates creation with the divine 

fury of madness, all convention is an obstacle to 

truth. Nonetheless, convention is a condition 

of sociality. Convention is negotiation as well as 

the content of negotiation. It is both the space 

and time of negotiation—which constitutes 

and institutes representation and culture—

and the temporarily stable result of this nego-

tiation. Even the most radical epistemological 

ruptures establish a convention. Convention 

is not just the stagnant residue of something 

that initially emerged as spontaneity, it is 

the metarepresentational level that enables 

metarepresentational equalization, interactive 

JF convention JLM
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When he was invited to create an exhibition 

for the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina 

Sofí a, Juan Luis Moraza presented a project 

entitled republic. The exhibition brings togeth-

er a wide range of his works, some of which 

have been conceived and produced specifi cally 

for this occasion, that are structured accord-

ing to themes that question the museum as a 

system of conventions and possibilities of cit-

izenship.

republic is an exhibition and a strategy of pre-

sentation of an artistic work. A series of para-

digms related to the word are structured with 

the work of an artist who often explores many 

of the issues and possibilities that this concept 

may evoke in the museum and in the society of 

which both belong, together with the specta-

tors and citizens, who will fi nd here clues for a 

refl ection on the world and the community in 

which they coexist.

In Moraza’s “republic,” the remains and 

references of citizenship are transfi gured: 

ballot boxes are presented in metamorphosed 

form distant from their functionality, income 

tax returns are modifi ed through the possibil-

ity of choosing the precise recipients of one’s 

taxes, extensive questionnaires propose an ex-

haustive poll about the ideal artist. All symbols 

deviate from the conventions of their interpre-

tation through an alteration in the rules of the 

symbolism and the subversion of the recogni-

tion expectations of the spectators: a tricolor 

fl ag could be an abstract painting; a chessboard 

may have more pieces than squares and all the 

kings and queens of the same color. In this 

process of intersection between the expanded 

fi elds of art and politics, art becomes a pro-

cess of critical refl ection on the dilemmas of 

the ornament (with all that it represents of the 

Republic does not refer to a political regime but 

to a social system; it is not a political response 

but an ethical question. The issue of the pub-

lic realm is not merely political, it is also an-

thropological. It cuts through the constitution 

of subjectivity, it exists in the formative core of 

objectivity. It concerns connections as well as 

entities. In order to account for the functional 

and organic complexity of the body, of identi-

ty, and of modes of social ties and connections, 

we must conceive of them as systems that are si-

multaneously hierarchical and decentralized, as 

republics of conditioning factors and self-orga-

nization, of refl exes and energies. The dual na-

ture of the republic—both formative and re-

lational, hierarchical and decentralized—

runs through all organizational levels, from the 

weave of subjectivity to the textures of forms of 

social organization. The notion of republic situ-

ates a constellation of intersections, where that 

which is pending meets what is to come, that 

which is necessary meets the impossible, the 

common meets the individually owned, and the 

local meets the planetary. 

Hence the notion of republic can be de-

fi ned as: 

a) a complex organizational model that is 

both decentralized and hierarchical. 

b) a non-compositive structure (one that 

does not spring from the division of a previous 

“whole” but from an instituting deconstruction).

c) a system of participation or, in other 

words, a system of cross-factorial sensibility in 

which connections bring about transformations. 

d) implexity, as a cross between complexi-

ty and implication/involvement. As a ratio be-

tween rights and responsibilities.

e) a style or, in other words, a singularity of 

method: social signifi cations are internalized in 

Glossary
João Fernandes & Juan Luis Moraza

JF republic JLM



Juan Luis Moraza is a key fi gure in the generation of the “new Basque 

sculpture” that emerged in the eighties and included artists such as 

María Luisa Fernández, Txomin Badiola, and Ángel Bados. From the 

start of his career, however, Moraza’s early dedication to painting and 

his interest in theory led him to question the protocols of art and its 

conditions of presentation and reception. His increasing interest in 

the crisis of representation is the thematic core of this exhibition, 

which is organized around two distinct but interconnected axes: 

representativity—linked to aspects of symbolic and monumental 

institution—and representiality—linked to subjectivity and bodily 

presence. Each of them in turn revolve around the notion of repub-
lic, which addresses the complexity of subjectivity in contemporary 

societies. Moraza introduces the concept of republic as a category of 

thought, a confl uence of models for understanding the complexity in-

herent to human subjects and the ordering of our environment.

This exhibition includes a selection of works dating from 1974 to 2014 

that allow visitors to connect with Juan Luis Moraza’s particular re-
public, which questions and challenges any possible urge to passivity. 

The legitimation of the arts is one of the aspects that interests Moraza, 

and the exhibition highlights how the consideration of the museum 

as mediator depends on the actions of the audiences it addresses. To 

them pertains the res publica, the “public thing” that the title of the 

show literally refers to. Consequently, the particular State created by 

Moraza includes various modes of participation designed to allow vis-

itors to act upon works that not only break the traditional boundaries 

of the museum but also generate powerful metaphors of public life, of 

the territory of the common sphere. 

Moraza holds a PhD in Fine Arts from the Universidad del País Vasco 

and is currently senior lecturer in the sculpture department at the 

Faculty of Fine Arts, Universidade de Vigo. His teaching and intellec-

tual work there is refl ected in the intense theoretical complexity of 

his artistic projects. Moraza represented Spain at Expo ’92 in Seville, 

the São Paulo Art Biennial in 1994, and the Venice Biennale in 2001. 

His work can be seen in numerous public and private spaces and in 

museums such as the Guggenheim Bilbao and the Museo Reina Sofí a, 
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* This publication is organized in two complementary parts: the odd-numbered pages form a cata-

logue of works, some of which are part of the exhibition republic, including some arcana—apocryphal 

texts and literary works—established by the author. And the even-numbered pages form an essay 

about republic. The two parts fl ow independently, although, as this table of contents shows, either the 

text or the works sometimes expand into both the odd- and even-numbered pages.

1. “COUNTLESS law students and legal researchers have been aff licted with Ping-Pong Ocular 
Syndrome,i and several with Brightoncliff e’s Phenomenon,ii because of the apparently incura-
ble addiction of legal writers to the footnote.…a

i. So called because the reader’s eye, jumping from text to footnote and back to text, resem-
bles that of the spectator at a Ping-Pong match. The diff erence being that the spectator at 
least knows what the score is. p *6, t.

ii. Named for the renowned Lord Justice Percival Brightoncliff e, whose practice it was to 
keep his left forefi nger pointed at footnote numbers in the text while tracing the footnotes 
themselves with his right forefi nger. Alas, he panicked one day while trying to follow a 
particularly treacherous footnote. This triggered a convulsive reaction known as ‘fore-
fi nger recoil,’ the lamentable result of which was the good justice poked out both of his 
eyes. And thus was born the expression ‘justice is blind.’ p *7,t.”

a. Charles R. Maher, “The1 *1Infernal Footnote2,” American Bar Association Journal 70 
(April 1984), pp. 92–93.

and is part of the collections of Rona Hoff man, Donna and Howard 

Stone, and Helga de Alvear, among others. On choosing Moraza as 

the winner of the recent Gure Artea prize awarded by the Basque 

Government, the jury highlighted his “noted contributions to diff er-

ent dimensions of the art fi eld, including production, interpretation, 

transmission, curating, and management,” as well as an artistic career 

that has “run parallel to an ongoing, fruitful dedication to discursive 

production and theory creation.” Through this exhibition, the Museo 

Reina Sofí a endorses these words and off ers its audience the opportu-

nity to discover the work of one of the most important and substantial 

fi gures on the Spanish art scene in recent decades. 

Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport



The Juan Luis Moraza exhibition republic refers to a notion that is 

linked to a form of human organization; not just any form, but one 

that is brimming with conceptual and historical content and connota-

tions. And while it avoids specifi c historical references in favor of tak-

ing on the role of category (as suggested by the deliberately lowercase 

title), it is also an inventory of tangible realities that have shaped the 

current meanings of the term. This leads us to question the relation-

ship between the republic and the art system, which has its own laws 

and protocols, and how it can serve as a category within which to 

assemble and present the work of an artist like Moraza. 

We can begin to shed light on these matters by mentioning one of 

the core concerns of his work: to inquire into the devices that have 

accompanied, framed, hosted, and glorifi ed works of art in the course 

of history. These elements—which include frames, pedestals, plinths, 

and columns—are supports, but they also inevitably aff ect the dis-

course and resignify the content that they present. They make it mar-

ketable and legitimize it in its context, in one way or another, for one 

audience or another. Based on this idea, which is just one of the many 

foundations on which Moraza builds his work, we can see his inter-

est in framing devices as metonymy, and transpose the elements to a 

higher entity that interacts with them: the museum and its capacity to 

institute, mask, and reveal discourses. 

Just as the supposed white-cube objectivity and impenetrability of the 

museum conceals an underlying ideological discourse and a particular 

set of narratives, the misleadingly self-referential appearance of some of 

Moraza’s works hides complex studies on some of the correspondences 

and shifts between artistic form and its disciplinary and physical con-

text, the ideologies that emerge from these turns and movements, and 

the vertical or horizontal nature of power and knowledge. As such, one 

of the foundations of republic is based on the etymology of the term, the 

res publica or “public thing” that refers both to the political category and 

to certain historical episodes that marked a new period and literally and 

metaphorically framed the uses of art and new relationships with audi-

ences. Hence, in this exhibition literality goes hand in hand with meta-

phor, inquiry into the concept and into history, and, above all, allegory. 



In regard to this underlying historical inquiry, we can pinpoint two 

periods related to the title of the show: pre-imperial Roman antiquity 

and revolutionary France at the start of the contemporary era. In both 

of these periods, allegories linked to elements of the state became un-

usually prominent in the public sphere. It is no coincidence that this 

allegorical impulse reemerged just as Moraza was starting out as an 

artist: a time when complex visual constructions that make reference 

to things that are physically absent began to appear in contemporary 

art. This tendency was an updating of the allegorical notion that con-

tains echoes of the Walter Benjamin quote with which Craig Owens 

opened his now-classic essay “The Allegorical Impulse”: “Every im-

age of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its own 

concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably.” And surprisingly, in an 

arc of time spanning from the sixties to the present, Moraza’s works 

are covered by a layer of presence and meaning in the current context. 

In this sense, two other historical episodes (in this case related to the 

recent history of the Museo Reina Sofí a) accounted for the updating 

of Moraza’s intellectual and artistic discourse: fi rst, the inclusion of 

Limit (Implosion), one of the works by the CVA (Committee for Artistic 

Vigilance, made up of Moraza and María Luisa Fernández), in a re-

ordering of the museum’s collection in the space dedicated to this 

persistent return of allegory. Second, the 2010 exhibition The Return of 
the Imaginary: Realism between XIX and XX, in which Juan Luis Moraza 

off ered a heterodox view of a selection of the collections of the Museo 

Reina Sofí a that already touched on aspects that are further devel-

oped here. In that show, Moraza tried to cancel the isolation that tra-

ditionally allows the spectator in a museum to contemplate each work 

separately, with the fetishist taste that marked the early development 

of capitalism and of the subsequent art market. That 2010 exhibition, 

which took the form of a personal constellation and opened up a de-

bate which aspired to be public, looks very much like today’s republic. 

This exhibition has the virtue of exploring the interstices, because, as 

Moraza says, the fold, with all its complexities and implications, “is 

core to the experience of the subject.” On uncovering these places we 

recognize the infl uence of all those seemingly secondary things that 

reveal their true content. Organizing and conceiving republic has been 

a challenge for the museum, given the personal cosmogony, the con-

sistency of Moraza’s coherent career, and the desire to integrate the 

architectural and institutional environment into the project. Moraza 

has analyzed the museum device, demonstrating his capacity to con-

nect the diff erent elements on display among each other and with the 

museum and its audiences. In doing so he has turned this exhibition 

into something that could almost be considered an “artist’s book,” 

without the fetishism of that genre, and expanded in space, a display 

that invites reading and participation in equal measure. 

On hosting this exhibition, the Museo Reina Sofí a becomes a fractal 

museum, a kind of museum of museums that accommodates concepts 

dense with meaning, expands them, analyzes them, and presents them 

in a kind of mise en abyme. And while audience participation was a 

way of legitimizing works of art in those republican periods in which 

the visual devices of the ancien régime were questioned in favor of 

celebration and education in new collective virtues, now it is the 

gens publica—the visitors to this ahistorical republic that temporarily 

emerges in the museum—that gives the exhibition its full meaning. 

Manuel Borja-Villel

Director, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofí a
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higher entity that interacts with them: the museum and its capacity to 

institute, mask, and reveal discourses. 

Just as the supposed white-cube objectivity and impenetrability of the 

museum conceals an underlying ideological discourse and a particular 

set of narratives, the misleadingly self-referential appearance of some of 

Moraza’s works hides complex studies on some of the correspondences 

and shifts between artistic form and its disciplinary and physical con-

text, the ideologies that emerge from these turns and movements, and 

the vertical or horizontal nature of power and knowledge. As such, one 

of the foundations of republic is based on the etymology of the term, the 

res publica or “public thing” that refers both to the political category and 

to certain historical episodes that marked a new period and literally and 

metaphorically framed the uses of art and new relationships with audi-

ences. Hence, in this exhibition literality goes hand in hand with meta-

phor, inquiry into the concept and into history, and, above all, allegory. 
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1. “COUNTLESS law students and legal researchers have been aff licted with Ping-Pong Ocular 
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ble addiction of legal writers to the footnote.…a
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bles that of the spectator at a Ping-Pong match. The diff erence being that the spectator at 
least knows what the score is. p *6, t.
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(April 1984), pp. 92–93.





When he was invited to create an exhibition 

for the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina 

Sofí a, Juan Luis Moraza presented a project 

entitled republic. The exhibition brings togeth-

er a wide range of his works, some of which 

have been conceived and produced specifi cally 

for this occasion, that are structured accord-

ing to themes that question the museum as a 

system of conventions and possibilities of cit-

izenship.

republic is an exhibition and a strategy of pre-

sentation of an artistic work. A series of para-

digms related to the word are structured with 

the work of an artist who often explores many 

of the issues and possibilities that this concept 

may evoke in the museum and in the society of 

which both belong, together with the specta-

tors and citizens, who will fi nd here clues for a 

refl ection on the world and the community in 

which they coexist.

In Moraza’s “republic,” the remains and 

references of citizenship are transfi gured: 

ballot boxes are presented in metamorphosed 

form distant from their functionality, income 

tax returns are modifi ed through the possibil-

ity of choosing the precise recipients of one’s 

taxes, extensive questionnaires propose an ex-

haustive poll about the ideal artist. All symbols 

deviate from the conventions of their interpre-

tation through an alteration in the rules of the 

symbolism and the subversion of the recogni-

tion expectations of the spectators: a tricolor 

fl ag could be an abstract painting; a chessboard 

may have more pieces than squares and all the 

kings and queens of the same color. In this 

process of intersection between the expanded 

fi elds of art and politics, art becomes a pro-

cess of critical refl ection on the dilemmas of 

the ornament (with all that it represents of the 

Republic does not refer to a political regime but 

to a social system; it is not a political response 

but an ethical question. The issue of the pub-

lic realm is not merely political, it is also an-

thropological. It cuts through the constitution 

of subjectivity, it exists in the formative core of 

objectivity. It concerns connections as well as 

entities. In order to account for the functional 

and organic complexity of the body, of identi-

ty, and of modes of social ties and connections, 

we must conceive of them as systems that are si-

multaneously hierarchical and decentralized, as 

republics of conditioning factors and self-orga-

nization, of refl exes and energies. The dual na-

ture of the republic—both formative and re-

lational, hierarchical and decentralized—

runs through all organizational levels, from the 

weave of subjectivity to the textures of forms of 

social organization. The notion of republic situ-

ates a constellation of intersections, where that 

which is pending meets what is to come, that 

which is necessary meets the impossible, the 

common meets the individually owned, and the 

local meets the planetary. 

Hence the notion of republic can be de-

fi ned as: 

a) a complex organizational model that is 

both decentralized and hierarchical. 

b) a non-compositive structure (one that 

does not spring from the division of a previous 

“whole” but from an instituting deconstruction).

c) a system of participation or, in other 

words, a system of cross-factorial sensibility in 

which connections bring about transformations. 

d) implexity, as a cross between complexi-

ty and implication/involvement. As a ratio be-

tween rights and responsibilities.

e) a style or, in other words, a singularity of 

method: social signifi cations are internalized in 

Glossary
João Fernandes & Juan Luis Moraza
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confl ictive and the marginal with respect to 

social and cultural structure) and the mon-

ument as the expression of authority in the 

public space. On the other hand, politics fi nds 

in artistic expression ways to reveal some of its 

taboos and subversions, such as the body and 

demography.

As a challenge to the interpretation of the 

spectators, the diff erent parts of the exhibition 

represent diverse situations that question them 

in the context of their “interpassivity,” a term 

in which Moraza wraps the civic dilemma of 

the spectators divided, as much in the museum 

as in society, by the possibilities and impossi-

bilities of interpretation and action.

Every convention is the result of a collectively 

accepted protocol. This protocol may aff ect a 

particular interpretation of reality or a partic-

ular behavior in the social, political, or cultural 

space. There are visible conventions, readable 

in the form of laws or regulations, such as the 

constitution of a country, the penal code, or 

the bylaws of an association; and there are in-

visible conventions, which require analysis and 

research to be identifi ed and described, such as 

in the case of grammar or in the functioning of 

social, political, economic, and cultural struc-

tures. In this sense, and in order to be identifi ed, 

understood, and interpreted, every convention 

requires a distinction drawn between the visible 

and the invisible, between that which is perceiv-

able by all and that which only becomes intelli-

gible following inquiry and refl ection. While in 

the case of visible conventions their rules and 

postulates fall within the scope of Law, in the 

case of invisible conventions these are a matter 

of Science. The fi rst parliament of a modern 

republic, in the wake of the French Revolu-

tion, was precisely called a “convention,” and 

it gave political visibility to social groups that 

until then had been invisible because they were 

not granted any sort of representativity. In Juan 

each citizen, even though the singularity of this 

internalization functions as a cultural modifi er.

f) the conquest of the social as a form of orga-

nization based on connections and negotiations 

by which it establishes itself over imaginary con-

structions. Intersubjectivity is simultaneously 

agent, process, and result of social creation.

g) an extension of desire, as the unconscious 

of the real in the pleasure that constitutes re-

sponsibility.

h) a structural limit (monument and orna-

ment would be two types of structural limits: 

ornament conjures up that which structure ex-

cludes, the troublesome and unyielding; mon-

ument conjures up the “extra-social” princi-

ples of authority in social space).

Synonym for “culture”: a system of transmis-

sion of information by means of nongenet-

ic processes. A global contract by which we 

sacrifi ce part of our radical singularity in ex-

change for understanding (intelligibility) 

and coexistence (affi  liation), where we act 

as though the systems of representation that 

we use (languages, signs, modes) correspond 

with that to which they supposedly refer (the 

world). 

Fear of convention is a symptom of an inor-

dinate respect for convention. For the roman-

tic discourse, which is heir to the theological 

tradition that equates creation with the divine 

fury of madness, all convention is an obstacle to 

truth. Nonetheless, convention is a condition 

of sociality. Convention is negotiation as well as 

the content of negotiation. It is both the space 

and time of negotiation—which constitutes 

and institutes representation and culture—

and the temporarily stable result of this nego-

tiation. Even the most radical epistemological 

ruptures establish a convention. Convention 

is not just the stagnant residue of something 

that initially emerged as spontaneity, it is 

the metarepresentational level that enables 

metarepresentational equalization, interactive 

JF convention JLM
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Luis Moraza’s work this operation that renders 

visible the invisible is, therefore, a political and 

scientifi c operation to be confronted and que-

ried through the exercise of a third instance: 

Art. In his work as an artist, Moraza operates 

politically and scientifi cally. For this reason, 

his republic addresses the museum as a system 

of conventions; but it also addresses protocols 

that are inherent to the artwork, such as the 

monument and ornament, while simultaneously 

resorting to referents such as situations in the 

political (ballot boxes), economic (inequality, 

tax returns fi led with the State), or artistic do-

main (the opinion poll on the ideal artist). Cer-

tain features of the artwork that are considered 

ancillary, such as the pedestal or the frame, are 

for Moraza further opportunities to study the 

conventional or concerted nature of the art-

work. The artist frequently conducts a recipro-

cal deconstruction of the icon and the symbol, 

confronting the spectator with an interpretative 

association with an object or image, as can be 

seen in series such as Crowns or in a work like 

Chemical Wedding. 

In Moraza’s work, an awareness of history 

opens up new possibilities for a critical expres-

sion of the present. In History the artist fi nds 

the elements that allow him to confront the 

dilemmas of the present. The History of Art 

becomes inseparable from Political History, 

off ering other possibilities for understanding 

its implications and its very nature. Several, 

apparently secondary, aspects of history are 

relevant to understanding the relationship 

between the visual expression of an era and 

its relationship with the expression of power 

and its context. The relationship between or-

nament and monument, for instance, proves to 

be a relationship between ornament and law. 

A pedestal or a frame are not accessories of 

the work of art: looking at them from anoth-

er perspective reveals the circumstances and 

consequences of the representation of political 

communication among diff erent levels of rep-

resentation. Equalization enables dynamic 

connections according to the transformations 

that are inherent to the real. Convention is a 

protective device between subjectivity and 

power. 

Convention is the context of its own trans-

formation, given that all knowledge of art con-

nects a tense, polemic relation between forms 

of human knowledge—their meanings, their 

codes, their systems of correspondences—and 

the real of a new, incomprehensible subjective 

experience. It is the dynamic process and the 

interruptions that drive and stimulate dyna-

mism. It is the provision of shared information 

about and compared to that which is added as 

new information. Convention is both form and 

movement; it is position and speed.

History is convention in time and the estab-

lishment of chronology, the insertion of spa-

tial order into the fl ow of events, an instru-

ment that legitimizes current decisions for 

the future, in virtue of a construction—also 

current—of the past. As such, it is a narra-

tive, a fable, a non-neutral discourse: the pro-

jection of a discretionary, self-interested ver-

sion. History, like recollection, occludes mem-

ory. We could say that the narrative of histo-

ry, and the archive, tend to prefer clarity over 

precision.

 Neither list, nor series, nor archive, 

history is not a homogenous aggregation of 

things but a heterogeneous multiplication of 

marvels (mirabilia), a transhistorical and trans-

cultural accumulation of present moments. 

The characteristic task of the history of art 

and criticism promotes a system of protocols 

JF history JLM
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power in a given society. Objects are seen in 

their symbolic dimension and history becomes 

an important factor in the understanding of 

the conventions that permit the association of 

a particular interpretation with an image.

The series of Republican Portraits presented 

by Moraza is exemplary of how historical rem-

iniscence manifests itself in a paradigm that 

evokes its revision, from the French Republic 

to the Empire and the bourgeois imaginary of 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Much 

in the same way as the heads of philosophers 

or senators were turned into new busts and 

fi gures representing a new imaginary, Moraza 

presents a diverse group of “heads” of screw-

drivers in marble, monumentalizing a work 

tool that can be associated with an allegorical 

representation of working-class culture. The 

anachronism is as relevant in a bust by Cano-

va as it is in one by Thorvaldsen, but it is pre-

cisely this anachronism that takes into account 

the symbolic dimension of representation in 

a universe where the provocative force of the 

obsolete is weakened in the current state of 

representation. An old style makes a symbolic 

orphan of the present. There are no person-

ages to be celebrated in a contemporary bust 

when we know that the relationship between 

labor and the instruments of production has 

changed to the point of rendering impossible 

the expression of the working class as the en-

gine of historical renewal. If the “French Rev-

olution viewed itself as Rome incarnate,” as 

Walter Benjamin pointed out, Moraza’s repub-

lican portraits are—after all the revolutions of 

the last two centuries—a silent elegy of the 

tomorrows that do not sing. 

If one of the problems of contemporary democ-

racy is the dilemma that every citizen faces be-

tween passivity and participation in social life, 

Moraza fi nds in the museum a space of con-

vergence for the citizen-artist and the citizen-

spectator. 

or “methods” that turn works into interpre-

table elements, into cause of discourse; and 

in order to make its excess coherent it simpli-

fi es or avoids certain elements that could make 

the task excessively complex… History prefers 

clarity over precision… the museum does not 

complete “time,” it off ers it us as an incom-

pleteness, even when it attempts to redress 

exclusion; it cannot hope to be a measure of 

time,  but rather to invoke the present without 

chronological pretensions. In the copresence 

of present moments, it invokes the non-refer-

entiality of each of them, and also of the im-

possibility of “time” itself as a whole that 

could conceivably be condensed. While works 

are present moments, collections are times, in-

variably discontinuous; they are alternate, cat-

astrophic durations. 

History summons the responsibility that 

each generation owes those that follow. It 

implies the commitment and responsibili-

ty of prior experience and prior knowledge. 

History is the imaginary-symbolic convention 

of all the conversations that come together to 

constitute the present. It is an agora of inter-

locutors, a chorus of artists. History is a “pan-

theon” or a “pandemonium” that convenes the 

experiences, spirits, phantoms, and contribu-

tions, the dramas, errors, and lessons.

But history is not static, it is a constant suc-

cession of overlapping fl uctuations, deviations, 

and transformations. History is what is done.

The museum is heir to the mystery of cabinets 

of curiosities, but also to the analytical and 

neutralizing drive of the Enlightenment. Even 

though the fi rst museums were limited to a na-

tional scope, their founding coincided with 

the emergence of modernity and its emphasis 

JF museum JLM
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on public legitimacy: in the museum, a society 

represents itself by delegating its spirit to the 

heightened sensibility of its artists. Everything 

that is possible is made present in the museum. 

A museum is a democratic place of reason, but 

also a turbulent place of the intractable. It is 

less a garden or theme park than a disconcert-

ing and demanding jungle.

The romantic fantasy of unlimited free-

dom—which absorbs civilizing excesses—

sees the museum as a jail and a morgue in 

which artworks must die in order to become 

eternal; it associates them with a dead past, 

and reduces the legacy of the past to mere 

monetary value, and the history of culture 

to an inventory of holdings. But this pseudo-

transgressive view sidesteps the question of 

responsibility for transmission, which is ex-

pressed in the notion of public heritage. While 

artworks represent value, a public collection 

represents social heritage (material, technical, 

emotional, intellectual, symbolic). The muse-

um is a wealth of experiences, a treasure with-

out owner, a reserve of the usufruct economy 

that rejects privation and the private realm. 

Time protects the arts from the pressing de-

mands of culture. It is not neutral, it establish-

es and transforms its content, but it guarantees 

an ecosystem that is more favorable than ev-

eryday life for the posterity of the usufruct. 

A museum is not a collection of material fe-

tishes or an archive of documents authorized 

and stowed away by a notary or scribe. The ne-

gotiation of the present is more important in a 

museum than the establishing of the past. It is 

the place of mnesis, of memory and care, not a 

warehouse of memories. 

Based on the hygienic fantasy of classifi ca-

tion, which considers that each work is await-

ing the nonexistence of the others, attempts 

will be made to dignify the works by avoid-

ing any kind of perceptual contamination, en-

dowing them with an objective space, a kind 

of compendium of temple, hospital, and se-

curity chamber: in the archive, each thing is 

kept from the other; there is no contact among 

the diff erent documents. In the museum, each 

The history of the “museum” as institu-

tion—from the Louvre to the Hermitage and 

many others—often intersects with the his-

tory of the republic. In the same way that the 

republic is a political regime in which citizen-

ship translates into the equality of rights and 

duties, the museum is also a system of proto-

cols and conventions defi ning the territory of a 

common patrimony in its accessibility, conser-

vation, modes of presentation and representa-

tion, as well as in the democratic expression 

of diff erences inherent to the defi nition of the 

interpretive conditions of the artwork in the 

museum.

In this sense, Moraza’s museum is his own 

republic, a space of interpretation and trans-

formation understood as a system of participa-

tion. His work, like this exhibition, deals with 

the crisis of representation of the individual 

and of society, questioned here in its repre-

sentativity and representiality. The artist pro-

poses a place that is transformed into a system 

of “implexities,” a term coined by Moraza to 

describe the intersection between complexi-

ty and implication/involvement, between the 

rights and the responsibilities in the social 

game taken on by the museum. 

Spectators are thus invited to discover the 

“republican museum” of an artist who has al-

ways taken a position in the open dispute be-

tween the Baroque and Classicism, clearly opt-

ing for the libertarian possibilities of the Ba-

roque against the puritanical alienation of any 

sort of formal, artistic, or political purifi cation.

The works presented and the themes and 

problems they propose structure the museum 

as a Museum of Participation (in which the 

citizen-spectator will fi nd, for example, ballot 

boxes, questionnaires about the ideal artist, or 

a unique proposal on the use of tax revenue…), 

as a Symbolic Museum (in which the concept 

and use of the monument in art, in social life, 

and in the everyday are questioned), as a De-

mographic Museum (aware that demography 

has always been an important political and 

cultural issue that has redefi ned distinct mo-

ments in the history of humanity), and as an 
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a major political issue, not only of the present 

but of the entire history of humanity. Repre-

sentations of fertility in the images of Paleo-

lithic Venus fi gures are followed by reproduc-

tions of intrauterine devices and contraceptive 

pills, small Madonna statuettes, postcards with 

collages associating sacred religious images to 

the profanity of the pornographic. The pro-

fusion of an imaginary related to a paradigm 

reveals unexpected associations of ideas, and it 

also stimulates a critical perception of a politi-

cal and anthropological issue through the con-

stitution of an archive. The use of the archive 

as support for the expression and structure of 

a project is also, for Juan Luis Moraza, a way of 

exploring what could be the construction of a 

collective awareness of the questions inherent 

not only to his work but also to a society. The 

archive is also the form found in this exhibi-

tion to present a set of works from the artist’s 

studio: projects, models, small sculptures, and 

drawings from his adolescence that foreshad-

ow an entire rhizomatic structure of the dis-

ciplines of knowledge that defi ne the partic-

ular gnoseology obfuscated or illuminated in 

Moraza’s work.

no such thing as visual perception cut off  from 

tactility; there is no perception severed from 

emotion; and multiple intelligences (bodily-

kinesthetic, logical, verbal, spatial, and so on) 

are indiscernibly interconnected to confi gure 

intelligence.

4. It integrates all possible types of informa-

tion in a nonexclusive way—empirical data, 

sensory, emotional, conceptual, symbolic, con-

textual information… This integration also in-

vokes something of the real, which is both be-

yond and before representation, thus includ-

ing lack, or the hole in knowledge. This also 

gives it its anaxiomatic nature, the impossibil-

ity of reducing it to the level of signifi cation 

and of discourse.

5. The experience of art nonexclusively in-

tegrates all possible forms of human knowl-

edge in an interdisciplinary experience. This 

does not mean that art transversally cuts across 

all forms of knowledge (transdisciplinarity), or 

that it employs them without disciplinary re-

sponsibilities (indisciplinarity), or that it can 

smoothly negotiate all types of knowledge 

(multidisciplinarity), but rather that its tools 

and productions, as physical modeling, are 

at the cognitive heart of any cognitive opera-

tion. Accordingly, art is not knowledge of the 

fi rst degree but knowledge of other forms of 

knowledge. It partakes of the cognitive expe-

riences of the history of humanity, present in 

the works, which form a genuine memory of 

human cognition that includes the forms of 

cognition that predate the birth of science. In 

each era, artists have assimilated the knowl-

edge required to off er suffi  ciently complex 

and rich images of the world. And the under-

lying mythological, philosophical, anthropo-

logical, and psychological knowledge can be 

deduced from the experience of art in each 

epoch. Art itself behaves like a singular inter-

disciplinary conversation. 
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Anthropogenic Museum (in the expression of 

desire and the ransoming of the body for the 

constitution of the individual reformulated as 

“dividual,” another term coined by the artist 

to signify “that which is divisible”…).

The museum has always been an essential 

question in Moraza’s work. In fact, he makes 

recourse to the museological confi guration of 

some of his projects and to the questioning of 

the presentational and representational mech-

anisms, such as the frame, the pedestal, or the 

display cabinet.

Could mimesis be an ontological and deontolog-

ical problem of the republic? The representation 

of what is seen and lived has been a dominant 

objective of Western art since ancient Greece. 

The identifi cation of an image can also be a pro-

cess of social identifi cation and representation. 

Plato decried mimesis for its artifi ciality and 

falsity, thus the suspicion of the arts in “his” re-

public. Aristotle was the fi rst to defi ne some of 

the possible characteristics and rules of artistic 

mimesis, which became a breviary for Western 

arts up until the twentieth century. Both men 

thought and discussed imitation from the stand-

point of a republican institution: the Academy. 

Imitation is always a representation and in a 

representation there is always one thing in place 

of another. In all the signs and symbols human 

beings use to translate and interpret reality, 

there is a representative that takes the place 

of the represented, and between them there is 

established a relationship of signifi cation. But 

imitation and signifi cation, in other words, rec-

ognition and interpretation, also depend upon 

thing feeds off  the other, and the works inevi-

tably cross-infl uence each other. Each artwork 

exists because the others do: art is a museum of 

experiences and intervals, and foreknowledge 

of the continuum of art is what pushes it toward 

an increasingly complex elaboration of multi-

plicity. It is an illiterate thesaurus, or, in oth-

er words, a radical commitment to breaking 

the fl ow of signifi cations, to breaking any dis-

cursive fl ow, through the irrefutable power of 

the active copresence of images. The museum 

is necessarily equivocal, because each pres-

ence becomes irrefutable. Some are bound to 

be more brilliant, others will be more hermet-

ic, many will be incomprehensible, some will 

seem clumsy or even incomplete, but none are 

superfl uous. They all form part of the psycho-

biological heritage of humanity. 

There is only one museum, with all muse-

ums being partial expressions of it.

Mimesis is not about similarity, neither the 

similarity of eff ect (Aristotle) nor the similar-

ity of process (Jacques Derrida); it is about in-

discernibility. Mimesis is indiscernibility be-

tween fi gure and ground, between organism 

and context, between text and context, be-

tween sign and interpreter, between repre-

sentation and reality, between language and 

world, between truth and artifi ce, between 

original and apocryphal. This is why the eff ect 

of truth is inherent to all naturalism. But mi-

mesis is imaginary, given that naturalism does 

not consist of the correspondence between a 

sign and that which it refers to but to a habit-

ual correspondence between a use of interpre-

tation. Realism is a precedent. It is a natural-

ized codifi cation that generates a vivid eff ect 

of mimetic correspondence. Precedent gen-

erates the vivid phantom of the referent. By 

means of naturalist experience, evidence is 

considered a proof of truth. 

There is an iconic realism based on the evi-

dence of what is perceived and what is felt, at 
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with the explanation of the structure that it 

describes. Diff erent dichotomies arise from the 

wordplay that identifi es the parts: the exhibi-

tion starts with the concept of representativ-

ity, which outlines the possible meanings of a 

new word, “extimacy,” and unfolds as various 

intersections of meanings and ambiguities that 

continue until the exit, at which point prevails 

the axis of representiality, that is to say, intimacy. 

In this way, the exhibition is also an invitation 

to introspection. Three other axes—the em-

blems, the devices, and the “dividuals”—off er 

various possible museums: a Museum of Partic-

ipation, a Symbolic Museum, a Demographic 

Museum, which is also a Morphologic Muse-

um, and an Anthropogenic Museum. These 

museum typologies bring about three new 

paradigms: Interpassivity/Ornament and Law/

Implexities.

It is said that knowledge does not occupy space. 

Nevertheless, for Juan Luis Moraza knowledge 

not only occupies space but also time. One ex-

pression of this association of knowledge with 

the time and the spatial situation of objects 

is a work such as Horologos, in which a series 

of pedestals was turned into so many clocks 

whose moving hands point to various abstract 

concepts. Moraza’s work evokes a very diver-

sifi ed set of knowledges. From aesthetics and 

art history to anthropology to psychoanalysis 

and politics, his works juxtapose contexts and 

references and are often accompanied by texts 

and diagrams that explore a critical self-analy-

sis that presents and represents them. There is 

an obvious encyclopedic dimension in many of 

those works. And as we know, the Encyclopedia 

is a tool of knowledge that the Enlightenment 

put at the service of the citizenry; its partic-

ular form of structuring access to knowledge 

was (and still is…) a republican notion. 

Projects such as Ma(non é)Donna gather to-

gether a multitude of objects, images, and fi g-

ures that evoke the demographic paradigm as 

language, but rather as a diagrammatic system, 

like a structural modeling. 

The diagram is the connection between 

structure and image. Modeling operations in-

vestigate the disclosing of underlying orders 

and relationships; and at the same time they 

allow the bodily interconnection of elements 

from diff erent origins. The logic of diagram-

matic modeling is in harmony with the logic of 

the modeling of human intelligence, of imagi-

nation, memory, emotions. Our symbolic and 

imaginary universe is structured as a diagram-

matic system of semantic and functional con-

stellations. 

The experience of art is a cognitive integra-

tion model, on several levels: 

1. It entails the integration of the observing 

agent with the cognitive process and with ob-

servation itself. While the etymology of the 

word “science” suggests an excision, that of 

“art” (ars) suggests an articulation. The subject’s 

lack of neutrality is the blind spot of science, 

and it is also the heart of the experience of art. 

The fantasy of science is observation without 

observer; practical knowledge is knowledge 

without observation. The knowledge of art is 

observation with an observer. Up against alien-

ation, art is a model of connecting excellence.

2. It entails the integration of sensitive ex-

perience with intelligible knowledge. The no-

tion of sabœr simultaneously suggests knowl-

edge and an experience of the senses and of 

contemplation: the Latin verb sabere refers to 

both knowledge and taste. 

3. It entails an intersensory cognitive inte-

gration. Every form of art integrates all senso-

ry experiences, showing what cognitive biolo-

gy and neurology now acknowledge: there is 
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social conventions that contextualize and en-

able such actions. The power and the right to 

represent are a matter of citizenship in the same 

way as mimesis was an issue of Plato’s republic. 

Mimesis is a strategy that Juan Luis Moraza 

uses in many of his works. Existing objects 

are duplicated in other materials: shoe heels, 

clown noses, ballot boxes, intrauterine devices, 

toy soldiers, or the Madonnas of Catholic de-

votion. Representations of physical organs or 

representations of the skin are objectualized in 

metal and may take on unexpected functions, as 

in the case of the various doorknobs found in 

CHORD (Analysis), or the handles of work tools 

in Endscape or Operatives. Almost in every case, 

imitation is also a process of fragmentation in 

Moraza’s work, a process of analysis that breaks 

reality down into its parts, inviting the interpre-

tation of the spectators. In other instances, the 

object condenses an unexpected allegory, such 

as the nail and the sewing needle amplifi ed in 

the “king” and “queen” of Chemical Wedding.

There is no mimesis without negation and 

transgression of what is recognized. This signi-

fi es the short-circuiting of any type of unique 

recognition or unique interpretation, from 

which Moraza dissociates himself, while ex-

ploring the common foundations of any pro-

cess of identifi cation.

Juan Luis Moraza employs concepts originat-

ing in structuralism, a model of research and 

critical analysis that marks the cultural histo-

ry of the second half of the twentieth centu-

ry. Moraza is also a “son” of Saussure, Peirce, 

Barthes, Foucault, Lacan, and Lévi-Strauss. 

An operative knowledge of concepts from 

linguistics, semiotics, psychoanalysis, and an-

thropology manifests in his work in the form 

of language games, symbolic codes, diagrams, 

and reticular structures that indicate that each 

work proposes a given set of relationships be-

tween its constitutive elements. An exhibition 

by Moraza is an interpretative challenge in 

both the sensory and emotional levels. There is 

also a symbolic realism based on the evidence 

of the things that are known or thought, ac-

cording to a certain representativity of con-

ventionality, which sets up a mutual corre-

spondence. And there is an indicial realism 

based on the evidence of what exists, accord-

ing to the representative nature of physical or 

contextual contiguity. But not even a sign is 

neutral, and nor is a metonymy, nor a record; 

in fact they are all the more misleading in that 

they suggest an “outside” of representation, a 

presentation of the real. In any case, it is about 

establishing correspondences between evi-

dence and its content. 

Mimesis is mimetic of mime, of the gesture 

that “mimifi es” semiosis, which never ceases 

to repeat the gesture of a use, of a correspon-

dence. The perceived indiscernibility and the 

programmed indiscernibility are both systems 

of government in that they are the technolo-

gy of truth.

Beneath all mimesis, there is a transfi gura-

tion. It is discernment rather than abstraction 

that reveals the artifi ce that establishes the ev-

idence, that recognizes the real in the struc-

ture. Discernment resorts to discovery and to 

the creation of diff erences, to the actual gene-

sis of forms as critical singularities.

Structure is the system of unifying relations 

between the constituent parts and the consti-

tutive whole, between the attributive proper-

ties of the parts to the whole and the emergent 

distributive properties of the whole to the 

parts. It is what orchestrates the functioning of 

the parts of a whole and gives it meaning. 

Structure belongs to the order of the real; 

as a latent order, it shapes and constitutes 

what is. It is the latent information of being in 

its mode. And it is the mode in which some-

thing is being in the real.

What we are shown is always a system of ev-

idences, but beneath them lies the logic of the 
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to Dürer’s famous anatomical drawing, is the 

expression of a possible synthesis beyond 

the baroque expression of the specular rela-

tionship between thesis and antithesis, in the 

expression of the obverse and the reverse in 

which the body and objects are revisited as 

dialectic manifestations of singularity and in-

dividuality in the context of life.

This exhibition begins with a diagram. Juan 

Luis Moraza installed the diagram next to the 

plan of the museum fl oor where his show is 

featured. Moraza’s diagram is also a map, a car-

tography of the exhibition’s distribution across 

the various rooms it occupies in the museum. A 

map is a graphic representation, but a diagram 

is more than a representation: it establishes 

links, describes relationships, and explains 

how things work rather than merely describ-

ing a state of things. A diagram is didactic by 

defi nition: it explains as it represents and rep-

resents as it explains. 

More than a graphic representation, a di-

agram illuminates the relationships between 

the diff erent parts of a given reality. Moraza 

presents the map of the museum rooms con-

taining his work as an intersection of diff erent 

concepts to reveal a structure underlying the 

distribution of the works throughout the ex-

hibition. An exhibition is always a trajectory. 

Moraza reveals the intersection of discourses 

underlying that trajectory. Moraza’s diagram 

inscribes within the exhibition map a structure 

of concepts, a network of themes and refer-

ences. Topography thus reveals the underlying 

topology. The reading of this diagram accentu-

ates the reversible nature of the themes, con-

cepts, and works. It can be read either from top 

to bottom or bottom to top, from left to right 

or from right to left. Each work belongs to a 

subject, each subject to a theme, each theme 

to a concept. Diff erent colors link the themes, 

which are articulated in words that are also lin-

guistic constructions, providing the diagram 

reality into representation, language into 

world and world into language, truth into ar-

tifi ce, the original into the apocryphal. And in 

the wake of this transition, the reverse is not 

reversible; it is not possible to unsee what has 

been seen. Calculating the reverse, provoking 

it, is a means of estrangements that can pro-

duce knowledge of the structure. 

Logic has established a cognitive hierarchy, 

from the lowest level of sensations to the high-

est level of reasoning. But each type of intel-

ligence (linguistic-verbal, logical-mathemati-

cal, bodily-kinesthetic, spatial, musical, social, 

intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalist) calls 

for particular forms of somatosensory model-

ing and of thought. Each type of intelligence 

generates its own particular knowledge, and 

each form of art heightens the communication 

among the diff erent types of intelligence. 

Modeling processes are not just a way of 

summarizing or visualizing complex data, they 

also reveal the paleological layers that lie be-

neath all forms of thought. Diagrammatic 

modeling is a cognitive instrument that is key 

to thought processes, and particularly relevant 

in interdisciplinary operations of drawing or 

model making.

It is the natural mode of production, in 

keeping with the complex cognitive process 

of the human species. Electronic probabilities, 

atoms, cells, tissues, organs, systems, organ-

isms, subjects—the various organic and func-

tional layers of actively “being”—exist simul-

taneously, with each of them more or less fi xed 

at its operative threshold but with the possi-

bility of jumping to the other interconnect-

ed levels. Sensory operations involve motor 

operations, adding folds of organic and func-

tional complexity; the organism itself, and 

its consciousness, become elements of obser-

vation, and mental folds generate patterns of 

behavior and of perception. Neither the or-

ganism nor the unconscious are structured as 
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which visitors can construct a trajectory with 

the aid of certain theoretical and conceptual 

tools. The syntax of these works is often struc-

tured upon the articulation and demonstration 

of the possibilities of formal variation of a par-

adigm, as we can discover in works as disparate 

as Suff rage salvage or A bruit secret I and II, or in 

installations and series such as Arules, Ecstasy, 
Status, Statue, or Republican Portraits. A form or 

a concept comes together and is structured in 

Repercussaries or CHORD (Analysis) like the dif-

ferent parts of the body, through which the 

artist transfers a form into a function diff erent 

from that which it usually represents in order 

to encourage a symbolic game that confronts 

spectators with their own beliefs and expec-

tations. In Moraza’s universe, the artwork is 

materialized in a permanent redefi nition of 

the conventions that determine the semiotic 

codes through the revealing of the way they 

function as ideological codes. Which is why his 

republic demonstrates that some of the rules 

of the political, social, or cultural game can be 

subverted, as exemplifi ed by the new tax re-

turn form in which taxpayers are allowed to 

decide the destiny of their total contribution. 

Other aspects of Moraza’s structuralist inves-

tigation are apparent in his textuality (namely 

in the fact that a series of his texts, his “apoc-

rypha” for example, may also be considered 

artistic projects), as well as in the operational 

use of the concept of the “open work” that, in 

the wake of its fi rst champions, Umberto Eco 

and Pierre Boulez, opens up some of Moraza’s 

works to an interaction with the public and to 

the unforeseen contingencies that that inter-

action may bring about. 

structure. Structure forms the background to 

the real, it is what we are not evidently shown 

and what requires a certain distance, discern-

ment, recognition, and attention. Making the 

structure present, intelligible, requires an op-

eration that is not quite abstraction but more 

like speculation.

Structure cannot be mistaken for an im-

age, and when it is, it means that it has been 

reduced to its abstract fi guration, to structural 

or symbolic naturalism.

Structure is not the background of which 

the evidence is the surface. Skin is no less 

structural than the skeleton. Rather, it is a sys-

tem of structural levels.

There are diff erent structural degrees: from 

the minimum degree of organization, which 

would be a set of elements that are simply as-

sociated by contiguity or copresence—as in a 

chance encounter between a sewing machine 

and a scalpel in a rubbish dump—, to a second 

degree of organization in which all the parts are 

associated according to a unifying principle or 

criteria—like the right angle as the structural 

reason linking the pen, paper, glasses, table, and 

walls in Mondrian’s studio—, and a third degree 

of organization, in which the whole is what be-

stows properties on its constituent parts, so that 

the parts become holons,1 with a dual dimension 

in which they are both parts in regard to the 

whole that is conferred on them by unifi cation, 

and wholes in regard to the associations and 

parts that constitute them. As the poet Gilberto 

Owen put it, “the poem makes the words.” 

Structure is the boundary between process 

and organism, between movement and form, 

between metabolism and symbolism, between 

genesis and fi sis, between the form that forms 

and the form that is formed.

1. “A holon (Greek: ὅλον, holon neuter form of ὅλος, holos 
‘whole’) is something that is simultaneously a whole and 

a part. The word was coined by Arthur Koestler in his 

book The Ghost in the Machine (New York: Macmillan, 1981, 

p. 48).” Wikipedia contributors, “Holon (philosophy),” 

Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/

index.php?title=Holon_(philosophy)&oldid=625249622 

(accessed February 9, 2015). 
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Certain works by Juan Luis Moraza explore 

the reverse as a possibility for formal invention 

that also opens up other conceptual possibil-

ities for the construction of diff erent paths in 

interpreting his work. A whole cultural tradi-

tion explores the inverse, a formal and intellec-

tual game that contributes to the expression of 

its authors’ intelligence. Leonardo’s specular 

writing or Bach’s fugue without beginning or 

end in The Musical Off ering are some examples 

of the Möbius strip that we detect within an 

entire universe of unique works.

In a certain sense, the inverse is a conscious 

expression of a rational game, insofar as the 

reverse is the expression of the unknown, of 

what is unseen but still known to be there, of 

the unconscious, of that which the body hides 

and contains beyond the forms that it shows us 

externally. In fact, the interior of the human 

body is one of the most expressive manifes-

tations of the reverse, promising the mystery 

of the imperceptible that lies beyond the very 

limits of perception that defi ne the threshold 

of diverse oppositions: inside and outside, 

concave and convex, cavity and protuberance 

are all manifestations of the unknown that 

lies beyond the skin. The kiss and sex are pre-

cisely acts in which the body awakens to the 

exploration and knowledge of the interior of 

another body, of the reverse that constitutes 

the very erogenous essence of desire. Moraza’s 

Molds of Kisses are dysphoric representations of 

the Kiss, iconoclastic as a result of Rodin’s or 

Brancusi’s sculptural representations, and the 

reverse is the very key to their iconoclasm.

Certain rhetorical fi gures, such as the chi-

asm, proliferate in Moraza’s textuality as the 

expression of that game in which obverse and 

reverse weave a web in which several process-

es of signifi cation are defi ned. In Dividuals, the 

representation of the inside of the human skull 

is also the awakening of an imaginary of the 

reptilian brain found at the archaic beginnings 

of our genetic material. The vertical projection 

of the representation of a skeleton, an allusion 

We do not see that we fail to see what we do 

not see, but this is the background that allows 

us to see. The reverse reveals the surface that 

is shared by the model and its mold. 

Sensibility, consciousness, the mind, are our 

perceptual surfaces. Their preconscious and 

unconscious backgrounds are structural levels 

that are only expressed as reverse. The surface 

is accessible, it is what is shown to us; even the 

interior turns out to be surface, like a revers-

ible shell. 

In its modulation, the surface generates the 

confi guration of the entity in space; it maintains 

and gathers up and holds an interior; in its duc-

tility, it protects against external aggressions 

and excess stimulation, establishes singularity 

and individuation, contains the cavities of the 

senses and interconnects them, holds and re-

charges libidinal arousal as a constant stimulus, 

inscribes and attests to the inscribing of strokes 

as external traces, and drags the impulse into its 

overfl owing, its overcoming.

Investigating the surface, disrupting it, rip-

ping it, and piercing it reveals a further sur-

face, which folds and multiplies into more sur-

faces. On the reverse side of the skin, on the 

back of the body of which it is said, and felt, 

that it is the body that speaks, the body that is 

lived in, the body that is felt in, the body that 

is existed in. The reverse does not cross the 

surface, it appreciates it as the axis from which 

the background of perception becomes visible. 

By revealing the radical strangeness of the fa-

miliar, the reverse embraces the sinister.

Each absence, each gap, each lack, appears 

with the same shape as the thing that caus-

es it, as that which is lacking. As such, it con-

jures up the reverse of the absent. But the re-

verse is not the mirror image, it is the form; 

it does not concern symmetry but duplicity, 

a sketch. The reverse reveals the fl ip side of 

evidence, from within. The reverse turns the 

convex back into concave, the interior into ex-

terior, context into text, fi gure into ground, 

organism into context, interpreter into sign, 
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the reverse as a possibility for formal invention 

that also opens up other conceptual possibil-

ities for the construction of diff erent paths in 
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tion explores the inverse, a formal and intellec-

tual game that contributes to the expression of 

its authors’ intelligence. Leonardo’s specular 

writing or Bach’s fugue without beginning or 

end in The Musical Off ering are some examples 

of the Möbius strip that we detect within an 
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what is unseen but still known to be there, of 

the unconscious, of that which the body hides 

and contains beyond the forms that it shows us 
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expression of that game in which obverse and 

reverse weave a web in which several process-
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is also the awakening of an imaginary of the 

reptilian brain found at the archaic beginnings 

of our genetic material. The vertical projection 

of the representation of a skeleton, an allusion 
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not see, but this is the background that allows 
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is shared by the model and its mold. 

Sensibility, consciousness, the mind, are our 

perceptual surfaces. Their preconscious and 

unconscious backgrounds are structural levels 

that are only expressed as reverse. The surface 

is accessible, it is what is shown to us; even the 

interior turns out to be surface, like a revers-

ible shell. 

In its modulation, the surface generates the 

confi guration of the entity in space; it maintains 

and gathers up and holds an interior; in its duc-

tility, it protects against external aggressions 

and excess stimulation, establishes singularity 

and individuation, contains the cavities of the 

senses and interconnects them, holds and re-

charges libidinal arousal as a constant stimulus, 

inscribes and attests to the inscribing of strokes 

as external traces, and drags the impulse into its 

overfl owing, its overcoming.

Investigating the surface, disrupting it, rip-

ping it, and piercing it reveals a further sur-

face, which folds and multiplies into more sur-

faces. On the reverse side of the skin, on the 

back of the body of which it is said, and felt, 

that it is the body that speaks, the body that is 

lived in, the body that is felt in, the body that 

is existed in. The reverse does not cross the 

surface, it appreciates it as the axis from which 

the background of perception becomes visible. 

By revealing the radical strangeness of the fa-

miliar, the reverse embraces the sinister.

Each absence, each gap, each lack, appears 

with the same shape as the thing that caus-

es it, as that which is lacking. As such, it con-

jures up the reverse of the absent. But the re-

verse is not the mirror image, it is the form; 

it does not concern symmetry but duplicity, 
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convex back into concave, the interior into ex-
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to Dürer’s famous anatomical drawing, is the 

expression of a possible synthesis beyond 

the baroque expression of the specular rela-

tionship between thesis and antithesis, in the 

expression of the obverse and the reverse in 

which the body and objects are revisited as 

dialectic manifestations of singularity and in-

dividuality in the context of life.

This exhibition begins with a diagram. Juan 

Luis Moraza installed the diagram next to the 

plan of the museum fl oor where his show is 

featured. Moraza’s diagram is also a map, a car-

tography of the exhibition’s distribution across 

the various rooms it occupies in the museum. A 

map is a graphic representation, but a diagram 

is more than a representation: it establishes 

links, describes relationships, and explains 

how things work rather than merely describ-

ing a state of things. A diagram is didactic by 

defi nition: it explains as it represents and rep-

resents as it explains. 

More than a graphic representation, a di-

agram illuminates the relationships between 

the diff erent parts of a given reality. Moraza 

presents the map of the museum rooms con-

taining his work as an intersection of diff erent 

concepts to reveal a structure underlying the 

distribution of the works throughout the ex-

hibition. An exhibition is always a trajectory. 

Moraza reveals the intersection of discourses 

underlying that trajectory. Moraza’s diagram 

inscribes within the exhibition map a structure 

of concepts, a network of themes and refer-

ences. Topography thus reveals the underlying 

topology. The reading of this diagram accentu-

ates the reversible nature of the themes, con-

cepts, and works. It can be read either from top 

to bottom or bottom to top, from left to right 

or from right to left. Each work belongs to a 

subject, each subject to a theme, each theme 

to a concept. Diff erent colors link the themes, 

which are articulated in words that are also lin-

guistic constructions, providing the diagram 

reality into representation, language into 

world and world into language, truth into ar-

tifi ce, the original into the apocryphal. And in 

the wake of this transition, the reverse is not 

reversible; it is not possible to unsee what has 

been seen. Calculating the reverse, provoking 

it, is a means of estrangements that can pro-

duce knowledge of the structure. 

Logic has established a cognitive hierarchy, 

from the lowest level of sensations to the high-

est level of reasoning. But each type of intel-

ligence (linguistic-verbal, logical-mathemati-

cal, bodily-kinesthetic, spatial, musical, social, 

intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalist) calls 

for particular forms of somatosensory model-

ing and of thought. Each type of intelligence 

generates its own particular knowledge, and 

each form of art heightens the communication 

among the diff erent types of intelligence. 

Modeling processes are not just a way of 

summarizing or visualizing complex data, they 

also reveal the paleological layers that lie be-

neath all forms of thought. Diagrammatic 

modeling is a cognitive instrument that is key 

to thought processes, and particularly relevant 

in interdisciplinary operations of drawing or 

model making.

It is the natural mode of production, in 

keeping with the complex cognitive process 

of the human species. Electronic probabilities, 

atoms, cells, tissues, organs, systems, organ-

isms, subjects—the various organic and func-

tional layers of actively “being”—exist simul-

taneously, with each of them more or less fi xed 

at its operative threshold but with the possi-

bility of jumping to the other interconnect-

ed levels. Sensory operations involve motor 

operations, adding folds of organic and func-

tional complexity; the organism itself, and 

its consciousness, become elements of obser-

vation, and mental folds generate patterns of 

behavior and of perception. Neither the or-

ganism nor the unconscious are structured as 
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with the explanation of the structure that it 

describes. Diff erent dichotomies arise from the 

wordplay that identifi es the parts: the exhibi-

tion starts with the concept of representativ-

ity, which outlines the possible meanings of a 

new word, “extimacy,” and unfolds as various 

intersections of meanings and ambiguities that 

continue until the exit, at which point prevails 

the axis of representiality, that is to say, intimacy. 

In this way, the exhibition is also an invitation 

to introspection. Three other axes—the em-

blems, the devices, and the “dividuals”—off er 

various possible museums: a Museum of Partic-

ipation, a Symbolic Museum, a Demographic 

Museum, which is also a Morphologic Muse-

um, and an Anthropogenic Museum. These 

museum typologies bring about three new 

paradigms: Interpassivity/Ornament and Law/

Implexities.

It is said that knowledge does not occupy space. 

Nevertheless, for Juan Luis Moraza knowledge 

not only occupies space but also time. One ex-

pression of this association of knowledge with 

the time and the spatial situation of objects 

is a work such as Horologos, in which a series 

of pedestals was turned into so many clocks 

whose moving hands point to various abstract 

concepts. Moraza’s work evokes a very diver-

sifi ed set of knowledges. From aesthetics and 

art history to anthropology to psychoanalysis 

and politics, his works juxtapose contexts and 

references and are often accompanied by texts 

and diagrams that explore a critical self-analy-

sis that presents and represents them. There is 

an obvious encyclopedic dimension in many of 

those works. And as we know, the Encyclopedia 

is a tool of knowledge that the Enlightenment 

put at the service of the citizenry; its partic-

ular form of structuring access to knowledge 

was (and still is…) a republican notion. 

Projects such as Ma(non é)Donna gather to-

gether a multitude of objects, images, and fi g-

ures that evoke the demographic paradigm as 

language, but rather as a diagrammatic system, 

like a structural modeling. 

The diagram is the connection between 

structure and image. Modeling operations in-

vestigate the disclosing of underlying orders 

and relationships; and at the same time they 

allow the bodily interconnection of elements 

from diff erent origins. The logic of diagram-

matic modeling is in harmony with the logic of 

the modeling of human intelligence, of imagi-

nation, memory, emotions. Our symbolic and 

imaginary universe is structured as a diagram-

matic system of semantic and functional con-

stellations. 

The experience of art is a cognitive integra-

tion model, on several levels: 

1. It entails the integration of the observing 

agent with the cognitive process and with ob-

servation itself. While the etymology of the 

word “science” suggests an excision, that of 

“art” (ars) suggests an articulation. The subject’s 

lack of neutrality is the blind spot of science, 

and it is also the heart of the experience of art. 

The fantasy of science is observation without 

observer; practical knowledge is knowledge 

without observation. The knowledge of art is 

observation with an observer. Up against alien-

ation, art is a model of connecting excellence.

2. It entails the integration of sensitive ex-

perience with intelligible knowledge. The no-

tion of sabœr simultaneously suggests knowl-

edge and an experience of the senses and of 

contemplation: the Latin verb sabere refers to 

both knowledge and taste. 

3. It entails an intersensory cognitive inte-

gration. Every form of art integrates all senso-

ry experiences, showing what cognitive biolo-

gy and neurology now acknowledge: there is 
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a major political issue, not only of the present 

but of the entire history of humanity. Repre-

sentations of fertility in the images of Paleo-

lithic Venus fi gures are followed by reproduc-

tions of intrauterine devices and contraceptive 

pills, small Madonna statuettes, postcards with 

collages associating sacred religious images to 

the profanity of the pornographic. The pro-

fusion of an imaginary related to a paradigm 

reveals unexpected associations of ideas, and it 

also stimulates a critical perception of a politi-

cal and anthropological issue through the con-

stitution of an archive. The use of the archive 

as support for the expression and structure of 

a project is also, for Juan Luis Moraza, a way of 

exploring what could be the construction of a 

collective awareness of the questions inherent 

not only to his work but also to a society. The 

archive is also the form found in this exhibi-

tion to present a set of works from the artist’s 

studio: projects, models, small sculptures, and 

drawings from his adolescence that foreshad-

ow an entire rhizomatic structure of the dis-

ciplines of knowledge that defi ne the partic-

ular gnoseology obfuscated or illuminated in 

Moraza’s work.

no such thing as visual perception cut off  from 

tactility; there is no perception severed from 

emotion; and multiple intelligences (bodily-

kinesthetic, logical, verbal, spatial, and so on) 

are indiscernibly interconnected to confi gure 

intelligence.

4. It integrates all possible types of informa-

tion in a nonexclusive way—empirical data, 

sensory, emotional, conceptual, symbolic, con-

textual information… This integration also in-

vokes something of the real, which is both be-

yond and before representation, thus includ-

ing lack, or the hole in knowledge. This also 

gives it its anaxiomatic nature, the impossibil-

ity of reducing it to the level of signifi cation 

and of discourse.

5. The experience of art nonexclusively in-

tegrates all possible forms of human knowl-

edge in an interdisciplinary experience. This 

does not mean that art transversally cuts across 

all forms of knowledge (transdisciplinarity), or 

that it employs them without disciplinary re-

sponsibilities (indisciplinarity), or that it can 

smoothly negotiate all types of knowledge 

(multidisciplinarity), but rather that its tools 

and productions, as physical modeling, are 

at the cognitive heart of any cognitive opera-

tion. Accordingly, art is not knowledge of the 

fi rst degree but knowledge of other forms of 

knowledge. It partakes of the cognitive expe-

riences of the history of humanity, present in 

the works, which form a genuine memory of 

human cognition that includes the forms of 

cognition that predate the birth of science. In 

each era, artists have assimilated the knowl-

edge required to off er suffi  ciently complex 

and rich images of the world. And the under-

lying mythological, philosophical, anthropo-

logical, and psychological knowledge can be 

deduced from the experience of art in each 

epoch. Art itself behaves like a singular inter-

disciplinary conversation. 
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de lo real del sujeto. No es que «represente» al autor sino
que hace presente, hace presencia del autor, del modo en 
el que los ocelos en las alas de las mariposas  hacen  presente 
—a los ojos presenciales de un insecto o un pájaro— un
ser vívidamente percibido pero inexistente en realidad:
no son ojos porque te miran sino porque provocan en ti la 
vívida sensación de estar siendo mirado. Digamos que una 
obra sólo existe porque hay un autor de elaboración, a un 
lado, y un autor de interpretación, al otro, que no se co-
nectan entre sí. Ambos se conectan con la experiencia de 
una obra, en su presencialidad. La idea de represencialidad 
explica mejor el universo de las imágenes y los objetos que 
los humanos hemos realizado durante toda la historia, des-
de las más indiciales hasta las más convencionales, desde
lo más abstracto a lo más icónico, desde la mímesis hasta
la personificación, es decir, el uso de atributos corporales 
para representar categorías abstractas, como una nación.

Cuando comenzamos a organizar las obras para república
pensé que la representación entendida como crisis podría 
ser el núcleo organizador, tensionado en un extremo por la 
noción de representatividad (en obras más ligadas a aspec-
tos sociales, culturales, monumentales, de representación 
social), y en otro extremo por la noción de represenciali-
dad (en obras más ligadas a aspectos corporales, psíquicos,
expresivos, de representación personal).

Y me parecía que la exposición podría concentrarse a lo 
largo de esa idea múltiple de crisis de representación como 
una especie de curvatura espaciotemporal —que de nuevo
es una cinta de Moebius, o mejor, una botella de Klein—,
en una doble curvatura espaciotemporal, una curvatura re-
presentacional donde el sujeto y la sociedad comparecen
en la propia obra. Alrededor de estos vectores fue orga-
nizándose la elección de las obras para la exposición y su
propio mapa conceptual.

Por lo demás, las obras implican un vínculo con la reali-
dad a la que refieren, establecen correspondencias simbó-
licas abiertas entre los elementos perceptivos, afectivos y
conceptivos que componen lo que llamamos realidad. La
cuestión representacional no queda resuelta ni siquiera
cuando lo real se integra como material o como contexto,
pues incluso en ese caso lo real se incluye en la represen-
tación, regenerando esa indiscernibilidad entre mundo y
lenguaje que es propia de los naturalismos. En la sociedad 
contemporánea, la cuestión de la representación implica
una renovada puesta en crisis de los sistemas mediante los 
cuales se afianzan los significantes que instituyen el sen-
tido de la realidad. En el presente proyecto, la noción de

Ocelos en las alas de las mariposas. Fotografia: 
Enrico Stella

Botella de Klein. Modelo de superficie topológica 
sin bordes, sin exterior ni interior
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presence, as an event, intensifi es the presentiality of the 

person who encounters it. At the same time, insofar as it 

is perceived in relation to a certain authorship, it con-

jures up something of the real of the subject. It does not 

“represent” the author, it conjures up his presence, it 

invokes the presence of the author just as the ocelli on 

the wings of a butterfl y conjure up—to the eyes of the 

insect or bird who is there to see them—a being that is 

vividly perceived but in reality nonexistent: it is not the 

fact that they look at you that makes them eyes, but the 

fact that they give you a vivid sense of being looked at. 

We could say that a work of art only exists because there 

is a producing author on one side and an interpreting 

author on the other, with no connection between the 

two. Both sides connect with the experience of a work, 

in its presentiality. The idea of representiality is a better 

means of explaining the images and objects that humans 

have created throughout history, from the most indica-

tive to the most conventional, from the most abstract to 

the most iconic, from mimesis to personifi cation—as in 

the use of bodily attributes to represent abstract catego-

ries such as “nation.”

When we started organizing the works for republic, I 

initially thought of taking representation, in the sense 

of crisis, as the core idea, tautened by the notion of rep-

resentativity at one end (in works that have more to do 

with social, cultural, monumental aspects, with social 

representation) and by the notion of representiality at 

the other (in works that have more to do with bodily, 

mental, expressive aspects, with personal representa-

tion).

And I thought that the exhibition could focus around 

this multiple idea of crisis of representation as a kind of 

space-time curvature—a Möbius strip, or better still, a 

Klein bottle—, a double space-time curvature, a repre-

sentational curvature in which subject and society ap-

pear in the work. These were the vectors that gradually 

structured the selection of works for the exhibition and 

shaped its concept map.

Other than this, the works are a link with the reality 

that they refer to; they set up open symbolic connec-

tions among the perceptive, aff ective, and conceptive 

elements that make up what we call reality. The repre-

sentational question is not resolved even when the real 

is integrated as material or as context, because even then 

the real is included in the representation, thus regener-

ating the indiscernibility between world and language 

Eyespot on a butterfly's wing

Klein’s bottle. Model of a topologic surface 
with no borders, no outside, and no inside
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que la celebración de la república en mi caso es más bien 
una advertencia1.

JF: Una cuestión importante en la historia política de 
las repúblicas es la representatividad. La representación 
atraviesa por entero la historia del arte desde la herencia 
aristotélica, que defi nió las convenciones y rupturas en el 
arte occidental. Tú articulas las dos, representatividad y 
representación, en la estructura de esta exposición como 
has hecho en varios momentos de tu obra. ¿Son para ti tor-
siones de una cinta de Moebius?

JLM: Sí, ciertamente. Yo creo que son la misma superfi -
cie torsionada. Existe una conexión profunda entre la re-
presentación como relación con lo real y la representación 
como relación con los demás. Se trata de dos modos de 
mediación y entre ellos se establece a su vez otra media-
ción. La representación es un sistema de correspondencias 
entre el lenguaje y el mundo, entre la realidad y lo real ...Y 
simultáneamente un sistema de correspondencias entre el 
sujeto y la sociedad, entre lo real del sujeto y la constitu-
ción simbólica. En el caso del arte, esta red de mediaciones 
se produce en su punto álgido: como ornamento y monu-
mento, el arte existe en el núcleo mismo de la representati-
vidad social; como acontecimiento y vínculo, el arte inten-
sifi ca la singularidad subjetiva e intersubjetiva. Entiendo 
que nuestro trabajo siempre opera entre la representación 
artística y la representatividad social. De un lado supone la 
máxima exploración personal, pues la elaboración artísti-
ca es constitutiva de la subjetividad; y de otro, sólo existe 
como vocación social, pues el arte es constituyente de la 
cultura, independientemente de las temáticas, indepen-
dientemente de los destinos de la obra dentro de la cultura. 

Para comprender mejor estas duplicidades, se me ocu-
rrió acuñar la palabra «represencialidad». Porque entendía 
que la representación, independientemente de la  cuestión 
paradigmática en términos sociológicos de la relación entre 
un signifi cante y aquello a lo que se refi ere, también tenía 
que ver con la presencia, metafórica y  metonímica, de un 
sujeto en la representación. No es que «donde hay humo, 
hay fuego», sino que, como diría Jacques Lacan, «don-
de hay humo hay alguien». La obra de arte existe como 
presencia en cuanto objeto, pero esa presencia, en tanto 
acontecimiento, intensifi ca la presencialidad de quien se 
encuentra con ella. Mas, al mismo tiempo, en tanto per-
cibida en relación con cierta autoría, hace presente algo 

1.  Para un desarrollo de la relación entre publicidad y política, véase el ensayo de 
Juan Luis Moraza «Publicidad de lo político», pp. 168-230.

«El mundo existe sólo en y a través de un 
sujeto, el cual cree que está produciendo 
el mundo al producir su representación.» 
(Craig Owens, «El discurso de los otros: 
las feministas y el posmodernismo», en Hal 
Foster, La posmodernidad, Barcelona, Kairós, 
1984, pp. 93-123) 

«Toda sociedad es un sistema de interpre-
tación del mundo; y aun aquí el término 
“interpretación” resulta superfi cial e im-
propio. Toda sociedad es una construcción, 
una constitución, creación de un mundo, 
de su propio mundo. Su propia identidad 
no es otra cosa que ese “sistema de in-
terpretación”, ese mundo que ella crea.» 
(Cornelius Castoriadis, Los dominios del 
hombre. Encrucijadas del laberinto, Barcelona, 
Gedisa, 1995, p. 69)

«Corta el aliento, es ajena a cualquier dis-
curso, consagrada al supuesto mutismo de 
“la-cosa-misma”, restituye, en un silencio 
autoritario, un orden de presencia.» 
(Jacques Derrida, Dar [el] tiempo I: la mone-
da falsa, Barcelona, Paidós Ibérica, p. 64)
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art is either at the service of social meanings or it is ex-

cluded. So what we are seeing is a totally diff erent pro-

cess. Let us say that in my case the celebration of the 

republic is actually more like a warning.1

JF: Representativity is an important aspect in the po-

litical history of republics. Representation cuts across 

the history of art, right back to the Aristotelian legacy, 

which defi ned the conventions and ruptures of Western 

art. You connect the two—representativity and repre-

sentation—in the structure of this exhibition, as you 

have done at various points during your career. Do you 

see them as twists in a Möbius strip?

JLM: Yes, certainly. I think that they are the same 

curved surface. There is a strong link between repre-

sentation as connection with the real and representation 

as connection with others. They are two types of me-

diation, and a third type is established between them. 

Representation is a system of correspondences between 

language and the world, between reality and the real... 

And at the same time, it is a system of correspondences 

between subject and society, between the real of the 

subject and symbolic constitution. In the case of art, this 

web of mediations is produced at its critical moment: 

art, as ornament and monument, is at the very heart of 

social representativity; art, as event and connection, 

intensifi es subjective and intersubjective singularity. I 

think that our work always takes place between artistic 

representation and social representativity. On one hand, 

it involves ultimate personal exploration, given that ar-

tistic production is constitutive of subjectivity; and on 

the other, it exists only as a social vocation, because art is 

a constituent of culture, regardless of its subject matter 

or of the intended use of the work within the cultural 

context. 

Seeking to better understand these dualities, I coined 

the word “representiality.” Because, leaving aside the 

paradigmatic question of the relation between the sig-

nifi er and that which it refers to, in sociological terms, 

it seemed to me that representation is also about pres-

ence, about the metaphoric and metonymic presence of 

the subject in representation. It is not a case of “Where 

there is smoke, there is fi re,” but, as Jacques Lacan would 

say, “Where there is smoke, there is a smoker.” The work 

of art exists as a presence insofar as an object, but that 

1. For a full account of the relationship between publicity and politics, see the essay  
 “Publicity of the Political” by Juan Luis Moraza, pp. 168–230.

“The world exists only in and through a 

subject who believes that he is producing 

the world in producing its representation.”

(Craig Owens, “The Discourse of Others: 

Feminists and Postmodernism” [1983], in 

Postmodern Culture, ed. Hal Foster, London: 

Pluto Press, 1985, p. 66) 

“Each society is a system of interpretation 

of the world, and again, the term interpre-
tation is here fl at and inappropriate. Each 

society is a construction, a constitution, a 

creation of a world, of its own world. Its 

own identity is nothing but this ‘system 

of interpretation,’ this world it creates.” 

(Cornelius Castoriadis, World in Fragments, 
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 

1997, p. 9) 

“One, taking the breath away, a stranger 

to all discourse, doomed to the presumed 

mutism of ‘the-thing-itself,’ restores, in au-

thoritarian silence, an order of presence.” 

(Jacques Derrida, The Truth in Painting 

[1978], Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1987, p. 156)
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João Fernandes: Estamos preparando una exposición 
extensa de tu trabajo a partir de la palabra que has elegi-
do para titularla, «república». ¿Cómo has llegado a ella? 

Juan Luis Moraza: Las palabras son siempre la punta 
 visible de un iceberg de experiencia. Este título surgió re-
cordando una conferencia del año 1993 titulada  «república 
de refl ejos», dictada con motivo de la exposición Collage y 
Fotomontaje, que trataba de lo que podrían ser unas «esté-
ticas de discontinuidad», —de pasajes, transiciones, en-
samblajes y fracturas— características de la experiencia 
moderna. Pensé que la noción de república tenía que ver 
con una dimensión literalmente política, como una forma 
concreta de gobierno, pero como modelo de organización 
descentralizada, participativa. Esa dimensión  política 
se  extiende a todo tipo de organizaciones: si una obra de 
arte es básicamente una materia organizada, sus relacio-
nes constituyentes funcionan también como un campo de 
 valores, como un ejemplo de estructura. Sólo así  contiene 
el potencial para generar o involucrar relaciones con el 
contexto y con el  espectador.

Cuando comenzamos a pensar la exposición, el título de 
república convenía tanto a cierto modo personal de hacer 
y sentir el arte como a la posibilidad de mostrar un con-
junto de obras que no participan de una homogeneidad ni 
material, ni técnica, ni estilística, ni temática, pero que, 
en su diversidad, comparten de forma latente ciertos as-
pectos, ciertos modos. De hecho, cuando hace unos tres 
años  comencé a trabajar con el museo en esta exposición, 
mi primera propuesta, ya con ese título, fue desarrollar tres 
series de obras anteriores: repercusiones, implejidades y softwa-
re, comenzadas en los últimos años, que rodeaban de forma 
latente un espacio donde cuerpo, sujeto y vínculo se refl e-
jaban en una encrucijada común. La noción de  república 
servía para desarrollar esas tres series en una especie de 
confederación de refl ejos. El nuevo contexto del proyecto 

Exposición como reverso de imposición
»"”) república ≠ república (“"« 
Juan Luis Moraza en conversación con João Fernandes

«Siempre pensé que no éramos lo sufi cien-
temente virtuosos para ser republicanos.» 
(Jacques-Louis David, citado en Étienne 
Jean Delécluze, Louis David son école et son 
temps, París, Didier, 1855, p. 230)

«La Constitución, para ser efi caz, debe 
mantenerse ignorante de todo lo que 
permite.» (Bruno Latour, Nunca hemos sido 
modernos, Madrid, Debate, 1993, p. 71)

«Se encuentra un doble orden en las cosas. 
Uno es aquél que existe entre las partes de 
un todo o una multitud, que se ordenan 
recíprocamente, como las partes de una 
casa. Otro es el orden de las cosas a un 
fi n.» (Tomás de Aquino, Comentario a la ética 
a Nicómaco de Aristóteles, libro I, lección 1, 
parágrafos 1-6, Pamplona, Barañain, 2010)

«Civilidad signifi ca tratar a los demás como 
si fuesen extraños y forjar un vínculo social 
sobre dicha distancia social. La ciudad es 
aquel establecimiento humano en la cual es 
más probable el encuentro con extraños.» 
(Richard Sennet, El Declive del Hombre 
Público, Barcelona, Ediciones Península, 
1978, p. 327)
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João Fernandes: We are working on an extensive ex-

hibition of your work that revolves around a word you 

have chosen as the title: “republic.” How did you arrive 

at it? 

Juan Luis Moraza: Words are always the visible tip of 

an iceberg of experience. This title came up as I thought 

back to a 1993 conference entitled “República de refl e-

jos” (Republic of Refl ections), imparted as part of the 

exhibition Collage y Fotomontaje (Collage and Photomon-

tage). It dealt with what could be called the “aesthetics 

of discontinuity,” the passages, transitions, assemblages, 

and breaks that characterize modern-day experience. It 

seemed to me that the notion of the republic had a liter-

ally political dimension as a specifi c form of government, 

but one that is based on a decentralized, participatory 

organizational model. This political dimension extends 

to all types of organizations. Given that an artwork is 

basically organized matter, its constituent relations also 

operate as a value fi eld, as an example of structure. This 

is why it has the potential to generate or enter into con-

nections with its context and with the spectator.

When we began to plan the exhibition, the title repub-
lic sat well with a certain personal way of making and ex-

periencing art, and also with the idea of showing a series 

of works that do not partake of a physical or technical 

or stylistic or thematic homogeneity but, in their di-

versity, latently share certain aspects, certain modes. In 

fact, when I began working on this exhibition with the 

museum some three years ago, my initial idea—which 

already carried this title—was to develop three earlier 

series of works: Repercussions, Implexities, and Software, 

which I had begun in recent years and which latently 

encircled a space where body, subject, and connection 

refl ected each other at the point where they converge. 

The notion of republic would allow me to develop these 

Exhibition as the Reverse of Imposition
»"”) republic ≠ republic (“"« 

Juan Luis Moraza in conversation with João Fernandes

“I had always thought for sure that we were 

not virtuous enough to be republicans.” 

(Jacques-Louis David [1748–1825], quoted 

in Étienne-Jean Delécluze, Louis David, son 
école et son temps, Paris: Didier, 1855, p. 230)

“The eff ectiveness of the Constitution 

depended precisely upon its obscure half.” 

(Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern 

[1991], Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-

sity Press, 1993, p. 49) 

“Now a twofold order is found in things. 

One kind is that of parts of a totality, that 

is, a group, among themselves, as the parts 

of a house are mutually ordered to each 

other. The second order is that of things 

to an end.” (Thomas Aquinas, Commentary 
on Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics [1271–72], 

book 1, lecture 1, ¶¶ 1–6, Chicago: Henry 

Regnery Company, 1964)

“Civility is treating others as though they 

were strangers and forging a social bond 

upon that social distance. The City is that 

human settlement in which strangers are 

most likely to meet.” (Richard Sennett, 

The Fall of Public Man, New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1977, p. 264)
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hyperrealized to the point of extreme distortion. The 

idea that the people decide, that the fate of citizens is in 

their own hands, etc., is now suff ering an absolute cri-

sis of legitimacy, because we know that public opinion 

is subject to the pressure of powerful opinion-shaping 

mechanisms. Just as the means of production determine 

the product in industrial and material terms, the owners 

and managers of the means of opinion production have 

the power of inducement in societies based on citizen 

participation; they are the legitimized de facto power. 

The propaganda systems produced by this “asymmetry 

of infl uence” have become so sophisticated and power-

ful that it is now unimaginable, naïve, or cynical to think 

that a citizen is free in his or her choices. The paradoxes 

of democracy begin in the gulf that separates the public 

sphere and publicity. They are the paradoxes inherent to 

the process that begins with the move from imposition 

to exposition and ends with the so-called overcoming 

of art—a kind of “ubiquitous installation” that entails 

a regression to the logic of imposition. Because art has 

not fulfi lled the modern dream of merging life and art. 

Instead, without losing any of its status, privileges, and 

institutions, it has become part of a staging of indiscern-

ibility that entails a plundering of the symbolic capital 

of art in the name of it overcoming itself. The indiscern-

ibility between art and reality is no protection against 

the fi ctions of representation. Instead, it involves us in a 

new fi ctional game in which—like in Plato’s Republic—

Abraham Bosse, frontispiece of Thomas Hobbes’s 
Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a 
Common Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil

Howard T. Odum, Environment, Power, and Society, 
1970. Diagram of a power network for a satellite 
system. Loop control improves by adding the 
representative flow (dotted line), which is partially 
controlled by the boss  

A bruit secret (II), 2014
Methacrylate, 50 x 50 x 50 cm

CVA, Ideal Artist, 1980
Printing on paper, variable dimensions
Artists’ collection
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de exposición me permitía la posibilidad de constatar faltas 
y de completar las series.

Progresivamente, en nuestro trabajo común de organi-
zación de la exposición, a sugerencia tuya, acordamos in-
cluir obras muy anteriores. Evité la posibilidad de realizar 
una exposición retrospectiva, pues no quería renunciar al 
proyecto original, en el que las obras se vertebraban alre-
dedor de esa noción expandida de república. Por lo que,
 finalmente, decidimos escoger obras que considerásemos
activas en el establecimiento de esta «república», ignoran-
do cualquier restricción temporal. El resultado es por ello 
heterogéneo, multivocal, colectivo. Pues, si son las obras
las que hacen al autor, uno es un autor diferente cada vez 
que concluye una serie, por lo que cualquier introspección 
es necesariamente colectiva.

JF: Creo que una de las primeras exposiciones públicas 
con precio de entrada se dio en el contexto de la joven Re-
pública francesa, cuando Jacques-Louis David presenta El
rapto de las sabinas (1799), una pintura monumental, en el
Louvre... Por primera vez un artista produce una exposi-
ción para ciudadanos que pagan para verla. Con ello, se
asume una nueva economía, porque es la economía bur-
guesa la que se manifiesta en esa primera exposición repu-
blicana de David... David fue siempre un publicista de la
república: esa relación entre arte y república es una rela-
ción celebratoria, monumental, como sus pinturas.

Los vestigios que tenemos de la República romana tam-
bién los conocemos por un arte monumental. Al  presentar 
tu trabajo a partir de la palabra «república» difieres de la
tradición monumental celebratoria con la que el arte se ha 
articulado en torno a ella. La república es el paspartú de
tu relación con la institución museo, una estrategia para

«El filósofo Juan de Salisbury quizá dio 
la definición más literal de la política del 
cuerpo, declarando en 1159 sencillamente 
que “el Estado (res publica) es un cuerpo”.
Quería decir que el gobernante de la socie-
dad funciona de manera similar al cerebro 
humano, mientras que los consejeros serían 
como el corazón, los comerciantes como 
el estómago de la sociedad, los soldados 
sus manos y los campesinos y artesanos sus 
pies. Su imagen era jerárquica. El orden 
social comienza en el cerebro, el órgano 
del gobernante. [...] Juan de Salisbury 
escribió como un científico. Creía que el 
descubrir la manera en que funciona el 
cerebro le enseñaría a un rey cómo debía 
elaborar las leyes.» (Richard Sennet, Carne 
y piedra, Madrid, Alianza, 1997, pp. 26 y 27)

«La política nace en el Entre-los-hombres,
por lo tanto completamente fuera del hom-
bre. De ahí que no haya ninguna substancia 
propiamente política. La política surge 
en el entre y se establece como relación.» 
(Hannah Arendt, ¿Qué es la política?, Barce-
lona, Paidós Ibérica, 1997, p. 46)

«Lo que creemos depende de lo que apren-
demos. [...] En el fondo de la creencia bien 
fundamentada, se encuentra la creencia 
sin fundamentos.» (Ludwig Wittgenstein,
Sobre la certeza, Barcelona, Gedisa, 1995,
pp. 255 y 288)

Jacques-Louis David, 
El rapto de las sabinas, 1799. 
Musée du Louvre, París
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three series in a kind of confederation of refl ections. The 

new context of the planned exhibition off ered me an op-

portunity to check errors and complete the series.

Gradually, at your suggestion, as we worked together 

to organize the exhibition, we agreed to include much 

earlier works. I avoided the idea of a retrospective ex-

hibition because I did not want to renounce the original 

project in which the works are organized around that 

expanded notion of republic. So we fi nally decided to 

choose works that we considered to play an active role 

in the establishment of this “republic,” ignoring chrono-

logical constraints. The result is thus heterogeneous, 

multivocal, collective. Because although it may be true 

that the works make the author, it is also true that you 

are a different author every time you finish a series, 

which means that introspection is inevitably collective.

JF: I think that one of the fi rst public exhibitions to 

charge admission was held during the young French Re-

public, when Jacques-Louis David presented his monu-

mental painting The Intervention of the Sabine Women (1799) 

at the Louvre... For the fi rst time, an artist produced an 

exhibition for citizens who paid to see it. This was the 

start of a new economy, given that the bourgeois econo-

my is expressed in this fi rst republican exhibition by 

David... David was always a publicist of the republic: 

that link between art and republic is celebratory and 

monumental, like his paintings. 

The little that remains of the Roman Republic is also 

known to us through monumental art. In your case, 

when you present your work around the word “re-

public” you depart from the celebratory monumen-

tal tradition of art in relation to it. The republic is the 

“The philosopher John of Salisbury gave 

perhaps the most literal defi nition of the 

body politic, declaring in 1159 simply that 

‘the state (res publica) is a body.’ He meant 

that a ruler in society functions just like 

a human brain, the ruler’s counselors like 

a heart; merchants are society’s stomach, 

soldier its hands, peasants and menial 

workers its feet. His was a hierarchical 

image; social order begins in the brain, 

the organ of the ruler…. John of Salisbury 

wrote as a scientist; fi nding out how the 

brain works, he believed, would tell a king 

how to make laws.” (Richard Sennett, Flesh 
and Stone: The Body and the City in Western 
Civilization, New York and London: W.W. 

Norton, 1994, pp. 23–24)

“Politics arises between men, and so quite 

outside of man. There is therefore no real 

political substance. Politics arises in what 

lies between men and is established as rela-

tionships.” (Hannah Arendt, “Introduction 

into Politics” [1963], in The Promise of Poli-
tics, New York: Schocken, 2005. p. 95)

“What we believe depends on what we 

learn…. At the foundation of well-founded 

belief lies belief that is not founded.” 

(Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty, Oxford: 

Basil Blackwell, 1969–75, pp. 253, 286)

Jacques-Louis David, 
The Intervention of the Sabine Women, 1799. 
Musée du Louvre
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 resultaba insostenible, provocadora, antirrepublicana... 
Pero una vez instituido el triunfo de la revolución, cada 
república aspira a evitar una futura revuelta antirrevolucio-
naria. Los monumentos, así, no sólo glorifi carían los nue-
vos principios republicanos, sino que instaurarían los nuevos
símbolos en los viejos espacios simbólicos  mediante proce-
dimientos autoinmunes. Citabas a David y yo me acordaba 
de Antonio Canova, otro gran publicista monumental de 
la posrevolución revolucionaria. Canova inaugura la mo-
numentalidad moderna de acuerdo a esa escenifi cación de 
una legitimidad ascendente que se vehiculará a través de 
los dispositivos de exposición. Desde el inicio del XIX, los 
monumentos se rodean de escaleras y accesos, y lo que es 
más importante, de mecanismos representacionales que 
sugieren un espacio intermedio entre la estela de idea-
lidad del espacio del monumento y la realidad del espacio 
del ciudadano: fi guras anónimas, ofrendas y objetos que 
parecen simplemente apoyados en el pedestal. A fi nales 
del XIX, el escultor Adolf von Hildebrand, abiertamente 
antimoderno, defensor de la idealidad neoclásica del arte, 
antirrodiniano por excelencia, achaca a Canova ser el res-
ponsable de la máxima decadencia del arte moderno, que 
él cifra precisamente en esos procedimientos escénicos de 
accesos virtuales. Porque, dice, ha llenado la ciudad con 
monumentos que introducen elementos de la vida cotidia-
na en el espacio intermedio del pedestal, que no se sabe si 
pertenecen a la representación o a la vida, que no se sabe 
si son reales o representaciones  monumentales. Es curio-
so que esta defi nición antimoderna de Von Hildebrand, al 
fi nal del siglo XIX, será la que un par de décadas después 
adopta Marcel Duchamp para defi nir el ready-made como 
una escenifi cación de la arbitrariedad e indiscernibilidad 
entre el monumento y la vida, cuando precisamente lo co-
mún entra directamente a formar parte del monumento del 
templo del arte. 

Creo que está bien visto lo que dices. Si mi exposición 
participa en cierto modo de esa lógica de la celebración re-
publicana, bueno, no más ni menos que las paradojas de la 
exposición dentro del arte y la compleja sociedad contem-
poránea. Creo que es muy importante cifrar la aparición de 
la exposición en ese momento de la emergencia del pueblo 
como representante de sí mismo. Vivimos hoy en día en los 
epígonos de ese proceso. Esa lógica de la autorrepresenta-
ción social se ha hiperrealizado hasta un punto de extre-
ma perversión. La idea de que el pueblo decide, de que 
los ciudadanos son los responsables de su propio destino, 
etc., sufre hoy una crisis absoluta de legitimidad porque 

«Fármaco político.» (Platón, República, 
libro V, [473b])

«No hay masas organizadas sin soportes 
visuales de adhesión.» (Régis Debray, Vida 
y muerte de la imagen, Barcelona, Paidós 
Ibérica, 1994, p. 80)

«[...] Puesto que Canova separó totalmente 
la arquitectura de las esculturas, la arqui-
tectura actúa por sí como monumento 
y las fi guras como algo puesto delante y 
que no pertenece al resto como impresión 
espacial. Las esculturas pertenecen más 
al público que al sepulcro: han salido de 
él. El único vínculo ente arquitectura y 
escultura es la acción de introducirse. 
El verdadero proceso no está confi gurado 
como algo visto, sino que se presenta di-
rectamente: las fi guras son seres humanos 
de piedra. Este realismo se ha extendido 
cada vez más en los monumentos moder-
nos. Recuerdo todas esas estatuas, ante las 
cuales algunos personajes de piedra o de 
bronce, de un modo totalmente gratuito, se 
ponen en cuclillas en los escalones, tal vez 
escriben el nombre en el monumento o le 
cuelgan guirnaldas, etc. Estos ingredientes 
establecen un paso hacia el espectador y 
la realidad, y la frontera es completamente 
arbitraria. Igualmente se podrían colocar 
algunos espectadores de piedra ante el mo-
numento. La novedad de tales creaciones 
es sólo una tosquedad artística propia del 
género de las fi guras de cera y los panora-
mas.» (Adolf von Hildebrand, El problema 
de la forma en la obra de arte [1893], Madrid, 
Visor, 1988, p. 87)

«La idea durkheimiana de que lo sagrado 
representa el culto a la vida colectiva es 
probable que contenga algún elemento 
de verdad.» (Marvin Harris, Antropología 
cultural, Madrid, Alianza, 1990, p. 17)

«La escucharemos, por tanto, convencidos 
de que tal poesía no debe ser tomada en 
serio, por no ser ella misma cosa seria ni 
atenida a la verdad; antes bien, el que la 
escuche ha de guardarse temiendo por su 
propia república interior y observar lo que 
queda dicho acerca de la poesía.» (Platón, 
República, libro VIII [680a])
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citizens to their representatives and from these to their 

Constitution. Monumental imposition became unten-

able, provocative, antirepublican... But once the triumph 

of a revolution has been established, a republic always 

aspires to prevent future antirevolutionary revolts. So 

the monuments did not only glorify the new republican 

principles, they also installed the new symbols in the old 

symbolic spaces through autoimmune strategies. You 

mentioned David and I was thinking of Antonio Cano-

va, another great monumental publicist from the revolu-

tionary post-revolution. Canova launched modern mon-

umentality based on that dramatization of ascending 

legitimacy that was to be conveyed through the exhibi-

tion and its devices. From the early nineteenth century 

on, monuments were surrounded by stairs and points 

of access, and, more importantly, by representational 

mechanisms that suggest an intermediate space between 

the trail of the ideality of the space of the moment and 

the reality of the space of the citizen: anonymous fi g-

ures, off erings, and objects that seem to be merely lean-

ing on the pedestal. In the late nineteenth century, the 

openly antimodern sculptor Adolf von Hildebrand, who 

was an advocate of the neoclassical ideality of art and an 

inveterate anti-Rodinian, accused Canova of being re-

sponsible for the worst decadence of modern art, which, 

to his eyes, consisted precisely of those theatrical proce-

dures of virtual access. They had, he argued, fi lled the 

city with monuments that brought elements from every-

day life into the intermediate space of the pedestal, so 

that there was no way of knowing whether they were 

part of the representation or part of life, whether they 

were real or monumental representations. Curiously, 

this antimodern defi nition proposed by von Hildebrand 

in the nineteenth century matches the one used by Mar-

cel Duchamp a few decades later when he described 

readymades as a dramatization of the indiscernibility 

between monuments and life as ordinary things came to 

form part of the monument of the temple of art. 

I think you are right in what you say. While my exhi-

bition may in some sense partake of this logic of repub-

lican celebration, it only does so to the same extent that 

it partakes of the paradoxes of exhibitions within art and 

within our complex contemporary society. I think it is 

very important that the emergence of the exhibition co-

incided with the emergence of “the people” as their own 

representatives. We are now living in the epigones of this 

process. This logic of social self-representation has been 

“Political pharmakon.” (Plato, Republic 

[380 BCE], Book 5 [473b])

“There are no organized masses without 

visual means of support.” (Régis Debray, 

Vida y muerte de la imagen [1992], Barcelona: 

Ediciones Paidós, 1994, p. 80)

“But Canova entirely separated his archi-

tecture from his fi gures, with the result 

that the architectural part has in itself the 

eff ect of a monument, while the fi gures 

appear to be set up in front without regard 

to any total spatial impression. The fi gures, 

indeed, belong more to the public than 

they do to the tomb; it seems as though 

they had just climbed up into their posi-

tions. The single bond of unity between 

the architecture and the fi gures lies in the 

suggested act of their entering the tomb. 

What is here constructed is not a picture 

seen, but a drama acted out: —the fi gures 

are real men and women turned to stone.

One fi nds such realism as this spread 

broadcast in modern monuments. One 

has but to recall the numerous statue 

monuments at the bases of which crouch 

fi gures in stone or bronze, perchance to 

inscribe a name, or deposit a laurel wreath. 

These fi gures are a direct transition to the 

observer and reality. There is no defi nite 

line drawn between the monument and the 

public; —as well bring a few stone spec-

tators on the scene! What is new in such a 

departure as this can well be ranked in the 

same category with such artistic crudities 

as wax fi gures and panoramas.” (Adolf von 

Hildebrand, The Problem of Form in Painting 
and Sculpture [1893], New York et al.: G.E. 

Stechert & Co., 1907, p. 113)

“There is probably some truth to the 

Durkheimian idea that ritual action is the 

cult to collective life.” (Marvin Harris and 

Orna Johnson, Cultural Anthropology, Bos-

ton: Allyn and Bacon, 2000, p. 17)

“At all events we are well aware that poet-

ry being such as we have described is not 

to be regarded seriously as attaining to the 

truth; and he who listens to her, fearing for 

the safety of the city which is within him, 

should be on his guard against her seduc-

tions and make our words his law.” (Plato, 

Republic, Book 10 [607a])
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construir dentro de la institución un espacio de libertad
para tu obra. Este concepto parece permitirte construir
una comprensión dentro del universo de convenciones que 
es la institución, el museo. ¿Es república un paspartú o más 
bien un escudo de protección en relación con la institu-
ción museo?

JLM: Yo creo que ambas cosas. En cierto modo la ins-
titución en sí misma también es un paspartú para el arte,
tanto como el arte es un paspartú para la exposición. Pues 
la institución legitima como arte aquello que la legitima
como institución... Y el arte legitima como institución
aquello que lo legitima como arte. Es que has dicho mu-
chas cosas muy evocadoras, así que voy a intentar repa-
sarlas. En primer lugar, es cierto que la exposición como
tal —es decir, abierta al público— nace al mismo tiempo 
en que por vez primera la propia ciudadanía se convier-
te en protagonista de su propia historia. La «cosa  pública» 
irrumpe ceremonialmente en el mundo moderno a partir
de la Revolución francesa, y la exposición es una de las
formas monumentales mediante las que el pueblo celebra
y representa su toma de poder. La exposición se instituyó
como el reverso o el contradiscurso de la imposición.

La tradición monumental clásica representaba la im-
postura de una fi gura de autoridad en el espacio público,
mientras que en la exposición, al menos ceremonialmente,
lo público se instala a sí mismo como espacio de represen-
tación. Las estrategias monumentales, tras la Revolución
francesa, ya no podían escenificar la imposición de una
legitimidad descendente —de Dios al monarca y de sus
comisionados al ciudadano— sino que debían someterse a 
una nueva lógica monumental que escenificase una legiti-
midad ascendente —de los ciudadanos a sus representan-
tes y de éstos a su Constitución. La imposición  monumental

«La república es un redoblameinto de lo
público, una constitución de lo público
en lo público. De un lado, lo público se da
simultáneamente como expresión empírica
de actos pasados y antiguos acuerdos; de
otro, funciona como un signo, un modelo
construido para poder evaluar las conse-
cuencias futuras de nuestros actos pasados.
Lo público encarna de esta forma una doble
inestabilida d, pues es al tiempo la expresión
de un orden civil que primero hace posible,
y de un desorden surgido de un futuro que
lo afecta constantemente. Esta inestabilidad
es el motivo de que la noción de consti-
tución se separe cuidadosamente de la de
construcción, la cual implica una causalidad
lineal y la institución de la autonomía.»
(Bruno Latour, «From Realpolitik to Din-
gpolitik. Or How to Make Things Public»,
en Bruno Latour y Peter Weibel, Making
Things Public. Atmospheres of Democracy [cat.
exp.], Karlsruhe y Cambridge (Mass.), ZKM
y MIT Press, 2005, pp. 749-750)

«[El jefe humano] sentándose en un trono o 
en una plataforma elevada, puede disfrutar,
al mismo tiempo, de la posición relajada 
del dominante pasivo y de la posición 
encumbrada del dominante activo, adju-
dicándose de este modo a sí mismo una 
postura de ostentación doblemente po-
derosa.» (Desmond Morris, El zoo humano, 
Barcelona, Plaza & Janes, 1970, p. 8)

«Poderes despóticos de derecho divino, así 
es en general el orden político de las civili-
zaciones arcaicas.» (Miguel Rivera Dorado,
Laberintos de la Antigüedad, Madrid, Alianza,
1995, p. 199)

Antonio Canova (1798-1805), Tumba de la 
archiduquesa María Cristina, 1798-1805. Viena
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passe-partout of your relationship with the museum in-

stitution, a means by which you create a space of free-

dom for your work within the institution. This concept 

appears to enable you to create an understanding within 

that universe of conventions that characterize the mu-

seum institution. Is “republic” a passe-partout, or more 

like a protective shield against the museum institution? 

JLM: I think it is both of those things. In a sense, the 

institution itself is also a passe-partout for art, just as art 

is a passe-partout for exhibitions. Because the institution 

legitimizes as art that which legitimizes it as institution… 

And art legitimizes as institution that which legitimizes 

it as art. Your question brings up many evocative aspects; 

I’m going to try to respond to them. First of all, it is true 

that the concept of exhibitions as such—that is, exhibi-

tions open to the public—appeared just as citizens were 

becoming the protagonists of their own history for the 

fi rst time. The res publica or “public thing” ceremonially 

entered the modern world from the French Revolution 

onward, and the exhibition became one of the monu-

mental forms by which the people celebrated and repre-

sented their seizing of power. Exhibition was instituted 

as the reverse, or the counter-discourse, of imposition. 

The classical monumental tradition meant the impos-

ing of a fi gure of authority in public space, while the ex-

hibition—at least in ceremonial terms—was about the 

public establishing itself as a space of representation. 

After the French Revolution, the monumental approach 

could no longer be used to dramatize the imposition of 

a descending legitimacy that fl owed from God to the 

monarch, and from his commissioners to citizens. In-

stead, it had to adopt a new logic that could dramatize 

an ascending legitimacy—one that fl owed upwards from 

“The republic is a redoubling of the public, 

a constitution of the public in the public. 

On the one hand, then, the public is given as 

both as the empirical expression of past acts, 

past arrangements; on the other, it functions 

as a sign, a model constructed in order to 

be able to gauge the future consequences of 

our present acts. The public embodies in this 

way a double instability, for it is at once the 

expression of a civil order that it fi rst makes 

possible and of a disorder stemming form 

a future that is constantly impinging on it. 

This instability is the reason why the notion 

of constitution should be carefully separated 

from that of construction, which implies a 

linear casualty and the institution of auton-

omy.” (Robert Koch, “Re: Public,” in Making 
Things Public: Atmospheres of Democracy, ed. 

Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel, exh. cat., 

ZKM, Karlsruhe, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 

Press, 2005, pp. 749–50)

“The human leader … sitting on a throne 

on a raised platform, can enjoy both the 

relaxed position of the passive dominant 

and the heightened position of the active 

dominant at one and the same time, thus 

providing himself with a doubly powerful 

display posture.” (Desmond Morris, The 
Human Zoo, London: Vintage Books, 1994, 

pp. 22–23)

“Despotic powers of divine right, that 

generally describes the political order 

of archaic civilizations.” (Miguel Rivera 

Dorado, Laberintos de la Antigüedad, Madrid: 

Alianza, 1995, p. 199) 

Antonio Canova, Cenotaph for the Archduchess 
Maria Christina of Austria, 1798–1805

Ci-git l´horizon (gúgol de participaciones), 2014 
Metacrilato, arena, 40 x 40 x 30 cm
Ci-git l’horizon  (Googol of Participations), 2014 
Methacrylate ballot box and sand, 40 x 40 x 30 cm
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construir dentro de la institución un espacio de libertad
para tu obra. Este concepto parece permitirte construir
una comprensión dentro del universo de convenciones que 
es la institución, el museo. ¿Es república un paspartú o más 
bien un escudo de protección en relación con la institu-
ción museo?

JLM: Yo creo que ambas cosas. En cierto modo la ins-
titución en sí misma también es un paspartú para el arte,
tanto como el arte es un paspartú para la exposición. Pues 
la institución legitima como arte aquello que la legitima
como institución... Y el arte legitima como institución
aquello que lo legitima como arte. Es que has dicho mu-
chas cosas muy evocadoras, así que voy a intentar repa-
sarlas. En primer lugar, es cierto que la exposición como
tal —es decir, abierta al público— nace al mismo tiempo 
en que por vez primera la propia ciudadanía se convier-
te en protagonista de su propia historia. La «cosa  pública» 
irrumpe ceremonialmente en el mundo moderno a partir
de la Revolución francesa, y la exposición es una de las
formas monumentales mediante las que el pueblo celebra
y representa su toma de poder. La exposición se instituyó
como el reverso o el contradiscurso de la imposición.

La tradición monumental clásica representaba la im-
postura de una fi gura de autoridad en el espacio público,
mientras que en la exposición, al menos ceremonialmente,
lo público se instala a sí mismo como espacio de represen-
tación. Las estrategias monumentales, tras la Revolución
francesa, ya no podían escenificar la imposición de una
legitimidad descendente —de Dios al monarca y de sus
comisionados al ciudadano— sino que debían someterse a 
una nueva lógica monumental que escenificase una legiti-
midad ascendente —de los ciudadanos a sus representan-
tes y de éstos a su Constitución. La imposición  monumental

«La república es un redoblameinto de lo
público, una constitución de lo público
en lo público. De un lado, lo público se da
simultáneamente como expresión empírica
de actos pasados y antiguos acuerdos; de
otro, funciona como un signo, un modelo
construido para poder evaluar las conse-
cuencias futuras de nuestros actos pasados.
Lo público encarna de esta forma una doble
inestabilida d, pues es al tiempo la expresión
de un orden civil que primero hace posible,
y de un desorden surgido de un futuro que
lo afecta constantemente. Esta inestabilidad
es el motivo de que la noción de consti-
tución se separe cuidadosamente de la de
construcción, la cual implica una causalidad
lineal y la institución de la autonomía.»
(Bruno Latour, «From Realpolitik to Din-
gpolitik. Or How to Make Things Public»,
en Bruno Latour y Peter Weibel, Making
Things Public. Atmospheres of Democracy [cat.
exp.], Karlsruhe y Cambridge (Mass.), ZKM
y MIT Press, 2005, pp. 749-750)

«[El jefe humano] sentándose en un trono o 
en una plataforma elevada, puede disfrutar,
al mismo tiempo, de la posición relajada 
del dominante pasivo y de la posición 
encumbrada del dominante activo, adju-
dicándose de este modo a sí mismo una 
postura de ostentación doblemente po-
derosa.» (Desmond Morris, El zoo humano, 
Barcelona, Plaza & Janes, 1970, p. 8)

«Poderes despóticos de derecho divino, así 
es en general el orden político de las civili-
zaciones arcaicas.» (Miguel Rivera Dorado,
Laberintos de la Antigüedad, Madrid, Alianza,
1995, p. 199)

Antonio Canova (1798-1805), Tumba de la 
archiduquesa María Cristina, 1798-1805. Viena
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passe-partout of your relationship with the museum in-

stitution, a means by which you create a space of free-

dom for your work within the institution. This concept 

appears to enable you to create an understanding within 

that universe of conventions that characterize the mu-

seum institution. Is “republic” a passe-partout, or more 

like a protective shield against the museum institution? 

JLM: I think it is both of those things. In a sense, the 

institution itself is also a passe-partout for art, just as art 

is a passe-partout for exhibitions. Because the institution 

legitimizes as art that which legitimizes it as institution… 

And art legitimizes as institution that which legitimizes 

it as art. Your question brings up many evocative aspects; 

I’m going to try to respond to them. First of all, it is true 

that the concept of exhibitions as such—that is, exhibi-

tions open to the public—appeared just as citizens were 

becoming the protagonists of their own history for the 

fi rst time. The res publica or “public thing” ceremonially 

entered the modern world from the French Revolution 

onward, and the exhibition became one of the monu-

mental forms by which the people celebrated and repre-

sented their seizing of power. Exhibition was instituted 

as the reverse, or the counter-discourse, of imposition. 

The classical monumental tradition meant the impos-

ing of a fi gure of authority in public space, while the ex-

hibition—at least in ceremonial terms—was about the 

public establishing itself as a space of representation. 

After the French Revolution, the monumental approach 

could no longer be used to dramatize the imposition of 

a descending legitimacy that fl owed from God to the 

monarch, and from his commissioners to citizens. In-

stead, it had to adopt a new logic that could dramatize 

an ascending legitimacy—one that fl owed upwards from 

“The republic is a redoubling of the public, 

a constitution of the public in the public. 

On the one hand, then, the public is given as 

both as the empirical expression of past acts, 

past arrangements; on the other, it functions 

as a sign, a model constructed in order to 

be able to gauge the future consequences of 

our present acts. The public embodies in this 

way a double instability, for it is at once the 

expression of a civil order that it fi rst makes 

possible and of a disorder stemming form 

a future that is constantly impinging on it. 

This instability is the reason why the notion 

of constitution should be carefully separated 

from that of construction, which implies a 

linear casualty and the institution of auton-

omy.” (Robert Koch, “Re: Public,” in Making 
Things Public: Atmospheres of Democracy, ed. 

Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel, exh. cat., 

ZKM, Karlsruhe, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 

Press, 2005, pp. 749–50)

“The human leader … sitting on a throne 

on a raised platform, can enjoy both the 

relaxed position of the passive dominant 

and the heightened position of the active 

dominant at one and the same time, thus 

providing himself with a doubly powerful 

display posture.” (Desmond Morris, The 
Human Zoo, London: Vintage Books, 1994, 

pp. 22–23)

“Despotic powers of divine right, that 

generally describes the political order 

of archaic civilizations.” (Miguel Rivera 

Dorado, Laberintos de la Antigüedad, Madrid: 

Alianza, 1995, p. 199) 

Antonio Canova, Cenotaph for the Archduchess 
Maria Christina of Austria, 1798–1805

Ci-git l´horizon (gúgol de participaciones), 2014 
Metacrilato, arena, 40 x 40 x 30 cm
Ci-git l’horizon  (Googol of Participations), 2014 
Methacrylate ballot box and sand, 40 x 40 x 30 cm



A bruit secret (I), 2014 
Óleo sobre poliuretano, hierro, 35 x 45 x 27 cm

Sufragio naufragio (estatua), 2014
Mármol, 34 x 40 x 35 cm

A bruit secret (I), 2014 
Oil on polyurethane, iron, 35 x 45 x 27 cm

Suff rage salvage (Statue), 2014
Marble, 34 x 40 x 35 cm
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 resultaba insostenible, provocadora, antirrepublicana... 
Pero una vez instituido el triunfo de la revolución, cada 
república aspira a evitar una futura revuelta antirrevolucio-
naria. Los monumentos, así, no sólo glorifi carían los nue-
vos principios republicanos, sino que instaurarían los nuevos
símbolos en los viejos espacios simbólicos  mediante proce-
dimientos autoinmunes. Citabas a David y yo me acordaba 
de Antonio Canova, otro gran publicista monumental de 
la posrevolución revolucionaria. Canova inaugura la mo-
numentalidad moderna de acuerdo a esa escenifi cación de 
una legitimidad ascendente que se vehiculará a través de 
los dispositivos de exposición. Desde el inicio del XIX, los 
monumentos se rodean de escaleras y accesos, y lo que es 
más importante, de mecanismos representacionales que 
sugieren un espacio intermedio entre la estela de idea-
lidad del espacio del monumento y la realidad del espacio 
del ciudadano: fi guras anónimas, ofrendas y objetos que 
parecen simplemente apoyados en el pedestal. A fi nales 
del XIX, el escultor Adolf von Hildebrand, abiertamente 
antimoderno, defensor de la idealidad neoclásica del arte, 
antirrodiniano por excelencia, achaca a Canova ser el res-
ponsable de la máxima decadencia del arte moderno, que 
él cifra precisamente en esos procedimientos escénicos de 
accesos virtuales. Porque, dice, ha llenado la ciudad con 
monumentos que introducen elementos de la vida cotidia-
na en el espacio intermedio del pedestal, que no se sabe si 
pertenecen a la representación o a la vida, que no se sabe 
si son reales o representaciones  monumentales. Es curio-
so que esta defi nición antimoderna de Von Hildebrand, al 
fi nal del siglo XIX, será la que un par de décadas después 
adopta Marcel Duchamp para defi nir el ready-made como 
una escenifi cación de la arbitrariedad e indiscernibilidad 
entre el monumento y la vida, cuando precisamente lo co-
mún entra directamente a formar parte del monumento del 
templo del arte. 

Creo que está bien visto lo que dices. Si mi exposición 
participa en cierto modo de esa lógica de la celebración re-
publicana, bueno, no más ni menos que las paradojas de la 
exposición dentro del arte y la compleja sociedad contem-
poránea. Creo que es muy importante cifrar la aparición de 
la exposición en ese momento de la emergencia del pueblo 
como representante de sí mismo. Vivimos hoy en día en los 
epígonos de ese proceso. Esa lógica de la autorrepresenta-
ción social se ha hiperrealizado hasta un punto de extre-
ma perversión. La idea de que el pueblo decide, de que 
los ciudadanos son los responsables de su propio destino, 
etc., sufre hoy una crisis absoluta de legitimidad porque 

«Fármaco político.» (Platón, República, 
libro V, [473b])

«No hay masas organizadas sin soportes 
visuales de adhesión.» (Régis Debray, Vida 
y muerte de la imagen, Barcelona, Paidós 
Ibérica, 1994, p. 80)

«[...] Puesto que Canova separó totalmente 
la arquitectura de las esculturas, la arqui-
tectura actúa por sí como monumento 
y las fi guras como algo puesto delante y 
que no pertenece al resto como impresión 
espacial. Las esculturas pertenecen más 
al público que al sepulcro: han salido de 
él. El único vínculo ente arquitectura y 
escultura es la acción de introducirse. 
El verdadero proceso no está confi gurado 
como algo visto, sino que se presenta di-
rectamente: las fi guras son seres humanos 
de piedra. Este realismo se ha extendido 
cada vez más en los monumentos moder-
nos. Recuerdo todas esas estatuas, ante las 
cuales algunos personajes de piedra o de 
bronce, de un modo totalmente gratuito, se 
ponen en cuclillas en los escalones, tal vez 
escriben el nombre en el monumento o le 
cuelgan guirnaldas, etc. Estos ingredientes 
establecen un paso hacia el espectador y 
la realidad, y la frontera es completamente 
arbitraria. Igualmente se podrían colocar 
algunos espectadores de piedra ante el mo-
numento. La novedad de tales creaciones 
es sólo una tosquedad artística propia del 
género de las fi guras de cera y los panora-
mas.» (Adolf von Hildebrand, El problema 
de la forma en la obra de arte [1893], Madrid, 
Visor, 1988, p. 87)

«La idea durkheimiana de que lo sagrado 
representa el culto a la vida colectiva es 
probable que contenga algún elemento 
de verdad.» (Marvin Harris, Antropología 
cultural, Madrid, Alianza, 1990, p. 17)

«La escucharemos, por tanto, convencidos 
de que tal poesía no debe ser tomada en 
serio, por no ser ella misma cosa seria ni 
atenida a la verdad; antes bien, el que la 
escuche ha de guardarse temiendo por su 
propia república interior y observar lo que 
queda dicho acerca de la poesía.» (Platón, 
República, libro VIII [680a])
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citizens to their representatives and from these to their 

Constitution. Monumental imposition became unten-

able, provocative, antirepublican... But once the triumph 

of a revolution has been established, a republic always 

aspires to prevent future antirevolutionary revolts. So 

the monuments did not only glorify the new republican 

principles, they also installed the new symbols in the old 

symbolic spaces through autoimmune strategies. You 

mentioned David and I was thinking of Antonio Cano-

va, another great monumental publicist from the revolu-

tionary post-revolution. Canova launched modern mon-

umentality based on that dramatization of ascending 

legitimacy that was to be conveyed through the exhibi-

tion and its devices. From the early nineteenth century 

on, monuments were surrounded by stairs and points 

of access, and, more importantly, by representational 

mechanisms that suggest an intermediate space between 

the trail of the ideality of the space of the moment and 

the reality of the space of the citizen: anonymous fi g-

ures, off erings, and objects that seem to be merely lean-

ing on the pedestal. In the late nineteenth century, the 

openly antimodern sculptor Adolf von Hildebrand, who 

was an advocate of the neoclassical ideality of art and an 

inveterate anti-Rodinian, accused Canova of being re-

sponsible for the worst decadence of modern art, which, 

to his eyes, consisted precisely of those theatrical proce-

dures of virtual access. They had, he argued, fi lled the 

city with monuments that brought elements from every-

day life into the intermediate space of the pedestal, so 

that there was no way of knowing whether they were 

part of the representation or part of life, whether they 

were real or monumental representations. Curiously, 

this antimodern defi nition proposed by von Hildebrand 

in the nineteenth century matches the one used by Mar-

cel Duchamp a few decades later when he described 

readymades as a dramatization of the indiscernibility 

between monuments and life as ordinary things came to 

form part of the monument of the temple of art. 

I think you are right in what you say. While my exhi-

bition may in some sense partake of this logic of repub-

lican celebration, it only does so to the same extent that 

it partakes of the paradoxes of exhibitions within art and 

within our complex contemporary society. I think it is 

very important that the emergence of the exhibition co-

incided with the emergence of “the people” as their own 

representatives. We are now living in the epigones of this 

process. This logic of social self-representation has been 

“Political pharmakon.” (Plato, Republic 

[380 BCE], Book 5 [473b])

“There are no organized masses without 

visual means of support.” (Régis Debray, 

Vida y muerte de la imagen [1992], Barcelona: 

Ediciones Paidós, 1994, p. 80)

“But Canova entirely separated his archi-

tecture from his fi gures, with the result 

that the architectural part has in itself the 

eff ect of a monument, while the fi gures 

appear to be set up in front without regard 

to any total spatial impression. The fi gures, 

indeed, belong more to the public than 

they do to the tomb; it seems as though 

they had just climbed up into their posi-

tions. The single bond of unity between 

the architecture and the fi gures lies in the 

suggested act of their entering the tomb. 

What is here constructed is not a picture 

seen, but a drama acted out: —the fi gures 

are real men and women turned to stone.

One fi nds such realism as this spread 

broadcast in modern monuments. One 

has but to recall the numerous statue 

monuments at the bases of which crouch 

fi gures in stone or bronze, perchance to 

inscribe a name, or deposit a laurel wreath. 

These fi gures are a direct transition to the 

observer and reality. There is no defi nite 

line drawn between the monument and the 

public; —as well bring a few stone spec-

tators on the scene! What is new in such a 

departure as this can well be ranked in the 

same category with such artistic crudities 

as wax fi gures and panoramas.” (Adolf von 

Hildebrand, The Problem of Form in Painting 
and Sculpture [1893], New York et al.: G.E. 

Stechert & Co., 1907, p. 113)

“There is probably some truth to the 

Durkheimian idea that ritual action is the 

cult to collective life.” (Marvin Harris and 

Orna Johnson, Cultural Anthropology, Bos-

ton: Allyn and Bacon, 2000, p. 17)

“At all events we are well aware that poet-

ry being such as we have described is not 

to be regarded seriously as attaining to the 

truth; and he who listens to her, fearing for 

the safety of the city which is within him, 

should be on his guard against her seduc-

tions and make our words his law.” (Plato, 

Republic, Book 10 [607a])
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hyperrealized to the point of extreme distortion. The 

idea that the people decide, that the fate of citizens is in 

their own hands, etc., is now suff ering an absolute cri-

sis of legitimacy, because we know that public opinion 

is subject to the pressure of powerful opinion-shaping 

mechanisms. Just as the means of production determine 

the product in industrial and material terms, the owners 

and managers of the means of opinion production have 

the power of inducement in societies based on citizen 

participation; they are the legitimized de facto power. 

The propaganda systems produced by this “asymmetry 

of infl uence” have become so sophisticated and power-

ful that it is now unimaginable, naïve, or cynical to think 

that a citizen is free in his or her choices. The paradoxes 

of democracy begin in the gulf that separates the public 

sphere and publicity. They are the paradoxes inherent to 

the process that begins with the move from imposition 

to exposition and ends with the so-called overcoming 

of art—a kind of “ubiquitous installation” that entails 

a regression to the logic of imposition. Because art has 

not fulfi lled the modern dream of merging life and art. 

Instead, without losing any of its status, privileges, and 

institutions, it has become part of a staging of indiscern-

ibility that entails a plundering of the symbolic capital 

of art in the name of it overcoming itself. The indiscern-

ibility between art and reality is no protection against 

the fi ctions of representation. Instead, it involves us in a 

new fi ctional game in which—like in Plato’s Republic—

Abraham Bosse, frontispiece of Thomas Hobbes’s 
Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a 
Common Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil

Howard T. Odum, Environment, Power, and Society, 
1970. Diagram of a power network for a satellite 
system. Loop control improves by adding the 
representative flow (dotted line), which is partially 
controlled by the boss  
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que la celebración de la república en mi caso es más bien 
una advertencia1.

JF: Una cuestión importante en la historia política de 
las repúblicas es la representatividad. La representación 
atraviesa por entero la historia del arte desde la herencia 
aristotélica, que defi nió las convenciones y rupturas en el 
arte occidental. Tú articulas las dos, representatividad y 
representación, en la estructura de esta exposición como 
has hecho en varios momentos de tu obra. ¿Son para ti tor-
siones de una cinta de Moebius?

JLM: Sí, ciertamente. Yo creo que son la misma superfi -
cie torsionada. Existe una conexión profunda entre la re-
presentación como relación con lo real y la representación 
como relación con los demás. Se trata de dos modos de 
mediación y entre ellos se establece a su vez otra media-
ción. La representación es un sistema de correspondencias 
entre el lenguaje y el mundo, entre la realidad y lo real ...Y 
simultáneamente un sistema de correspondencias entre el 
sujeto y la sociedad, entre lo real del sujeto y la constitu-
ción simbólica. En el caso del arte, esta red de mediaciones 
se produce en su punto álgido: como ornamento y monu-
mento, el arte existe en el núcleo mismo de la representati-
vidad social; como acontecimiento y vínculo, el arte inten-
sifi ca la singularidad subjetiva e intersubjetiva. Entiendo 
que nuestro trabajo siempre opera entre la representación 
artística y la representatividad social. De un lado supone la 
máxima exploración personal, pues la elaboración artísti-
ca es constitutiva de la subjetividad; y de otro, sólo existe 
como vocación social, pues el arte es constituyente de la 
cultura, independientemente de las temáticas, indepen-
dientemente de los destinos de la obra dentro de la cultura. 

Para comprender mejor estas duplicidades, se me ocu-
rrió acuñar la palabra «represencialidad». Porque entendía 
que la representación, independientemente de la  cuestión 
paradigmática en términos sociológicos de la relación entre 
un signifi cante y aquello a lo que se refi ere, también tenía 
que ver con la presencia, metafórica y  metonímica, de un 
sujeto en la representación. No es que «donde hay humo, 
hay fuego», sino que, como diría Jacques Lacan, «don-
de hay humo hay alguien». La obra de arte existe como 
presencia en cuanto objeto, pero esa presencia, en tanto 
acontecimiento, intensifi ca la presencialidad de quien se 
encuentra con ella. Mas, al mismo tiempo, en tanto per-
cibida en relación con cierta autoría, hace presente algo 

1.  Para un desarrollo de la relación entre publicidad y política, véase el ensayo de 
Juan Luis Moraza «Publicidad de lo político», pp. 168-230.

«El mundo existe sólo en y a través de un 
sujeto, el cual cree que está produciendo 
el mundo al producir su representación.» 
(Craig Owens, «El discurso de los otros: 
las feministas y el posmodernismo», en Hal 
Foster, La posmodernidad, Barcelona, Kairós, 
1984, pp. 93-123) 

«Toda sociedad es un sistema de interpre-
tación del mundo; y aun aquí el término 
“interpretación” resulta superfi cial e im-
propio. Toda sociedad es una construcción, 
una constitución, creación de un mundo, 
de su propio mundo. Su propia identidad 
no es otra cosa que ese “sistema de in-
terpretación”, ese mundo que ella crea.» 
(Cornelius Castoriadis, Los dominios del 
hombre. Encrucijadas del laberinto, Barcelona, 
Gedisa, 1995, p. 69)

«Corta el aliento, es ajena a cualquier dis-
curso, consagrada al supuesto mutismo de 
“la-cosa-misma”, restituye, en un silencio 
autoritario, un orden de presencia.» 
(Jacques Derrida, Dar [el] tiempo I: la mone-
da falsa, Barcelona, Paidós Ibérica, p. 64)
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art is either at the service of social meanings or it is ex-

cluded. So what we are seeing is a totally diff erent pro-

cess. Let us say that in my case the celebration of the 

republic is actually more like a warning.1

JF: Representativity is an important aspect in the po-

litical history of republics. Representation cuts across 

the history of art, right back to the Aristotelian legacy, 

which defi ned the conventions and ruptures of Western 

art. You connect the two—representativity and repre-

sentation—in the structure of this exhibition, as you 

have done at various points during your career. Do you 

see them as twists in a Möbius strip?

JLM: Yes, certainly. I think that they are the same 

curved surface. There is a strong link between repre-

sentation as connection with the real and representation 

as connection with others. They are two types of me-

diation, and a third type is established between them. 

Representation is a system of correspondences between 

language and the world, between reality and the real... 

And at the same time, it is a system of correspondences 

between subject and society, between the real of the 

subject and symbolic constitution. In the case of art, this 

web of mediations is produced at its critical moment: 

art, as ornament and monument, is at the very heart of 

social representativity; art, as event and connection, 

intensifi es subjective and intersubjective singularity. I 

think that our work always takes place between artistic 

representation and social representativity. On one hand, 

it involves ultimate personal exploration, given that ar-

tistic production is constitutive of subjectivity; and on 

the other, it exists only as a social vocation, because art is 

a constituent of culture, regardless of its subject matter 

or of the intended use of the work within the cultural 

context. 

Seeking to better understand these dualities, I coined 

the word “representiality.” Because, leaving aside the 

paradigmatic question of the relation between the sig-

nifi er and that which it refers to, in sociological terms, 

it seemed to me that representation is also about pres-

ence, about the metaphoric and metonymic presence of 

the subject in representation. It is not a case of “Where 

there is smoke, there is fi re,” but, as Jacques Lacan would 

say, “Where there is smoke, there is a smoker.” The work 

of art exists as a presence insofar as an object, but that 

1. For a full account of the relationship between publicity and politics, see the essay  
 “Publicity of the Political” by Juan Luis Moraza, pp. 168–230.

“The world exists only in and through a 

subject who believes that he is producing 

the world in producing its representation.”

(Craig Owens, “The Discourse of Others: 

Feminists and Postmodernism” [1983], in 

Postmodern Culture, ed. Hal Foster, London: 

Pluto Press, 1985, p. 66) 

“Each society is a system of interpretation 

of the world, and again, the term interpre-
tation is here fl at and inappropriate. Each 

society is a construction, a constitution, a 

creation of a world, of its own world. Its 

own identity is nothing but this ‘system 

of interpretation,’ this world it creates.” 

(Cornelius Castoriadis, World in Fragments, 
Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 

1997, p. 9) 

“One, taking the breath away, a stranger 

to all discourse, doomed to the presumed 

mutism of ‘the-thing-itself,’ restores, in au-

thoritarian silence, an order of presence.” 

(Jacques Derrida, The Truth in Painting 

[1978], Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1987, p. 156)
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de lo real del sujeto. No es que «represente» al autor sino
que hace presente, hace presencia del autor, del modo en 
el que los ocelos en las alas de las mariposas  hacen  presente 
—a los ojos presenciales de un insecto o un pájaro— un
ser vívidamente percibido pero inexistente en realidad:
no son ojos porque te miran sino porque provocan en ti la 
vívida sensación de estar siendo mirado. Digamos que una 
obra sólo existe porque hay un autor de elaboración, a un 
lado, y un autor de interpretación, al otro, que no se co-
nectan entre sí. Ambos se conectan con la experiencia de 
una obra, en su presencialidad. La idea de represencialidad 
explica mejor el universo de las imágenes y los objetos que 
los humanos hemos realizado durante toda la historia, des-
de las más indiciales hasta las más convencionales, desde
lo más abstracto a lo más icónico, desde la mímesis hasta
la personificación, es decir, el uso de atributos corporales 
para representar categorías abstractas, como una nación.

Cuando comenzamos a organizar las obras para república
pensé que la representación entendida como crisis podría 
ser el núcleo organizador, tensionado en un extremo por la 
noción de representatividad (en obras más ligadas a aspec-
tos sociales, culturales, monumentales, de representación 
social), y en otro extremo por la noción de represenciali-
dad (en obras más ligadas a aspectos corporales, psíquicos,
expresivos, de representación personal).

Y me parecía que la exposición podría concentrarse a lo 
largo de esa idea múltiple de crisis de representación como 
una especie de curvatura espaciotemporal —que de nuevo
es una cinta de Moebius, o mejor, una botella de Klein—,
en una doble curvatura espaciotemporal, una curvatura re-
presentacional donde el sujeto y la sociedad comparecen
en la propia obra. Alrededor de estos vectores fue orga-
nizándose la elección de las obras para la exposición y su
propio mapa conceptual.

Por lo demás, las obras implican un vínculo con la reali-
dad a la que refieren, establecen correspondencias simbó-
licas abiertas entre los elementos perceptivos, afectivos y
conceptivos que componen lo que llamamos realidad. La
cuestión representacional no queda resuelta ni siquiera
cuando lo real se integra como material o como contexto,
pues incluso en ese caso lo real se incluye en la represen-
tación, regenerando esa indiscernibilidad entre mundo y
lenguaje que es propia de los naturalismos. En la sociedad 
contemporánea, la cuestión de la representación implica
una renovada puesta en crisis de los sistemas mediante los 
cuales se afianzan los significantes que instituyen el sen-
tido de la realidad. En el presente proyecto, la noción de

Ocelos en las alas de las mariposas. Fotografia: 
Enrico Stella

Botella de Klein. Modelo de superficie topológica 
sin bordes, sin exterior ni interior
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presence, as an event, intensifi es the presentiality of the 

person who encounters it. At the same time, insofar as it 

is perceived in relation to a certain authorship, it con-

jures up something of the real of the subject. It does not 

“represent” the author, it conjures up his presence, it 

invokes the presence of the author just as the ocelli on 

the wings of a butterfl y conjure up—to the eyes of the 

insect or bird who is there to see them—a being that is 

vividly perceived but in reality nonexistent: it is not the 

fact that they look at you that makes them eyes, but the 

fact that they give you a vivid sense of being looked at. 

We could say that a work of art only exists because there 

is a producing author on one side and an interpreting 

author on the other, with no connection between the 

two. Both sides connect with the experience of a work, 

in its presentiality. The idea of representiality is a better 

means of explaining the images and objects that humans 

have created throughout history, from the most indica-

tive to the most conventional, from the most abstract to 

the most iconic, from mimesis to personifi cation—as in 

the use of bodily attributes to represent abstract catego-

ries such as “nation.”

When we started organizing the works for republic, I 

initially thought of taking representation, in the sense 

of crisis, as the core idea, tautened by the notion of rep-

resentativity at one end (in works that have more to do 

with social, cultural, monumental aspects, with social 

representation) and by the notion of representiality at 

the other (in works that have more to do with bodily, 

mental, expressive aspects, with personal representa-

tion).

And I thought that the exhibition could focus around 

this multiple idea of crisis of representation as a kind of 

space-time curvature—a Möbius strip, or better still, a 

Klein bottle—, a double space-time curvature, a repre-

sentational curvature in which subject and society ap-

pear in the work. These were the vectors that gradually 

structured the selection of works for the exhibition and 

shaped its concept map.

Other than this, the works are a link with the reality 

that they refer to; they set up open symbolic connec-

tions among the perceptive, aff ective, and conceptive 

elements that make up what we call reality. The repre-

sentational question is not resolved even when the real 

is integrated as material or as context, because even then 

the real is included in the representation, thus regener-

ating the indiscernibility between world and language 

Eyespot on a butterfly's wing

Klein’s bottle. Model of a topologic surface 
with no borders, no outside, and no inside
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de que me siento legitimado como institución porque for-

mo parte de la institución como cualquier otro ciudadano, 

pues soy consciente, como diría Umberto Eco, de que el 

poder no sólo se ejerce de una manera piramidal, de arriba 

abajo, sino que también molecularmente, de abajo arriba. 

Entiendo que el museo es una función instituyente, como 

lo es cada gesto —transgresor o no— que realice el ar-

tista. Y al mismo tiempo el museo es un lugar instituido 

en buena medida en virtud de los gestos transgresores de 

los artistas. Entre lo instituido —respeto a cierto funda-

mento— y lo instituyente —fundamentación de un  cierto 

respeto—, anda un juego de constitución de la entidad 

misma del sujeto en su relación con lo social. El museo es 

un lugar privilegiado y oportuno, es un medio ambiente, 

es un ecosistema para la propia elaboración artística. Y es 

lógico que la relación entre la obra de arte y el artista y 

el museo sea polémica, y no puede ser simplemente redu-

cida a una temática, a un género, a un repertorio de mo-

delos o a un «estilo transgresor», o establecida mediante 

un juego de amigos y enemigos. No podemos partir de que 

el museo es la institución y el artista es anti-institucional, 

pues no es cierto, especialmente, además, cuando el mu-

seo ha sabido establecerse en un juego con lo social muy 

abierto, cuya legitimidad proviene, en buena medida, de 

su hospitalidad hacia gestos transgresores contra el propio 

museo. Como diría Daniel Buren, cuando un urinario entra 

en un museo lo que se refuerza no es la libertad del arte, 

sino el carácter instituyente y legítimo del museo para aco-

ger incluso aquello que le es más externo, salvaje, absurdo, 

sin sentido. Esa fortaleza de la institución —algo hoy en 

día indiscutible— proviene de su frágil legitimidad, ne-

cesitada hoy más que nunca de legitimidad popular, que 

adquiere mediante todos los procedimientos que están a 

su alcance  — desde la inclusión de la cultura y cualquier 

evento social, hasta la promoción de estéticas populistas 

de «crítica institucional». Por lo demás, esa fortaleza no 

se perturba por el hecho de que se transgredan pequeñas 

o grandes cuestiones de la propia institución. Para mí es 

un gesto radical la inclusión —dentro de esta lógica ins-

titucional— de aspectos profundos que tienen que ver 

con la constitución misma de la identidad del sujeto so-

cial, de todo aquello que es propio del arte en todas sus 

manifestaciones y no sólo aquellas formas de arte que han 

 tematizado la crítica institucional. Al fi n y al cabo, nada 

existe tan institucional como el propio cuerpo, o la alte-

ridad radical del sujeto social, o la propia autoría como 

factor de creación social.

«El museo/galería, por no ser tenidos en 

consideración, son el marco, el hábito, 

la tela de araña donde aún hoy todos los 

“discursos” [mensajes] se embrollan 

—discursos atendidos en tanto eluden 

que el museo/galería es el “soporte” 

inexcusable sobre el que la historia del 

arte se “pinta”. Al desear eliminar la pintu-

ra/soporte, con el pretexto de que lo que es 

pintado sólo puede ser ilusión, Duchamp 

introduce en un nuevo marco/pintura un 

objeto real que, en ese mismo instante, se 

vuelve artifi cial, sin motivo, esto es, artís-

tico. Una manzana es para ser mordida, y re-

presentada sobre un lienzo pierde al menos 

esa función. Del mismo modo el urinario, 

no utilizable, pierde su función cuando se 

representa dentro de un museo/galería/

cuadro. Continuando esta imagen, dejemos 

atrás el museo/galería: ya no hay arte. Esta 

solución simplista y seductora por supuesto 

no resolvería nada, pero muestra intencio-

nadamente la importancia real de la galería/

museo donde el arte es visto o gracias al cual 

el arte se muestra.» (Daniel Buren, «Stan-

dpoints», en Daniel Buren, Nueva York, 

John Weber Gallery, 1973, p. 38)

«El poder no se origina por una decisión 

arbitraria en la cumbre sino que vive 

gracias a mil formas de consenso ínfi mas o 

“moleculares”. [...] Sólo las Brigadas Rojas, 

últimos románticos incurables de cepa 

católico-papista, piensan todavía que el 

Estado tiene un corazón y que ese corazón 

puede ser herido.» (Umberto Eco, «La 

falsifi cación y el consenso: sutilezas del 

nuevo compromiso histórico», en Saber, 
n.º 3 [1985], p. 32)

Sugestivo categórico (PLACEBO), 1999
Autoestereograma, impresión digital 

sobre lienzo, 100 x 100 cm 

Estas imágenes autoestereográficas en 3D sólo 
pueden verse mirando «detrás» de cada imagen, 

exactamente tanto como estén los ojos separados 
de ella, disociando la acomodación (el enfoque del 
ojo desde la convergencia) del ángulo bajo el cual 

se encuentran las miradas de ambos ojos.
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aware, as Umberto Eco would say, that the exercise of 

power is not just pyramidal, from the top down, but also 

molecular, from the bottom up. I see the museum as an 

instituting function, as is every gesture—transgressive 

or not—that the artist makes. And at the same time, the 

museum is to a large extent instituted by virtue of the 

transgressive gestures of artists. Between the instituted, 

or respect for a certain foundation, and the instituting, 

or the foundation of a certain respect, there is a play on 

the constitution of the entity of the subject in his rela-

tionship to the social. The museum is a privileged and 

opportune place, it is an environment, an ecosystem for 

artistic creation. And it seems logical that the relation-

ship between artwork, artist, and museum should be po-

lemical, and that it cannot simply be reduced to a theme, 

to a genre, to a repertoire of models, or to a “transgres-

sive style,” or established by means of a game of friends 

and enemies. We cannot simply say that the museum is 

the institution and the artist is anti-institutional, because 

it is not true. Particularly when the museum has been 

able to position itself in a very open interplay with the 

social realm, the legitimacy of which largely comes down 

to its hospitality toward transgressive gestures against 

the museum itself. As Daniel Buren would say, the fact 

that a urinal enters the museum does not strengthen the 

freedom of art, it strengthens the legitimate, institut-

ing nature of the museum in accommodating even that 

which is most alien, untamed, absurd, nonsensical. This 

now undeniable strength of the institution stems from 

its fragile legitimacy, which is more than ever in need of 

the popular legitimacy that it attains through all the pro-

cesses available to it—from the inclusion of culture and 

social events of all kinds to the promotion of populist 

aesthetics of “institutional critique”… In any case, this 

strength is unfazed by the transgression of great or small 

matters pertaining to the institution. What I consider to 

be a radical gesture is to introduce into that institutional 

logic profound matters linked to the constitution of the 

identity of the social subject—everything that pertains 

to art in all its manifestations, not just the forms of art 

that have taken institutional critique as their theme. Af-

ter all, there is nothing as institutional as the body, or 

the radical alterity of the social subject, or authorship as 

a factor of social creation.

I don’t know if this answers your question. Because 

you also asked about whether the fragmentation of 

frames and pedestals was a kind of critical tool. It is an 

“The Museum/Gallery, for lack of being 

taken into consideration, is the framework, 

the habit, the spider’s web where even to-

day all the ‘discourses’ (messages) become 

entangled—discourses that are addressed 

only in as far as the Museum/Gallery is the 

inescapable ‘support’ on which art history 

is ‘painted’…. In an attempt to get rid of 

the painting/support, under the pretext 

that painting could only be an illusion, 

Duchamp introduced a real object into a 

new frame/painting, which immediately 

and without reason became artifi cial, in 

other words, artistic. An apple is meant to 

be bitten into, and when it is represented 

on a canvas it loses at least that function. 

Similarly, a urinal, no longer useable, loses 

its function when it is presented in a Mu-

seum/Gallery/painting. Continuing this 

image, let us leave the Museum/Gallery 

behind: art no longer exists. This simplis-

tic, appealing solution would obviously not 

solve anything, but it intentionally shows 

the real importance of the Gallery/Muse-

um where art is seen, or thanks to which 

art is shown.” (Daniel Buren, “Stand-

points” [1970], in Five Texts, New York: 

John Weber Gallery, 1973, p. 38)

“Never created by an arbitrary top-level 

decision, Power lives thanks to the thou-

sands of forms of minute or ‘molecular’ 

consensus.… Only the Red Brigades, those 

last, incurable romantics of Catholic-papist 

origin, still think that the state has a heart 

and that this heart can be wounded.”

(Umberto Eco, “Falsifi cation and Consen-

sus” [1978], in Travels in Hyperreality, New 

York: Harcourt Brace, 1996, p. 175)

Categorical Suggestive (PLACEBO), 1999
Autostereogram. Digital printing on canvas 

These auto-stereographic 3D images can only be 
seen by looking ‘behind’ each image, the exact 

distance that separates them from the eyes, 
dissociating the accommodation (the focus of the 
eye as convergence) of the angle under which the 

sight lines of both eyes meet.
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república se introduce como instrumento metonímico y

metafórico para la reflexión sobre la institución del realis-

mo en las sociedades contemporáneas. Ello incluye los tér-

minos en los que la representación se desarrolla sumergida 

en un sistema que se presenta como realidad, desde la pre-

sencialidad del realismo cinematográfico a la teatralidad de 

la representatividad política; y desde el «realismo social»

de la publicidad hasta las imposturas más radicales de unas 

estéticas sociológicas basadas en la noción de servicio pú-

blico, que convierten el arte en un sistema de contenidos

sociales (temáticas populares, incluso populistas, simila-

res a programas de obra social) y medios plásticos propios 

del registro (archivos, documentos, pruebas y evidencias,

fotorrealismo audiovisual, intervención «directa» o «no-

representacional», etc.). Se trata, en cierta medida, de la

suplantación de una «sensibilidad contextual», heredada

de la tradición moderna, por unas «estéticas contextuales» 

que convierten el contexto en un contenido, en una fi gura 

icónica, cuando no en un elemento ornamental.

JF: En tu trabajo el dispositivo expositivo ha sido siem-

pre una condición ontológica y al mismo tiempo represen-

tativa de la obra. Muchas veces la obra es una exposición

y la exposición es la obra. Construyes dispositivos exposi-

tivos clásicos, como conjuntos de objetos sobre pedestales 

o en vitrinas, y recurres a todo el repertorio del mobilia-

rio clásico ligado a la exposición. En esos casos, la expo-

sición no es sólo la obra sino también una convención de

la que te interesa apropiarte. Esto quizás podría funcionar 

como metonimia de la noción de república: se identifi can 

convenciones públicas compartibles entre quién produce

el discurso y quién se confronta con ese discurso; se su-

braya la convención que agrupa a los dos interlocutores, la 

Juan Luis Moraza, Ornamento y ley, 1994. 
Vista general en la Sala Amárica, Vitoria
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that is characteristic of naturalisms. In today’s society, 

the question of representation once again challenges the 

systems by which the signifi ers that institute the mean-

ing of reality take hold. In this project, the notion of the 

republic is introduced as a metonymic and metaphoric 

means by which to refl ect on the institution of realism 

in contemporary societies. This includes the terms on 

which representation operates, submerged in a system 

that presents itself as reality: from the presentiality of 

fi lm realism to the theatricality of politics; and from the 

“social realism” of advertising to the most radical im-

position of a sociological aesthetic based on the notion 

of public service, which turns art into a system of so-

cial content (based on popular or even populist themes, 

not unlike social welfare programs), using record-based 

media (archives, documents, proof and evidence, audio-

visual photorealism, “direct” or “nonrepresentational” 

interventions, etc.). To some degree, it is about replacing 

the “contextual sensibility” inherited from the modern 

tradition with “contextual aesthetics” that turn context 

into content, into an iconic fi gure, if not an ornamental 

element.

JF: For you, the exhibition device has always been 

representative of the work, as well as an ontological 

condition for it. Often, the work is an exhibition and 

the exhibition is the work. You make classic exhibition 

elements, such as groups of objects on pedestals or in 

display cabinets, and you use the full range of classic 

exhibition furniture. In these cases, the exhibition is 

not just a work but also a convention that you are inter-

ested in appropriating. Perhaps this could function as a 

metonymy of the notion of republic: to identify public 

Juan Luis Moraza, Ornament and Law, 1994. 
General view in the Sala Amárica, Vitoria-Gasteiz

Bodyteaser, 1994
Mixed technique, variable dimensions 
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recontextualized in social meanings. We could say that 

this interest in limits and devices of discontinuity plays 

a dual role in my work: it is a way of thinking about art 

for life, and about life for art; about the subject within 

society, and society internalized within the subject. 

The Republican Portraits deal with this paradox of the 

gap between subject and citizen. They intentionally 

adopt the imagery, the materiality, and even the archi-

tectural contextualization of the portrait genre, but the 

singularity of the subject is absorbed into the generic 

nature of the tools.

JF: Some works dating from the second half of the 

twentieth century challenge the museum, creating a mu-

seum within the museum as a critique of the institution 

and of its systems of presentation. Marcel Broodthaers 

is one of the main examples; Michael Asher too... But 

your approach to the question of the museum is very 

diff erent. Because you connect the exhibition and mu-

seological device to aspects such as the body, discourses, 

alterity... that depart from what is generally referred to 

as institutional critique... Do you feel like an exponent 

of institutional critique, or is your work more like a sto-

ry that makes itself known but continues along its own 

path?

JLM: Perhaps what disappoints me about “institutional 

critique” in art is the fact that it seems to have merely 

changed something that I consider to be essential and 

substantial to art into a thematic motif. I mean, as long 

as we accept the art system as context and interlocu-

tion, we are inevitably negotiating with a highly com-

plex structure of symbolic constructions that include 

interacting with the social institution itself, and not just 

specifi c institutions such as the museum, for example. 

But I cannot conceive of the institution as something 

that is external to the subject who criticizes it. It would 

be very diffi  cult to establish a critique of language oth-

er than through language itself. So if you pretend to be 

outside your own culture so that you can criticize it, 

you are evading your connivance or involvement with 

the thing you are criticizing. This evasion is the blind 

spot of all ideologies, because it is precisely that thing 

that we do not see, and that we do not see that we do 

not see. I think that one of the tasks of art is to make us 

conscious of things that are operating at a preconscious 

level. I don’t have any problems with authority, in the 

sense that I feel legitimized as an institution because I 

am part of the institution just like any other citizen. I am 

“Do not prevent his statue from tottering.”

(Jacques Lacan, Écrits: The Function and Field 
of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis [1953], 

London: W.W. Norton, 2006, p. 207)

“Now it is possible to say ‘no’ to all institu-

tions, they can be deemed to be ill-conceived 

or misguided. It is through this dynamic that 

institutions change, and quickly.” (Agnes 

Heller, “A Theory of Need Revisited,” Thesis 
Eleven, no. 35, 1993, pp. 21–22)

“Scoundrels would be more dangerous, or 

rather, a new kind of dangerous scoundrel 

would appear, if people were to start to 

study the law in order to steal, as they now 

study it in order to protect honest folk. 

Scoundrels would unquestionably con-

tribute to improving laws if they studied 

how to get around them while remaining 

safe and sound.” (Georg Christoph Licht-

enberg [1742–1799], Aphorisms, London: 

Penguin Books, 1990)

“As modernism gets older, context be-

comes content. In a peculiar reversal, the 

object introduced into the gallery ‘frames’ 

the gallery and its laws.” (Brian O’Doherty, 

Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the 
Gallery Space, Santa Monica, Calif.: Lapis 

Press, 1986, p. 15)

Paul Richer, cast of Descartes’ skull mask, 1912. 
École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris

Privilegión (demonstratia), 2014
Madera policromada, 12 x 50 x 50 cm

Sugestivo categórico (I-III), 1999 
Impresión digital sobre lienzo, 100 x 100 cm (x3)

Privilegion (Demonstratia), 2014
Carved and polychromed wood, 12 x 50 x 50 cm

Categorical Suggestive  (I–II), 1999 
Digital printing on canvas, 100 x 100 cm (x3)



Abstract Flag (Too late to do justice, 
too soon to make history), 2014
Encaustic on wood, 122 x 52 x 42 cm
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copresencia de uno y de otro en el espacio expositivo... ¿Es 

la exposición como convención un tema en tu obra?

JLM: Yo no sé si diría como convención, pero sí como

oportunidad. Entiendo que la exposición es una especie de 

unidad en sí misma. En tanto que conjunto, se constituye

como algo que aporta algo a las obras que contiene. Y en

cierto modo desvela algo de las obras individuales porque 

permite asistir de una manera más precisa a procesos la-

tentes. Y, al mismo tiempo, es cierto que —de una manera 

consciente o no— la exposición como tal tiene una im-

portancia. Como decía el poeta Gilbert Owen, «el poema

hace a las palabras». En la propia elaboración, son las rela-

ciones entre obras las que van configurando la obra. Y son 

las relaciones entre las obras las que fabrican la exposición,

pero la exposición dota de propiedades a las obras que és-

tas no tienen por separado. Una exposición, una colección 

o un museo contaminan de significaciones las obras que

contienen porque establecen relaciones nuevas que no

estaban presentes antes de que la obra existiese en ese

contexto. Cada exposición supone un corte en la continui-

dad de un proceso, pues irrumpe en lo público. En cierto 

sentido las obras no lo son completamente hasta que por

primera vez están expuestas, lo que implica en primer lu-

gar una deliberación —al dar las obras por exponibles—,

y en segundo, una transformación —al someterlas a una

mirada externa, ajena a las elucubraciones personales. La

exposición pública es el momento crítico, el límite entre el 

arte y su realización.

Por otra parte, casi desde el inicio, y de un modo muy

consciente, uno de los asuntos fundamentales en mis ela-

boraciones en el arte, que ha ido apareciendo a partir de

las obras, es la cuestión de los límites, una exploración

concreta sobre la relación constituyente que una obra tie-

ne con su contexto. Mi formación de pintor me condujo

al encuentro con el arte contemporáneo, lo que supuso,

a mis diecisiete años, una discusión profunda y radical de 

los medios expresivos. El arte conceptual y el minimalis-

mo me hicieron poner en crisis la naturaleza misma de la

pintura, sus procedimientos, sus condiciones materiales

y contextuales... Y desde ese momento, la cuestión de los

límites se convirtió en algo fundamental. Supuso cuestio-

nar la fisicidad material de la pintura como objeto, la falta 

de neutralidad de la técnica, la forma del lienzo, la rela-

ción con el espacio real... Todo ese cuestionamiento había 

sido la sustancia de las vanguardias históricas. Llevar al

límite esta preocupación por el límite me hizo ver las cosas

desde otra perspectiva. Es cuando empiezo a preocuparme

«El extrañamiento se parece con frecuen-

cia a la adivinanza: también mueve de su 

sitio las características del objeto.» (Viktor 

Shklovski, La disimilitud de lo similar, Ma-

drid, Alberto Corazón, 1973, p. 63)

«Allí donde los emperadores han dejado 

paso a presidentes y primeros ministros 

elegidos, las ostentaciones de ascendencia 

personal se han hecho, sin embargo, menos 

patentes. En la función de jefatura ha ha-

bido un desplazamiento del énfasis. El jefe 

del nuevo estilo es un servidor del pueblo 

que, además, le sirve. Pone de relieve su 

aceptación de esta situación llevando 

ropas relativamente modestas, pero esto 

es sólo un truco. Se trata de un fraude de 

pequeña entidad que puede permitirse 

para aparentar ser “uno más”, pero que no 

debe llevarlo demasiado lejos, pues antes 

de que se dé cuenta habrá vuelto a con-

vertirse realmente en uno más. Así pues,

de otras maneras menos detonantemente 

personales, debe continuar manifestando 

la ostentación exterior de su dominación.

Con todas las complejidades del moderno 

medio ambiente urbano a su disposición,

esto no es difícil. La mengua de ostenta-

ción en sus vestiduras puede compensarse 

por la naturaleza refinada y exclusiva de 

los recintos en que gobierna y los edifi cios 

en que vive y trabaja.» (Desmond Morris,

El zoo humano, óp. cit., p. 37)

CVA, Señalo con un aspa el lugar donde 
hago una obra, 1979, San Sebastián
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conventions that can be shared between the producer 

of the discourse and the person who encounters that 

discourse; to emphasize the convention that brings to-

gether the two interlocutors, the copresence of the two 

in the exhibition space... Is the idea of the exhibition as 

convention one of the themes of your work?

JLM: Perhaps not as convention, but as opportunity. I 

see the exhibition as a kind of unit in itself. Overall, it 

becomes something that adds to the works it contains. 

And it reveals something of the individual works, be-

cause it makes it possible to pay closer attention to un-

derlying processes. And at the same time, the exhibition 

as such is signifi cant in itself, consciously or otherwise. 

As the poet Gilberto Owen said, “the poem makes the 

words.” During the process of creation, the relationships 

between the works shape the work. And the relation-

ships between the works create the exhibition; but the 

exhibition also endows the works with properties that 

they did not have individually. Exhibitions, collections, 

and museums contaminate works with new meanings, 

because they set up relationships that did not exist be-

fore the works came to form part of that particular con-

text. Every exhibition interrupts the continuity of a pro-

cess, because it breaks into the public sphere. In a sense, 

the works are not fully so until they are exhibited for 

the fi rst time, a process that involves, fi rstly, a deliber-

ation—leading to the decision that the works are fi t to 

be exhibited—and, secondly, a transformation—when 

the works are subjected to an external gaze alien to the 

artist’s own musings. Public exhibition is the critical mo-

ment, the boundary between art and its realization.

On the other hand, one of the key aspects of my art 

production, which has emerged through the works—

almost from the start and very consciously—, is the 

question of limits or boundaries: a specifi c exploration 

of the constituent relationship between a work and its 

context. Studying painting brought me into contact with 

contemporary art, and this discovery, at the age of sev-

enteen, led me to a deep and radical inquiry into means 

of expression. Conceptual art and minimalism led me to 

question the nature of painting, its procedures, its ma-

terial and contextual conditions... And from that point 

the question of limits was fundamental. It meant ques-

tioning the physical materiality of paint as an object, the 

non-neutrality of the medium, the shape of the canvas, 

the relationship to real space… All these questions had 

been the essence of the historical avant-gardes. Taking 

“In its construction, estrangement is 

similar to the riddle: it is based on the re-

arrangement of an object’s signs.” (Viktor 

Shklovsky, Bowstring: On the Dissimilarity of 
the Similar [1970], Champaign, Ill., Dalkey 

Archive Press, 2011, p. 86)

“Where emperors have given way to 

elected presidents and prime ministers, 

personal dominance displays have, however, 

become less overt. There has been a shift 

of emphasis in the role of leadership. The 

new-style leader is a servant of the people 

who happens to be dominant, rather than 

a dominator of the people who also serves 

them. He underlines his acceptance of this 

situation by wearing a comparatively drab 

costume, but this is only a trick. It is a minor 

dishonesty that he can aff ord, to make him 

seem more ‘one of the crowd,’ but he dare 

not carry it too far or, before he knows it, 

he really will have become one of the crowd 

again. So, in other, less blatantly personal 

ways, he must continue to perform the out-

ward display of his dominance. With all the 

complexities of the modern urban environ-

ment at his disposal, this is not diffi  cult. The 

loss of grandeur in his dress can be com-

pensated for by the elaborate and exclusive 
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(Desmond Morris, The Human Zoo, p. 23)

CVA, Señalo con un aspa el lugar donde 
hago una obra (Marking With a Cross the Place 
Where I Make a Work), 1979, San Sebastian
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as such with the production of the fi rst objects predes-

tined to form part of a collection. The role of devices 

of discontinuity is precisely to resolve the paradox be-

tween the continuity of a context, the discontinuity of 

an extraction, and the new continuity of a new context. 

This is not just about the pre-artistic logic of the ready-

made but also about something that runs through the 

entire history of art, from before its birth and up to what 

Arthur Danto and others have called the era “after the 

end of art”...

These paradoxes are important because of the es-

sential nature of the confl ict between an element and 

a context. In existential terms, there is nothing natural 

about belonging to a culture. The res publica is the re-

sult of a cultural contract that is never complete. As 

Sigmund Freud demonstrated, culture is a sort of con-

tract whereby we surrender part of our freedom in 

exchange for the security of cohabitation and compre-

hension. But this contract always leaves out the parts 

of the individual that are insoluble in culture, that are 

probably too wild and too strange, and that are the stuff  

of dreams, of ghosts, and of the arts… Cultural malaise 

consists of this contextual imbalance of the subject who 

is decontextualized from their private experience and 

“What appears as ‘disorder’ within a 

society is, in reality, something internal 

to its institution, meaningful and negatively 
valued…” (Cornelius Castoriadis, World in 
Fragments, p. 16)

“Every time the jurisdiction of the State 

was broadened, the scope of freedom 

narrowed. The State was despotic and 

against individual freedom, but it was weak 

and its jurisdiction was very narrow. The 

liberal State, on the other hand, weighed 

very lightly on European individuals, but 

it controlled almost all aspects of life.” 

(Aldala Al-Larawi, quoted in Santiago 

Alba Rico, Las reglas del caos, Barcelona: 

Anagrama, 1995, pp. 234–35) 

“It must be known moreover that the 

whole which the political group or the 

family constitutes has only a unity of or-

der, for it is not something absolutely one. 

A part of this whole, therefore, can have 

an operation that is not the operation of 

the whole, as a soldier in an army has an 

activity that does not belong to the whole 

army. However, this whole does have an 

operation that is not proper to its parts but 

to the whole—for example, an assault of 

the entire army. Likewise the movement of 

a boat is a combined operation of the crew 

rowing the boat. There is also a kind of 

whole that has not only a unity of order but 

of composition, or of conjunction, or even 

of continuity, and according to this unity a 

thing is one absolutely; and therefore there 

is no operation of the part that does not 

belong to the whole. For in things all of one 

piece the motion of the whole and of the 

part is the same. Similarly in composites 

and in conjoined things, the operation of 

a part is principally that of the whole. For 

this reason it is necessary that such a con-

sideration of both the whole and its parts 

should belong to the same science. It does 

not, however, pertain to the same science 

to consider the whole, which has solely the 

unity of order, and the parts of this whole.” 

(Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics, book 1, lecture 1, ¶ 5)

Juan Luis Moraza, Dispositivos de (dis) continuidad. 
Transfiguraciones y formaciones de marcos y 
pedestales en el arte contemporáneo (Devices of 
(Dis)Continuity: Transfigurations and Formations of 
Frames and Pedestals), 1994. UPV/EHU

Iustitia, 2014
Gold, lead, tin, and steel, 
40 x 40 x 300 cm (approx.)
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por esos dispositivos que han funcionado como contextos por

defecto y han sido ceremonialmente evitados por las van-

guardias: los marcos y los pedestales. Ello me colocó en una

posición muy particular, pues, para la tradición moderna,

esos dispositivos y sus funciones representaban explíci-

tamente el orden jerárquico del Antiguo Régimen por lo

que debían ser inexcusablemente abolidos: la pintura debía 

expandirse por el muro, la escultura no debía apoyarse en 

un pedestal, el arte debía suceder en la calle, fuera de los

muros imperiales del museo...

JF: O en el suelo...

JLM: La ocupación del suelo o del muro, o del espacio

de la ciudad, como objetos exentos de representación que 

nos liberan de la mediación para situarnos en la inmediatez 

de la experiencia, eso que es la médula del discurso moder-

no, de repente, para mí, empezó a entreverse como una pa-

radoja, como un ideario que no se había realizado y ocul-

taba realmente algo que no estaba dicho. Fui  consciente de 

que las funciones del marco y del pedestal estaban siendo 

absorbidas progresivamente por otros «marcos» más sofi s-

ticados y engañosos, y que tras la ilusión de inmediatez se 

escondía apenas un desplazamiento, una mediación mayor.

Esta preocupación por los marcos y los pedestales como

funciones y no sólo como objetos me colocó en una po-

sición muy diferente. Comprendí la necesidad de desve-

lar esas funciones liminares que habían sido protagonistas 

en la tradición moderna y de utilizar conscientemente los 

dispositivos de exhibición como elementos no neutrales.

Me di cuenta de que el arte moderno no había abolido los 

pedestales ni los marcos, ni ningún otro marcador contex-

tual —como el museo—, sino que los había convertido

en el contenido fundamental de su desarrollo mediante

desplazamientos, enmascaramientos, sustituciones y fi gu-

raciones. Sobre esto trató mi tesis doctoral, que va a ser

publicada veinte años después bajo el título «Estética del

límite». Desde 1979, comenzamos en CVA (Comité de Vi-

gilancia Activa) a utilizar marcos y pedestales en objetos e 

instalaciones para reflexionar sobre las vanguardias y sus

contextos, y a entender qué había sucedido a partir de la

Revolución francesa con la estética monumental. Aquellos

trabajos nos enfrentaron a la tradición moderna de un

modo radical. No desde una posición reaccionaria sino

justamente desvelando puntos frágiles o conflictivos de

un discurso no del todo realizado o hiperrealizado en sus

formas más paradójicas. De esa consciencia proviene mi

uso consciente y no acomplejado de los pedestales. Y de

ella también el uso de los dispositivos de exposición y con-

«Un pedestal es un pequeño espacio ro-

deado por cuatro abismos.» (Victor Hugo,

L'Illustration, vol. II, 1902, p. 263. Citado 

en Catherine Chevillot, «Le Socle», en La
Sculpture française au xix siècle, París, Gale-

ries nationales du Gran Palais, 1986, p. 242)

«¡Ni conturnos en los pies ni aureolas en la 

cabeza!» (Karl Marx, Sur la littérature et l'art, 
citado en Mario de Micheli, Las vanguar-
dias artísticas del siglo XX, Madrid, Alianza 

Editorial, 1979, p. 20)

«Hay un concepto que es el corruptor y el 

desatinador de los otros. No hablo del Mal 

cuyo ilimitado imperio es la ética; hablo 

del infinito» [Jorge Luis Borges “Avatares 

de la tortuga”]. [...] Nada más peligroso 

que la pérdida del límite y de la mesura:

el error del infinito es la pérdida del valor 

contenido en la relativa perfección de lo 

que está concretamente determinado y 

formalmente concluido, y por eso induce 

a extraviarse en la nada o por un laberinto 

sin salidas.» (Paolo Zellini, Breve historia del 
infi nito, Madrid, Siruela, 2004, p. 11)

«Límite que hace posible el decir (catego-

ría) y aquello (la cosa) que el decir intenta 

comprender y penetrar (sin conseguirlo 

jamás). El límite no es categoría, ni es 

tampoco transcendental, sino el gozne 

(cópula y disyunción, o ser en tanto que 

ser) que hace posible tanto el horizonte del 

pensar-decir (categoría) como el “más allá”

(trascendental) donde se aloja, en su rudo 

encierro en sí, la cosa en tanto que cosa,

cosa en sí» (Eugenio Trías, Lógica del límite, 

Barcelona, Destino, 1991, p.397)

CVA, paramondrian, 1982
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this interest in limits to the limit made me see things in 

a diff erent light. That was when I started to pay atten-

tion to devices that operated as default contexts and that 

were ceremonially avoided by the avant-garde: frames 

and pedestals. This placed me in a curious position, be-

cause from the point of view of the modern tradition 

these devices and their functions explicitly represent 

the hierarchical order of the ancien régime and as such 

they must perforce be abolished: painting should spill 

onto walls, sculptures should not rest on pedestals, art 

should take place on the streets, beyond the imperial 

walls of the museum...

JF: Or on the fl oor…

JLM: This whole idea of taking over fl oors and walls, 

or urban space, as objects without representation that 

would free us from mediation and place us directly in 

the immediacy of experience—an idea that is the crux 

of modern discourse—suddenly started to seem like a 

paradox, like an ideology that had not been realized and 

that actually concealed something that was left unspo-

ken. I realized that the functions of the frame and the 

pedestal were gradually being absorbed into other more 

sophisticated and deceptive “frames,” and that behind 

the illusion of immediacy there was nothing but a slight 

shift, a greater mediation. This interest in frames and 

pedestals as functions and not just as objects gave me 

a totally diff erent vantage point. I saw that it was nec-

essary to reveal these liminal functions that had played 

an important role in the modern tradition and to con-

sciously use exhibition devices as non-neutral elements. 

I realized that modern art had not abolished pedestals 

and frames, or any other contextual markers—such as 

museums—but had turned them into the basic content 

of its development by means of displacements, conceal-

ments, substitutions, and fi gurations. This was the sub-

ject of my doctoral thesis, which was published twenty 

years later under the title Estética del límite (Aesthetics of 

the Limit). In 1979, as CVA, we began using frames and 

pedestals in objects and installations as a way to refl ect 

on the avant-garde and its contexts and to try to under-

stand how the monumental aesthetic had been trans-

formed after the French Revolution. In those works we 

confronted the modern tradition in a radical way. Not 

from a reactionary position but precisely by revealing 

the weaknesses and sticking points of a discourse that 

was not altogether realized or hyperrealized in its more 

paradoxical forms. My conscious and uninhibited use 

“A pedestal is a small space, narrow and 

respectable, with four precipices around 

it.” (Victor Hugo, Things Seen (Choses Vues), 

London: G. Routledge & Sons, 1887, p. 32)

“Neither buskins on feet nor halos on 

heads!” (Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, 

“Review of A. Chenu’s Les Conspirateurs 
and L. de la Hodde’s La Naissance de la 
République en Février 1948,” Neue Rheinische 
Zeitung. Politisch-ökonomische Revue, no. 4, 

1850, in Marx and Engels: Collected Works, 
vol. 10, 311–25)

“There is one concept that corrupts and 

confuses the others. I am not speaking 

of Evil, whose limited sphere is Ethics; 

I am speaking of the Infi nite [Jorge Luis 

Borges].… There is nothing more danger-

ous than the loss of limits and measure. 

This is the error caused by the infi nite: we 

lose sight of the meaning implicit in the 

relative perfection of what is concretely 

determined and formally complete, and so 

are led astray into the void or into a laby-

rinth with no exit.” (Paolo Zellini, A Brief 
History of Infi nity [1980], London: Penguin, 

2005, p. 1)

“The limit as pivot, as an area of connec-

tions that brings together the diff erence, 

meeting point, agreement, and disparity of 

everything that can be spoken.” (Eugenio 

Trías, Lógica del límite, Barcelona: Destino, 

1991, pp. 363–70) 

CVA, Paramondrian, 1982
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logic actually always coincides with an interest in de-

vices of discontinuity; this makes sense, because the 

internal need for social negotiation or for popular legit-

imation has to do with the question of the gulf between 

subject and citizen, between the excluded and the in-

cluded, between components and opponents, between 

the whole and the part. Citizens are subjects deterritori-

alized from their own existential integrity and reterrito-

rialized in the context of the res publica.

Frames and pedestals are essentially part of the log-

ic of republican monumentality. They become fl eshier, 

more exuberant, and boundless as the small print of the 

law becomes more extravagant and labyrinthine. Almost 

as soon as public museums were born, so was the need to 

unify collections, so that the appearance of the bound-

ary, the use of a specifi c frame design, standardized the 

diversity of the works, which often came from disparate 

sources. At the same time, unified frames confirmed 

collections overall as a hospitable, diverse context in 

that they could accommodate all of that heterogeneity. 

In the classic republican tradition, pedestals were also 

architectural elements whose homogeneity made them 

capable of containing all possible diversity. Because 

“collectionism” actually emerged as a consequence of 

colonialism: the heterogeneous accumulation of trea-

sures acquired in territorial conquests found continuity 

in collections. The reason that, historically, collections 

predate art is that collections brought together decon-

textualized objects, “readymades” from military, impe-

rial, religious, political, and commercial campaigns. The 

collection existed before the birth of art. Art evokes or 

refi nes this tradition of accumulation, having emerged 

“It takes a lot of training for people to 

learn that others have an equal right to 

think themselves superior.” (Paul Bohan-

nan, We, the Alien: An Introduction to Cultural 
Anthropology, Prospect Heights, Ill.: Wave-

land Press, 1992, p. 171) 

“You and I, Adeimantus, at this moment 

are not poets, but founders of a State: now 

the founders of a State ought to know the 

general forms in which poets should cast 

their tales, and the limits which must be 

observed by them, but to make the tales is 

not their business.” (Plato, Republic, Book 2 

[378e–379a])

Juan Luis Moraza, Dispositivos de (dis) 
continuidad. Transfiguraciones y formaciones de
marcos y pedestales en el arte contemporáneo 
(Devices of (Dis)Continuity: Transfigurations and 
Formations of Frames and Pedestals),
1994. UPV/EHU.

The function-frame as limit
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of pedestals stems from this awareness. As does the use 

of exhibition and contextualization mechanisms, not as 

conventional elements but as crucial devices for think-

ing about convention, particularly modern convention.

JF: Your way of working with frames and pedestals 

seems to suggest a poetics of fragmentation. The frame 

breaks and what we see is the remains of its destruction; 

the pedestal multiplies and becomes many more pedes-

tals; the spatial unity of a work is created out of numer-

ous pedestals; a mirrored pedestal absorbs and projects 

space, refl ecting the piece that rests on it but also the 

vertical space refl ected above it… Does this poetics of 

fragmentation challenge the monumental tradition of 

the frame and the pedestal? Frames and pedestals are 

often added to artworks based on the specifi c space and 

the particular moment of display, with an identity that 

is presented and thus represented. Even now, frames 

are the expression of the individuality of the collector 

who displays his right to own the work, which often 

runs contrary to the formal and conceptual nature of 

that same work… And just as frames are exogenous to 

the works, so are pedestals, particularly when their func-

tion is to monumentalize the work. The classic repub-

lican portraits were busts, often resting on columns. In 

this exhibition you present a series of Republican Portraits 
(enlargements of the “heads” of tools such as screw-

drivers) that you arrange in the actual architecture of 

the museum building... This fragmentation and dispersal 

of frames, this proliferation of pedestals, or the failure 

to include them in situations where they would be ex-

pected: Are these strategies that you use to question this 

tradition of monumentality or to discuss the conventions 

of an exhibition?

JLM: Like many of my contemporaries, I cannot avoid 

having a certain systemic sensibility; it has become very 

diffi  cult to think about a particular thing without be-

ing aware that whatever we think that thing is, it forms 

part of a system of relations that shape it and are at the 

same time modifi ed by what it is being. This systemic 

sensibility simultaneously regards individual things and 

their contexts. Basically, the functions of demarcation 

and contextualization—devices of discontinuity—have 

to do with exclusion and inclusion, with separating an 

element, identifying a part, reincorporating an element 

within a system… Earlier you said that from the Baroque 

period onward a standardized frame unifi ed a collec-

tion, just as a belief unifi ed an entire society. Republican 

“The mean between two or more things, 

their juncture, union, transit, passage, 

crossing, interval, distance, bond and con-

tact—all these are mysterious, for they are 

rooted in the continuum, in the infi nite. 

The interval that runs between one idea and 

another, one thing and another, is infi nite, 

and can only be surpassed by the creative 

act.… The continuum and the interval are 

mysterious, because they are infi nite.” 

(Vincenzo Gioberti, Della Protologia, vol. 1, 

Naples: Marghieri, 1864, p. 160; quoted in 

Zellini, A Brief History of Infi nity, p. 53)

“We no longer believe in the myth of the 

existence of fragments that, like pieces of 

an antique statue, are merely waiting for the 

last one to be turned up so that they may all 

be glued back together to create a unity that 

is precisely the same as the original unity. 

We no longer believe in a primordial totality 

that once existed, or in a fi nal totality that 

awaits us at some future date. We no longer 

believe in the dull gray outlines of a dreary, 

colorless dialectic of evolution, aimed at 

forming a harmonious whole out of hetero-

geneous bits by rounding off  their rough 

edges.” (Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 

Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia 

[1972], New York: Viking, 1977, pp. 42)

“On one side, the desire to cut free of 

communal bonds in the name of individual 

liberty; on the other side, the desire to fi nd a 

place in which people care about each oth-

er.” (Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone, p. 159)

CVA, Bipedestal, 1984 (detail)

CVA
Bipedestal, 1985
Mixed technique, 340 x 55 x 55 cm
Artists’ collection
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as such with the production of the fi rst objects predes-

tined to form part of a collection. The role of devices 

of discontinuity is precisely to resolve the paradox be-

tween the continuity of a context, the discontinuity of 

an extraction, and the new continuity of a new context. 

This is not just about the pre-artistic logic of the ready-

made but also about something that runs through the 

entire history of art, from before its birth and up to what 

Arthur Danto and others have called the era “after the 

end of art”...

These paradoxes are important because of the es-

sential nature of the confl ict between an element and 

a context. In existential terms, there is nothing natural 

about belonging to a culture. The res publica is the re-

sult of a cultural contract that is never complete. As 

Sigmund Freud demonstrated, culture is a sort of con-

tract whereby we surrender part of our freedom in 

exchange for the security of cohabitation and compre-

hension. But this contract always leaves out the parts 

of the individual that are insoluble in culture, that are 

probably too wild and too strange, and that are the stuff  

of dreams, of ghosts, and of the arts… Cultural malaise 

consists of this contextual imbalance of the subject who 

is decontextualized from their private experience and 

“What appears as ‘disorder’ within a 

society is, in reality, something internal 

to its institution, meaningful and negatively 
valued…” (Cornelius Castoriadis, World in 
Fragments, p. 16)

“Every time the jurisdiction of the State 

was broadened, the scope of freedom 

narrowed. The State was despotic and 

against individual freedom, but it was weak 

and its jurisdiction was very narrow. The 

liberal State, on the other hand, weighed 

very lightly on European individuals, but 

it controlled almost all aspects of life.” 

(Aldala Al-Larawi, quoted in Santiago 

Alba Rico, Las reglas del caos, Barcelona: 

Anagrama, 1995, pp. 234–35) 

“It must be known moreover that the 

whole which the political group or the 

family constitutes has only a unity of or-

der, for it is not something absolutely one. 

A part of this whole, therefore, can have 

an operation that is not the operation of 

the whole, as a soldier in an army has an 

activity that does not belong to the whole 

army. However, this whole does have an 

operation that is not proper to its parts but 

to the whole—for example, an assault of 

the entire army. Likewise the movement of 

a boat is a combined operation of the crew 

rowing the boat. There is also a kind of 

whole that has not only a unity of order but 

of composition, or of conjunction, or even 

of continuity, and according to this unity a 

thing is one absolutely; and therefore there 

is no operation of the part that does not 

belong to the whole. For in things all of one 

piece the motion of the whole and of the 

part is the same. Similarly in composites 

and in conjoined things, the operation of 

a part is principally that of the whole. For 

this reason it is necessary that such a con-

sideration of both the whole and its parts 

should belong to the same science. It does 

not, however, pertain to the same science 

to consider the whole, which has solely the 

unity of order, and the parts of this whole.” 

(Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s 
Nicomachean Ethics, book 1, lecture 1, ¶ 5)

Juan Luis Moraza, Dispositivos de (dis) continuidad. 
Transfiguraciones y formaciones de marcos y 
pedestales en el arte contemporáneo (Devices of 
(Dis)Continuity: Transfigurations and Formations of 
Frames and Pedestals), 1994. UPV/EHU



Abstract Flag (Too late to do justice, 
too soon to make history), 2014
Encaustic on wood, 122 x 52 x 42 cm
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recontextualized in social meanings. We could say that 

this interest in limits and devices of discontinuity plays 

a dual role in my work: it is a way of thinking about art 

for life, and about life for art; about the subject within 

society, and society internalized within the subject. 

The Republican Portraits deal with this paradox of the 

gap between subject and citizen. They intentionally 

adopt the imagery, the materiality, and even the archi-

tectural contextualization of the portrait genre, but the 

singularity of the subject is absorbed into the generic 

nature of the tools.

JF: Some works dating from the second half of the 

twentieth century challenge the museum, creating a mu-

seum within the museum as a critique of the institution 

and of its systems of presentation. Marcel Broodthaers 

is one of the main examples; Michael Asher too... But 

your approach to the question of the museum is very 

diff erent. Because you connect the exhibition and mu-

seological device to aspects such as the body, discourses, 

alterity... that depart from what is generally referred to 

as institutional critique... Do you feel like an exponent 

of institutional critique, or is your work more like a sto-

ry that makes itself known but continues along its own 

path?

JLM: Perhaps what disappoints me about “institutional 

critique” in art is the fact that it seems to have merely 

changed something that I consider to be essential and 

substantial to art into a thematic motif. I mean, as long 

as we accept the art system as context and interlocu-

tion, we are inevitably negotiating with a highly com-

plex structure of symbolic constructions that include 

interacting with the social institution itself, and not just 

specifi c institutions such as the museum, for example. 

But I cannot conceive of the institution as something 

that is external to the subject who criticizes it. It would 

be very diffi  cult to establish a critique of language oth-

er than through language itself. So if you pretend to be 

outside your own culture so that you can criticize it, 

you are evading your connivance or involvement with 

the thing you are criticizing. This evasion is the blind 

spot of all ideologies, because it is precisely that thing 

that we do not see, and that we do not see that we do 

not see. I think that one of the tasks of art is to make us 

conscious of things that are operating at a preconscious 

level. I don’t have any problems with authority, in the 

sense that I feel legitimized as an institution because I 

am part of the institution just like any other citizen. I am 

“Do not prevent his statue from tottering.”

(Jacques Lacan, Écrits: The Function and Field 
of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis [1953], 

London: W.W. Norton, 2006, p. 207)

“Now it is possible to say ‘no’ to all institu-

tions, they can be deemed to be ill-conceived 

or misguided. It is through this dynamic that 

institutions change, and quickly.” (Agnes 

Heller, “A Theory of Need Revisited,” Thesis 
Eleven, no. 35, 1993, pp. 21–22)

“Scoundrels would be more dangerous, or 

rather, a new kind of dangerous scoundrel 

would appear, if people were to start to 

study the law in order to steal, as they now 

study it in order to protect honest folk. 

Scoundrels would unquestionably con-

tribute to improving laws if they studied 

how to get around them while remaining 

safe and sound.” (Georg Christoph Licht-

enberg [1742–1799], Aphorisms, London: 

Penguin Books, 1990)

“As modernism gets older, context be-

comes content. In a peculiar reversal, the 

object introduced into the gallery ‘frames’ 

the gallery and its laws.” (Brian O’Doherty, 

Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the 
Gallery Space, Santa Monica, Calif.: Lapis 

Press, 1986, p. 15)

Paul Richer, cast of Descartes’ skull mask, 1912. 
École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris
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república se introduce como instrumento metonímico y

metafórico para la reflexión sobre la institución del realis-

mo en las sociedades contemporáneas. Ello incluye los tér-

minos en los que la representación se desarrolla sumergida 

en un sistema que se presenta como realidad, desde la pre-

sencialidad del realismo cinematográfico a la teatralidad de 

la representatividad política; y desde el «realismo social»

de la publicidad hasta las imposturas más radicales de unas 

estéticas sociológicas basadas en la noción de servicio pú-

blico, que convierten el arte en un sistema de contenidos

sociales (temáticas populares, incluso populistas, simila-

res a programas de obra social) y medios plásticos propios 

del registro (archivos, documentos, pruebas y evidencias,

fotorrealismo audiovisual, intervención «directa» o «no-

representacional», etc.). Se trata, en cierta medida, de la

suplantación de una «sensibilidad contextual», heredada

de la tradición moderna, por unas «estéticas contextuales» 

que convierten el contexto en un contenido, en una fi gura 

icónica, cuando no en un elemento ornamental.

JF: En tu trabajo el dispositivo expositivo ha sido siem-

pre una condición ontológica y al mismo tiempo represen-

tativa de la obra. Muchas veces la obra es una exposición

y la exposición es la obra. Construyes dispositivos exposi-

tivos clásicos, como conjuntos de objetos sobre pedestales 

o en vitrinas, y recurres a todo el repertorio del mobilia-

rio clásico ligado a la exposición. En esos casos, la expo-

sición no es sólo la obra sino también una convención de

la que te interesa apropiarte. Esto quizás podría funcionar 

como metonimia de la noción de república: se identifi can 

convenciones públicas compartibles entre quién produce

el discurso y quién se confronta con ese discurso; se su-

braya la convención que agrupa a los dos interlocutores, la 

Juan Luis Moraza, Ornamento y ley, 1994. 
Vista general en la Sala Amárica, Vitoria
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that is characteristic of naturalisms. In today’s society, 

the question of representation once again challenges the 

systems by which the signifi ers that institute the mean-

ing of reality take hold. In this project, the notion of the 

republic is introduced as a metonymic and metaphoric 

means by which to refl ect on the institution of realism 

in contemporary societies. This includes the terms on 

which representation operates, submerged in a system 

that presents itself as reality: from the presentiality of 

fi lm realism to the theatricality of politics; and from the 

“social realism” of advertising to the most radical im-

position of a sociological aesthetic based on the notion 

of public service, which turns art into a system of so-

cial content (based on popular or even populist themes, 

not unlike social welfare programs), using record-based 

media (archives, documents, proof and evidence, audio-

visual photorealism, “direct” or “nonrepresentational” 

interventions, etc.). To some degree, it is about replacing 

the “contextual sensibility” inherited from the modern 

tradition with “contextual aesthetics” that turn context 

into content, into an iconic fi gure, if not an ornamental 

element.

JF: For you, the exhibition device has always been 

representative of the work, as well as an ontological 

condition for it. Often, the work is an exhibition and 

the exhibition is the work. You make classic exhibition 

elements, such as groups of objects on pedestals or in 

display cabinets, and you use the full range of classic 

exhibition furniture. In these cases, the exhibition is 

not just a work but also a convention that you are inter-

ested in appropriating. Perhaps this could function as a 

metonymy of the notion of republic: to identify public 

Juan Luis Moraza, Ornament and Law, 1994. 
General view in the Sala Amárica, Vitoria-Gasteiz

Bodyteaser, 1994
Mixed technique, variable dimensions 
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de que me siento legitimado como institución porque for-

mo parte de la institución como cualquier otro ciudadano, 

pues soy consciente, como diría Umberto Eco, de que el 

poder no sólo se ejerce de una manera piramidal, de arriba 

abajo, sino que también molecularmente, de abajo arriba. 

Entiendo que el museo es una función instituyente, como 

lo es cada gesto —transgresor o no— que realice el ar-

tista. Y al mismo tiempo el museo es un lugar instituido 

en buena medida en virtud de los gestos transgresores de 

los artistas. Entre lo instituido —respeto a cierto funda-

mento— y lo instituyente —fundamentación de un  cierto 

respeto—, anda un juego de constitución de la entidad 

misma del sujeto en su relación con lo social. El museo es 

un lugar privilegiado y oportuno, es un medio ambiente, 

es un ecosistema para la propia elaboración artística. Y es 

lógico que la relación entre la obra de arte y el artista y 

el museo sea polémica, y no puede ser simplemente redu-

cida a una temática, a un género, a un repertorio de mo-

delos o a un «estilo transgresor», o establecida mediante 

un juego de amigos y enemigos. No podemos partir de que 

el museo es la institución y el artista es anti-institucional, 

pues no es cierto, especialmente, además, cuando el mu-

seo ha sabido establecerse en un juego con lo social muy 

abierto, cuya legitimidad proviene, en buena medida, de 

su hospitalidad hacia gestos transgresores contra el propio 

museo. Como diría Daniel Buren, cuando un urinario entra 

en un museo lo que se refuerza no es la libertad del arte, 

sino el carácter instituyente y legítimo del museo para aco-

ger incluso aquello que le es más externo, salvaje, absurdo, 

sin sentido. Esa fortaleza de la institución —algo hoy en 

día indiscutible— proviene de su frágil legitimidad, ne-

cesitada hoy más que nunca de legitimidad popular, que 

adquiere mediante todos los procedimientos que están a 

su alcance  — desde la inclusión de la cultura y cualquier 

evento social, hasta la promoción de estéticas populistas 

de «crítica institucional». Por lo demás, esa fortaleza no 

se perturba por el hecho de que se transgredan pequeñas 

o grandes cuestiones de la propia institución. Para mí es 

un gesto radical la inclusión —dentro de esta lógica ins-

titucional— de aspectos profundos que tienen que ver 

con la constitución misma de la identidad del sujeto so-

cial, de todo aquello que es propio del arte en todas sus 

manifestaciones y no sólo aquellas formas de arte que han 

 tematizado la crítica institucional. Al fi n y al cabo, nada 

existe tan institucional como el propio cuerpo, o la alte-

ridad radical del sujeto social, o la propia autoría como 

factor de creación social.

«El museo/galería, por no ser tenidos en 

consideración, son el marco, el hábito, 

la tela de araña donde aún hoy todos los 

“discursos” [mensajes] se embrollan 

—discursos atendidos en tanto eluden 

que el museo/galería es el “soporte” 

inexcusable sobre el que la historia del 

arte se “pinta”. Al desear eliminar la pintu-

ra/soporte, con el pretexto de que lo que es 

pintado sólo puede ser ilusión, Duchamp 

introduce en un nuevo marco/pintura un 

objeto real que, en ese mismo instante, se 

vuelve artifi cial, sin motivo, esto es, artís-

tico. Una manzana es para ser mordida, y re-

presentada sobre un lienzo pierde al menos 

esa función. Del mismo modo el urinario, 

no utilizable, pierde su función cuando se 

representa dentro de un museo/galería/

cuadro. Continuando esta imagen, dejemos 

atrás el museo/galería: ya no hay arte. Esta 

solución simplista y seductora por supuesto 

no resolvería nada, pero muestra intencio-

nadamente la importancia real de la galería/

museo donde el arte es visto o gracias al cual 

el arte se muestra.» (Daniel Buren, «Stan-

dpoints», en Daniel Buren, Nueva York, 

John Weber Gallery, 1973, p. 38)

«El poder no se origina por una decisión 

arbitraria en la cumbre sino que vive 

gracias a mil formas de consenso ínfi mas o 

“moleculares”. [...] Sólo las Brigadas Rojas, 

últimos románticos incurables de cepa 

católico-papista, piensan todavía que el 

Estado tiene un corazón y que ese corazón 

puede ser herido.» (Umberto Eco, «La 

falsifi cación y el consenso: sutilezas del 

nuevo compromiso histórico», en Saber, 
n.º 3 [1985], p. 32)

Sugestivo categórico (PLACEBO), 1999
Autoestereograma, impresión digital 

sobre lienzo, 100 x 100 cm 

Estas imágenes autoestereográficas en 3D sólo 
pueden verse mirando «detrás» de cada imagen, 

exactamente tanto como estén los ojos separados 
de ella, disociando la acomodación (el enfoque del 
ojo desde la convergencia) del ángulo bajo el cual 

se encuentran las miradas de ambos ojos.
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aware, as Umberto Eco would say, that the exercise of 

power is not just pyramidal, from the top down, but also 

molecular, from the bottom up. I see the museum as an 

instituting function, as is every gesture—transgressive 

or not—that the artist makes. And at the same time, the 

museum is to a large extent instituted by virtue of the 

transgressive gestures of artists. Between the instituted, 

or respect for a certain foundation, and the instituting, 

or the foundation of a certain respect, there is a play on 

the constitution of the entity of the subject in his rela-

tionship to the social. The museum is a privileged and 

opportune place, it is an environment, an ecosystem for 

artistic creation. And it seems logical that the relation-

ship between artwork, artist, and museum should be po-

lemical, and that it cannot simply be reduced to a theme, 

to a genre, to a repertoire of models, or to a “transgres-

sive style,” or established by means of a game of friends 

and enemies. We cannot simply say that the museum is 

the institution and the artist is anti-institutional, because 

it is not true. Particularly when the museum has been 

able to position itself in a very open interplay with the 

social realm, the legitimacy of which largely comes down 

to its hospitality toward transgressive gestures against 

the museum itself. As Daniel Buren would say, the fact 

that a urinal enters the museum does not strengthen the 

freedom of art, it strengthens the legitimate, institut-

ing nature of the museum in accommodating even that 

which is most alien, untamed, absurd, nonsensical. This 

now undeniable strength of the institution stems from 

its fragile legitimacy, which is more than ever in need of 

the popular legitimacy that it attains through all the pro-

cesses available to it—from the inclusion of culture and 

social events of all kinds to the promotion of populist 

aesthetics of “institutional critique”… In any case, this 

strength is unfazed by the transgression of great or small 

matters pertaining to the institution. What I consider to 

be a radical gesture is to introduce into that institutional 

logic profound matters linked to the constitution of the 

identity of the social subject—everything that pertains 

to art in all its manifestations, not just the forms of art 

that have taken institutional critique as their theme. Af-

ter all, there is nothing as institutional as the body, or 

the radical alterity of the social subject, or authorship as 

a factor of social creation.

I don’t know if this answers your question. Because 

you also asked about whether the fragmentation of 

frames and pedestals was a kind of critical tool. It is an 

“The Museum/Gallery, for lack of being 

taken into consideration, is the framework, 

the habit, the spider’s web where even to-

day all the ‘discourses’ (messages) become 

entangled—discourses that are addressed 

only in as far as the Museum/Gallery is the 

inescapable ‘support’ on which art history 

is ‘painted’…. In an attempt to get rid of 

the painting/support, under the pretext 

that painting could only be an illusion, 

Duchamp introduced a real object into a 

new frame/painting, which immediately 

and without reason became artifi cial, in 

other words, artistic. An apple is meant to 

be bitten into, and when it is represented 

on a canvas it loses at least that function. 

Similarly, a urinal, no longer useable, loses 

its function when it is presented in a Mu-

seum/Gallery/painting. Continuing this 

image, let us leave the Museum/Gallery 

behind: art no longer exists. This simplis-

tic, appealing solution would obviously not 

solve anything, but it intentionally shows 

the real importance of the Gallery/Muse-

um where art is seen, or thanks to which 

art is shown.” (Daniel Buren, “Stand-

points” [1970], in Five Texts, New York: 

John Weber Gallery, 1973, p. 38)

“Never created by an arbitrary top-level 

decision, Power lives thanks to the thou-

sands of forms of minute or ‘molecular’ 

consensus.… Only the Red Brigades, those 

last, incurable romantics of Catholic-papist 

origin, still think that the state has a heart 

and that this heart can be wounded.”

(Umberto Eco, “Falsifi cation and Consen-

sus” [1978], in Travels in Hyperreality, New 

York: Harcourt Brace, 1996, p. 175)

Categorical Suggestive (PLACEBO), 1999
Autostereogram. Digital printing on canvas 

These auto-stereographic 3D images can only be 
seen by looking ‘behind’ each image, the exact 

distance that separates them from the eyes, 
dissociating the accommodation (the focus of the 
eye as convergence) of the angle under which the 

sight lines of both eyes meet.
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ajena a la idea de tener un estilo. Si uno recorre lo que he 
hecho en los últimos treinta y cinco años sería muy difí cil 
establecer líneas únicas que permitieran edificar un estilo.
Porque no soy un artista de un material, ni de una técnica,
ni de una única idea, ni de una única forma de expresión.
Y si algo caracteriza precisamente mi trabajo es una cierta 
diversidad, una especie de no-estilo que por otra parte es 
muy característica de ciertos artistas en los que me reco-
nozco. Seguramente en esa diversidad heterogénea, lo que 
se ve es una búsqueda en contra de la simplificación, o para 
ser más exactos, a favor de la exactitud. Pero también en
esa diversidad heterogénea seguramente también se pueda 
contemplar una suerte de asamblea de sensibilidades, de
república de expresiones. Entiendo que, como diría Salva-
dor Dalí, el deseo detiene la cadena infinita de asociacio-
nes mentales. Y ese deseo, inconsciente siempre, es lo que 
detiene la multiplicidad, la diversidad de la locura que hay 
en cada persona. En ese delirio del estar siendo humano,
sólo el deseo detiene esa rareza y la hace relativamente es-
table, funciona como un atractor. Por eso es cierto que mi 
obra es muy diversa en el sentido expresivo de la palabra.
Por otra parte no sería difícil desvelar ciertas estabilida-
des que van generando unas pocas temáticas y un cierto
repertorio de recursos estructurales. Esos pocos asuntos y 
recursos pueden retroactivamente identificar un estilo, por 
muy heterogéneo que sea.

Pero no me considero ecléctico, ni siquiera en su acep-
ción etimológica: ἐκλεκτικός, el que elige. Digamos que
cuando se habla de eclecticismo desde un punto de vista
clásico, moderno, protestante o republicano se identifi ca
con decadencia. Es algo tan enraizado en la ética del ciu-
dadano contemporáneo que inevitablemente se cuela en
la interpretación del arte. Sin embargo, creo que es una
refluencia de la ética purificadora. Yo nazco para el arte
en un momento en el que el franquismo está ya en una
situación muy destituida, ya no es el franquismo de pos-
guerra radicalmente represivo, sino un franquismo ablan-
dado, decadente, necesitado de legitimación y ajeno a la
realidad nacional e internacional. Es decir, que yo nazco
tanto en términos nacionales como internacionales en un
momento muy destituyente. Y creo que eso tiene muchas
ventajas. Un momento destituyente es precisamente un
momento donde los sistemas institucionales en crisis per-
miten habitar la diversidad y la singularidad mucho más
que en los momentos donde hay una especie de emergen-
cia instituyente que necesita simplificar para poder impo-
nerse. Y yo creo que por eso los momentos instituyentes,

Escuela francesa, Cy-gyt toute la France. 
Robespierre guillotinando al verdugo. Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, París
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used by Saint Augustine to talk about love. Which is 

why, to me, the importance of the notion of style has 

nothing to do with the idea of having a style. Looking 

back at my work over the past thirty-fi ve years, it would 

be very diffi  cult to trace unique lines that could come 

together to form a style. Because I am not an artist who 

works with one material, or one medium, or a single 

idea, or one means of expression. If there is one thing 

that characterizes my work it is a certain diversity, a kind 

of no-style that is nonetheless characteristic of certain 

artists that I identify with. This heterogeneous diversity 

probably reveals a quest against simplifi cation, or, to be 

more precise, in favor of precision. But it probably also 

contains a kind of assembly of sensibilities, a republic of 

expressions. Like Salvador Dalí, I think that desire stops 

the infi nite chain of mental associations. And that this 

desire, always unconscious, is what stops the multiplicity 

and diversity of the madness that resides within every 

person. In this delirium of what it is to be being human, 

only desire stops the strangeness and makes it relatively 

stable; it functions like an attractor. This is why it is true 

that my work is very diverse in the expressive sense of 

the word. On the other hand, it would not be hard to 

pinpoint certain stabilities that generate a few themes 

and a certain repertoire of structural resources. These 

few issues and strategies can retrospectively identify a 

style, no matter how heterogeneous it is.

But I don’t consider myself eclectic, even in the ety-

mological sense of ἐκλεκτικός, ekléktikos, he who makes 

an election, who chooses. We could say that when we 

talk about eclecticism in a classical, modern, protestant, 

or republic sense, it is associated with decadence. This 

idea is so deeply rooted in the ethics of individuals to-

day, that it inevitably fi nds its way into the interpreta-

tion of art. But I actually think that it is a re-emergence 

of the cleansing ethic. I entered the art world at a time 

when Francoism was already waning, it was no longer 

the radically repressive regime of the postwar period 

but a debilitated, decadent regime that was lacking le-

gitimation and that was disconnected from the national 

and international reality. In other words, I came of age 

in national and international terms at a strongly destitu-

tive moment. And I think there are a lot of advantages to 

this. It is much easier to inhabit diversity and singular-

ity when institutional systems are in crisis than at times 

of instituting emergency, when there is a need to sim-

plify in order to prevail. I think this is why instituting 

French School, Robespierre Executing the 
Executioner, 18th century. Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, Paris
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investigative tool too, because it was above all a means 

of exploring the liberation of an incontestable tradition. 

There was critique in it, but also celebration. I think co-

existence is inconceivable without conventions, just as 

communication does not exist without common codes. 

It is diffi  cult to imagine a republic of psychopaths, or a 

republic of psychotics in which citizens do not share any 

conventions or common interests. Beyond “one subject, 

one vote,” imagine “one subject, one language,” “one 

subject, one system of representation”... This republic 

would be a genuinely strange place, and we can probably 

assume that it would be the freest place in the world. But 

it would be an infernal republic without conversation, 

without comprehension, without social ties, a place in 

which nothing could be shared. It would not even be like 

the place mentioned in Gulliver’s Travels, the academy 

for improving and purifying languages that gradually 

dispensed with everything nonessential—articles, ad-

verbs, and so on—eventually reaching a system of com-

munication understood through the exchange of objects. 

In our republic without conventions, however, there 

would be no possible system of equivalences, in which 

a cow is equivalent to three lambs, for example. In oth-

er words, there would be no system of correspondences. 

Without a relatively stable established system, social life 

is not possible. If institutional critique seeks to overhaul 

institutions so that they accommodate our peculiarities, 

it cannot go as far as to place these peculiarities above 

the possibility of social ties. A republic of psychotics is 

also a republic of monarchs: “one person, one king.” 

That is a reasonably good evocation of the contemporary 

republics of jouissances à la carte in advanced capitalism. 

It is not thus a question of choosing one predetermined 

“form of government” or another, but of recognizing 

that the condition of citizen, whether king or beggar, re-

quires a set of commitments. Without the interiorization 

of these commitments, if each citizen is a Louis XIV, any 

system of government is more or les covertly an insuff er-

able panmonarchy, a depublic.

 JF: There is a contradiction in your republic regarding 

the artistic paradigm associated with the republic, which 

would ordinarily be a classical or a neoclassical para-

digm. Its artistic representations are closer to the classi-

cist, monumentalizing model of republican ideals, while 

baroque languages are characteristic of the enemies of 

the republic, of a type of art produced under the rule 

of the aristocracy or of the church. In your work, the 

“The passage to Empire emerges from the 

twilight of modern sovereignty. In contrast 

to imperialism, Empire establishes no 

territorial center of power and does not 

rely on fi xed boundaries and barriers. It is 

a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus 

of rule that progressively incorporates the 

entire global realm within its open, ex-

panding frontiers. Empire manages hybrid 

identities, fl exible hierarchies, and plural 

exchanges through modulating networks 

of command. The distinct national colors 

of the imperialist map of the world have 

merged and blended in the imperial global 

rainbow.” (Michael Hardt and Antonio 

Negri, Empire, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 

University Press, 2000. pp. xii–xiii)

“Human history is creation. This means 

that the institution of society is always 

self-institution, but a self-institution that 

does not know itself as such and does not 

want to know itself as such. To say that 

history is creation signifi es that one can 

neither explain nor deduce this or that 

form of society on the basis of real factors 

or logical considerations.” (Cornelius Cas-

toriadis, The Rising Tide of Insignifi cancy (The 
Big Sleep) [1994], New York: Not Bored!, 

2003, p. 150)

Fortuné Louis Méaulle, Destruction of the 
Vendôme Column, Paris, 16 May 1871, 1874
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produces changes, generation after generation. Every 

attempt at repetition involves a new context and a new 

impossibility, which ends up generating a new singular-

ity. And the more conscious the diff erence is, the more 

the style appears to be a vaccine against simplifi cation, 

against the solidifi cation of the preceding style. I think 

that becoming aware of modern simplifi cations was very 

important for my generation. 

At the same time, the impossibility of repetition turns 

style into “a way without a way,” to borrow an expression 

Juan Luis Moraza, Gymnesis, 2001. 
BIDA, Valencia

Howard T. Odum, Environment, Power, and Society, 
1970. Power diagrams representing the three 
stages of history marked by Toynbee: a) period 
of excessive power, b) period of constant power, 
and c) period of damaged power
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los enemigos de la república, de un arte producido bajo las 
reglas de la aristocracia o de la Iglesia. En tu obra la repú-
blica se articula con una demostración del Barroco y de
sus posibilidades expresivas: las formas se distorsionan, el
espacio se fragmenta, la línea curva se superpone a la recta 
(la retícula de la modernidad...). Se reconoce una parodia 
muy subversiva en esa manera en que te sitúas en el Barro-
co y te lo apropias como si fuera una tradición del  discurso 
republicano, cuando fuera de tu trabajo es un lenguaje
incompatible con el ideario republicano...

JLM: Por muy revolucionaria que sea una revolución,
instaura un sistema que necesita legitimarse no sólo en la
voluntad popular sino en lo que en ella pervive de su origen
y en las promesas de futuro. El culto a cierto pasado glo-
rioso ha sido una constante en la historia de la humanidad,
y la evocación de un pasado glorioso supone una mirada
arqueológica, idealizada, en la que el pasado aparece puri-
ficado convenientemente para una fantasía también purifi -
cada de porvenir, de progreso. Por eso las estéticas republi-
canas tienen ese halo clasicista. Lo que dices tiene sentido,
pues estaríamos hablando de la confrontación ético-esté-
tica que se produce en la Contrarreforma. Dicho de otra
manera, lo que llamas estética republicana y vinculas con 
lo neoclásico, tendría un origen estético inmediato en la
ética de la Reforma, en la estética protestante, justamente 
en el sentido de una purificación, de una limpieza estética 
de eliminación del ornamento que conduce directamente 
a Adolf Loos, a la arquitectura moderna, al arte abstracto y 
al conceptualismo. Del otro lado, tendríamos toda la ética 
y la estética contrarreformista que ahonda en las capacidades

«Los conspiradores, incluso los más sangui-
narios, jamás han dicho: ¡cometamos un cri-
men! Siempre han declarado: venguemos a
la patria de los crímenes del tirano [...] todos
rinden homenaje, a pesar suyo, a la misma
virtud que pretenden pisotear.» (Voltaire,
«El filósofo ignorante», en Opúsculos satíricos y
fi losófi cos, Madrid, Alfaguara, 1978)

«La justicia social significa que nos rehu-
samos a nosotros mismos muchas cosas 
para que también los demás tengan que 
renunciar a ellas, o lo que es lo mismo, no 
puedan reclamarlas.» (Sigmund Freud,
Psicología de las masas y el análisis del Yo, en
Obras completas, tomo VIII, Madrid, Edito-
rial Biblioteca Nueva, 1984, p. 2.595) 

«Vosotros mismos sois la ciudad, allá donde
decidáis asentaros... son los hombres, no los
muros y los navíos, son ellos, los que forman
la ciudad. (Tucídides, Las guerras del Pelopo-
neso, citado en Joseph Rykwert, La idea de
una ciudad. Antropología de la forma urbana en el
Mundo Antiguo, Madrid, Blume, 1985, p. 4)

«Una ciudad es un cierto número de ciuda-
danos, de modo que debemos considerar a 
quién hay que llamar ciudadanos y quién 
es el ciudadano [...]; el que tiene la facultad 
de intervenir en las funciones deliberativa 
y judicial de la misma.» (Aristóteles, Política,
libro III, cap. I)

Dos reversos de la modernidad: (a) negativo del 
cuadrado negro sobre fondo blanco, de Malevitch, 
y (b) negativo de encaje 
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republic takes the form of a demonstration of the Ba-

roque and of its expressive potential: forms are distort-

ed, space is fragmented, the curved line prevails over the 

straight line (the grid of modernity…). There is some-

thing of a subversive parody in the manner in which you 

position yourself in the Baroque and appropriate it as 

though it were a tradition of the republican discourse, 

while outside your work it is a language that is incom-

patible with republican ideology… 

JLM: Even the most revolutionary of revolutions estab-

lishes a system that needs to gain legitimacy, not only 

in terms of the will of the people but also in regard to 

the remains of its own origins and to its promises for the 

future. The cult to some glorious past has been a con-

stant in the history of humanity, and evoking a glorious 

past requires an idealized, archaeological approach in 

which the past is suitably purifi ed in line with a similarly 

purifi ed fantasy of the future, of progress. That is what 

gives republican aesthetics this classicist aura. What you 

are saying makes sense, because we are talking about 

the ethical-aesthetic confrontation that came about in 

the Counter-Reformation. In other words, the imme-

diate aesthetic origins of what you call a “republican 

aesthetic” and link to neoclassicism lie in the ethics of 

the Reformation, in the Protestant aesthetic, precisely 

in that sense of purifi cation, of aesthetic cleansing by 

means of removing ornamentation. This leads directly 

to Adolf Loos, to modern architecture, to abstract art, 

and to conceptualism. On the other hand, we have all 

the Counter-Reformation ethics and aesthetics that feed 

“Even the most bloody conspirators have 

never said, ‘let us commit a crime.’ They 

have ever said, ‘Avenge our country for the 

crimes of a tyrant.’… They all pay homage 

against their will to that virtue they tram-

ple upon.” (Voltaire, The Ignorant Philosopher 

[1766], in The Collected Works of Voltaire, New 

York: Greystone Press, 1928, p. 447)

“The implied meaning of social justice is 

that a person denies himself much in order 

that others, too, shall have to deny them-

selves as much or (which comes to the same 

thing) be unable to ask for it.” (Sigmund 

Freud, “Mass Psychology and Analysis of 

the ‘I’” [1921], in Mass Psychology and Other 
Writings, London: Penguin, 2004, p. 75)

“Consider that you yourselves are a city 

straightaway wherever you settle down.… 

Men are the city, not walls or ships empty 

of men.” (Nicias to a group of Athenian 

soldiers on a beach near Syracuse, in 

Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian 
War [431 BCE], 7.77.4–5)

Two flipsides of modernism: a) negative of 
Malevich’s Black Square on White Background, 
and b) negative of lace
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on different factors. The artistic rationality of mod-

ernism led to a kind of “division of labor” by which 

Impressionism specialized in the phenomenal sur-

face, Expressionism and Surrealism in psychic abysses, 

Constructivism in the physicality of the structure, ab-

stract art in the essentiality of form, conceptualism in 

contexts of signifi cation, contextual art in systems of 

reception, and so on... so that the emphasis on certain 

aspects entailed a half-hearted approach to others: the 

more “specialized” a style became in focusing on cer-

tain values (and the more rigorous in regard to them), 

the more its demands on all other factors weakened. My 

generation’s experience with the postmodern style or 

the postmodern discussion was something of a warning 

against these omissions. A realization that some things 

had been abandoned too quickly. We realized that when 

you look up close, with a very high resolution, the purity 

of defi nitions does not hold. Even the purest being from 

the most spotless and experimental modernity was full 

of paradoxes, shadows, and impurities that blurred the 

edges of the sensibility of our time, making it “fuzzy” in 

the sense of Bart Kosko’s “fuzzy logic” (“What we call 

white is simply gray with very little black in it.”) This re-

alization that fuzziness is a condition of precision made 

me understand the need for complexity. It was no longer 

about defending eclecticism in the traditional sense of 

the word but about recognizing fuzziness, precision.

On the other hand, you tend to be more eclectic when 

you are younger, and this leads us directly to the ques-

tion of style. I can only understand style as a process of 

singularity in the way of doing things. If you decide to 

become an impressionist or a minimalist, you are en-

listing in something that has already been created. Fol-

lowing a style is the opposite of creating a style. The 

generation of a new style probably always begins with 

an attempt at imitation. As Bernardino Rivadavia said, 

“One tries to copy, and what goes wrong is creation,” 

which also happens at the biological and generational 

levels. Genetic change occurs in the singularities of ge-

netic expression. As Freud also understood, repetition 

is impossible: the second time you do something, it is 

the fi rst time you are doing it a second time, and this 

gives the action new attributes that didn’t exist before, 

including memory and experience. The impossibility of 

repetition gives rise to a singularity that means styles in-

evitably change. Even the academic dream of the repe-

tition of certain supposedly benefi cial models inevitably 

“If the doors of perception were cleansed 

every thing would appear to man as it is, 

Infi nite.” (William Blake, The Marriage of 
Heaven and Hell, 1790–93)

Wacław Sierpiński, Sierpiński sponge, 1916

Valais goat. Old breed of goats of unlikely 
black and white fur
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into the propagandistic and inductive capacities of the 

dramatization of human fl eshiness and imagination—

demon, world, and fl esh / sex, drugs, and rock ’n’ roll. 

This is the aesthetics of fi gurative contamination that 

runs through the Baroque and Romanticism and leads us 

to postmodernity… Nonetheless, Protestant and Catho-

lic ethics-aesthetics are used simultaneously by repub-

lican logic, and the two are, moreover, complementary. 

In other words, what Protestant ethics and aesthetics 

hide in the name of purifi cation continues to exist, and 

emerges in neoclassical interstices. And what Catholic 

Counter-Reformation ethics and aesthetics most pro-

fusely reveal and exploit is precisely the aspects that 

are supposedly to be purifi ed. These two lines of devel-

opment—which dominate all the aesthetics of the last 

three hundred years at the very least, although we could 

go back further still—are entirely complementary. The 

elements to be abolished are those that are exploited. We 

see it clearly in the example of the capital of a Roman-

esque column. The entire building is very pure in terms 

of its structural transparency and hygiene, with clean 

proportions and no decorative details… except in the 

preserve of the capitals of the columns, which contain 

everything that the building is denying—everything 

that is too human: abominations, monstrosities, and 

obscenities. On that tiny part of the capital, just where 

the column meets the roof, everything that is appeal-

ing to the individual is confi ned to that small border. 

The Romanesque capital would be Catholic, and the 

pre-Romanesque building would be Protestant. On one 

hand, the capital functions as a kind of attractor that 

acknowledges, explores, and dramatizes all the things 

that the people care about… but entering the temple 

requires citizens to relinquish all of that. Meanwhile, 

the modern, Protestant ethic of the pre-Romanesque 

building dramatizes the purifi cation that renunciation 

represents. These two logics function simultaneously. 

In fact, revolution would only have been possible in 

an already weakened empire in which profusely orna-

mental aesthetic strategies are the signs of the need for 

legitimation that could be seen in the proliferation of 

ordinary, everyday signifi ers. Naturally, revolutionary 

ethics and aesthetics adopted a neoclassical model as a 

form of total opposition to the ornamental exuberance 

of Rococo, which is linked to the European aristocracy 

and bourgeoisie: everyday life and embellishment were 

replaced by the heroic and the structural; the fi gurative 

“But a state is composite, like any other 

whole made up of many parts; these are 

the citizens, who compose it. It is evident, 

therefore, that we must begin by asking, 

Who is the citizen, and what is the mean-

ing of the term?… He who has the power 

to take part in the deliberative or judicial 

administration of any state is said by us 

to be a citizens of that state.” (Aristotle, 

Politics [350 BCE], Book 3, Part 1)

“Would it not be easier / In that case for 

the government / To dissolve the people / 

And elect another?” (Bertolt Brecht, “The 

Solution” [1953], in Die Welt, 1959)

Lust and Music, Romanesque capital 
in the Vézelay Abbey, 12th century

Rudolf Schwarzkogler, Hochzeit (1. Action), 1965 
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posmoderno. Cada identidad cultural —en el espacio y en 
el tiempo— se nutre de sus relaciones con otras culturas, 
tanto en la representación del otro como en la representa-
ción de sí misma, en su autorrepresentación. 

Esta hibridación es una constante cultural en la que 
siempre están presentes factores inclusivos de reconoci-
miento —que se entienden como componentes de un or-
den propio— y factores exclusivos de no-reconocimiento 
—oponentes que encarnan una cierta idea del desorden 
ajeno. Y por eso la purifi cación revolucionaria reformista y 
la contaminación católico-contrarreformista romántica no 
están tan distantes como creemos de las discusiones con-
temporáneas sobre el arte crítico y el arte académico.

JF: Empiezas a trabajar en una década en que la pos-
modernidad plantea en su discusión la coexistencia de 
tiempos y estilos para relacionarse de otra manera con la 
historia. ¿Crees que eso ha sido importante en tu forma de 
trabajar la cuestión del estilo? Tu obra plantea la posibli-
dad de manifestar un estilo. Y ese estilo no se construye a 
base de coherencias sino más bien de incoherencias que te 
interesa desarrollar y ampliar como posibilidad expresiva. 
El estilo no te reenvía a un autor sino a una polifonía de 
manifestaciones autorales que se encuentran en tu trabajo. 
Quizás el estilo se manifi esta sobre todo en la manera en 
que trabajas el lenguaje y cómo el lenguaje refl exivo y el 
lenguaje poético se yuxtaponen y se espejan en tu obra.

JLM: Desde luego es difí cil pensar que los aconteci-
mientos no infl uyen en la construcción de tu sensibilidad. 
Nacer en 1960 supuso vivir mis inicios artísticos en plena 
emergencia de una profunda puesta en crisis del movi-
miento moderno, y desde luego tuvo una infl uencia muy 
importante. Soy parte de la sensibilidad de una época y 
entiendo por qué se produce la discusión posmoderna. En-
tiendo que cada discusión estilística es un ensayo de trans-
formación vital. No se trata de una historia pendular de 
alternancias —de clásicos a barrocos, de fríos a calientes 
y viceversa. Cada apuesta de estilo es siempre una vacuna 
contra la simplifi cación. Su especifi cidad tiende a adver-
tir de qué nos estábamos olvidando. Si cada disciplina se 
defi ne por aquello de que no trata —digamos que la fí si-
ca no trata aspectos emocionales—, cada estilo se defi ne 
también por la importancia relativa que concede a cada 
factor. La racionalidad artística propia de la modernidad 
 conllevó una especie de «división del trabajo» por la que el 
impresionismo se especializa en la superfi cie fenoménica, 
el  expresionismo o el surrealismo en los abismos psíquicos, 
el constructivismo en la materialidad de la estructura, la 

«Laissez-faire, laissez-passer (1685).» 
(Jean-Baptiste Colbert a Jean-Claude 
Marie Vincent de Gournay)

«Laissez vibrer.» (Claude Debussy)

«Menos es más.» (Mies van der Rohe) 

«Menos es aburrido.» (Robert Venturi, 
Aprendiendo de Las Vegas, Barcelona, 
Gustavo Gili, 1998)
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Romanesque and African remains in Cubism, Classical 

remains in the Baroque and Renaissance, Neolithic re-

mains in Egyptian art, Etruscan and Greek remains in 

Roman art, Oriental and African remains in the art of 

classical Greece... We either reduce the categories to the 

point where comparisons are impossible or expand them 

to the point of admitting that art is in itself postmodern. 

Every cultural identity, in both space and time, draws 

on its connections to other cultures when representing 

both the other and itself, in self-representation. 

This hybridization is a constant in culture, which al-

ways incorporates inclusive factors of recognition—in-

terpreted as elements from one’s own order—and exclu-

sive factors of nonrecognition—opponents that embody 

a certain idea of alien disorder. And this is why reformist 

revolutionary cleansing and romantic Catholic Counter-

Reformist contamination are closer than they seem to 

today’s discussions around critical art and academic art. 

JF: You started working in a decade when postmodern 

discussion raised the possibility of the coexistence of dif-

ferent periods and styles as an alternative way of relating 

to history. Do you think this aff ected your way of work-

ing on the matter of style? Your work contemplates the 

possibility of manifesting a style, one that is not founded 

on consistencies but on inconsistencies that you develop 

and expand as an expressive possibility. Style does not 

point to a specifi c author but to a polyphony of authorial 

manifestations that can be found in your work. Perhaps 

style is chiefl y expressed in the way you work with lan-

guage, and in the way refl exive language and poetic lan-

guage are juxtaposed and refl ected in your work.

JLM: Of course it is hard to imagine that events don’t 

play a part in shaping your sensibility. Being born in 

1960 means that I took my fi rst steps as an artist right 

in the midst of a profound questioning of the modern 

movement, and this was certainly a strong infl uence. I 

am part of the sensibility of an age, and I understand 

why the postmodern discussion came about. I think that 

every stylistic discussion is a rehearsal for fundamental 

change. It is not an oscillating history that alternates 

from classical to baroque, from cold to hot, and vice 

versa. Every stylistic gambit is a vaccine against simpli-

fi cation. Its specifi city tends to point out what we were 

forgetting. Just as each discipline is defi ned by what it 

does not deal with—we could say that physics does not 

deal with emotional aspects, for example—each style 

is similarly defi ned by the relative importance it places 

“No illusions, no representations, no asso-

ciations, no distortions, no paint-caricatur-

ings, no cream pictures or drippings, … 

no clowning, no acrobatics … no personal-

ity-picturesqueness, no romantic bait … no 

mannerisms or techniques, no communica-

tion or information … no irresponsibility, 

no innocence, no irrationalism, no low 

level of consciousness … no nonsense, no 

involvements.” (Ad Reinhardt, “Abstract 

Art Refuses” [1952], in Art-as-Art: The 
Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1975, p. 50)

“Laissez-faire, laissez-passer.” (Jean-Bap-

tiste Colbert to Jacques Claude Marie 

Vincent de Gournay, 1685)

“Laissez vibrer.” (Claude Debussy)

“Less is more.” (Mies van der Rohe) 

“Less is a bore.” (Robert Venturi with 

Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, 

Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Sym-
bolism of Architectural Form, Cambridge, 

Mass.: MIT Press, 1977)
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was replaced by the abstract. And function replaced ex-

perience. 

Ethics and aesthetics mutually reinforce each other 

in a game in which style and ideology are autonomous. 

And Neoclassicism and Romanticism are not so far apart 

either: they are often coetaneous, as are the logic of lib-

eralism and that of the romantic genius. To put it very 

briefl y, we could say that the “let us get on with it” lib-

eral ethic is in line with the ethics of Romanticism. The 

ineff able genius of Romanticism—a demiurge to whom 

any system is an obstacle to the truth—is comparable 

to the liberal entrepreneur, for whom any legal limit is 

an obstacle to the creation of wealth… What these two 

fi gures have in common is precisely this irresponsibili-

ty in regard to society. In the nineteenth century, style 

broke free from a specifi c historical period, when the in-

tellectual world recognized that any style could be used 

in any age—thus brusquely opening up a Pandora’s box 

of “neos”; in the twentieth century, the independence 

of style and ideology was eventually recognized under 

the apparent separation between ethics and aesthetics.

JF: You talk about the nineteenth century and de-

scribe appropriations from the medieval in “neo” styles 

as pre-postmodern situations...

JLM: One of the consequences of the academization of 

modernism is that anything that is not modernism is con-

sidered a precursor to postmodernity. I think that in the 

nineteenth century there was such a strong awareness of 

the radical transformation of the world that people clung 

to certain signifi ers from the past so as to have a certain 

sense of continuity and sanity. The stylistic craze of the 

“neos” and of nineteenth-century revivals is not new 

either. No matter what period you visit, you will fi nd 

unceremoniously appropriated remnants of the past. 

The appropriation of Gothic remains in Romanticism, 

“Something would develop in the 19th 

century that would place the madman, the 

artist, the rebel, the child and the savage 

all on the same plane, all impervious to the 

civilized order, all making signs toward an 

origin that has been lost under the clusters 

of conventions and the constraints of the 

system.” (Pascal Bruckner, The Temptation 
of Innocence: Living in the Age of Entitlement, 
New York: Algora Publishing, 2007, p. 91)

“Art is on trial. No matter where you look, 

no matter what excuse you give, all you 

hear are citations, facts, sentences, exhi-

bitions are trials, the texts are a defense, 

the reproductions are exhibits, proof. Are 

the works crimes? Or what crimes are the 

works supposed to exorcise?” (Luciano 

Fabro, “Teoria,” in Arte torna Arte. Lezioni e 
conferenze, 1981–1997, Turin: Einaudi, 1999)

“Government and state should not be con-

fused: absence of the state does not imply 

absence of government.” (Paul Bohannan, 

We, the Alien, p. 153)

“Gradually the role of Providence was 

transferred to ‘natural laws’ whereby God 

was thought to operate.… Thus it is that 

‘evolution’ and ‘stages of advancement’ 

have come to hold for modern man very 

much the same signifi cance that ‘grace’ 

had for his ancestors.” (Ernest Lee 

Tuveson, Millennium and Utopia, Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1949, p. xi)

The Directory or the Fight for Appearances
The new bourgeoisie mocks those who did not 
learn anything and disguises themselves 
in the fashion of the aristocracy. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris

Sobornamento (arte de armario), 1994
Serigrafía sobre mantelería para seis comensales, 
dimensiones variables

Subornament (Closet Art), 1994
Serigraphy on table linen for six dinner guests, 
variable dimensions
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was replaced by the abstract. And function replaced ex-

perience. 

Ethics and aesthetics mutually reinforce each other 

in a game in which style and ideology are autonomous. 

And Neoclassicism and Romanticism are not so far apart 

either: they are often coetaneous, as are the logic of lib-

eralism and that of the romantic genius. To put it very 

briefl y, we could say that the “let us get on with it” lib-

eral ethic is in line with the ethics of Romanticism. The 

ineff able genius of Romanticism—a demiurge to whom 

any system is an obstacle to the truth—is comparable 

to the liberal entrepreneur, for whom any legal limit is 

an obstacle to the creation of wealth… What these two 

fi gures have in common is precisely this irresponsibili-

ty in regard to society. In the nineteenth century, style 

broke free from a specifi c historical period, when the in-

tellectual world recognized that any style could be used 

in any age—thus brusquely opening up a Pandora’s box 

of “neos”; in the twentieth century, the independence 

of style and ideology was eventually recognized under 

the apparent separation between ethics and aesthetics.

JF: You talk about the nineteenth century and de-

scribe appropriations from the medieval in “neo” styles 

as pre-postmodern situations...

JLM: One of the consequences of the academization of 

modernism is that anything that is not modernism is con-

sidered a precursor to postmodernity. I think that in the 

nineteenth century there was such a strong awareness of 

the radical transformation of the world that people clung 

to certain signifi ers from the past so as to have a certain 

sense of continuity and sanity. The stylistic craze of the 

“neos” and of nineteenth-century revivals is not new 

either. No matter what period you visit, you will fi nd 

unceremoniously appropriated remnants of the past. 

The appropriation of Gothic remains in Romanticism, 

“Something would develop in the 19th 

century that would place the madman, the 

artist, the rebel, the child and the savage 

all on the same plane, all impervious to the 

civilized order, all making signs toward an 

origin that has been lost under the clusters 

of conventions and the constraints of the 

system.” (Pascal Bruckner, The Temptation 
of Innocence: Living in the Age of Entitlement, 
New York: Algora Publishing, 2007, p. 91)

“Art is on trial. No matter where you look, 

no matter what excuse you give, all you 

hear are citations, facts, sentences, exhi-

bitions are trials, the texts are a defense, 

the reproductions are exhibits, proof. Are 

the works crimes? Or what crimes are the 

works supposed to exorcise?” (Luciano 

Fabro, “Teoria,” in Arte torna Arte. Lezioni e 
conferenze, 1981–1997, Turin: Einaudi, 1999)

“Government and state should not be con-

fused: absence of the state does not imply 

absence of government.” (Paul Bohannan, 

We, the Alien, p. 153)

“Gradually the role of Providence was 

transferred to ‘natural laws’ whereby God 

was thought to operate.… Thus it is that 

‘evolution’ and ‘stages of advancement’ 

have come to hold for modern man very 

much the same signifi cance that ‘grace’ 

had for his ancestors.” (Ernest Lee 

Tuveson, Millennium and Utopia, Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1949, p. xi)

The Directory or the Fight for Appearances
The new bourgeoisie mocks those who did not 
learn anything and disguises themselves 
in the fashion of the aristocracy. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris
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Subornament (Closet Art), 1994
Serigraphy on table linen for six dinner guests, 
variable dimensions
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posmoderno. Cada identidad cultural —en el espacio y en 
el tiempo— se nutre de sus relaciones con otras culturas, 
tanto en la representación del otro como en la representa-
ción de sí misma, en su autorrepresentación. 

Esta hibridación es una constante cultural en la que 
siempre están presentes factores inclusivos de reconoci-
miento —que se entienden como componentes de un or-
den propio— y factores exclusivos de no-reconocimiento 
—oponentes que encarnan una cierta idea del desorden 
ajeno. Y por eso la purifi cación revolucionaria reformista y 
la contaminación católico-contrarreformista romántica no 
están tan distantes como creemos de las discusiones con-
temporáneas sobre el arte crítico y el arte académico.

JF: Empiezas a trabajar en una década en que la pos-
modernidad plantea en su discusión la coexistencia de 
tiempos y estilos para relacionarse de otra manera con la 
historia. ¿Crees que eso ha sido importante en tu forma de 
trabajar la cuestión del estilo? Tu obra plantea la posibli-
dad de manifestar un estilo. Y ese estilo no se construye a 
base de coherencias sino más bien de incoherencias que te 
interesa desarrollar y ampliar como posibilidad expresiva. 
El estilo no te reenvía a un autor sino a una polifonía de 
manifestaciones autorales que se encuentran en tu trabajo. 
Quizás el estilo se manifi esta sobre todo en la manera en 
que trabajas el lenguaje y cómo el lenguaje refl exivo y el 
lenguaje poético se yuxtaponen y se espejan en tu obra.

JLM: Desde luego es difí cil pensar que los aconteci-
mientos no infl uyen en la construcción de tu sensibilidad. 
Nacer en 1960 supuso vivir mis inicios artísticos en plena 
emergencia de una profunda puesta en crisis del movi-
miento moderno, y desde luego tuvo una infl uencia muy 
importante. Soy parte de la sensibilidad de una época y 
entiendo por qué se produce la discusión posmoderna. En-
tiendo que cada discusión estilística es un ensayo de trans-
formación vital. No se trata de una historia pendular de 
alternancias —de clásicos a barrocos, de fríos a calientes 
y viceversa. Cada apuesta de estilo es siempre una vacuna 
contra la simplifi cación. Su especifi cidad tiende a adver-
tir de qué nos estábamos olvidando. Si cada disciplina se 
defi ne por aquello de que no trata —digamos que la fí si-
ca no trata aspectos emocionales—, cada estilo se defi ne 
también por la importancia relativa que concede a cada 
factor. La racionalidad artística propia de la modernidad 
 conllevó una especie de «división del trabajo» por la que el 
impresionismo se especializa en la superfi cie fenoménica, 
el  expresionismo o el surrealismo en los abismos psíquicos, 
el constructivismo en la materialidad de la estructura, la 

«Laissez-faire, laissez-passer (1685).» 
(Jean-Baptiste Colbert a Jean-Claude 
Marie Vincent de Gournay)

«Laissez vibrer.» (Claude Debussy)

«Menos es más.» (Mies van der Rohe) 

«Menos es aburrido.» (Robert Venturi, 
Aprendiendo de Las Vegas, Barcelona, 
Gustavo Gili, 1998)
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Romanesque and African remains in Cubism, Classical 

remains in the Baroque and Renaissance, Neolithic re-

mains in Egyptian art, Etruscan and Greek remains in 

Roman art, Oriental and African remains in the art of 

classical Greece... We either reduce the categories to the 

point where comparisons are impossible or expand them 

to the point of admitting that art is in itself postmodern. 

Every cultural identity, in both space and time, draws 

on its connections to other cultures when representing 

both the other and itself, in self-representation. 

This hybridization is a constant in culture, which al-

ways incorporates inclusive factors of recognition—in-

terpreted as elements from one’s own order—and exclu-

sive factors of nonrecognition—opponents that embody 

a certain idea of alien disorder. And this is why reformist 

revolutionary cleansing and romantic Catholic Counter-

Reformist contamination are closer than they seem to 

today’s discussions around critical art and academic art. 

JF: You started working in a decade when postmodern 

discussion raised the possibility of the coexistence of dif-

ferent periods and styles as an alternative way of relating 

to history. Do you think this aff ected your way of work-

ing on the matter of style? Your work contemplates the 

possibility of manifesting a style, one that is not founded 

on consistencies but on inconsistencies that you develop 

and expand as an expressive possibility. Style does not 

point to a specifi c author but to a polyphony of authorial 

manifestations that can be found in your work. Perhaps 

style is chiefl y expressed in the way you work with lan-

guage, and in the way refl exive language and poetic lan-

guage are juxtaposed and refl ected in your work.

JLM: Of course it is hard to imagine that events don’t 

play a part in shaping your sensibility. Being born in 

1960 means that I took my fi rst steps as an artist right 

in the midst of a profound questioning of the modern 

movement, and this was certainly a strong infl uence. I 

am part of the sensibility of an age, and I understand 

why the postmodern discussion came about. I think that 

every stylistic discussion is a rehearsal for fundamental 

change. It is not an oscillating history that alternates 

from classical to baroque, from cold to hot, and vice 

versa. Every stylistic gambit is a vaccine against simpli-

fi cation. Its specifi city tends to point out what we were 

forgetting. Just as each discipline is defi ned by what it 

does not deal with—we could say that physics does not 

deal with emotional aspects, for example—each style 

is similarly defi ned by the relative importance it places 

“No illusions, no representations, no asso-

ciations, no distortions, no paint-caricatur-

ings, no cream pictures or drippings, … 

no clowning, no acrobatics … no personal-

ity-picturesqueness, no romantic bait … no 

mannerisms or techniques, no communica-

tion or information … no irresponsibility, 

no innocence, no irrationalism, no low 

level of consciousness … no nonsense, no 

involvements.” (Ad Reinhardt, “Abstract 

Art Refuses” [1952], in Art-as-Art: The 
Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1975, p. 50)

“Laissez-faire, laissez-passer.” (Jean-Bap-

tiste Colbert to Jacques Claude Marie 

Vincent de Gournay, 1685)

“Laissez vibrer.” (Claude Debussy)

“Less is more.” (Mies van der Rohe) 

“Less is a bore.” (Robert Venturi with 

Denise Scott Brown and Steven Izenour, 

Learning from Las Vegas: The Forgotten Sym-
bolism of Architectural Form, Cambridge, 

Mass.: MIT Press, 1977)
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on different factors. The artistic rationality of mod-

ernism led to a kind of “division of labor” by which 

Impressionism specialized in the phenomenal sur-

face, Expressionism and Surrealism in psychic abysses, 

Constructivism in the physicality of the structure, ab-

stract art in the essentiality of form, conceptualism in 

contexts of signifi cation, contextual art in systems of 

reception, and so on... so that the emphasis on certain 

aspects entailed a half-hearted approach to others: the 

more “specialized” a style became in focusing on cer-

tain values (and the more rigorous in regard to them), 

the more its demands on all other factors weakened. My 

generation’s experience with the postmodern style or 

the postmodern discussion was something of a warning 

against these omissions. A realization that some things 

had been abandoned too quickly. We realized that when 

you look up close, with a very high resolution, the purity 

of defi nitions does not hold. Even the purest being from 

the most spotless and experimental modernity was full 

of paradoxes, shadows, and impurities that blurred the 

edges of the sensibility of our time, making it “fuzzy” in 

the sense of Bart Kosko’s “fuzzy logic” (“What we call 

white is simply gray with very little black in it.”) This re-

alization that fuzziness is a condition of precision made 

me understand the need for complexity. It was no longer 

about defending eclecticism in the traditional sense of 

the word but about recognizing fuzziness, precision.

On the other hand, you tend to be more eclectic when 

you are younger, and this leads us directly to the ques-

tion of style. I can only understand style as a process of 

singularity in the way of doing things. If you decide to 

become an impressionist or a minimalist, you are en-

listing in something that has already been created. Fol-

lowing a style is the opposite of creating a style. The 

generation of a new style probably always begins with 

an attempt at imitation. As Bernardino Rivadavia said, 

“One tries to copy, and what goes wrong is creation,” 

which also happens at the biological and generational 

levels. Genetic change occurs in the singularities of ge-

netic expression. As Freud also understood, repetition 

is impossible: the second time you do something, it is 

the fi rst time you are doing it a second time, and this 

gives the action new attributes that didn’t exist before, 

including memory and experience. The impossibility of 

repetition gives rise to a singularity that means styles in-

evitably change. Even the academic dream of the repe-

tition of certain supposedly benefi cial models inevitably 

“If the doors of perception were cleansed 

every thing would appear to man as it is, 

Infi nite.” (William Blake, The Marriage of 
Heaven and Hell, 1790–93)

Wacław Sierpiński, Sierpiński sponge, 1916

Valais goat. Old breed of goats of unlikely 
black and white fur
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produces changes, generation after generation. Every 

attempt at repetition involves a new context and a new 

impossibility, which ends up generating a new singular-

ity. And the more conscious the diff erence is, the more 

the style appears to be a vaccine against simplifi cation, 

against the solidifi cation of the preceding style. I think 

that becoming aware of modern simplifi cations was very 

important for my generation. 

At the same time, the impossibility of repetition turns 

style into “a way without a way,” to borrow an expression 

Juan Luis Moraza, Gymnesis, 2001. 
BIDA, Valencia

Howard T. Odum, Environment, Power, and Society, 
1970. Power diagrams representing the three 
stages of history marked by Toynbee: a) period 
of excessive power, b) period of constant power, 
and c) period of damaged power
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investigative tool too, because it was above all a means 

of exploring the liberation of an incontestable tradition. 

There was critique in it, but also celebration. I think co-

existence is inconceivable without conventions, just as 

communication does not exist without common codes. 

It is diffi  cult to imagine a republic of psychopaths, or a 

republic of psychotics in which citizens do not share any 

conventions or common interests. Beyond “one subject, 

one vote,” imagine “one subject, one language,” “one 

subject, one system of representation”... This republic 

would be a genuinely strange place, and we can probably 

assume that it would be the freest place in the world. But 

it would be an infernal republic without conversation, 

without comprehension, without social ties, a place in 

which nothing could be shared. It would not even be like 

the place mentioned in Gulliver’s Travels, the academy 

for improving and purifying languages that gradually 

dispensed with everything nonessential—articles, ad-

verbs, and so on—eventually reaching a system of com-

munication understood through the exchange of objects. 

In our republic without conventions, however, there 

would be no possible system of equivalences, in which 

a cow is equivalent to three lambs, for example. In oth-

er words, there would be no system of correspondences. 

Without a relatively stable established system, social life 

is not possible. If institutional critique seeks to overhaul 

institutions so that they accommodate our peculiarities, 

it cannot go as far as to place these peculiarities above 

the possibility of social ties. A republic of psychotics is 

also a republic of monarchs: “one person, one king.” 

That is a reasonably good evocation of the contemporary 

republics of jouissances à la carte in advanced capitalism. 

It is not thus a question of choosing one predetermined 

“form of government” or another, but of recognizing 

that the condition of citizen, whether king or beggar, re-

quires a set of commitments. Without the interiorization 

of these commitments, if each citizen is a Louis XIV, any 

system of government is more or les covertly an insuff er-

able panmonarchy, a depublic.

 JF: There is a contradiction in your republic regarding 

the artistic paradigm associated with the republic, which 

would ordinarily be a classical or a neoclassical para-

digm. Its artistic representations are closer to the classi-

cist, monumentalizing model of republican ideals, while 

baroque languages are characteristic of the enemies of 

the republic, of a type of art produced under the rule 

of the aristocracy or of the church. In your work, the 

“The passage to Empire emerges from the 

twilight of modern sovereignty. In contrast 

to imperialism, Empire establishes no 

territorial center of power and does not 

rely on fi xed boundaries and barriers. It is 

a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus 

of rule that progressively incorporates the 

entire global realm within its open, ex-

panding frontiers. Empire manages hybrid 

identities, fl exible hierarchies, and plural 

exchanges through modulating networks 

of command. The distinct national colors 

of the imperialist map of the world have 

merged and blended in the imperial global 

rainbow.” (Michael Hardt and Antonio 

Negri, Empire, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 

University Press, 2000. pp. xii–xiii)

“Human history is creation. This means 

that the institution of society is always 

self-institution, but a self-institution that 

does not know itself as such and does not 

want to know itself as such. To say that 

history is creation signifi es that one can 

neither explain nor deduce this or that 

form of society on the basis of real factors 

or logical considerations.” (Cornelius Cas-

toriadis, The Rising Tide of Insignifi cancy (The 
Big Sleep) [1994], New York: Not Bored!, 

2003, p. 150)

Fortuné Louis Méaulle, Destruction of the 
Vendôme Column, Paris, 16 May 1871, 1874
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ajena a la idea de tener un estilo. Si uno recorre lo que he 
hecho en los últimos treinta y cinco años sería muy difí cil 
establecer líneas únicas que permitieran edificar un estilo.
Porque no soy un artista de un material, ni de una técnica,
ni de una única idea, ni de una única forma de expresión.
Y si algo caracteriza precisamente mi trabajo es una cierta 
diversidad, una especie de no-estilo que por otra parte es 
muy característica de ciertos artistas en los que me reco-
nozco. Seguramente en esa diversidad heterogénea, lo que 
se ve es una búsqueda en contra de la simplificación, o para 
ser más exactos, a favor de la exactitud. Pero también en
esa diversidad heterogénea seguramente también se pueda 
contemplar una suerte de asamblea de sensibilidades, de
república de expresiones. Entiendo que, como diría Salva-
dor Dalí, el deseo detiene la cadena infinita de asociacio-
nes mentales. Y ese deseo, inconsciente siempre, es lo que 
detiene la multiplicidad, la diversidad de la locura que hay 
en cada persona. En ese delirio del estar siendo humano,
sólo el deseo detiene esa rareza y la hace relativamente es-
table, funciona como un atractor. Por eso es cierto que mi 
obra es muy diversa en el sentido expresivo de la palabra.
Por otra parte no sería difícil desvelar ciertas estabilida-
des que van generando unas pocas temáticas y un cierto
repertorio de recursos estructurales. Esos pocos asuntos y 
recursos pueden retroactivamente identificar un estilo, por 
muy heterogéneo que sea.

Pero no me considero ecléctico, ni siquiera en su acep-
ción etimológica: ἐκλεκτικός, el que elige. Digamos que
cuando se habla de eclecticismo desde un punto de vista
clásico, moderno, protestante o republicano se identifi ca
con decadencia. Es algo tan enraizado en la ética del ciu-
dadano contemporáneo que inevitablemente se cuela en
la interpretación del arte. Sin embargo, creo que es una
refluencia de la ética purificadora. Yo nazco para el arte
en un momento en el que el franquismo está ya en una
situación muy destituida, ya no es el franquismo de pos-
guerra radicalmente represivo, sino un franquismo ablan-
dado, decadente, necesitado de legitimación y ajeno a la
realidad nacional e internacional. Es decir, que yo nazco
tanto en términos nacionales como internacionales en un
momento muy destituyente. Y creo que eso tiene muchas
ventajas. Un momento destituyente es precisamente un
momento donde los sistemas institucionales en crisis per-
miten habitar la diversidad y la singularidad mucho más
que en los momentos donde hay una especie de emergen-
cia instituyente que necesita simplificar para poder impo-
nerse. Y yo creo que por eso los momentos instituyentes,

Escuela francesa, Cy-gyt toute la France. 
Robespierre guillotinando al verdugo. Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, París
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used by Saint Augustine to talk about love. Which is 

why, to me, the importance of the notion of style has 

nothing to do with the idea of having a style. Looking 

back at my work over the past thirty-fi ve years, it would 

be very diffi  cult to trace unique lines that could come 

together to form a style. Because I am not an artist who 

works with one material, or one medium, or a single 

idea, or one means of expression. If there is one thing 

that characterizes my work it is a certain diversity, a kind 

of no-style that is nonetheless characteristic of certain 

artists that I identify with. This heterogeneous diversity 

probably reveals a quest against simplifi cation, or, to be 

more precise, in favor of precision. But it probably also 

contains a kind of assembly of sensibilities, a republic of 

expressions. Like Salvador Dalí, I think that desire stops 

the infi nite chain of mental associations. And that this 

desire, always unconscious, is what stops the multiplicity 

and diversity of the madness that resides within every 

person. In this delirium of what it is to be being human, 

only desire stops the strangeness and makes it relatively 

stable; it functions like an attractor. This is why it is true 

that my work is very diverse in the expressive sense of 

the word. On the other hand, it would not be hard to 

pinpoint certain stabilities that generate a few themes 

and a certain repertoire of structural resources. These 

few issues and strategies can retrospectively identify a 

style, no matter how heterogeneous it is.

But I don’t consider myself eclectic, even in the ety-

mological sense of ἐκλεκτικός, ekléktikos, he who makes 

an election, who chooses. We could say that when we 

talk about eclecticism in a classical, modern, protestant, 

or republic sense, it is associated with decadence. This 

idea is so deeply rooted in the ethics of individuals to-

day, that it inevitably fi nds its way into the interpreta-

tion of art. But I actually think that it is a re-emergence 

of the cleansing ethic. I entered the art world at a time 

when Francoism was already waning, it was no longer 

the radically repressive regime of the postwar period 

but a debilitated, decadent regime that was lacking le-

gitimation and that was disconnected from the national 

and international reality. In other words, I came of age 

in national and international terms at a strongly destitu-

tive moment. And I think there are a lot of advantages to 

this. It is much easier to inhabit diversity and singular-

ity when institutional systems are in crisis than at times 

of instituting emergency, when there is a need to sim-

plify in order to prevail. I think this is why instituting 

French School, Robespierre Executing the 
Executioner, 18th century. Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, Paris
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Por otra parte, me divierte pensar que el inglés conserva la 

relación entre el museo (museum) y el divertimento (amus e-
ment). Digamos que el museo es siempre una mezcla de di-

versión y diversidad. Cuando el comisario pone una obra

al lado de otra, las transforma, y no sólo porque les dé una 

interpretación sino porque activa en ellas otros campos de 

sentido. Es como si las pinchase o las acariciase, y al ha-

cerlo se reactivara algo en ellas. ¿Cuál es tu opinión como 

comisario?

JF: Un comisario intenta construir sentidos a partir de 

la contigüidad espacial de las obras. Poner una obra al lado

de otra resulta en operaciones en las que la construcción de

sentidos y de ambigüedad está presente. En el montaje de 

exposiciones hay también un efecto Kuleshov... Igual que 

ocurre en el cine, cuando dos imágenes que se suceden en 

el espacio hay un sentido que se construye (o se destruye...).

Una exposición es una situación espacio-temporal que re-

sulta de un cruce de diferentes situaciones, de diferentes 

tramas: la trama que se teje a partir de ti y de tu obra; la que

se genera a partir de la perspectiva con que se aborda tu obra

y de la interpretación que de ella hace el comisario; la que se

crea con las personas del museo que trabajan contigo en la 

«Todo archivo es a la vez instituyente y 

conservador. Revolucionario y tradicional.

Archivo eco-nómico en este doble sentido:

guarda, pone en conserva, ahorra, más de 

un modo no natural, es decir, haciendo la 

ley (nomós) o haciendo respetar la ley. [...] 

¿Cuál es esta parte? ¿A qué se debe este 

pedazo que resiste a la explicación? ¿Por 

qué esta insistencia en la parte, el reparto,

la partición, el pedazo? ¿Y qué tendría que 

ver esta partición con la verdad?» (Jacques 

Derrida, Mal de archivo: una impresión freu-
diana, Madrid, Trotta, 1997, pp. 15 y 94)

Juan Luis Moraza, Antestética, 1999. 
Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo, Sevilla
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them or caressed them, and by doing so something was 

reactivated in them. What do you think, as a curator?

JF: A curator tries to create meanings through the 

spatial contiguity of the artworks. Putting one work 

alongside another produces shifts that incorporate ambi-

guity and the creation of meanings. Exhibition displays 

also have a Kuleshov eff ect... Just as in fi lm, when two 

images are placed consecutively in space there is a sense 

that something is created (or destroyed…). An exhibition 

is a space-time situation that emerges from a cross be-

tween diff erent situations, diff erent narratives: the one 

that comes out of you and your work; the one produced 

by the perspective from which the curator approach-

es your work and by his or her interpretation of it; the 

one created with museum staff  who work with you to 

produce the exhibition and who make up the diff erent 

fi gures of alterity that all of us represent as spectators. 

Each of us creates our own projection of the possible 

visitor in accordance with our past experiences… And 

we are aware that we are creating a situation that will 

be inhabited by other actors who will experience other 

present moments in the exhibition.

“Every archive … is at once institutive and 

conservative. Revolutionary and tradition-

al. An eco-nomic archive in this double 

sense: it keeps, it puts in reserve, it saves, 

but in an unnatural fashion, that is to say 

in making the law (nomos) or in making 

people respect the law.” (Jacques Derrida, 

Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, Chi-

cago and London, University of Chicago 

Press, 1996, p. 7)

Juan Luis Moraza, Antestética, 1999. 
Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo, Seville
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y seguramente hoy en día estamos en momentos más ins-

tituyentes que destituyentes, son menos habitables para la 

singularidad.

JF: Eso se ve en la manera, siempre trágica, en que una 

revolución se relaciona con los nuevos lenguajes artísticos 

que a veces origina, pero que después también acaba des-

truyendo...

JLM: Digamos que la guillotina de la modernidad nece-

sita simplifi car y cortar para instituir, mientras que el fl u-fl u 

ecléctico deja vivir en los resquicios.

JF: [risas] Tú convives con el franquismo y con los pri-

meros años de la Transición en una España donde la cues-

tión republicana ha sido clave en su historia. ¿Cómo se 

articula este hecho con la cuestión de la autonomía, de la 

independencia en el País Vasco (donde has nacido)? Cuan-

do te planteas una exposición con la palabra «república» 

como título es imposible no conjurar fantasmas asociados 

a la historia. ¿Cómo ves la articulación de esos fantasmas a 

los que esta exposición podría convocar?

JLM: [suspiro] Haber nacido y crecido en el País Vas-

co quizá incorpora una cierta sensibilidad comunal que 

tal vez esté menos presente, para bien y para mal, en otras 

partes de España. Y es seguro que las intensidades sociales 

y políticas del último periodo franquista, junto a la turbu-

lenta Transición en el País Vasco, han dejado huella en mis 

propios fantasmas. Pero desde luego, si convoca fantasmas, 

si son auténticos fantasmas en el plano psíquico, no se con-

vocan de una manera deliberada. Más bien comparecen 

de forma inevitable, máxime cuando la actualidad de los 

acontecimientos ha puesto la cuestión de la república en 

primer plano de la discusión política. La exposición no 

pretende ser un exorcismo, no es una sesión de espiritis-

mo dialéctico. Quizá sea irremediable que la inauguración 

de esta exposición en el museo de arte contemporáneo de 

titularidad estatal más importante del Estado —llamado 

Reina Sofí a—, en un momento que ha sido delicado para 

el estatus de la Casa Real y de la monarquía parlamentaria, 

suscite al menos la expectativa —para unos esperanzado-

ra, para otros indignante— de una referencia política di-

recta. Y además en un momento en el que los fundamentos 

cívicos del Estado de Derecho, negados para la sociedad 

española durante buena parte del siglo XX y tan ansiados 

por la mayoría tras la muerte de Franco, están siendo sub-

repticiamente desmantelados p or sistemas fi nancieros y 

poderes fácticos mucho más corruptos de lo que nos po-

demos imaginar, cuando la representatividad sufre una 

crisis tan profunda como la contaminación empresarial de 

«Política es la actividad lúdica y refl exiva 

que se interroga sobre las instituciones de 

la sociedad y que, eventualmente, puede 

transformarlas [...] hay algo que constituye 

la especifi cidad, la singularidad y el gran 

privilegio de Occidente: esa secuencia 

social histórica que comienza en Grecia 

y que se renueva, a partir del siglo XI, en 

Europa occidental, es la única en la que 

se ve emerger un proyecto de libertad, de 

autonomía individual y colectiva, de crítica 

y de autocrítica.» (Cornelius Castoriadis, 

El ascenso de la insignifi cancia, Madrid, Cáte-

dra, 1996, p. 121)

«El hombre sólo existe en la sociedad y por 

la sociedad [...] y la sociedad es siempre 

histórica. La sociedad como tal es una 

forma, y cada sociedad dada es una forma 

particular y singular. La forma implica la 

organización, en otras palabras, el orden 

(o, si se prefi ere, el orden-desorden).» 

(Cornelius Castoriadis, Los dominios del hom-
bre. Encrucijadas del laberinto, óp. cit., p. 66)

«Al legitimar la ambición, el éxito, la 

posibilidad de cada cual para, en derecho, 

dedicarse a la carrera de su elección, ha 

legitimado también la guerra sorda que 

entablan los hombres entre sí, ora despe-

chados ora dichosos, según su suerte. [...] 

En los tiempos modernos, nos dice Toc-

queville, los hombres suelen estar a menu-

do agitados, inquietos: “Han destruido los 

privilegios de unos pocos y se encuentran 

con la competencia de todos. El límite 

ha cambiado de forma más que de sitio”. 

(Pascal Bruckner, La tentación de la inocencia, 

óp. cit., p. 35)

«¡Pero quién le dice a usted que un Dios 

mágico o un mágico Destino ha escogido a 

la clase obrera como albergue de la Verdad! 

¡Es puro fetichismo!» («Herbert Marcuse», 

en VV. AA., Conversaciones con los radicales, 
Murcia, CENDEAC, 2011, p. 59) 

«Conformismo generalizado.» (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucija-
das del laberinto VI, Madrid, Cátedra, 1999, 

p. 151)
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periods —and we are probably now in a period that is 

more instituting than destituting—accommodate sin-

gularity to a lesser extent.

JF: This can be seen in the—always tragic—way in 

which revolutions are linked to new artistic languages 

that they sometimes generate, but always end up de-

stroying…

JLM: Let’s just say that the guillotine of modernity 

needs to simplify and chop, while the eclectic fl u-fl u lets 

things be and allows them to live among the cracks.

JF: [laughter] You lived during Francoism and during 

the early years of the Transition in a country where the 

republican issue has been crucial in its history. How is 

this linked to the issue of the autonomy or indepen-

dence of the Basque Country (where you were born)? 

When you decide to work on an exhibition entitled re-
public, you automatically conjure up ghosts of history? 

How are those ghosts connected to the ghosts that this 

exhibition could conjure up?

JLM: [sigh] Perhaps being born and growing up in the 

Basque Country produces a certain communal sensi-

bility that may be less present in other parts of Spain, 

for better or for worse. And I’m sure that the social and 

political intensities of the end of the Franco regime, as 

well as the turbulent Transition in the Basque Country, 

have left their mark in the form of my own ghosts. But 

if my work calls up ghosts, real ghosts on the psychic 

level, it is certainly not deliberate. Rather, they turn up 

inevitably, all the more now that current events have 

placed the question of the republic in the foreground 

of political discussion. The exhibition does not seek to 

be an exorcism, it is not a dialectic séance. Perhaps it is 

inevitable that the opening of this exhibition in Spain’s 

most important state-owned contemporary art muse-

um—named after Queen Sofía—at a diffi  cult time for 

the status of the royal family and of parliamentary de-

mocracy will at the very least raise expectations—hope-

ful to some, outrageous to others—of a direct political 

reference. Particularly at a time when the civic founda-

tions of the rule of law, which Spaniards were denied 

during much of the twentieth century and which the 

majority was so eager for after Franco’s death, are being 

surreptitiously dismantled by fi nancial systems and de 

facto powers that are much more corrupt that we can 

imagine, and when representation is going through the 

profound crisis of the corporate contamination of partic-

ipatory systems and of parliamentary lobbies organized 

“Politics is the lucid and refl ective activity 

that interrogates itself about society’s in-

stitutions and that, should the opportunity 

arise, aims at transforming them.… There 

is, in contrast, something that is specifi c 

and unique to the West and its burdensome 

privilege: this social-historical sequence 

that began with Greece and that was re-

sumed, starting in the eleventh century, in 

Western Europe, is the sole one in which 

one witnesses the emergence of a project 

of freedom, of individual and collective 

autonomy, of criticism and self-criticism.”

(Cornelius Castoriadis, The Rising Tide of 
Insignifi cancy, pp. 203, 140–41)

“Man exists only in and through society—

and society is always historical. Society as 

such is a form, and each given society is 

a particular, even a singular, form. Form 

entails organization, in other words, order 

(or, if you wish, order/disorder).” (Corne-

lius Castoriadis, World in Fragments, p. 5) 

“By legitimating ambition and success, and 

the legal possibility for each one to em-

brace the career of his choice, also legiti-

mated the covert war that men wage upon 

each other, by turn vexatious or happy, 

according to their fortune.… In modern 

times, Tocqueville tells us, men are easily 

agitated, anxious: ‘they destroyed the priv-

ileges of some and now they must compete 

with all. The boundaries have changed 

form rather than place.’” (Pascal Bruckner, 

The Temptation of Innocence, p. 33)

“But who told you that a magical God or 

a magical Destiny has chosen the work-

ing-class as the seat of Truth! That’s pure 

fetishism!” (Herbert Marcuse, in Conver-
saciones con los radicales, Barcelona: Kairós, 

1975, p. 59)

“Generalized conformism.” (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figures of the Thinkable [1998], 

Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 

2007, p.126)
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la relación con el orden de los discursos del propio museo, 

con ese camufl aje de los discursos que cruza el del artista 

con aquellos generados por la propia institución para tra-

bajar con sus públicos, con la prensa, con todos aquellos 

que asisten a sus actividades?

JLM: Personalmente no lo siento como un camufla-

je sino más bien como un vínculo. Entiendo la relación 

con el museo y con un comisario de exposición como la 

oportunidad de una transformación recíproca. El museo 

transforma las obras, la exposición transforma las obras, el 

comisario también transforma las obras. Y en ese sentido 

yo te lanzaría la misma pregunta en tanto que comisario y 

en cierto modo respresentante del museo. Muchas de las 

cosas que han ido apareciendo en la forma de organizar 

la exposición, incluso algunas obras, se han gestado desde 

nuestras conversaciones, han surgido del vínculo contigo 

y con el museo. Pero esa transformación recíproca sólo 

puede producirse desde un compromiso recíproco, desde 

la asunción de responsabilidad respecto a la posición que 

cada autor ocupa, desde la intensidad y la honestidad para 

ofrecer lo mejor. Por eso no lo entiendo como un camufl aje 

ni como una negociación ni un juego de rol en el que yo 

sería un registro a la espera de ser clasifi cado. Lo entiendo 

como una colaboración productiva. En cierto modo, eso 

es seguramente lo que diferencia radicalmente un museo 

de un archivo. En el archivo, cada entrada, cada registro es 

autónomo por completo del contiguo, de manera que es el 

orden externo del archivo como fi gura de autoridad el que 

sostiene la falta de relación entre las partes. Al referirnos a 

la relación entre el museo y el artista como un modelo a es-

cala de la relación entre el sujeto y el Estado, nos referimos 

a la posibilidad de una comunicación entre los elemen-

tos, no sólo a una contigüidad o una copresencia, no sólo a 

una relación establemente jerarquizada, sino a un vínculo 

transformador. En ese sentido no me siento camufl ado en 

un museo ni creo que lo intente. 

Recibo la invitación como la oportunidad y el privilegio 

de estar en un museo e intento colaborar al máximo con 

esa función fundamental del museo, que es transformar las 

obras al introducirlas dentro de un contexto, de cierta dis-

cusión, cierto relato histórico, cierto régimen patrimonial. 

Ni contemplo el museo como una institución ajena ni pre-

tendo servirme de él. Asumo el compromiso compartido 

del arte en toda su problematicidad. Y desde ese compro-

miso, intento que la relación sea fructífera para todas las 

partes. Es también la oportunidad de tratar ciertos aspec-

tos de los que a veces, como artista, no eres consciente. 
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transformation. The museum transforms the works, the 

exhibition transforms the works, the curator also trans-

forms the works. And in this sense I would ask you the 

same question, as curator and as a representative of the 

museum to some degree. Many of the things that have 

appeared in the way we have organized the exhibition, 

even some works, have grown out of our conversations; 

they spring from the connection with you and with the 

museum. But this mutual transformation can only take 

place if it is based on a mutual commitment, based on 

accepting responsibility for the role of each author, on 

an intensity and honesty in order to off er the best. This 

is why I don’t see it as camoufl age, or negotiation, or a 

role-playing game in which I am a record waiting to be 

classifi ed. I see it as a productive collaboration. In some 

respects, this is probably the radical distinction between 

a museum and an archive. In an archive, each entry, each 

record, is totally independent of the adjoining one. So 

the external order of the archive as an authority fi gure 

sustains the lack of connection among its parts. When 

we say that the relationship between museum and artist 

is a scale model of the relationship between the state and 

the individual, we are referring to the possibility of com-

munication among the diff erent parts. Not just proxim-

ity or copresence, not a relationship based on a stable 

hierarchy, but a transformative connection. So I do not 

feel camoufl aged in a museum, nor do I think I try to. 

I welcome the invitation as the opportunity and the 

privilege of being in a museum, and I do my best to co-

operate as much as possible with that fundamental func-

tion of the museum, which is to transform the works by 

inserting them into a context, into a certain discussion, 

a certain historical account, a certain heritage regime.

I do not see the museum as an institution that is alien 

to me, nor do I set out to use it. I undertake the shared 

commitment of art with all the problems it implies. And 

through this commitment, I work toward making it a 

fruitful relationship for all parties. It is also an opportunity 

to deal with some aspects you sometimes aren’t aware of, 

as an artist. At the same time, it pleases me to think that 

the English language conserves the link between “muse-

um” and “amusement.” We could say that the museum 

is always a mix of amusement or diversion and diversi-

ty. When placing one work alongside another, a curator 

transforms them. Not because the curator provides an in-

terpretation, but because he or she activates other fi elds 

of meaning in them. It is as though the curator punctured 
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los sistemas de participación y los grupos parlamentarios 

organizados por empresas políticas como partidos y sindi-

catos... Al menos, de una manera consciente, no pretendía 

despertar esos fantasmas pero seguramente están ahí, de 

forma latente, y la actualidad los ha emplazado poderosa-

mente. Sin duda cuando hace casi tres años propuse este tí-

tulo no pretendía convocar el fantasma de la Guerra  Civil, 

ni el de una Tercera República. Ni tampoco se trataba de 

contribuir a la crisis de la monarquía parlamentaria —pues 

entiendo que la monarquía ya no detenta funciones legis-

lativas o ejecutivas reales, sino más bien monumentales, 

li gadas a lo unifi cable y extrasociable de lo indiscutible. 

Pero tampoco era un título inocente. Se trataba más bien 

de una indagación en la noción de ciudadanía en las so-

ciedades del capitalismo avanzado y lo que comporta en 

términos de responsabilidad. Consideraba que una repú-

blica no es una forma de gobierno, sino un estado social. 

Y que las formas de gobierno son relativamente indepen-

dientes de los estados sociales: de hecho una república 

formal  puede organizar una sociedad de monarcas y una 

monarquía parlamentaria puede ser una forma compati-

ble con una sociedad republicana. Entendía que la puesta 

en crisis del liberalismo comportaba una refl exión sobre 

la democracia.

JF: La exposición empieza con una bandera. Nunca 

se consigue ver o leer una bandera si no está integrada en 

el contexto de otras banderas. La bandera es el signo de la 

convención por excelencia porque su color y su diseño grá-

fi co son interpretables según una convención establecida. 

Pero tu bandera, siendo reminiscente de todo esto, se abre 

a un proceso de signifi cación donde la convención se frag-

menta. Suspendes las convenciones abriendo un paréntesis 

en una simbología más que representando la evolución de 

una simbología...

JLM: Diría, primero, que la bandera es el dispositivo 

monumental por excelencia y precisamente porque, como 

dices, es la quintaesencia de un sistema convencional de 

signifi caciones que como límite interior cohesiona y repre-

senta a una comunidad. Para mí supone la oportunidad de 

una refl exión con respecto al propio arte y a la relación 

con el arte en la situación contemporánea, en relación con 

la vigencia de una tradición moderna. Si a una bandera le 

quitas el viento, no es más que una pintura abstracta. Lo 

que convencionaliza la bandera es el viento, es decir, el 

impulso ideológico que establece sistemas de correspon-

dencias, una lógica mediante la cual los colores no son 

sólo estéticos sino éticos, están cargados de contenidos, de 

«Lo que mantiene a una sociedad unida 

es evidentemente su institución, [...] 

signifi cando normas, valores, lenguaje, 

herramientas, procedimientos y métodos 

de hacer frente a las cosas y de hacer cosas 

y, desde luego, el individuo mismo.» (Cor-

nelius Castoriadis, Los dominios del hombre. 
Encrucijadas del laberinto, óp. cit., p. 67)

«La organización de la humanidad [pu-

diera] en consecuencia identifi carse con 

la suprema idea ética.» (Hans Kelsen, Das 
Problem des Souveranitat and die Theorie des 
Volkerrechts: Beitrag zu einer Reinen Rechtslchre, 

Tubingen, Mohr, 1920, p. 205 [ed. cast. De-
recho internacional y Estado soberano, Valencia, 

Tirant lo Blanch, 2007]) 
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by political enterprises as parties and trade unions... I 

did not intend to awaken these ghosts, at least not con-

sciously, but they are probably there, latently, and the 

current situation has been a powerful summons. When 

I suggested this title almost three years ago I certainly 

did not intend to conjure up the ghosts of the Civil War 

or of a Third Republic. Nor to contribute to the crisis of 

parliamentary monarchy—because it seems to me that 

the monarchy no longer wields real legislative or exec-

utive powers but rather monumental powers that have 

to do with what is unifi able and extra-sociable in the in-

contestable. But it wasn’t an innocent title either. It was 

more of an exploration of the notion of citizenry in the 

societies of advanced capitalism and what it entails in 

terms of responsibility. It seemed to me that a republic 

is not a form of government but a social state, and that 

forms of government are relatively independent from 

social states: in fact, a formal republic can organize a 

society of monarchs and a parliamentary monarchy can 

be a form that is compatible with a republican society. 

It seemed to me that challenging liberalism entailed a 

refl ection on democracy.

JF: The exhibition begins with a fl ag. It is hard to see 

or read a fl ag unless it is integrated into the context of 

other fl ags. The fl ag is the symbol of convention par ex-

cellence, because its colors and graphic design can be 

interpreted according to an established convention. But 

although your fl ag is reminiscent of all of this, it opens 

up a process of signifi cation in which convention breaks 

down. You suspend conventions by opening up a digres-

sion within a zymology rather than representing the 

evolution of a zymology...

JLM: Firstly, I would say that the fl ag is the monumen-

tal device par excellence, and precisely because, as you 

say, it is the quintessence of a conventional system of 

meanings that functions as an internal border that draws 

together and represents a community. I see it as an op-

portunity to refl ect on art itself and on the relationship 

with art in the contemporary world, in relation to the 

validity of a modern tradition. If you take the wind away 

from a fl ag, it is no more than an abstract painting. The 

wind is what conventionalizes the fl ag, it is the ideologi-

cal drive that sets up systems of correspondences, a logic 

in which colors are not just aesthetic but also ethical, full 

of content, of social meanings, of ghosts… As Marx said, 

“a specter is haunting Europe.” The colors in the phan-

tasmagorical wind are laden with all kinds of meanings; 

“That which holds society together is, of 

course, its institution … in the broadest 

and most radical sense: norms, values, lan-

guage, tools, procedures and methods of 

dealing with things and doing things and, 

of course, the individual itself.” (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, World in Fragments, p. 6)

“The organization of humanity [would] 

therefore be one with the supreme eth-

ical idea.” (Hans Kelsen, Das Problem des 
Souveränität und die Theorie des Völkerrechts: 
Beitrag zu einer Reinen Rechtslehre, 1920, 

Tubingen: Mohr, p. 205; see also Principles 
of International Law, New York: Rinehart, 

1952, p. 586)
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el origen común, que entremezclaba el gozo, la posición

erguida, la distinción social, el estatismo y la estatuaria,

ofreciendo así una definición completa de lo que han sido 

las funciones monumentales de la tradición de la escultura,

y del propio arte.

JF: Has preparado esta exposición a partir de un con-

cepto («república»), un tema que funciona como un topos, 
un lugar y un asunto al mismo tiempo, y eso te ha llevado

a desarrollar algunos proyectos nuevos. Mi idea ha sido

también representar tu obra en función de este tema: la

selección de obras, su distribución en el espacio, la arqui-

tectura y un itinerario donde las piezas no se disponen

cronológicamente. Este topos y tu manera de trabajar-

lo han sido un reto para la institución en algunos de sus

procedimientos habituales (como la manera de organi-

zar la información dirigida al público o la misma forma

de concebir y construir la exposición). Si bien es cierto

que cada exposición es, en principio, una cosmogonía di-

ferente según la obra o el artista representado, ésta tiene

la particularidad de que tú empiezas a revelar tu juego a

través del propio dispositivo de información del museo.

El  espectador encuentra en el acceso a las salas un plano

de la exposición similar al que señala el lugar de las dife-

rentes exposiciones en esa misma planta. Esa entrada fun-

ciona como un pórtico que camufla bajo el dispositivo de

información del museo tu propio dispositivo de informa-

ción, que es parte integral de la muestra. Ahora mismo es-

tamos pensando en producir un periódico que concentre

toda la información que se destina al espectador y donde

la información sea construida no sólo por el museo, como

habitualmente ocurre, sino en este caso también por ti,

como artista y colaborador con la institución. ¿Cómo ves

«El discurso de la disciplina de la historia 

del arte es, él mismo, un simulacro de las 

topologías del espacio museológico, de sus 

geometrías ideales, fabricadas como me-

tonimias que trabajan perpetuamente en 

la producción de una triunfante metáfora 

básica —que el arte es al Hombre como el 

mundo es a Dios (o más exactamente), que 

el arte es a los hombres como el mundo 

es a Dios.» (Donald Preziosi, «Modernity 

Again: The Museum as Trompe L’Oeil»,

en Peter Brunette y David Wills [eds.],

Deconstruction and the Visual Arts: Art, Media, 
Architecture, Cambridge [Reino Unido],

Cambridge University Press, p. 143)

«[...] La indagación o la investigación 

necesita una colección.» (Adalgisa Lugli,

«Inquiry as Collection: The Athanasius 

Kircher Museum in Rome», RES: Anthro-
pology and Aesthetics, n.º 12 [otoño de 1986],

p. 113)

Mapa categorial de la exposición república, 
junto a la señaléctica propia del Museo
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involved representing your work on the basis of this 

theme: the selection of works, their distribution in space, 

the architecture, and an itinerary in which the pieces are 

not displayed chronologically. This topos and your way of 

working on it have been a challenge to the institution in 

regard to some of its usual procedures (such as the way 

of organizing information aimed at visitors, or the way of 

conceiving and putting together the exhibition). While, 

in principle, each exhibition is a cosmogony of its own 

according to the work or the artist involved, the pecu-

liarity here is that you start to reveal what you are play-

ing at through the museum’s own information system. At 

the entrance to the exhibition rooms, visitors fi nd a fl oor 

plan of the exhibition similar to the one that shows the 

location of the diff erent exhibitions on the same fl oor. 

This entrance works as a portico that uses the museum’s 

information system to camoufl age your own information 

system, which is an integral part of the show. Right now 

we’re thinking of producing a newspaper that brings 

together all the information aimed at visitors in which 

the information will not just be put together by the mu-

seum, as usually happens, but in this case also by you, 

as artist and collaborator with the institution. What 

is your view of the relationship with the order of the 

discourses of the museum, with that camoufl age of dis-

courses that combines the discourse of the artist with 

those that the institution generates as part of its work 

with its audiences, with the press, with all those who at-

tend its activities?

JLM: I personally don’t see it as camouflage but as 

connection. I consider the relationship with the mu-

seum and with a curator as the opportunity for mutual 

“The discourse of the discipline of art 

history is the same, a simulacrum of the 

topologies of the museum space, of its 

ideal geometries, created as metonymies 

that work perpetually to produce a tri-

umphant basic metaphor—that art is to 

Man as the world is to God (or to be more 

precise), that art is to men as the world 

is to god.” (Donald Preziosi, “Modernity 

Again: The Museum as Trompe l’Oeil,” in 

Deconstruction and the Visual Arts, ed. Peter 

Brunette and David Wills, Cambridge, UK: 

Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 143)

“Inquiry and research need a collection.” 

(Adalgisa Lugli, “Inquiry as Collection: 

The Athanasius Kircher Museum in 

Rome,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, no. 

12, Fall 1986, pp. 109–24)

Categorial map of the exhibition republic, 
next to the museum’s own signage
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significaciones sociales, de fantasmas... Como diría Marx,

«un espectro recorre Europa». Los colores al viento fantas-

magórico están cargados de todo tipo de signifi caciones,

de deudas simbólicas, bélicas, económicas...; es el fantas-

ma por excelencia el que está en ese viento que recorre el

mundo. Si restamos a la bandera ese fantasma, no es más

que un lienzo abstracto donde un color es una experien-

cia estrictamente plástica. Como en la experiencia infantil,

está suspendida la ética, pues el niño no la ha asimilado

aún, no se ha educado en ella, por eso es un «perverso po-

limorfo», como lo llamara Freud. Una existencia sin fantas-

mas es una experiencia plenamente plástica. Y en ese gozo 

de la plasticidad suceden cosas, pues se abre la experien-

cia a éticas y significaciones sociales no predeterminadas.

Cuando Jasper Johns representa la bandera norteamerica-

na, pretende situarla en un plano plástico, pero no puede 

sustraerla a la significación y más bien su supuesta abstrac-

ción intensifica su significación. En tanto bandera, la ban-

dera está llena de fantasmas. Al intentar simultáneamente 

ofrecer una bandera y suspender esa conexión, al quitarle 

el viento a la bandera, ensayo un juego deconstructivo.

Respecto a lo que antes decías, seguro que haber nacido 

en un lugar donde se llega a matar por el color de las ban-

deras ha contribuido a proponer un juego en el que se

desplaza la cuestión desde el color al viento. Ver disparar

balas, ver los chispazos y los agujeros de los impactos en

el muro por causa de los vientos fantasmagóricos, ha sido

parte de mi infancia y ha sido un paisaje incluso reciente.

Desde la querencia por la exactitud, seguramente me he

sentido mucho más cómodo con esa vivencia plenamente

estética de Fernando Pessoa cuando dice «pelearse por una 

coma, pero no por un país». Esa es una vivencia propia-

mente poética que no es que sea ajena a los fantasmas y a

los compromisos éticos sino que intenta precisamente ad-

vertir la borrosidad, la necesidad de exactitud con respec-

to a la precisión cromática. Y por tanto con respecto a la

precisión ética. Si uno intenta ser preciso con  respecto a las

cuestiones éticas, necesariamente también se va a volver bo-

rroso. Y en cierto modo —en cierto grado— descreído con 

respecto a las correspondencias éticas del color. Y por lo

tanto con respecto a las banderas. Se trataba de suspender 

esa lógica ética para advertir la profundidad estética que

le subyace; para finalmente advertir que, si somos exac-

tos, debajo de cada ética hay una estética; para convertir

entonces las banderas de nuevo en bellas pinturas abstrac-

tas. En la exposición no he pretendido situarme como una 

especie de espectador fantasmático con respecto a todos

Juan Luis Moraza, Bandera abstracta, 2014, 
y su negativo
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they have symbolic, military, economic influences… 

The ghost par excellence is in that wind that haunts the 

world. If we take the ghost away from the fl ag, it is noth-

ing but an abstract canvas on which color is a strictly for-

mal experience. Ethics is suspended, as it is in childhood 

when the child has not yet assimilated it, has not been 

educated in it, and is thus what Freud called a “perverse 

polymorph.” An existence without ghosts is an entirely 

formal experience. And in that delight in formal plastici-

ty things happen, because experience opens up to ethics 

and social meanings that are not predetermined. When 

Jasper Johns represented the American fl ag, he sought to 

bring it into the formal plane, but he could not remove 

it from meaning, and its supposed abstraction actually 

intensifi es its meaning. The fl ag, as fl ag, is full of ghosts. 

By trying to present a fl ag and at the same time break 

the connection, by removing the wind from the fl ag, I 

test a deconstructive game.

As for what you said earlier, I’m sure that the fact that 

I was born in a place where people kill each other over 

the color of the fl ags has contributed to devising a game 

in which the focus shifts from the color to the wind. See-

ing bullets being shot, seeing the sparks and the holes 

in the walls caused by the phantasmagorical winds, was 

part of my childhood, and it has even been a recent land-

scape. Given my fondness for precision, I have probably 

felt much more comfortable with that entirely aesthetic 

experience that Fernando Pessoa refers to when he says 

“to fi ght over a comma, but not over a country.” That is a 

poetic experience which is not without ghosts and ethi-

cal commitments, but tries to see the fuzziness, the need 

for precision in regard to color accuracy. And conse-

quently in regard to ethical accuracy. Anyone who tries 

to be precise in regard to ethical questions will inevita-

bly also become fuzzy, and in some sense—to some ex-

tent—a disbeliever in regard to the ethical correlations 

of color. And consequently in regard to fl ags. The idea 

was to interrupt that ethical logic so as to see the aes-

thetic depth that lies behind it; to fi nally see that, if we 

are precise, there is an aesthetics behind every ethics; 

and then turn fl ags back into beautiful abstract paint-

ings. With the exhibition, I have not tried to position 

myself as a kind of ghostly spectator of all these ghosts 

linked to the logic of fl ags—the Spanish Republic, a 

possible Third Republic, a criticism of a monarchy that 

is heir to Francoism, etc.—but to go even deeper into 

the heart of the question, which is aesthetic. In fact, the 

Juan Luis Moraza, Drapeau abstraite, 2014, 
and its negative
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en el que las nuevas familias de obras reinterpretan o hacen 

que cambien. Transforman el pasado, lo mismo que sucede 

con la memoria, pues la experiencia modifi ca las experien-

cias pasadas. Yo creo que eso mismo sucede con las obras, 

por eso nunca he tenido problema en hacerlas convivir, 

porque la transformación es retroactiva y creo que en esta 

exposición está muy claro. Evidentemente esta exposición 

no tiene una vocación retrospectiva que diera cuenta del 

pasado, sino que reconoce la posibilidad de transformarlo. 

Es como mejorar o matizar las obras sin tocarlas. O por lo 

menos someterlas a una nueva atribución al acompañarlas 

de nuevas obras que puedan completar las series. No sé, 

pero yo creo que también esa es la experiencia del museo 

y una de las tareas del museo, de la propia idea del comisa-

riado o incluso del crítico de arte.

El museo es también una fi gura monumental. Respecto a 

la serie titulada Ornamento y ley, debo decir que es el título 

de una exposición realizada en 1994 que respondía a la no-

ción moderna tipifi cada por Adolf Loos en «Ornamento y 

delito»; esto es, que existe una relación inversamente pro-

porcional entre el grado de civilización de una sociedad y 

el uso de ornamento. Mi hipótesis partía, al contrario, de la 

idea de que el ornamento es el testimonio de un confl icto 

estructural: entre las partes y el todo, entre el sujeto y la 

sociedad, entre los componentes y los oponentes..., y que 

las evoluciones estilísticas respecto al uso de la ornamen-

tación eran un balance de las necesidades estratégicas de 

legitimación de cierto sistema de orden. En aquella exposi-

ción aparecieron varias series de obra. Entre ellas una serie 

de juegos de sábanas, mantelerías, pañuelos, serigrafi ados 

con textos legales, y de forma específi ca con el Estatuto 

de los Trabajadores: en estas obras de ajuar, «estatuas de 

armario», los principios legales reconocían su dimensión 

ornamental. En realidad la exposición al completo estaba 

vinculada con las funciones ornamentales y monumentales. 

También apareció en esa exposición, una obra de la serie 

Éxtasis, Status, Estatua, que contiene esa configuración 

disgregada y al mismo tiempo ordenada que he utilizado 

en muchas ocasiones. Se trataba de un homenaje a [Gian 

Lorenzo] Bernini, que tomaba como objeto el tacón, consi-

derado como pequeño dispositivo monumental, como una 

«base mágica» que eleva el cuerpo. En aquella serie, miles 

de tacones de diferente modelos —desde el pequeño tacón 

infantil plano, hasta el altísimo y muy fi no tacón de agu-

ja— estaban ordenados de acuerdo a una serie ortogonal, 

reconstruyendo una topografí a que evocaba curvas de ex-

citación sexual. El título, Éxtasis, Status, Estatua, recordaba 
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This exhibition is obviously not retrospective; it does not 

give an account of the past but it recognizes the possibil-

ity of changing it. It is like improving or subtly altering 

the works without touching them. Or at least like sub-

jecting them to a new attribution by placing them along-

side new works that can complete the series. Maybe this 

is also the experience of the museum and one of its tasks, 

one of the tasks of curating, or even of the art critic.

The museum is also a monumental fi gure. As for the 

series entitled Ornament and Law, I should mention that 

it was the title of an exhibition held in 1994, which was a 

response to the modern notion described by Adolf Loos 

in “Ornament and Crime,” that is, that a society’s use of 

ornament is inversely proportional to its degree of civili-

zation. My hypothesis, on the other hand, was based on 

the idea that ornament is proof of a structural confl ict: 

between the parts and the whole, between the subject 

and society, between components and opponents..., and 

that stylistic developments in the use of ornamentation 

were a symptom of the strategic needs for the legiti-

mation of a particular system of order. Various series of 

works appeared in that exhibition. One was a series of 

bedsheets, table linen, and handkerchiefs screenprint-

ed with legal texts, specifi cally the Statute of Workers’ 

Rights: in these “closet statues” or trousseau works, legal 

principles acknowledged their ornamental dimension. In 

fact, the entire exhibition was linked to ornamental and 

monumental functions. That exhibition also included a 

work from the series Ecstasy, Status, Statue, which con-

tains that simultaneously fragmented and orderly con-

fi guration that I have used on many occasions. In this 

case it was a tribute to [Gian Lorenzo] Bernini, which 

focused on the heel as a small monumental device, a 

“magical base” that raises the body. In that series, thou-

sands of heels of diff erent types—from small fl at heels 

to the very thin and extremely high stilettos—were ar-

ranged based on an orthogonal series, creating a topog-

raphy reminiscent of the curves of sexual arousal. The ti-

tle, Ecstasy, Status, Statue, evoked the common origin—a 

combination of pleasure, the upright posture, social 

distinction, statism, and statuary—in a comprehensive 

defi nition of the monumental functions of the tradition 

of sculpture and of art itself.

JF: You have planned this exhibition around a par-

ticular concept (“republic”), a theme that functions as 

a topos, as place and content at the same time, and this 

has led you to carry out some new projects. My idea also 
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esos fantasmas vinculados con la lógica de las banderas 

—la República española, la eventual Tercera República, 

una crítica a la monarquía heredera del franquismo etc.— 

sino, más bien, ir todavía más al fondo de esa cuestión, que 

es estético. De hecho, la bandera ofi cial del Estado espa-

ñol proviene de un concurso cuyo jurado fue Carlos III. 

Diferentes diseños concursaban y fi nalmente el monarca 

decidió uno. Y la bandera de la República española surgió 

de una pequeña transformación de aquélla. También aquí 

se vislumbra una sutil borrosidad (o exactitud). Lo que he 

pretendido con ese negativo de la bandera republicana es 

situar una bandera que es irreconocible porque, excepto 

los pintores, no estamos habituados a pensar en el nega-

tivo cromático. Al igual que los esquimales, que tienen 

hasta cincuenta categorías de blanco y que, habituados 

a un paisaje sin horizonte, no tienen problemas para leer 

del revés, seguramente los artistas hemos adquirido cier-

tas habilidades para pensar en términos estéticos como si 

fuésemos esquimales. Quizá por ello no me resulta difí cil 

ver en negativo, lo mismo que me sucede con las palabras, 

con las que juego de una manera plástica, fí sica, más que 

simbólica, cortándolas y pegándolas por encima y por de-

bajo de su signifi cación. Sin embargo para muchos será se-

guramente difí cil identifi car en la bandera que propongo 

un doble negativo de cierta bandera. Proponer un nega-

tivo cromático de la bandera republicana es de por sí una 

operación ideológicamente problemática, pero al dejar en 

suspenso la percepción directa de la bandera original, que-

da diferida y diferenciada su signifi cación en virtud de lo 

que entiendo como precisión. Sin embargo la bandera es 

reconocible como bandera, incluso en tonos paisajísticos 

de cielo y tierra. Eliminado el viento simbólico e ideológi-

co, aparece como pintura abstracta. Y una vez suspendida 

como fantasma, es posible añadirle un nuevo viento, plena-

mente artifi cial, mediante un dispositivo para transformar 

banderas abstractas en banderas...

JF: Esta no es la primera exposición en la que reúnes 

un conjunto de obras pertenecientes a diferentes ciclos de 

trabajo. Hasta ahora jamás habías hecho (y ésta tampoco 

lo es) una exposición que se pudiera considerar antológica 

o retrospectiva. Existe una resistencia a la antología y a la 

 cronología y eso se traduce en la presencia en todas tus ex-

posiciones de un concepto que las dispone y estructura de 

una determinada manera, y eso empieza con Ornamento y ley...

JLM: Es posible, pero tampoco sabría decirlo. Lo que 

sí es cierto es que en muchas ocasiones he entremezclado 

obras anteriores con recientes, creando un nuevo contexto 

«Hombres y mujeres que han perdido el 

cuerpo.» (Estrella de Diego, «Fingir pasión 

en un paso de tango», Éxtasis, Status, Esta-
tua. Juan Luis Moraza (cat. exp.), Zaragoza, 

Sala de Exposiciones del Museo Pablo 

Gargallo, 1995, pp. 13-22)
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offi  cial fl ag of the Spanish state was decided on through 

a competition in which the jury was Charles III. There 

were various designs and the king fi nally chose one. And 

a small modifi cation turned it into the fl ag of the Spanish 

Republic. Here too, there are signs of a subtle fuzziness 

(or precision). My intention with this negative of the Re-

publican fl ag was to present a fl ag that is unrecognizable, 

because people, other than painters, are not accustomed 

to thinking in negative chromatic terms. Just as Eskimos 

can identify up to fi fty categories of white and can read 

upside down without diffi  culty because they are used 

to landscapes without horizons, artists have probably 

acquired a certain ability to think in aesthetic terms 

as though we were Eskimos. Perhaps this is why I fi nd 

it easy to see in negative, and the same goes for words, 

which I play with in a visual and physical rather than 

symbolic way, cutting and pasting them above and be-

low their meaning. But many people will probably fi nd 

it diffi  cult to detect a double negative of a certain fl ag 

in the fl ag that I present. To present a color negative of 

the Republican fl ag is an ideologically problematic oper-

ation in itself, but by interrupting the direct perception 

of the original fl ag its meaning is deferred and diff eren-

tiated by virtue of what I call precision. The fl ag is none-

theless recognizable as a fl ag, even in landscape hues of 

sky and earth. Once the symbolic and ideological wind is 

removed, it appears as an abstract painting. And when it 

is hoisted in the form of a ghost, a new, entirely artifi cial 

wind can be added to it by means of a device for trans-

forming abstract fl ags into fl ags…

JF: This exhibition is not the fi rst in which you bring 

together works from diff erent work cycles. So far, you 

have never held an exhibition that could be considered 

retrospective (and that includes this one). You seem to 

have some resistance to retrospectives and chronology 

in your exhibitions, which always end up with the pres-

ence of a concept that structures and organizes them in 

a particular way. This began with Ornament and Law…

JLM: That may be so, I can’t say for sure. But it is 

true that I have often mixed earlier works with recent 

works, creating a new context in which the new families 

of works are reinterpreted or change. They change the 

past just as memory does, because experience transforms 

past experiences. I think the same thing happens with 

the works, which is why I have always been prepared to 

place them alongside each other. I think the change is 

retroactive, and I think this is very clear in this show. 

“Men and women who have lost their 

body” (Estrella de Diego, “Fingir pasión 

en un paso de tango,” in Éxtasis, status, 
estatua. Juan Luis Moraza, exh. cat. Sala de 

Exposiciones del Museo Pablo Gargallo, 

Zaragoza, 1995, pp. 13–22)

CVA
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Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía

CVA
Person of Superior Quality, 1979
Color photograph, paper, and rubber stamp, 
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Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía
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derado como pequeño dispositivo monumental, como una 

«base mágica» que eleva el cuerpo. En aquella serie, miles 

de tacones de diferente modelos —desde el pequeño tacón 

infantil plano, hasta el altísimo y muy fi no tacón de agu-

ja— estaban ordenados de acuerdo a una serie ortogonal, 

reconstruyendo una topografí a que evocaba curvas de ex-

citación sexual. El título, Éxtasis, Status, Estatua, recordaba 
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This exhibition is obviously not retrospective; it does not 

give an account of the past but it recognizes the possibil-

ity of changing it. It is like improving or subtly altering 

the works without touching them. Or at least like sub-

jecting them to a new attribution by placing them along-

side new works that can complete the series. Maybe this 

is also the experience of the museum and one of its tasks, 

one of the tasks of curating, or even of the art critic.

The museum is also a monumental fi gure. As for the 

series entitled Ornament and Law, I should mention that 

it was the title of an exhibition held in 1994, which was a 

response to the modern notion described by Adolf Loos 

in “Ornament and Crime,” that is, that a society’s use of 

ornament is inversely proportional to its degree of civili-

zation. My hypothesis, on the other hand, was based on 

the idea that ornament is proof of a structural confl ict: 

between the parts and the whole, between the subject 

and society, between components and opponents..., and 

that stylistic developments in the use of ornamentation 

were a symptom of the strategic needs for the legiti-

mation of a particular system of order. Various series of 

works appeared in that exhibition. One was a series of 

bedsheets, table linen, and handkerchiefs screenprint-

ed with legal texts, specifi cally the Statute of Workers’ 

Rights: in these “closet statues” or trousseau works, legal 

principles acknowledged their ornamental dimension. In 

fact, the entire exhibition was linked to ornamental and 

monumental functions. That exhibition also included a 

work from the series Ecstasy, Status, Statue, which con-

tains that simultaneously fragmented and orderly con-

fi guration that I have used on many occasions. In this 

case it was a tribute to [Gian Lorenzo] Bernini, which 

focused on the heel as a small monumental device, a 

“magical base” that raises the body. In that series, thou-

sands of heels of diff erent types—from small fl at heels 

to the very thin and extremely high stilettos—were ar-

ranged based on an orthogonal series, creating a topog-

raphy reminiscent of the curves of sexual arousal. The ti-

tle, Ecstasy, Status, Statue, evoked the common origin—a 

combination of pleasure, the upright posture, social 

distinction, statism, and statuary—in a comprehensive 

defi nition of the monumental functions of the tradition 

of sculpture and of art itself.

JF: You have planned this exhibition around a par-

ticular concept (“republic”), a theme that functions as 

a topos, as place and content at the same time, and this 

has led you to carry out some new projects. My idea also 
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el origen común, que entremezclaba el gozo, la posición

erguida, la distinción social, el estatismo y la estatuaria,

ofreciendo así una definición completa de lo que han sido 

las funciones monumentales de la tradición de la escultura,

y del propio arte.

JF: Has preparado esta exposición a partir de un con-

cepto («república»), un tema que funciona como un topos, 
un lugar y un asunto al mismo tiempo, y eso te ha llevado

a desarrollar algunos proyectos nuevos. Mi idea ha sido

también representar tu obra en función de este tema: la

selección de obras, su distribución en el espacio, la arqui-

tectura y un itinerario donde las piezas no se disponen

cronológicamente. Este topos y tu manera de trabajar-

lo han sido un reto para la institución en algunos de sus

procedimientos habituales (como la manera de organi-

zar la información dirigida al público o la misma forma

de concebir y construir la exposición). Si bien es cierto

que cada exposición es, en principio, una cosmogonía di-

ferente según la obra o el artista representado, ésta tiene

la particularidad de que tú empiezas a revelar tu juego a

través del propio dispositivo de información del museo.

El  espectador encuentra en el acceso a las salas un plano

de la exposición similar al que señala el lugar de las dife-

rentes exposiciones en esa misma planta. Esa entrada fun-

ciona como un pórtico que camufla bajo el dispositivo de

información del museo tu propio dispositivo de informa-

ción, que es parte integral de la muestra. Ahora mismo es-

tamos pensando en producir un periódico que concentre

toda la información que se destina al espectador y donde

la información sea construida no sólo por el museo, como

habitualmente ocurre, sino en este caso también por ti,

como artista y colaborador con la institución. ¿Cómo ves

«El discurso de la disciplina de la historia 

del arte es, él mismo, un simulacro de las 

topologías del espacio museológico, de sus 

geometrías ideales, fabricadas como me-

tonimias que trabajan perpetuamente en 

la producción de una triunfante metáfora 

básica —que el arte es al Hombre como el 

mundo es a Dios (o más exactamente), que 

el arte es a los hombres como el mundo 

es a Dios.» (Donald Preziosi, «Modernity 

Again: The Museum as Trompe L’Oeil»,

en Peter Brunette y David Wills [eds.],

Deconstruction and the Visual Arts: Art, Media, 
Architecture, Cambridge [Reino Unido],

Cambridge University Press, p. 143)

«[...] La indagación o la investigación 

necesita una colección.» (Adalgisa Lugli,

«Inquiry as Collection: The Athanasius 

Kircher Museum in Rome», RES: Anthro-
pology and Aesthetics, n.º 12 [otoño de 1986],

p. 113)

Mapa categorial de la exposición república, 
junto a la señaléctica propia del Museo
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involved representing your work on the basis of this 

theme: the selection of works, their distribution in space, 

the architecture, and an itinerary in which the pieces are 

not displayed chronologically. This topos and your way of 

working on it have been a challenge to the institution in 

regard to some of its usual procedures (such as the way 

of organizing information aimed at visitors, or the way of 

conceiving and putting together the exhibition). While, 

in principle, each exhibition is a cosmogony of its own 

according to the work or the artist involved, the pecu-

liarity here is that you start to reveal what you are play-

ing at through the museum’s own information system. At 

the entrance to the exhibition rooms, visitors fi nd a fl oor 

plan of the exhibition similar to the one that shows the 

location of the diff erent exhibitions on the same fl oor. 

This entrance works as a portico that uses the museum’s 

information system to camoufl age your own information 

system, which is an integral part of the show. Right now 

we’re thinking of producing a newspaper that brings 

together all the information aimed at visitors in which 

the information will not just be put together by the mu-

seum, as usually happens, but in this case also by you, 

as artist and collaborator with the institution. What 

is your view of the relationship with the order of the 

discourses of the museum, with that camoufl age of dis-

courses that combines the discourse of the artist with 

those that the institution generates as part of its work 

with its audiences, with the press, with all those who at-

tend its activities?

JLM: I personally don’t see it as camouflage but as 

connection. I consider the relationship with the mu-

seum and with a curator as the opportunity for mutual 

“The discourse of the discipline of art 

history is the same, a simulacrum of the 

topologies of the museum space, of its 

ideal geometries, created as metonymies 

that work perpetually to produce a tri-

umphant basic metaphor—that art is to 

Man as the world is to God (or to be more 

precise), that art is to men as the world 

is to god.” (Donald Preziosi, “Modernity 

Again: The Museum as Trompe l’Oeil,” in 

Deconstruction and the Visual Arts, ed. Peter 

Brunette and David Wills, Cambridge, UK: 

Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 143)

“Inquiry and research need a collection.” 

(Adalgisa Lugli, “Inquiry as Collection: 

The Athanasius Kircher Museum in 

Rome,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, no. 

12, Fall 1986, pp. 109–24)

Categorial map of the exhibition republic, 
next to the museum’s own signage
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la relación con el orden de los discursos del propio museo, 

con ese camufl aje de los discursos que cruza el del artista 

con aquellos generados por la propia institución para tra-

bajar con sus públicos, con la prensa, con todos aquellos 

que asisten a sus actividades?

JLM: Personalmente no lo siento como un camufla-

je sino más bien como un vínculo. Entiendo la relación 

con el museo y con un comisario de exposición como la 

oportunidad de una transformación recíproca. El museo 

transforma las obras, la exposición transforma las obras, el 

comisario también transforma las obras. Y en ese sentido 

yo te lanzaría la misma pregunta en tanto que comisario y 

en cierto modo respresentante del museo. Muchas de las 

cosas que han ido apareciendo en la forma de organizar 

la exposición, incluso algunas obras, se han gestado desde 

nuestras conversaciones, han surgido del vínculo contigo 

y con el museo. Pero esa transformación recíproca sólo 

puede producirse desde un compromiso recíproco, desde 

la asunción de responsabilidad respecto a la posición que 

cada autor ocupa, desde la intensidad y la honestidad para 

ofrecer lo mejor. Por eso no lo entiendo como un camufl aje 

ni como una negociación ni un juego de rol en el que yo 

sería un registro a la espera de ser clasifi cado. Lo entiendo 

como una colaboración productiva. En cierto modo, eso 

es seguramente lo que diferencia radicalmente un museo 

de un archivo. En el archivo, cada entrada, cada registro es 

autónomo por completo del contiguo, de manera que es el 

orden externo del archivo como fi gura de autoridad el que 

sostiene la falta de relación entre las partes. Al referirnos a 

la relación entre el museo y el artista como un modelo a es-

cala de la relación entre el sujeto y el Estado, nos referimos 

a la posibilidad de una comunicación entre los elemen-

tos, no sólo a una contigüidad o una copresencia, no sólo a 

una relación establemente jerarquizada, sino a un vínculo 

transformador. En ese sentido no me siento camufl ado en 

un museo ni creo que lo intente. 

Recibo la invitación como la oportunidad y el privilegio 

de estar en un museo e intento colaborar al máximo con 

esa función fundamental del museo, que es transformar las 

obras al introducirlas dentro de un contexto, de cierta dis-

cusión, cierto relato histórico, cierto régimen patrimonial. 

Ni contemplo el museo como una institución ajena ni pre-

tendo servirme de él. Asumo el compromiso compartido 

del arte en toda su problematicidad. Y desde ese compro-

miso, intento que la relación sea fructífera para todas las 

partes. Es también la oportunidad de tratar ciertos aspec-

tos de los que a veces, como artista, no eres consciente. 
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transformation. The museum transforms the works, the 

exhibition transforms the works, the curator also trans-

forms the works. And in this sense I would ask you the 

same question, as curator and as a representative of the 

museum to some degree. Many of the things that have 

appeared in the way we have organized the exhibition, 

even some works, have grown out of our conversations; 

they spring from the connection with you and with the 

museum. But this mutual transformation can only take 

place if it is based on a mutual commitment, based on 

accepting responsibility for the role of each author, on 

an intensity and honesty in order to off er the best. This 

is why I don’t see it as camoufl age, or negotiation, or a 

role-playing game in which I am a record waiting to be 

classifi ed. I see it as a productive collaboration. In some 

respects, this is probably the radical distinction between 

a museum and an archive. In an archive, each entry, each 

record, is totally independent of the adjoining one. So 

the external order of the archive as an authority fi gure 

sustains the lack of connection among its parts. When 

we say that the relationship between museum and artist 

is a scale model of the relationship between the state and 

the individual, we are referring to the possibility of com-

munication among the diff erent parts. Not just proxim-

ity or copresence, not a relationship based on a stable 

hierarchy, but a transformative connection. So I do not 

feel camoufl aged in a museum, nor do I think I try to. 

I welcome the invitation as the opportunity and the 

privilege of being in a museum, and I do my best to co-

operate as much as possible with that fundamental func-

tion of the museum, which is to transform the works by 

inserting them into a context, into a certain discussion, 

a certain historical account, a certain heritage regime.

I do not see the museum as an institution that is alien 

to me, nor do I set out to use it. I undertake the shared 

commitment of art with all the problems it implies. And 

through this commitment, I work toward making it a 

fruitful relationship for all parties. It is also an opportunity 

to deal with some aspects you sometimes aren’t aware of, 

as an artist. At the same time, it pleases me to think that 

the English language conserves the link between “muse-

um” and “amusement.” We could say that the museum 

is always a mix of amusement or diversion and diversi-

ty. When placing one work alongside another, a curator 

transforms them. Not because the curator provides an in-

terpretation, but because he or she activates other fi elds 

of meaning in them. It is as though the curator punctured 
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y seguramente hoy en día estamos en momentos más ins-

tituyentes que destituyentes, son menos habitables para la 

singularidad.

JF: Eso se ve en la manera, siempre trágica, en que una 

revolución se relaciona con los nuevos lenguajes artísticos 

que a veces origina, pero que después también acaba des-

truyendo...

JLM: Digamos que la guillotina de la modernidad nece-

sita simplifi car y cortar para instituir, mientras que el fl u-fl u 

ecléctico deja vivir en los resquicios.

JF: [risas] Tú convives con el franquismo y con los pri-

meros años de la Transición en una España donde la cues-

tión republicana ha sido clave en su historia. ¿Cómo se 

articula este hecho con la cuestión de la autonomía, de la 

independencia en el País Vasco (donde has nacido)? Cuan-

do te planteas una exposición con la palabra «república» 

como título es imposible no conjurar fantasmas asociados 

a la historia. ¿Cómo ves la articulación de esos fantasmas a 

los que esta exposición podría convocar?

JLM: [suspiro] Haber nacido y crecido en el País Vas-

co quizá incorpora una cierta sensibilidad comunal que 

tal vez esté menos presente, para bien y para mal, en otras 

partes de España. Y es seguro que las intensidades sociales 

y políticas del último periodo franquista, junto a la turbu-

lenta Transición en el País Vasco, han dejado huella en mis 

propios fantasmas. Pero desde luego, si convoca fantasmas, 

si son auténticos fantasmas en el plano psíquico, no se con-

vocan de una manera deliberada. Más bien comparecen 

de forma inevitable, máxime cuando la actualidad de los 

acontecimientos ha puesto la cuestión de la república en 

primer plano de la discusión política. La exposición no 

pretende ser un exorcismo, no es una sesión de espiritis-

mo dialéctico. Quizá sea irremediable que la inauguración 

de esta exposición en el museo de arte contemporáneo de 

titularidad estatal más importante del Estado —llamado 

Reina Sofí a—, en un momento que ha sido delicado para 

el estatus de la Casa Real y de la monarquía parlamentaria, 

suscite al menos la expectativa —para unos esperanzado-

ra, para otros indignante— de una referencia política di-

recta. Y además en un momento en el que los fundamentos 

cívicos del Estado de Derecho, negados para la sociedad 

española durante buena parte del siglo XX y tan ansiados 

por la mayoría tras la muerte de Franco, están siendo sub-

repticiamente desmantelados p or sistemas fi nancieros y 

poderes fácticos mucho más corruptos de lo que nos po-

demos imaginar, cuando la representatividad sufre una 

crisis tan profunda como la contaminación empresarial de 

«Política es la actividad lúdica y refl exiva 

que se interroga sobre las instituciones de 

la sociedad y que, eventualmente, puede 

transformarlas [...] hay algo que constituye 

la especifi cidad, la singularidad y el gran 

privilegio de Occidente: esa secuencia 

social histórica que comienza en Grecia 

y que se renueva, a partir del siglo XI, en 

Europa occidental, es la única en la que 

se ve emerger un proyecto de libertad, de 

autonomía individual y colectiva, de crítica 

y de autocrítica.» (Cornelius Castoriadis, 

El ascenso de la insignifi cancia, Madrid, Cáte-

dra, 1996, p. 121)

«El hombre sólo existe en la sociedad y por 

la sociedad [...] y la sociedad es siempre 

histórica. La sociedad como tal es una 

forma, y cada sociedad dada es una forma 

particular y singular. La forma implica la 

organización, en otras palabras, el orden 

(o, si se prefi ere, el orden-desorden).» 

(Cornelius Castoriadis, Los dominios del hom-
bre. Encrucijadas del laberinto, óp. cit., p. 66)

«Al legitimar la ambición, el éxito, la 

posibilidad de cada cual para, en derecho, 

dedicarse a la carrera de su elección, ha 

legitimado también la guerra sorda que 

entablan los hombres entre sí, ora despe-

chados ora dichosos, según su suerte. [...] 

En los tiempos modernos, nos dice Toc-

queville, los hombres suelen estar a menu-

do agitados, inquietos: “Han destruido los 

privilegios de unos pocos y se encuentran 

con la competencia de todos. El límite 

ha cambiado de forma más que de sitio”. 

(Pascal Bruckner, La tentación de la inocencia, 

óp. cit., p. 35)

«¡Pero quién le dice a usted que un Dios 

mágico o un mágico Destino ha escogido a 

la clase obrera como albergue de la Verdad! 

¡Es puro fetichismo!» («Herbert Marcuse», 

en VV. AA., Conversaciones con los radicales, 
Murcia, CENDEAC, 2011, p. 59) 

«Conformismo generalizado.» (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucija-
das del laberinto VI, Madrid, Cátedra, 1999, 

p. 151)
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periods —and we are probably now in a period that is 

more instituting than destituting—accommodate sin-

gularity to a lesser extent.

JF: This can be seen in the—always tragic—way in 

which revolutions are linked to new artistic languages 

that they sometimes generate, but always end up de-

stroying…

JLM: Let’s just say that the guillotine of modernity 

needs to simplify and chop, while the eclectic fl u-fl u lets 

things be and allows them to live among the cracks.

JF: [laughter] You lived during Francoism and during 

the early years of the Transition in a country where the 

republican issue has been crucial in its history. How is 

this linked to the issue of the autonomy or indepen-

dence of the Basque Country (where you were born)? 

When you decide to work on an exhibition entitled re-
public, you automatically conjure up ghosts of history? 

How are those ghosts connected to the ghosts that this 

exhibition could conjure up?

JLM: [sigh] Perhaps being born and growing up in the 

Basque Country produces a certain communal sensi-

bility that may be less present in other parts of Spain, 

for better or for worse. And I’m sure that the social and 

political intensities of the end of the Franco regime, as 

well as the turbulent Transition in the Basque Country, 

have left their mark in the form of my own ghosts. But 

if my work calls up ghosts, real ghosts on the psychic 

level, it is certainly not deliberate. Rather, they turn up 

inevitably, all the more now that current events have 

placed the question of the republic in the foreground 

of political discussion. The exhibition does not seek to 

be an exorcism, it is not a dialectic séance. Perhaps it is 

inevitable that the opening of this exhibition in Spain’s 

most important state-owned contemporary art muse-

um—named after Queen Sofía—at a diffi  cult time for 

the status of the royal family and of parliamentary de-

mocracy will at the very least raise expectations—hope-

ful to some, outrageous to others—of a direct political 

reference. Particularly at a time when the civic founda-

tions of the rule of law, which Spaniards were denied 

during much of the twentieth century and which the 

majority was so eager for after Franco’s death, are being 

surreptitiously dismantled by fi nancial systems and de 

facto powers that are much more corrupt that we can 

imagine, and when representation is going through the 

profound crisis of the corporate contamination of partic-

ipatory systems and of parliamentary lobbies organized 

“Politics is the lucid and refl ective activity 

that interrogates itself about society’s in-

stitutions and that, should the opportunity 

arise, aims at transforming them.… There 

is, in contrast, something that is specifi c 

and unique to the West and its burdensome 

privilege: this social-historical sequence 

that began with Greece and that was re-

sumed, starting in the eleventh century, in 

Western Europe, is the sole one in which 

one witnesses the emergence of a project 

of freedom, of individual and collective 

autonomy, of criticism and self-criticism.”

(Cornelius Castoriadis, The Rising Tide of 
Insignifi cancy, pp. 203, 140–41)

“Man exists only in and through society—

and society is always historical. Society as 

such is a form, and each given society is 

a particular, even a singular, form. Form 

entails organization, in other words, order 

(or, if you wish, order/disorder).” (Corne-

lius Castoriadis, World in Fragments, p. 5) 

“By legitimating ambition and success, and 

the legal possibility for each one to em-

brace the career of his choice, also legiti-

mated the covert war that men wage upon 

each other, by turn vexatious or happy, 

according to their fortune.… In modern 

times, Tocqueville tells us, men are easily 

agitated, anxious: ‘they destroyed the priv-

ileges of some and now they must compete 

with all. The boundaries have changed 

form rather than place.’” (Pascal Bruckner, 

The Temptation of Innocence, p. 33)

“But who told you that a magical God or 

a magical Destiny has chosen the work-

ing-class as the seat of Truth! That’s pure 

fetishism!” (Herbert Marcuse, in Conver-
saciones con los radicales, Barcelona: Kairós, 

1975, p. 59)

“Generalized conformism.” (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figures of the Thinkable [1998], 

Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 

2007, p.126)
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Por otra parte, me divierte pensar que el inglés conserva la 

relación entre el museo (museum) y el divertimento (amus e-
ment). Digamos que el museo es siempre una mezcla de di-

versión y diversidad. Cuando el comisario pone una obra

al lado de otra, las transforma, y no sólo porque les dé una 

interpretación sino porque activa en ellas otros campos de 

sentido. Es como si las pinchase o las acariciase, y al ha-

cerlo se reactivara algo en ellas. ¿Cuál es tu opinión como 

comisario?

JF: Un comisario intenta construir sentidos a partir de 

la contigüidad espacial de las obras. Poner una obra al lado

de otra resulta en operaciones en las que la construcción de

sentidos y de ambigüedad está presente. En el montaje de 

exposiciones hay también un efecto Kuleshov... Igual que 

ocurre en el cine, cuando dos imágenes que se suceden en 

el espacio hay un sentido que se construye (o se destruye...).

Una exposición es una situación espacio-temporal que re-

sulta de un cruce de diferentes situaciones, de diferentes 

tramas: la trama que se teje a partir de ti y de tu obra; la que

se genera a partir de la perspectiva con que se aborda tu obra

y de la interpretación que de ella hace el comisario; la que se

crea con las personas del museo que trabajan contigo en la 

«Todo archivo es a la vez instituyente y 

conservador. Revolucionario y tradicional.

Archivo eco-nómico en este doble sentido:

guarda, pone en conserva, ahorra, más de 

un modo no natural, es decir, haciendo la 

ley (nomós) o haciendo respetar la ley. [...] 

¿Cuál es esta parte? ¿A qué se debe este 

pedazo que resiste a la explicación? ¿Por 

qué esta insistencia en la parte, el reparto,

la partición, el pedazo? ¿Y qué tendría que 

ver esta partición con la verdad?» (Jacques 

Derrida, Mal de archivo: una impresión freu-
diana, Madrid, Trotta, 1997, pp. 15 y 94)

Juan Luis Moraza, Antestética, 1999. 
Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo, Sevilla
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them or caressed them, and by doing so something was 

reactivated in them. What do you think, as a curator?

JF: A curator tries to create meanings through the 

spatial contiguity of the artworks. Putting one work 

alongside another produces shifts that incorporate ambi-

guity and the creation of meanings. Exhibition displays 

also have a Kuleshov eff ect... Just as in fi lm, when two 

images are placed consecutively in space there is a sense 

that something is created (or destroyed…). An exhibition 

is a space-time situation that emerges from a cross be-

tween diff erent situations, diff erent narratives: the one 

that comes out of you and your work; the one produced 

by the perspective from which the curator approach-

es your work and by his or her interpretation of it; the 

one created with museum staff  who work with you to 

produce the exhibition and who make up the diff erent 

fi gures of alterity that all of us represent as spectators. 

Each of us creates our own projection of the possible 

visitor in accordance with our past experiences… And 

we are aware that we are creating a situation that will 

be inhabited by other actors who will experience other 

present moments in the exhibition.

“Every archive … is at once institutive and 

conservative. Revolutionary and tradition-

al. An eco-nomic archive in this double 

sense: it keeps, it puts in reserve, it saves, 

but in an unnatural fashion, that is to say 

in making the law (nomos) or in making 

people respect the law.” (Jacques Derrida, 

Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, Chi-

cago and London, University of Chicago 

Press, 1996, p. 7)

Juan Luis Moraza, Antestética, 1999. 
Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo, Seville
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a singular dialect based on word games that lead you to 

polysemies, to diff erent possible interpretations. Your 

use of language is an unusual way of employing a social 

convention, which is something that also comes through 

in other discourses that can be found in the exhibition. 

Is the correspondence between verbal discourse and so-

cial convention in your work a reference to the relation-

ship between the individual and social convention?

JLM: I think that the point of intersection is the logic 

of representation, and representation itself is conven-

tional to a large extent. I don’t know... Take the words, 

for example; I have often said that they are not neolo-

gisms but paleologisms, in the Foucaultian sense of the 

term “genealogical”: understanding how conventions 

are established, how representation establishes its rela-

tionship or its supposed correspondence with the real, 

is part of human nature and of social life, but also of 

psychic life, because the world only becomes under-

standable and social because we share. There would 

be many nuances, but that is essentially how it works. 

We can feel that we share forms of representation and 

forms of language only because there has been a con-

stituent process by which this correspondence has 
Michelangelo Caetani, Dante’s Inferno, 1868.
Hell as a Chamber of Parliament
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producción de la exposición y la que forman las diferentes 

figuras de alteridad que todos respresentamos como espec-

tadores. Cada uno de nosotros se construye una proyección

diferente del posible visitante de acuerdo con las vivencias 

del pasado... Y somos conscientes de que en esa situación 

que construimos la habitarán intérpretes que vivirán otros 

tiempos presentes en la exposición.

Tú y yo intentamos construir un recorrido que se ofrece 

al visitante. Por ejemplo iniciando la exposición con dos

obras que reciben al espectador y le invitan a ser también 

participante. En una de ellas, sus pasos, su movimiento,

construyen un evento sonoro en el espacio donde se en-

cuentra. En otra, el espectador puede, si lo desea, añadir

al espacio sus inscripciones, sus graffi  ti, sus dibujos, lo que 

quiera, en una sala negra con una pizarra donde hay ti-

zas. La sala alude a la elección por parte del ciudadano

de sus representantes y por ello contiene urnas electorales 

susceptibles de ser escritas, reescritas y borradas con di-

ferentes palimpsestos. En todas estas situaciones (el plano 

a la entrada de la exposición, la bandera, las urnas electo-

rales), hay una dimensión paródica muy reconocible. Una 

parodia de rituales, de convenciones, de situaciones socia-

les que vinculan a las personas con la vida en sociedad.

Ese  ejercicio de la parodia, ¿es para ti una metodología

de trabajo?

JLM: Yo no lo siento como metodología sino más bien

como una condición personal. Podría describirse como

una mezcla entre una implicación bastante intensa con las 

cosas y una inevitable distancia con respecto a ellas. Por

ejemplo, en relación al mapa que mencionabas, entiendo

lo que dices pero al mismo tiempo no puedo evitar sen-

tir que poner ese mapa a la entrada no es tanto un modo

de dirigir al espectador en su recorrido sino también (y

sobre todo) una manera de ofrecer la representación del

sistema mental que se ha ido creando a la hora de pensar

la propia exposición. Se ofrece una información procesual 

que  normalmente queda invisible y que no pretende ser

normativa o funcionar como guía, sino más bien como ex-

presión externa de un sistema interno: dar cuenta de un

proceso de pensamiento pero no prescribir un recorrido.

Y en ese sentido también la simultánea distancia e impli-

cación en mi trabajo es parte de una condición sensible o

intelectual. Al comenzar a trabajar en la muestra y realizar 

un recorrido previo por el conjunto de mi trabajo, te pa-

reció relevante el modo en el que yo desplegaba los dispo-

sitivos de exposición, y por eso me señalaste que algunas

series de obras y exposiciones se comportan, en sí, como

Juan Luis Moraza, Reloj cualitativo 
de formas políticas, 2005. 
Instalación en el MACBA, Barcelona 
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You and I tried to design an itinerary that visitors will 

be invited to follow. For example, we decided to start 

the exhibition with two works that welcome visitors 

and invite them to become participants. In one of them, 

visitors’ steps, their movements, become a sound event 

in the space where they fi nd themselves. In the other, 

visitors can choose to make marks, graffi  ti, drawings, or 

whatever in a room in which the walls are blackboards 

and pieces of chalk are available. This work refers to cit-

izens choosing their representatives, so it contains bal-

lot boxes that can be written on, erased, and written on 

again with diff erent palimpsests. In all these cases (the 

fl oor plan at the entrance to the exhibition, the fl ag, the 

ballot boxes), there is a parodic aspect that is immedi-

ately recognizable. A parody of rituals, conventions, and 

social situations that connect people to life within so-

ciety. Is this exercise in parody a working methodology 

for you?

JLM: Rather than a methodology, I see it as a person-

al condition. It could be described as a mix between a 

reasonably intense involvement with things and an in-

evitable distance from them. For example, in relation 

to the floor plan you mentioned, I understand what 

you mean, but at the same time I can’t help feeling that 

placing this fl oor plan at the entrance is not so much a 

way of guiding the visitor through the exhibition but 

also (and above all) a way of off ering a representation 

of the mental system that was created when the exhibi-

tion was planned. It off ers information about the process 

that usually remains invisible and is not intended to be 

prescriptive or to be used as a guide. Rather, it is intend-

ed to be an external expression of an internal system: to 

transmit a thought process but not to dictate a path. 

And the simultaneous involvement and distance in my 

work is also part of a sensible or intellectual condition. 

When you began to work on the exhibition, and you start-

ed by looking over my oeuvre as a whole, you were struck 

by the way in which I presented exhibition devices, and 

you pointed out that some of my series of works and ex-

hibitions behave as museums within the museum. As a re-

sult of this suggestion, and without wanting to be overly 

metalinguistic, we arrived at the idea that the exhibition 

was a kind of museum of museums; as if each series of 

works, in their interaction, produced a kind of fractal of 

the museum. So that the entire museum would be con-

tained in each of those parts (which in turn contain other 

parts and other internal museums). 

Juan Luis Moraza, Reloj cualitativo
de formas políticas (Qualitative Clock of Political 
Forms), 2005.
Installation at MACBA, Barcelona

Proggetti di restauro tesstuale, 1991-1993
Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Técnicas mixtas, dimensiones variables

Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Técnicas mixtas, dimensiones variables

Proggetti di restauro tesstuale, 1991–93
Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
Mixed techniques, variable dimensions
 
Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
Mixed techniques, variable dimensions
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cívica y por falta de deseo. He querido confrontar al espec-

tador aquí con esa paradoja: necesitaríamos saber mucho 

más de la estructura del Estado para ser buenos ciudadanos. 

La Administración se aprovecha de esa falta de formación e 

implicación favoreciendo la delegación de responsabilidad 

para que sean los administradores los que decidan el gasto. 

Entiendo que esta forma de participación sería una forma de 

democracia radical porque si el ciudadano decide punto por 

punto los porcentajes del dinero que invierte en lo común, 

decide la estructura misma del Estado: cada campaña de re-

caudación supondría un reparto que reorganizaría ministe-

rios, consejos, departamentos y actuaciones. 

Así, la tributación sería un plebiscito constituyente de la 

organización del Estado. Por supuesto aplicar un sistema 

tal crearía enormes problemas prácticos, pero estas diez 

páginas de una supuesta declaración aspiran menos a una 

realización que a una refl exión. No es casual que se utili-

ce la palabra «declaración», que comparten el ámbito po-

licial y el amoroso. Como se declara el amor, la declaración 

de la renta es una declaración de tu trabajo y de tu deseo 

de ofrecerlo. 

Hay otra obra que realizamos CVA en 1980, otro juego 

paradójico de participación. Se tituló sobre arte y fue una 

conferencia-acción en la que utilizamos los trucos y mé-

todos sociológicos de las encuestas para defi nir un artista 

ideal a gusto del público. A través de casi doscientas pre-

guntas, se enfrentaba al espectador con la posibilidad de 

decidir la sensibilidad, las preocupaciones, los comporta-

mientos y los modos de un artista. Aunque como encues-

ta propugnaba la confi guración de una especie de retrato 

robot de un artista ideal, defi nido por voluntad popular, 

tampoco aquí importaban los resultados sino confrontar al 

espectador con las preguntas y crear un cierto estado men-

tal respecto al arte. 

La encuesta es también parte de los sistemas paralelos 

de retroceso de la democracia. Dentro de la estrecha re-

lación histórica entre estadística y Estado, las encuestas 

no son simplemente cálculos o avances de resultados, sino 

también, y cada vez más, mecanismos de propaganda des-

tinados a transformar la opinión pública. De hecho, en la 

exposición, está presente otra serie de obras titulada su-
gestivo categórico que remite a la cuestión de la sublimidad 

publicitaria. Se trata de imágenes autoestereográfi cas que 

tan sólo bajo determinadas condiciones permiten apreciar 

los mensajes que contienen.

JF: Tu uso particular del discurso y del lenguaje es muy 

importante en tu trabajo artístico. El plano al principio de 
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the delegation of responsibility so that administrators 

decide on expenditure. I think that this kind of partici-

pation would be a form of radical democracy. Because if 

citizens decide, point for point, the proportions of the 

money that they invest in the community then they de-

cide the very structure of the state: every tax collection 

campaign would determine a distribution that would re-

structure ministries, councils, departments, and policy.

Accordingly, taxation would be a constituent refer-

endum on the organization of the state. Obviously the 

implementation of such a system would pose enormous 

practical problems, but the ten pages of this supposed 

tax declaration are intended to be thought-provoking 

rather than a realization. It is no accident that the word 

“declaration” is also used in the worlds of police and 

of love. Just as love is declared, your tax declaration is 

a declaration of your work and of your desire to off er 

it up. 

There is another work that we produced in 1980 as 

CVA, another paradoxical play on participation. It was 

entitled Sobre arte (On Art), and it took the form of a 

lecture-action in which we used the sociological tricks 

and methods of questionnaires to come up with an ideal 

artist, according to the audience’s taste. By answering 

almost two hundred questions, spectators could decide 

on the sensibility, the interests, the habits, and the styles 

of an artist. As a questionnaire, it gravitated toward the 

creation of a kind of identikit image of an ideal artist, 

defi ned by popular choice, but the results were not the 

important thing here either. The idea was to confront 

spectators with the questions, and to create a certain 

state of mind in regard to art. 

The questionnaire is also part of the parallel systems 

of the deterioration of democracy. In the context of 

the close historical ties between statistics and the state, 

questionnaires are not just estimates or previews of re-

sults. Increasingly, they are also propaganda devices that 

aim to change public opinion. In fact, another series of 

works in the exhibition, entitled Categorical Suggestive, 

explores the question of subliminal advertising. It con-

sists of auto-stereographic images containing messages 

that can only be perceived under certain conditions.

JF: Your personal use of discourse and language is 

very important in your artistic work. The fl oor plan at 

the entrance to the room that we discussed earlier is 

immediately juxtaposed with a very characteristic dis-

course that you have sometimes described as “dyslexic”: 

Relogos, 1997
Instalación de relojes y cristal grabado, 
dimensiones variables

Horologos, 1997
Installation. Watches and engraved glass, 
variable dimensions
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museos dentro del museo. A partir de esa sugerencia, y sin 

pretender ser excesivamente metalingüístico, apareció la 

idea de que la exposición era una suerte de museo de mu-

seos, como si cada serie de obras, en sus relaciones, fabri-

case una especie de fractal del museo. Así, todo del museo 

estaría contenido en cada una de esas partes (que a su vez 

contiene otras partes y otros museos internos). 

Y en ese sentido, esa primera parte de la exposición 

—que has califi cado de entrada o umbral y que en sí mis-

ma plantea la cuestión de cómo el museo recibe al espec-

tador— formaba parte de lo que en nuestra conversación 

para la exposición llamábamos el «museo de la participa-

ción». La expresión no deja de ser irónica, pues sugiere 

que la participación ha quedado monumentalizada y no 

es ya una participación efectiva o ejecutiva sino que, en 

cierto modo, se ha convertido en representación de la 

participación. No puedo evitar sentir que las formas de 

representación y participación en nuestra vida cotidiana 

forman  parte de una representación ubicua, camufl ada de 

realidad, sobre todo conforme los sistemas de participación 

formal se van desgastando más y más. 

Por ejemplo, una de las primeras obras que encuentra el 

espectador es una intervención sonora que en cierto sen-

tido funciona como ese universo de interactividades que 

pueblan la vida cotidiana (y también el arte). En esta obra, 

Mimo, los movimientos más o menos erráticos del especta-

dor son contestados por la obra, que responde con varias 

pistas de sonidos con reacciones de un público virtual. Son 

grabaciones de radio y televisión que simulan la presencia 

de una audiencia. Funciona como una especie de espejo de 

participación: de una parte el espectador real, cuyos movi-

mientos activan la obra, y por otra esa audiencia codifi cada 

—distintos grados de aplauso, ¡¡oh!! de ternura, abucheos, 

etc., tipifi cada por clichés psicosocilógicos... Cuando se 

habla de arte interactivo se utiliza una expresión también 

presente en el mundo de la política y en la sociedad. Pare-

ce que la participación ciudadana está en el centro de la 

cuestión que legitima cualquier forma de organización e 

iniciativa, tanto pública como privada. Sin embargo, yo no 

puedo evitar sentir que esas participaciones programadas 

están tan perfectamente codifi cadas que a la participación 

real le precede un cálculo de resultados. Esto las convierte 

en una mera escenifi cación. Ya no son modos auténticos en 

los que un sujeto real y una ciudadanía real actúan y son ca-

paces de transformar sus propios modos de vincularse y de 

organizarse. Esa obra estaba incluida a una exposición del 

año 1999 titulada interpasividad, que era una contestación 

«El consumidor no es un ciudadano.» 

(Pascal Bruckner, La tentación de la inocencia, 

óp. cit., p. 77)
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So in this sense, this fi rst part of the exhibition—

which you have described as the entrance or threshold, 

and which raises the question of how the museum re-

ceives visitors—was part of what in our conversations 

leading up to the exhibition we called the “museum of 

participation.” The expression is ironic, because it sug-

gests that participation is now monumentalized, that it 

is no longer eff ective or executive, that, in a sense, it has 

become a representation of participation. I can’t help 

feeling that the forms of representation and participa-

tion in everyday life are part of a ubiquitous represen-

tation, camoufl aged as reality, particularly as systems of 

formal participation gradually erode. 

For example, one of the fi rst works that visitors en-

counter is a sound installation that operates somewhat 

like the universe of interactivities that fi ll everyday life 

(and art too). This work, Mime, detects the more or less 

erratic movements of the visitor, and responds by playing 

back soundtracks of the reactions of a virtual audience, 

radio and television recordings that simulate the pres-

ence of a large audience. It works like a kind of mirror of 

participation: on one side there is the real visitor, whose 

movements activate the work, and on the other there is 

the codifi ed audience—diff erent degrees of applause, 

tender “ohs!,” jeering, and so on, representing psycho-

sociological clichés… When we talk about interactive art 

we use an expression that is also present in the world of 

politics and in society. It seems that citizen participation 

is at the heart of the question that legitimizes any form 

of organization and any type of initiative, private or pub-

lic. However, I cannot help feeling that those types of 

planned participation are so perfectly codifi ed that real 

participation is preceded by a calculation of results. That 

turns them into mere staging. They are no longer authen-

tic ways in which a real subject and a real citizenry can 

act and transform their own modes of relating and orga-

nizing themselves. In 1999, this work was included in an 

exhibition entitled Interpasividad (Interpassivity), which 

was a personal response to this proliferation of the idea 

of interactivity. It seemed to me that what people called 

interactive art often replaced the real connection that 

transforms the spectator in a work (and transforms the 

work in the spectator) with a game in which the spec-

tator’s range of action was reduced to a few levers and 

buttons, with totally predetermined responses that pre-

vented any real connection. And that the thing that was 

shared in interactivity was actually passivity.

“An educated consumer is not the same as 

a citizen.” (Pascal Bruckner, The Temptation 
of Innocence, p. 79)
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estadística por excelencia... Y hay también una obra que re-

fi ere directamente a los impuestos. Digamos que la máxima 

participación del ciudadano consiste en la donación de tra-

bajo, de tiempo y dinero a lo común. La vida en sociedad su-

pone, para un ciudadano, el sacrifi cio de parte de sí mismo, 

de sus deseos y de sus experiencias al servicio de un supues-

to bien común. Se llaman impuestos porque no se confí a en 

la voluntariedad de la donación. Claro, los impuestos suelen 

vivirse como un sacrifi cio pero son el compromiso más fuer-

te que uno tiene con su ciudadanía, con sus compañeros de 

ciudad y con sus compañeros de Estado, pues supone dar 

parte de su trabajo para garantizar lo común, los servicios, 

las prestaciones, las garantías, etc., y, en fi n, para garanti-

zar todo aquello que puede sentirse como un derecho. Por 

tanto, no hay nada ilegítimo en los impuestos, sino todo lo 

contrario. La sensación de molestia que los ciudadanos tene-

mos con respecto a los impuestos tiene que ver con el juicio 

público sobre la conveniencia del gasto y con la justicia del 

tributo, es decir, con la certeza de una mala Administración 

y de una recaudación injusta. La raíz del tributo es la palabra 

«tribu»: participar en la tribu signifi ca que parte de uno mis-

mo pertenece a la tribu. La pertenencia exige un sacrifi cio y 

eres parte de la tribu porque tributas. Habría que resaltar, ya 

que estamos directa o indirectamente hablando de la noción 

de estructura y de las relaciones entre las partes y el todo, 

que el tres es el número de la máxima tensión de pertenen-

cia, además de ser un número primo, es decir, sólo divisible 

por sí mismo y por la unidad... 

Los tributos, en fi n, tienen un lugar monumental o re-

presentacional muy importante con respecto a la tribu. 

Pero la participación ciudadana no incluye la posibilidad 

de controlar el gasto ni puede confi ar en que esa aporta-

ción se destina a aquello que uno desea como ciudadano. 

En algunos países como el Estado español, el sistema  fi scal 

permite la posibilidad de dirigir una parte muy pequeña 

de los impuestos bien a la Iglesia católica bien a otras obras 

sociales. La obra Democracia fi scal, que presento aquí en la 

exposición, surge de la fantasía de un sistema fi scal que per-

mitiera a cada ciudadano decidir a qué se dirige el cien por 

cien de su aportación, de su entrega. Eso implicaría, y ésa es 

la paradoja, un conocimiento extraordinario de la estructura 

del Estado y de la administración del gasto público. Se tra-

ta de una situación paradójica porque el esfuerzo que como 

ciudadano tendría que hacer para saber en qué se gasta el 

dinero y cómo quieren que se gaste, es inmenso. Requiere 

un grado de implicación enorme al que la ciudadanía tam-

poco está dispuesta por incapacidad, por falta de formación 

«Estas “elecciones” constituyen por sí mis-

mas una impresionante resurrección de la 

Eucaristía y de la Presencia divina en ella. 

Cada cuatro o cinco años, un domingo (un 

jueves en Gran Bretaña, donde el domingo 

se consagra a otros misterios), la voluntad 

colectiva se licua o fl uidifi ca, es recogida 

gota a gota en los vasos sagrados/profanos 

llamados urnas, y por la noche, mediante 

algunas operaciones complementarias, ese 

fl uido, cien mil veces más denso, es trans-

vasado al espíritu, ya transubstanciado, 

de unos cientos de elegidos.» (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucija-
das del laberinto VI, óp. cit., p. 153)
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because there is no guarantee they would be paid vol-

untarily. Citizens obviously tend to experience taxes as 

a sacrifi ce, but taxes are our strongest commitment to 

the citizenry, to our fellow citizens and our compatriots, 

because taxes entail giving part of our work to guarantee 

communal life, services, welfare, guarantees, etc. Basi-

cally to guarantee the things that we could consider to 

be our rights. Therefore, there is nothing illegitimate 

about taxes, quite the opposite. The sense of annoyance 

that citizens feel with regard to taxes stems from public 

opinion about the appropriateness with which the mon-

ey is spent, and about the fairness of the levy. In other 

words, with the certainty that the administration is bad 

and the tribute unjust. The word “tribute” shares the 

same root as the word “tribe”: participating in the tribe 

means that part of you belongs to the tribe. Belonging 

demands a sacrifi ce. You are part of the tribe because 

you pay tribute. Given that we are directly or indirect-

ly talking about structure, and about the relationship 

between the parts and the whole, we should emphasize 

that three is the number with the highest tension of be-

longing, as well as being a prime number, which is to say, 

a number that is only divisible by itself and by one... 

After all, tributes play a very important monumental 

or representational role in the tribe. But citizen partici-

pation does not include the option of expenditure con-

trol, and there is no way for citizens to be sure that their 

contribution is spent as they would wish. The fi scal sys-

tem in countries like Spain allows taxpayers to allocate a 

very small part of their taxes to the Catholic Church or 

to other charities. The work Fiscal Democracy, which I’m 

presenting in the exhibition, springs from the fantasy of 

a fi scal system that allows each citizen to decide what 

the entire amount of their contribution, their off ering, is 

spent on. Paradoxically, this would require an extraordi-

narily in-depth knowledge of the structure of the state 

and of the administration of public expenditure. The 

situation is paradoxical because a citizen would have to 

make a massive eff ort to know how the money is spent, 

and how he would like it to be spent. The immense level 

of involvement required is more than citizens are pre-

pared to make, because they lack the ability, the civic 

education, or the desire to do so. I wanted to bring the 

spectator up against this paradox: to be good citizens, 

we would have to know a lot more about the structure 

of the state. The administration takes advantage of this 

lack of education and of active participation, favoring 

“These ‘elections’ themselves are an im-

pressive resurrection of the Mystery of the 

Eucharist and the true Presence. Every 

four or fi ve years, on a Sunday (A Thursday 

in Great Britain, where Sundays are devot-

ed to other mysteries), the collective will 

melts, turns liquid, and is collected drop 

by drop in sacred/profane vases called 

ballot boxes, and in the evening, follow-

ing several other operations, that liquid, 

condensed one hundred thousand times, 

is poured into the henceforth transubstan-

tiated minds of several hundred elected 

offi  cials.” (Cornelius Castoriadis, Figures of 
the Thinkable, p. 129)

Arules, 2013
Molded methacrylate,
mirrors, 130 x 366 x 366 cm
Audemars Piguet Award, 2013
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JF: Something that is becoming increasingly notice-

able in museums, from natural history museums and ar-

chaeological museums to art museums, is a distortion of 

the change in the status of the spectator that began when 

artists in the twentieth century transformed the museum 

and the exhibition room into a workspace for themselves 

and for the spectator, who became an accomplice and a 

participant in the artistic process. The museum became 

a studio where artists work and where the ephemeral 

can occur. In this space, the spectator can become part 

of a process in which the ephemeral, as Harald Szee-

mann said, is the goal of a new type of museum, one that 

could accommodate the type of art produced from the 

sixties and seventies onward. It happens that this specta-

tor participation, this introduction of the spectator into 

the artistic process, has now become a way of keeping 

spectators occupied and entertained in the museum, tak-

ing them away from the conditions of interpretation and 

keeping them busy with various devices (reading devices, 

or devices that off er other types of interaction, such as 

looking at a digital image of the work they have in front 

of them...). These are all exercises in redundancy that 

keep the spectator at a distance from interpretation. In 

a very interesting text, Hito Steyerl argues that the mo-

bile phone is the ultimate principle of the replacement of 

work with “occupation.”2 It keeps people from thinking, 

because while we are occupied we do not have time to 

think about other things. The contemporary museum is 

in the paradoxical situation of attempting to bring spec-

tators closer to the work using devices that drive them 

away from it, that take away the possibility of interpreta-

tion. The contemporary museum often replaces knowl-

edge with information. And to know is to interpret.

JLM: Everything you are saying has to with the radical 

asymmetry that comes about in these types of mecha-

nisms, between the programmer and the user, between 

the administration and the citizen…, which becomes 

even more enormous when acting in real time. We 

could say that real time takes away the user’s means of 

interpretation, because they are all in the hands of the 

programmer. This was precisely the feeling I had when 

I prepared that exhibition, Interpasividad (1999), which 

explored some of the paradoxes of interactivity. The 

formalization that predetermines modes of interaction 

2. See Hito Steyerl, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life,” in The 
 Wretched of the Screen (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012), pp. 103–20.

“Far from being incompatible with an 

autonomous, a democratic society, great 

art is for this reason inseparable from such 

a society. For a democratic society knows, 

has to know, that there is no guaranteed 

signifi cation, that it lives over the chaos, 

that it itself is chaos that must give itself 

form, one that is never settled once and 

for all. It is on the bases of this knowledge 

that it creates meaning and signifi cation. 

Now, this is the knowledge—which may 

also be called knowledge of death, a topic 

to which we shall return—that contempo-

rary society and contemporary man object 

to and reject. Great art thereby becomes 

impossible, at best marginal, without 

re-creative participation on the part of the 

public.” (Cornelius Castoriadis, The Rising 
Tide of Insignifi cancy, pp. 83–84)

Juan Luis Moraza, Estiludio/Ludosofía 
(Styludy/Ludosophy), 1999
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dibujando su provincia del tamaño de un continente  entero.

Se plantea así una especie de relatividad en el mapeado

del planeta que forma parte de una especie de apropiación 

del mundo. Recuerdo que cuando hice aquel planisferio

convertido en pizarra lo vinculé con El mundo como voluntad 
y representación de [Arthur] Schopenhauer3. La idea de OM-
NIMPOTENCIA aludía también al carácter impotente del 

poder, pues cuanto mayor es el poder que se detenta, tanto 

más difícil perturbar el sistema de poder que lo sostiene.

JF: En la exposición haces un ejercicio paródico de si-

tuaciones ritualizadas o de convenciones que representan 

esos momentos en que la democracia determina a sus par-

ticipantes. Momentos tan emblemáticos de su naturaleza

como indicativos de sus limitaciones, porque son los únicos 

en los que el ciudadano entra en contacto con la res publica. 

Hablo de las elecciones, simbolizadas por las urnas donde 

se deposita el voto, y también de la declaración de la renta,

que son hoy los dos grandes momentos de partici pación del 

ciudadano en la democracia. Precisamente muestras dos

obras: una relativa a las elecciones, que abre la posibilidad 

de que el espectador se exprese más allá de las urnas pro-

duciendo y compartiendo signos; otra sobre la «democracia 

fiscal», que se presenta ahora por primera vez... Para ella

has confeccionado una particular declaración de la renta

donde se invita al ciudadano a elegir el modo en que su

dinero puede emplearse en la república, en tu república...

JLM: Sí, es cierto, no lo había pensado así, pero segura-

mente son los dos únicos momentos en que uno tiene con-

tacto real con la Administración y por tanto con aquéllos

que se supone son los representantes del pueblo, para el

pueblo y desde el pueblo. Y, claro, en la exposición esto

también sucede de una manera paradójica. Primero, hay

unas mesas electorales con una serie de urnas. Cada urna,

en cierto modo, apunta una cierta cuestión ligada a estas

paradojas de la participación. Hay una evocación de esa

urna cuya participación sólo es externa pues se ha conver-

tido en piedra, es decir, en monumento de mármol clásico,

en una especie de emblema. En otra de estas obras, una am-

pliación tridimensional de un fragmento de piel se convier-

te en urna. En otra la urna contiene otra urna que contiene 

otra urna que contiene otra urna que contiene otra urna

—como una especie de homenaje a esos «cuadrados rusos» 

de Josef Albers—, haciendo imposible el voto. En otra de 

la urnas, un montón de granos de arena suman participa-

ciones hasta conformar una campana de Gauss, la figura

3. Madrid, Akal, 2005.

«Con la aparición del Estado, los hombres 

comunes que intentaban utilizar la ge-

nerosidad de la naturaleza, tuvieron que 

conseguir el permiso de otro y pagarlo con 

impuestos, tributos o trabajo extra. Fueron 

despojados de las armas y de las técnicas 

de guerra y la agresión organizada, y éstas 

fueron entregadas a soldados especialistas 

y policías controlados por burócratas 

militares, religiosos y civiles. Por primera 

vez aparecieron sobre la tierra reyes, dic-

tadores, sumos sacerdotes, emperadores,

primeros ministros, presidentes, goberna-

dores, alcaldes, generales, almirantes, jefes 

de policía, jueces, abogados y carceleros,

junto a mazmorras, cárceles, penitenciarías 

y campos de concentración. Bajo la tutela 

del Estado, los seres humanos aprendieron 

por primera vez a hacer reverencias, a 

humillarse, a arrodillarse y a saludar humil-

demente. La aparición del Estado signifi có,

en muchos sentidos, el descenso del mun-

do de la libertad a la esclavitud.» (Marvin 

Harris, Caníbales y reyes: los orígenes de las 
culturas, Madrid, Alianza, 1997, p. 99)

Juan Luis Moraza, El mundo como 
voluntad y representación, 1997
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to the impotence of power, because the greater the pow-

er one has, the more diffi  cult it becomes to disrupt the 

underlying system of power. 

JF: In the exhibition you also parody the ritualized 

situations and conventions that represent those mo-

ments when democracy determines its participants. 

Moments that are emblematic of its nature and that also 

indicate its limitations, because they are the only times 

when citizens are in direct contact with the res publica. I 

am referring to elections, symbolized by the ballot boxes 

where votes are cast, and I am also referring to tax re-

turns, the two great moments of citizen participation in 

democracy today. You present two works, one relating to 

elections, which makes it possible for visitors to express 

themselves beyond the ballot box by producing and 

sharing signs, and another, shown here for the fi rst time, 

relating to “fi scal democracy”... For this second work 

you have designed a special tax return form by which 

citizens are invited to choose how their money will be 

spent in the republic, in your republic…

JLM: That’s right, I hadn’t thought about it in those 

terms, but elections and tax returns are probably the 

only two moments when citizens come into genuine 

contact with the administration, with the supposed 

representatives of the people, for the people and from 

the people. And of course, the same thing happens in 

the exhibition in a paradoxical way. Firstly, there are 

some polling stations with several ballot boxes, each one 

somehow related to a question linked to these paradox-

es of participation. There is an evocation of a ballot box 

that only allows external participation because it has 

turned to stone, becoming a classical marble monument, 

a kind of emblem. In another of these works, a three-di-

mensional enlargement of a fragment of skin becomes a 

ballot box. There is another one that consists of a bal-

lot box inside another ballot box inside another ballot 

box—in a kind of homage to the “Russian squares” 

painted by Josef Albers—making voting impossible. In 

another ballot box, participation adds to a pile of grains 

of sand that ends up creating a Gaussian bell curve, the 

quintessential statistical figure… And there is another 

work that is directly related to taxes. We could say that 

the ultimate in citizen participation consists of the dona-

tion of work, time, and money to the community. Living 

in society means that a citizen has to sacrifi ce part of him-

self, his desires, and his experience at the service of what 

is supposedly the common good. Taxes are “imposed” 

“With the rise of the state, ordinary men 

seeking to use nature’s bounty had to get 

someone else’s permission and had to pay 

for it with taxes, tribute, or extra labor. 

The weapons and techniques of war and 

organized aggression were taken away 

from them and turned over to special-

ist-soldiers and policemen controlled by 

military, religious, and civil bureaucrats. 

For the fi rst time, there appeared on earth 

kings, dictators, high priests, emperors, 

prime ministers, presidents, governors, 

mayors, generals, admirals, police chiefs, 

judges, lawyers, and jailers, along with 

dungeons, jails, penitentiaries, and con-

centration camps. Under the tutelage of 

the state, human beings learned for the 

fi rst time how to bow, grovel, kneel, and 

kowtow. In many ways the rise of the state 

was the descent of the world from freedom 

to slavery.” (Marvin Harris, Cannibals and 
Kings, New York: Vintage, 1978, p. 102)

Juan Luis Moraza, El mundo como voluntad 
y representación (The World as Will and 
Representation), 1997
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de mecanismos entre el programador y el usuario, entre la 

Administración y el ciudadano..., que se hace todavía más 

abismal conforme se actúa en tiempo real. Digamos que el 

tiempo real deja sin recursos de interpretación al usuario 

porque quedan todos en manos del programador. Justa-

mente esa era mi intuición cuando preparé aquella expo-

sición, Interpasividad, que exploraba en sus diferentes salas 

algunas de las paradojas de la interactividad. La formaliza-

ción que predetermina los modos de interacción simultá-

neamente escenifi ca la participación real y la impide: insti-

tuye una legitimidad popular al mismo tiempo que bloquea 

la participación popular. Tanto el arte llamado interactivo 

como las fórmulas interactivas de la vida social y política 

se comportan como trucos monumentales pertenecientes a 

esa lógica monumental que nace de la Revolución francesa. 

Es la escenifi cación de la legitimidad popular ascendente, 

que instituye la nueva legitimidad del museo y del propio 

arte. Conforme más se ritualiza y monumentaliza la parti-

cipación, tanto más parece que el museo hace justicia a un 

arte que se instala en lo real. Porque no sólo tiene que ver 

con los índices de audiencia, sino con los índices de par-

ticipación de la audiencia, o mejor dicho, con los modelos 

de participación aceptados. Como dices, son los artistas, y 

no los sistemas mercadotécnicos del capitalismo avanzado, 

los que primero introducen esta lógica dentro del museo. 

Después, es el museo quien absorbe esa  participación ritua-

lizada como procedimiento hospitalario propio de cara a su 

audiencia. Se trata, creo, de un juego muy perverso. Otra 

obra presente en la exposición, titulada OMNIMPOTEN-
CIA (1993-1999), que también formaba parte de la muestra 

Interpasividad, es una sala convertida en una gran pizarra 

transitable. Una pizarra es un espacio simbólico de inter-

vención efí mera, está predestinada a ser borrada y reescri-

ta. Digamos que es el espacio mismo de la participación en 

cualquier contexto. Por otra parte, la pizarra también ha 

tenido muchas apariciones en el arte contemporáneo, estoy 

pensando en Joseph Beuys, en el propio Jorge Oteiza, etc. 

En OMNIMPOTENCIA ese espacio abierto a la interven-

ción está paradójicamente confrontado con situaciones de 

intervención y de planifi cación. En este cubo negro, don-

de el público puede intervenir, hay una serie de elementos 

emblemáticos también convertidos en pizarra: una urna de 

votación que aquí sólo permite intervenir su exterior con 

tiza —es decir, una participación no interpretable como 

sufragio— y un globo terráqueo donde uno puede fabricar 

su universo personalizado, como hicieron los surrealistas 

con el mapamundi o como puede hacerlo un nacionalista 
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stages real participation and simultaneously prevents 

it: it institutes popular legitimacy and at the same time 

blocks popular participation. Interactive art and in-

teractive forms of social and political life function like 

monumental tricks, in keeping with the monumental 

logic that was born from the French Revolution. It is 

the staging of popular legitimacy from the bottom up 

that institutes the new legitimacy of the museum and of 

art itself. As participation becomes more ritualized and 

monumentalized, the museum appears to do more jus-

tice to art that is ensconced in the real. Because it is not 

just about visitor numbers but about visitor participation 

numbers, or rather, about accepted models of partici-

pation. As you said, it was artists who fi rst brought this 

logic into the museum, not the marketing systems of ad-

vanced capitalism. Later, the museum adopted this ritu-

alized participation as its own courteous procedure for 

engaging with its audience. It is a very perverse game, I 

think. Another work in the exhibition, entitled OMN-
IMPOTENCE (1999), which was also included in Inter-
pasividad, consists of a room converted into an enormous 

blackboard that visitors can walk through. A blackboard 

is a symbolic space of ephemeral intervention, predes-

tined to be erased and written over. We could say that it 

is the actual space of participation in any context. Black-

boards have also made many appearances in contem-

porary art; I’m thinking of Joseph Beuys, Jorge Oteiza, 

etc. In OMNIMPOTENCE, this space that invites open 

intervention paradoxically confronts situations that in-

volve planned intervention. This black slate cube that 

visitors can modify contains a series of emblematic ele-

ments, which have also been turned into blackboards: a 

ballot box that can only be modifi ed on the outside using 

a piece of chalk—in other words, that only allows a kind 

of participation that cannot be considered suff rage—

and a globe on which visitors can create their own cus-

tom universe, as the Surrealists did with their map of the 

world, or like a nationalist who draws their own prov-

ince as big as an entire continent. This suggests a kind of 

relativity in mapping the planet, which is part of a kind 

of appropriation of the world. I remember that when I 

fi rst made that blackboard map I associated it with The 
World as Will and Representation by [Arthur] Schopenhau-

er.3 The idea of OMNIMPOTENCE was also a reference 

3.  Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation (1818), trans. 
 E. F. J. Payne (New York, Dover Publications, 1966).

Éxtasis, Status, Estatua, 1994 
Instalación, 12 x 400 x 400 cm
Ecstasy, Status, Statue, 1994 
Installation, 12 x 400 x 400 cm
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de mecanismos entre el programador y el usuario, entre la 

Administración y el ciudadano..., que se hace todavía más 

abismal conforme se actúa en tiempo real. Digamos que el 

tiempo real deja sin recursos de interpretación al usuario 

porque quedan todos en manos del programador. Justa-

mente esa era mi intuición cuando preparé aquella expo-
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cipación, tanto más parece que el museo hace justicia a un 

arte que se instala en lo real. Porque no sólo tiene que ver 
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ticipación de la audiencia, o mejor dicho, con los modelos 

de participación aceptados. Como dices, son los artistas, y 
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los que primero introducen esta lógica dentro del museo. 
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dibujando su provincia del tamaño de un continente  entero.

Se plantea así una especie de relatividad en el mapeado

del planeta que forma parte de una especie de apropiación 

del mundo. Recuerdo que cuando hice aquel planisferio

convertido en pizarra lo vinculé con El mundo como voluntad 
y representación de [Arthur] Schopenhauer3. La idea de OM-
NIMPOTENCIA aludía también al carácter impotente del 

poder, pues cuanto mayor es el poder que se detenta, tanto 

más difícil perturbar el sistema de poder que lo sostiene.

JF: En la exposición haces un ejercicio paródico de si-

tuaciones ritualizadas o de convenciones que representan 

esos momentos en que la democracia determina a sus par-

ticipantes. Momentos tan emblemáticos de su naturaleza

como indicativos de sus limitaciones, porque son los únicos 

en los que el ciudadano entra en contacto con la res publica. 

Hablo de las elecciones, simbolizadas por las urnas donde 

se deposita el voto, y también de la declaración de la renta,

que son hoy los dos grandes momentos de partici pación del 

ciudadano en la democracia. Precisamente muestras dos

obras: una relativa a las elecciones, que abre la posibilidad 

de que el espectador se exprese más allá de las urnas pro-

duciendo y compartiendo signos; otra sobre la «democracia 

fiscal», que se presenta ahora por primera vez... Para ella

has confeccionado una particular declaración de la renta

donde se invita al ciudadano a elegir el modo en que su

dinero puede emplearse en la república, en tu república...

JLM: Sí, es cierto, no lo había pensado así, pero segura-

mente son los dos únicos momentos en que uno tiene con-

tacto real con la Administración y por tanto con aquéllos

que se supone son los representantes del pueblo, para el

pueblo y desde el pueblo. Y, claro, en la exposición esto

también sucede de una manera paradójica. Primero, hay

unas mesas electorales con una serie de urnas. Cada urna,

en cierto modo, apunta una cierta cuestión ligada a estas

paradojas de la participación. Hay una evocación de esa

urna cuya participación sólo es externa pues se ha conver-

tido en piedra, es decir, en monumento de mármol clásico,

en una especie de emblema. En otra de estas obras, una am-

pliación tridimensional de un fragmento de piel se convier-

te en urna. En otra la urna contiene otra urna que contiene 

otra urna que contiene otra urna que contiene otra urna

—como una especie de homenaje a esos «cuadrados rusos» 

de Josef Albers—, haciendo imposible el voto. En otra de 

la urnas, un montón de granos de arena suman participa-

ciones hasta conformar una campana de Gauss, la figura

3. Madrid, Akal, 2005.

«Con la aparición del Estado, los hombres 

comunes que intentaban utilizar la ge-

nerosidad de la naturaleza, tuvieron que 

conseguir el permiso de otro y pagarlo con 

impuestos, tributos o trabajo extra. Fueron 

despojados de las armas y de las técnicas 

de guerra y la agresión organizada, y éstas 

fueron entregadas a soldados especialistas 

y policías controlados por burócratas 

militares, religiosos y civiles. Por primera 

vez aparecieron sobre la tierra reyes, dic-

tadores, sumos sacerdotes, emperadores,

primeros ministros, presidentes, goberna-

dores, alcaldes, generales, almirantes, jefes 

de policía, jueces, abogados y carceleros,

junto a mazmorras, cárceles, penitenciarías 

y campos de concentración. Bajo la tutela 

del Estado, los seres humanos aprendieron 

por primera vez a hacer reverencias, a 

humillarse, a arrodillarse y a saludar humil-

demente. La aparición del Estado signifi có,

en muchos sentidos, el descenso del mun-

do de la libertad a la esclavitud.» (Marvin 

Harris, Caníbales y reyes: los orígenes de las 
culturas, Madrid, Alianza, 1997, p. 99)

Juan Luis Moraza, El mundo como 
voluntad y representación, 1997
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to the impotence of power, because the greater the pow-

er one has, the more diffi  cult it becomes to disrupt the 

underlying system of power. 

JF: In the exhibition you also parody the ritualized 

situations and conventions that represent those mo-

ments when democracy determines its participants. 

Moments that are emblematic of its nature and that also 

indicate its limitations, because they are the only times 

when citizens are in direct contact with the res publica. I 

am referring to elections, symbolized by the ballot boxes 

where votes are cast, and I am also referring to tax re-

turns, the two great moments of citizen participation in 

democracy today. You present two works, one relating to 

elections, which makes it possible for visitors to express 

themselves beyond the ballot box by producing and 

sharing signs, and another, shown here for the fi rst time, 

relating to “fi scal democracy”... For this second work 

you have designed a special tax return form by which 

citizens are invited to choose how their money will be 

spent in the republic, in your republic…

JLM: That’s right, I hadn’t thought about it in those 

terms, but elections and tax returns are probably the 

only two moments when citizens come into genuine 

contact with the administration, with the supposed 

representatives of the people, for the people and from 

the people. And of course, the same thing happens in 

the exhibition in a paradoxical way. Firstly, there are 

some polling stations with several ballot boxes, each one 

somehow related to a question linked to these paradox-

es of participation. There is an evocation of a ballot box 

that only allows external participation because it has 

turned to stone, becoming a classical marble monument, 

a kind of emblem. In another of these works, a three-di-

mensional enlargement of a fragment of skin becomes a 

ballot box. There is another one that consists of a bal-

lot box inside another ballot box inside another ballot 

box—in a kind of homage to the “Russian squares” 

painted by Josef Albers—making voting impossible. In 

another ballot box, participation adds to a pile of grains 

of sand that ends up creating a Gaussian bell curve, the 

quintessential statistical figure… And there is another 

work that is directly related to taxes. We could say that 

the ultimate in citizen participation consists of the dona-

tion of work, time, and money to the community. Living 

in society means that a citizen has to sacrifi ce part of him-

self, his desires, and his experience at the service of what 

is supposedly the common good. Taxes are “imposed” 

“With the rise of the state, ordinary men 

seeking to use nature’s bounty had to get 

someone else’s permission and had to pay 

for it with taxes, tribute, or extra labor. 

The weapons and techniques of war and 

organized aggression were taken away 

from them and turned over to special-

ist-soldiers and policemen controlled by 

military, religious, and civil bureaucrats. 

For the fi rst time, there appeared on earth 

kings, dictators, high priests, emperors, 

prime ministers, presidents, governors, 

mayors, generals, admirals, police chiefs, 

judges, lawyers, and jailers, along with 

dungeons, jails, penitentiaries, and con-

centration camps. Under the tutelage of 

the state, human beings learned for the 

fi rst time how to bow, grovel, kneel, and 

kowtow. In many ways the rise of the state 

was the descent of the world from freedom 

to slavery.” (Marvin Harris, Cannibals and 
Kings, New York: Vintage, 1978, p. 102)

Juan Luis Moraza, El mundo como voluntad 
y representación (The World as Will and 
Representation), 1997



Éxtasis, Status, Estatua, 1992
Collage. Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Ecstasy, Status, Statue, 1992
Collage. Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
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estadística por excelencia... Y hay también una obra que re-

fi ere directamente a los impuestos. Digamos que la máxima 

participación del ciudadano consiste en la donación de tra-

bajo, de tiempo y dinero a lo común. La vida en sociedad su-

pone, para un ciudadano, el sacrifi cio de parte de sí mismo, 

de sus deseos y de sus experiencias al servicio de un supues-

to bien común. Se llaman impuestos porque no se confí a en 

la voluntariedad de la donación. Claro, los impuestos suelen 

vivirse como un sacrifi cio pero son el compromiso más fuer-

te que uno tiene con su ciudadanía, con sus compañeros de 

ciudad y con sus compañeros de Estado, pues supone dar 

parte de su trabajo para garantizar lo común, los servicios, 

las prestaciones, las garantías, etc., y, en fi n, para garanti-

zar todo aquello que puede sentirse como un derecho. Por 

tanto, no hay nada ilegítimo en los impuestos, sino todo lo 

contrario. La sensación de molestia que los ciudadanos tene-

mos con respecto a los impuestos tiene que ver con el juicio 

público sobre la conveniencia del gasto y con la justicia del 

tributo, es decir, con la certeza de una mala Administración 

y de una recaudación injusta. La raíz del tributo es la palabra 

«tribu»: participar en la tribu signifi ca que parte de uno mis-

mo pertenece a la tribu. La pertenencia exige un sacrifi cio y 

eres parte de la tribu porque tributas. Habría que resaltar, ya 

que estamos directa o indirectamente hablando de la noción 

de estructura y de las relaciones entre las partes y el todo, 

que el tres es el número de la máxima tensión de pertenen-

cia, además de ser un número primo, es decir, sólo divisible 

por sí mismo y por la unidad... 

Los tributos, en fi n, tienen un lugar monumental o re-

presentacional muy importante con respecto a la tribu. 

Pero la participación ciudadana no incluye la posibilidad 

de controlar el gasto ni puede confi ar en que esa aporta-

ción se destina a aquello que uno desea como ciudadano. 

En algunos países como el Estado español, el sistema  fi scal 

permite la posibilidad de dirigir una parte muy pequeña 

de los impuestos bien a la Iglesia católica bien a otras obras 

sociales. La obra Democracia fi scal, que presento aquí en la 

exposición, surge de la fantasía de un sistema fi scal que per-

mitiera a cada ciudadano decidir a qué se dirige el cien por 

cien de su aportación, de su entrega. Eso implicaría, y ésa es 

la paradoja, un conocimiento extraordinario de la estructura 

del Estado y de la administración del gasto público. Se tra-

ta de una situación paradójica porque el esfuerzo que como 

ciudadano tendría que hacer para saber en qué se gasta el 

dinero y cómo quieren que se gaste, es inmenso. Requiere 

un grado de implicación enorme al que la ciudadanía tam-

poco está dispuesta por incapacidad, por falta de formación 

«Estas “elecciones” constituyen por sí mis-

mas una impresionante resurrección de la 

Eucaristía y de la Presencia divina en ella. 

Cada cuatro o cinco años, un domingo (un 

jueves en Gran Bretaña, donde el domingo 

se consagra a otros misterios), la voluntad 

colectiva se licua o fl uidifi ca, es recogida 

gota a gota en los vasos sagrados/profanos 

llamados urnas, y por la noche, mediante 

algunas operaciones complementarias, ese 

fl uido, cien mil veces más denso, es trans-

vasado al espíritu, ya transubstanciado, 

de unos cientos de elegidos.» (Cornelius 

Castoriadis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucija-
das del laberinto VI, óp. cit., p. 153)
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because there is no guarantee they would be paid vol-

untarily. Citizens obviously tend to experience taxes as 

a sacrifi ce, but taxes are our strongest commitment to 

the citizenry, to our fellow citizens and our compatriots, 

because taxes entail giving part of our work to guarantee 

communal life, services, welfare, guarantees, etc. Basi-

cally to guarantee the things that we could consider to 

be our rights. Therefore, there is nothing illegitimate 

about taxes, quite the opposite. The sense of annoyance 

that citizens feel with regard to taxes stems from public 

opinion about the appropriateness with which the mon-

ey is spent, and about the fairness of the levy. In other 

words, with the certainty that the administration is bad 

and the tribute unjust. The word “tribute” shares the 

same root as the word “tribe”: participating in the tribe 

means that part of you belongs to the tribe. Belonging 

demands a sacrifi ce. You are part of the tribe because 

you pay tribute. Given that we are directly or indirect-

ly talking about structure, and about the relationship 

between the parts and the whole, we should emphasize 

that three is the number with the highest tension of be-

longing, as well as being a prime number, which is to say, 

a number that is only divisible by itself and by one... 

After all, tributes play a very important monumental 

or representational role in the tribe. But citizen partici-

pation does not include the option of expenditure con-

trol, and there is no way for citizens to be sure that their 

contribution is spent as they would wish. The fi scal sys-

tem in countries like Spain allows taxpayers to allocate a 

very small part of their taxes to the Catholic Church or 

to other charities. The work Fiscal Democracy, which I’m 

presenting in the exhibition, springs from the fantasy of 

a fi scal system that allows each citizen to decide what 

the entire amount of their contribution, their off ering, is 

spent on. Paradoxically, this would require an extraordi-

narily in-depth knowledge of the structure of the state 

and of the administration of public expenditure. The 

situation is paradoxical because a citizen would have to 

make a massive eff ort to know how the money is spent, 

and how he would like it to be spent. The immense level 

of involvement required is more than citizens are pre-

pared to make, because they lack the ability, the civic 

education, or the desire to do so. I wanted to bring the 

spectator up against this paradox: to be good citizens, 

we would have to know a lot more about the structure 

of the state. The administration takes advantage of this 

lack of education and of active participation, favoring 

“These ‘elections’ themselves are an im-

pressive resurrection of the Mystery of the 

Eucharist and the true Presence. Every 

four or fi ve years, on a Sunday (A Thursday 

in Great Britain, where Sundays are devot-

ed to other mysteries), the collective will 

melts, turns liquid, and is collected drop 

by drop in sacred/profane vases called 

ballot boxes, and in the evening, follow-

ing several other operations, that liquid, 

condensed one hundred thousand times, 

is poured into the henceforth transubstan-

tiated minds of several hundred elected 

offi  cials.” (Cornelius Castoriadis, Figures of 
the Thinkable, p. 129)



Esquema morfológico, 1992
Collage. Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Morphological Diagram, 1992
Collage. Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
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cívica y por falta de deseo. He querido confrontar al espec-

tador aquí con esa paradoja: necesitaríamos saber mucho 

más de la estructura del Estado para ser buenos ciudadanos. 

La Administración se aprovecha de esa falta de formación e 

implicación favoreciendo la delegación de responsabilidad 

para que sean los administradores los que decidan el gasto. 

Entiendo que esta forma de participación sería una forma de 

democracia radical porque si el ciudadano decide punto por 

punto los porcentajes del dinero que invierte en lo común, 

decide la estructura misma del Estado: cada campaña de re-

caudación supondría un reparto que reorganizaría ministe-

rios, consejos, departamentos y actuaciones. 

Así, la tributación sería un plebiscito constituyente de la 

organización del Estado. Por supuesto aplicar un sistema 

tal crearía enormes problemas prácticos, pero estas diez 

páginas de una supuesta declaración aspiran menos a una 

realización que a una refl exión. No es casual que se utili-

ce la palabra «declaración», que comparten el ámbito po-

licial y el amoroso. Como se declara el amor, la declaración 

de la renta es una declaración de tu trabajo y de tu deseo 

de ofrecerlo. 

Hay otra obra que realizamos CVA en 1980, otro juego 

paradójico de participación. Se tituló sobre arte y fue una 

conferencia-acción en la que utilizamos los trucos y mé-

todos sociológicos de las encuestas para defi nir un artista 

ideal a gusto del público. A través de casi doscientas pre-

guntas, se enfrentaba al espectador con la posibilidad de 

decidir la sensibilidad, las preocupaciones, los comporta-

mientos y los modos de un artista. Aunque como encues-

ta propugnaba la confi guración de una especie de retrato 

robot de un artista ideal, defi nido por voluntad popular, 

tampoco aquí importaban los resultados sino confrontar al 

espectador con las preguntas y crear un cierto estado men-

tal respecto al arte. 

La encuesta es también parte de los sistemas paralelos 

de retroceso de la democracia. Dentro de la estrecha re-

lación histórica entre estadística y Estado, las encuestas 

no son simplemente cálculos o avances de resultados, sino 

también, y cada vez más, mecanismos de propaganda des-

tinados a transformar la opinión pública. De hecho, en la 

exposición, está presente otra serie de obras titulada su-
gestivo categórico que remite a la cuestión de la sublimidad 

publicitaria. Se trata de imágenes autoestereográfi cas que 

tan sólo bajo determinadas condiciones permiten apreciar 

los mensajes que contienen.

JF: Tu uso particular del discurso y del lenguaje es muy 

importante en tu trabajo artístico. El plano al principio de 
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the delegation of responsibility so that administrators 

decide on expenditure. I think that this kind of partici-

pation would be a form of radical democracy. Because if 

citizens decide, point for point, the proportions of the 

money that they invest in the community then they de-

cide the very structure of the state: every tax collection 

campaign would determine a distribution that would re-

structure ministries, councils, departments, and policy.

Accordingly, taxation would be a constituent refer-

endum on the organization of the state. Obviously the 

implementation of such a system would pose enormous 

practical problems, but the ten pages of this supposed 

tax declaration are intended to be thought-provoking 

rather than a realization. It is no accident that the word 

“declaration” is also used in the worlds of police and 

of love. Just as love is declared, your tax declaration is 

a declaration of your work and of your desire to off er 

it up. 

There is another work that we produced in 1980 as 

CVA, another paradoxical play on participation. It was 

entitled Sobre arte (On Art), and it took the form of a 

lecture-action in which we used the sociological tricks 

and methods of questionnaires to come up with an ideal 

artist, according to the audience’s taste. By answering 

almost two hundred questions, spectators could decide 

on the sensibility, the interests, the habits, and the styles 

of an artist. As a questionnaire, it gravitated toward the 

creation of a kind of identikit image of an ideal artist, 

defi ned by popular choice, but the results were not the 

important thing here either. The idea was to confront 

spectators with the questions, and to create a certain 

state of mind in regard to art. 

The questionnaire is also part of the parallel systems 

of the deterioration of democracy. In the context of 

the close historical ties between statistics and the state, 

questionnaires are not just estimates or previews of re-

sults. Increasingly, they are also propaganda devices that 

aim to change public opinion. In fact, another series of 

works in the exhibition, entitled Categorical Suggestive, 

explores the question of subliminal advertising. It con-

sists of auto-stereographic images containing messages 

that can only be perceived under certain conditions.

JF: Your personal use of discourse and language is 

very important in your artistic work. The fl oor plan at 

the entrance to the room that we discussed earlier is 

immediately juxtaposed with a very characteristic dis-

course that you have sometimes described as “dyslexic”: 
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producción de la exposición y la que forman las diferentes 

figuras de alteridad que todos respresentamos como espec-

tadores. Cada uno de nosotros se construye una proyección

diferente del posible visitante de acuerdo con las vivencias 

del pasado... Y somos conscientes de que en esa situación 

que construimos la habitarán intérpretes que vivirán otros 

tiempos presentes en la exposición.

Tú y yo intentamos construir un recorrido que se ofrece 

al visitante. Por ejemplo iniciando la exposición con dos

obras que reciben al espectador y le invitan a ser también 

participante. En una de ellas, sus pasos, su movimiento,

construyen un evento sonoro en el espacio donde se en-

cuentra. En otra, el espectador puede, si lo desea, añadir

al espacio sus inscripciones, sus graffi  ti, sus dibujos, lo que 

quiera, en una sala negra con una pizarra donde hay ti-

zas. La sala alude a la elección por parte del ciudadano

de sus representantes y por ello contiene urnas electorales 

susceptibles de ser escritas, reescritas y borradas con di-

ferentes palimpsestos. En todas estas situaciones (el plano 

a la entrada de la exposición, la bandera, las urnas electo-

rales), hay una dimensión paródica muy reconocible. Una 

parodia de rituales, de convenciones, de situaciones socia-

les que vinculan a las personas con la vida en sociedad.

Ese  ejercicio de la parodia, ¿es para ti una metodología

de trabajo?

JLM: Yo no lo siento como metodología sino más bien

como una condición personal. Podría describirse como

una mezcla entre una implicación bastante intensa con las 

cosas y una inevitable distancia con respecto a ellas. Por

ejemplo, en relación al mapa que mencionabas, entiendo

lo que dices pero al mismo tiempo no puedo evitar sen-

tir que poner ese mapa a la entrada no es tanto un modo

de dirigir al espectador en su recorrido sino también (y

sobre todo) una manera de ofrecer la representación del

sistema mental que se ha ido creando a la hora de pensar

la propia exposición. Se ofrece una información procesual 

que  normalmente queda invisible y que no pretende ser

normativa o funcionar como guía, sino más bien como ex-

presión externa de un sistema interno: dar cuenta de un

proceso de pensamiento pero no prescribir un recorrido.

Y en ese sentido también la simultánea distancia e impli-

cación en mi trabajo es parte de una condición sensible o

intelectual. Al comenzar a trabajar en la muestra y realizar 

un recorrido previo por el conjunto de mi trabajo, te pa-

reció relevante el modo en el que yo desplegaba los dispo-

sitivos de exposición, y por eso me señalaste que algunas

series de obras y exposiciones se comportan, en sí, como

Juan Luis Moraza, Reloj cualitativo 
de formas políticas, 2005. 
Instalación en el MACBA, Barcelona 
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You and I tried to design an itinerary that visitors will 

be invited to follow. For example, we decided to start 

the exhibition with two works that welcome visitors 

and invite them to become participants. In one of them, 

visitors’ steps, their movements, become a sound event 

in the space where they fi nd themselves. In the other, 

visitors can choose to make marks, graffi  ti, drawings, or 

whatever in a room in which the walls are blackboards 

and pieces of chalk are available. This work refers to cit-

izens choosing their representatives, so it contains bal-

lot boxes that can be written on, erased, and written on 

again with diff erent palimpsests. In all these cases (the 

fl oor plan at the entrance to the exhibition, the fl ag, the 

ballot boxes), there is a parodic aspect that is immedi-

ately recognizable. A parody of rituals, conventions, and 

social situations that connect people to life within so-

ciety. Is this exercise in parody a working methodology 

for you?

JLM: Rather than a methodology, I see it as a person-

al condition. It could be described as a mix between a 

reasonably intense involvement with things and an in-

evitable distance from them. For example, in relation 

to the floor plan you mentioned, I understand what 

you mean, but at the same time I can’t help feeling that 

placing this fl oor plan at the entrance is not so much a 

way of guiding the visitor through the exhibition but 

also (and above all) a way of off ering a representation 

of the mental system that was created when the exhibi-

tion was planned. It off ers information about the process 

that usually remains invisible and is not intended to be 

prescriptive or to be used as a guide. Rather, it is intend-

ed to be an external expression of an internal system: to 

transmit a thought process but not to dictate a path. 

And the simultaneous involvement and distance in my 

work is also part of a sensible or intellectual condition. 

When you began to work on the exhibition, and you start-

ed by looking over my oeuvre as a whole, you were struck 

by the way in which I presented exhibition devices, and 

you pointed out that some of my series of works and ex-

hibitions behave as museums within the museum. As a re-

sult of this suggestion, and without wanting to be overly 

metalinguistic, we arrived at the idea that the exhibition 

was a kind of museum of museums; as if each series of 

works, in their interaction, produced a kind of fractal of 

the museum. So that the entire museum would be con-

tained in each of those parts (which in turn contain other 

parts and other internal museums). 

Juan Luis Moraza, Reloj cualitativo
de formas políticas (Qualitative Clock of Political 
Forms), 2005.
Installation at MACBA, Barcelona

Proggetti di restauro tesstuale, 1991-1993
Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Técnicas mixtas, dimensiones variables

Museo demográfico: Archivo MA(non é)DONNA
Técnicas mixtas, dimensiones variables

Proggetti di restauro tesstuale, 1991–93
Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
Mixed techniques, variable dimensions
 
Demographic Museum. MA(non é)DONNA Archive
Mixed techniques, variable dimensions



CVA
Limit (Implosion), 1983
Installation, mixed technique, 
variable dimensions
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía
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a singular dialect based on word games that lead you to 

polysemies, to diff erent possible interpretations. Your 

use of language is an unusual way of employing a social 

convention, which is something that also comes through 

in other discourses that can be found in the exhibition. 

Is the correspondence between verbal discourse and so-

cial convention in your work a reference to the relation-

ship between the individual and social convention?

JLM: I think that the point of intersection is the logic 

of representation, and representation itself is conven-

tional to a large extent. I don’t know... Take the words, 

for example; I have often said that they are not neolo-

gisms but paleologisms, in the Foucaultian sense of the 

term “genealogical”: understanding how conventions 

are established, how representation establishes its rela-

tionship or its supposed correspondence with the real, 

is part of human nature and of social life, but also of 

psychic life, because the world only becomes under-

standable and social because we share. There would 

be many nuances, but that is essentially how it works. 

We can feel that we share forms of representation and 

forms of language only because there has been a con-

stituent process by which this correspondence has 
Michelangelo Caetani, Dante’s Inferno, 1868.
Hell as a Chamber of Parliament
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la idea misma del archivo. Pero, como dices, en mi caso pre-

fiero llamarlos museos más que archivos. Seguramente la 

mayor diferencia está en las relaciones entre las partes de 

un archivo. Porque, en tanto en cuanto se producen cada 

vez más interacciones entre sus partes, el archivo deja de ser

archivo para convertirse en un ecosistema, en una conver-

sación, en una asamblea o en convención. ¿A qué me refi ero

cuando digo que son museos y no archivos? Precisamente a

la lógica de las interacciones. Por ejemplo, el museo que lla-

mábamos morfológico no es exactamente un archivo de mis

archivos ni tampoco una especie de intento de dar cuenta 

de muchas cosas que no pueden aparecer en la exposición.

Más bien plantea de qué modo en la mezcla de tiempos todo

se ve alterado (el presente por el pasado, el pasado por el

presente...); hay una completa contaminación que hace que

la génesis de las formas artísticas o los objetos artísticos sea

una historia transversal, auténticamente transhistórica, y por

lo tanto niega la lógica del archivo. Porque hace que con-

vivan elementos —dibujos, vídeos, esculturas, esquemas,

documentos, libros— que se han creado o escogido bajo 

ciertas condiciones y que no sólo se yuxtaponen sino que 

se confrontan para generar otras cosas. Por tanto, ensayan 

una especie de museo morfológico o morfogenético, pues 

apuntan el modo en que las formas artísticas se constitu-

yen como tales. Las obras se generan como organizaciones,

como composiciones, y su forma de ser, su morfología, im-

plica un modo particular de relacionar las partes y el todo,

las jerarquías y las proporciones entre los elementos, las va-

riaciones y diferencias sensoriales, los sistemas. Por ello, la 

noción de república surge aquí ligada a la noción de sistemas

complejos. Concibo la obra como condensación material,

como integración de un espacio categorial de materialida-

des  — real, imaginaria y simbólica. La unificación de estas 

modalidades de materialidad es una de las condiciones más

significativas de la obra de arte frente al documento, la fór-

mula, la teoría o la técnica. Esa integración material hace 

de lo físico un elemento irrenunciable. Por ello considero la

escultura como el campo disciplinar más adecuado para una

reflexión sobre la integración material.

JF: Has trabajado en tu obra la demografía, las políticas 

de natalidad como ejemplos de un principio instituyente

de toda la sociedad, de su cultura, de su dimensión polí-

tica. Hoy constatamos, en Estados Unidos por ejemplo,

que todas las diferencias ideológicas entre liberales, con-

servadores, marxistas o neoliberales se exacerban cuando

se toca el aborto, todavía hoy una de las cuestiones funda-

mentales de la discusión ideológica. Casi todas las grandes 

«Las formas en su carácter de auténticas,

no agazapadas en su inmovilidad [...], la 

forma, la estructura en el sentido plena-

mente concreto, significa lo que agrega la 

totalidad misma, cuyo carácter esencial 

no consiste sólo en permitir la infl uencia 

recíproca de los elementos, sino en centrar 

la correlación de dichos elementos, en ha-

cer de ellos una unidad específi ca.» (Ernst 

Bloch, «Proceso y estructura», en AA.VV.

(1969), Las nociones de estructura y génesis, 
Buenos Aires, Proteo, pp. 25 y 29)

Juan Luis Moraza, Arqueología del infierno, 
2003. Instalación en Botánica Política, en la Sala 
Montcada, Barcelona
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parts of an archive. Because as more and more interac-

tions occur among its parts, the archive ceases to be an 

archive and becomes an ecosystem, a conversation, an 

assembly, or a convention. What am I referring to when 

I say that these works are museums rather than archives? 

Precisely to this logic of interactions. For example, the 

“morphological museum” is not exactly an archive of 

my own archive, nor is it an attempt to give an account 

of many things that could not appear in the exhibition. 

Rather, it explores how everything is aff ected by the mix 

of diff erent times (the present for the past, the past for 

the present...); there is a total contamination, so that the 

genesis of artistic forms and artistic objects becomes a 

transversal and truly transhistorical history. As such, it 

denies the logic of the archive because it brings together 

diff erent elements—drawings, videos, sculptures, dia-

grams, documents, books—that were created or chosen 

under certain conditions; these elements are not only 

juxtaposed, they also clash in order to generate new 

things. They are like a kind of morphological or mor-

phogenetic museum, because they indicate how artistic 

forms are constituted as such. The works are generated 

in the form of arrangements or compositions, and their 

structures, their morphology, implies a particular way of 

connecting the parts and the whole, the hierarchies and 

the proportions of elements, the sensory variations and 

diff erences, the systems. This is why the notion of the 

republic appears here linked to the notion of complex 

systems. I consider a work to be a physical condensation, 

the real, imaginary, and symbolic integration of a cate-

gorical space of materialities. The union of these modes 

of materiality is one of the most signifi cant conditions of 

the work of art as compared to the document, the for-

mula, the theory, or the technique. With this material in-

tegration, the physical aspect becomes an indispensable 

element. This is why I consider sculpture to be the most 

appropriate discipline from which to refl ect on material 

integration.

JF: In your work you have looked at demography and 

birthrate policies as examples of an instituting principle 

of society as a whole, of its culture, of its political di-

mension. We are now fi nding, in places like the United 

States for instance, that ideological diff erences are exac-

erbated when the issue of abortion comes up, and that it 

remains one of the key issues in ideological discussion. 

Almost all the major diff erences between the political 

discourse of the right and the left, in the tradition and 

“The mean between two or more things, 

their juncture, union, transit, passage, 

crossing, interval, distance, bond and 

contact—all these are mysterious, for they 

are rooted in the continuum, in the in-

fi nite. The interval that runs between one 

idea and another, one thing and another, 

is infi nite, and can only be surpassed by 

the creative act.… The continuum and the 

interval are mysterious, because they are 

infi nite.”

(Vincenzo Gioberti, Della Protologia, vol. 1, 

Naples: Marghieri, 1864, p. 160; quoted in 

Zellini, A Brief History of Infi nity, p. 53)

Juan Luis Moraza, Arqueología del infierno 
(Archeology of Hell), 2003. Installation in Botánica 
Política, at the Sala Montcada, Barcelona
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sensación de que compartimos formas de representación y 

de lenguaje es porque ha habido un proceso constituyente 

donde esa correspondencia se ha establecido en lo común.

Y son correspondencias de valor pero al mismo tiempo son 

correspondencias de significación. Hoy en día la palabra

«convención», según la tradición romántica que persiste,

es una palabra sospechosa. Y sobre todo en un contexto

artístico donde parece que la libertad está por encima de

la convención. Nada más extraño que pretender crear un

lenguaje propio, salvo si confiamos en hacer a los demás

partícipes.

Es posible que la convención sea un núcleo básico de

la lógica parlamentaria. Entiendo que la idea de la con-

vención social, como algo estable, habitual, ritualizado no 

tiene coloquialmente el sentido de un lugar de discusión

donde se negocia la vida misma. Sin embargo, la «conven-

ción» como reunión decisiva dota a todo lo convencional

de una responsabilidad interesante.

JF: Una cosa que diferencia tu trabajo de otros donde

pueden estar presentes temas de carácter social, es esa

constante puesta en cuestión del sujeto. Articulas la diso-

lución del sujeto a través del lenguaje o de una situación

expositiva que confronta al visitante con los múltiples la-

berintos que el trabajo inaugura, pues tu obra es mucho

más plural que monológica. Esto es muy diferente, por

ejemplo, de la clásica relación de la obra de arte con el

sujeto social, tradicionalmente mucho más monológica y

proyectiva de la construcción de un ego, como en la obra

de Beuys, por ejemplo...

JLM: Yo no me referiría tanto a la institución del ego

cuanto a la institución de la identidad del sujeto. Debería-

mos referirnos a la genealogía del sujeto. Yo creo que sí que 

hay una preocupación por abordar esta cuestión, digamos 

«El uso indiscriminado de un término no 

sería grave si las palabras no fueran un 

instrumento para analizar la realidad. Pero 

lo son. Sus significados indican senderos 

abiertos a las cosas, que las hacen transi-

tables. Una palabra perdida es, tal vez, un 

acceso a la realidad perdido. Una palabra 

emborronada es un camino oculto por la 

maleza.» (José Antonio Marina, Teoría de la 
inteligencia creadora, Barcelona, Anagrama,

1998, p. 15)

«Si una noche fueras transportado por un 

ángel a una lejana galaxia, a un planeta que 

se llama, digamos, XG23; al día siguiente tú 

pintas un cuadro donde representas a los 

habitantes de este planeta. Ahora te pre-

gunto: ¿hay alguien en la Tierra que viendo 

tu cuadro exclame: “Mira, los habitantes 

de XG23”?» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangione],

De la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, 
Valencia, Pre-textos, 1989, p. 73)

«[...] Llegamos cuando la conversación ya 

ha comenzado.» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangio-

ne], De la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, 

óp. cit., p. 86)

Jacques-Louis David, 
El juramento del Juego de Pelota, 1791. 
Musée Carnavalet, París
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been established in the common sphere. They are cor-

respondences of value but also of meaning. At present, 

in line with the persisting romantic tradition, “conven-

tion” is a suspect word. Particularly in an artistic con-

text in which freedom appears to take precedence over 

convention. Nothing could be stranger than to try to 

create your own language, unless you expect to share 

it with others. 

I think convention may be one of the core aspects of 

parliamentary logic. The idea of social convention, in 

the sense of something that is stable, habitual, and rit-

ualized, does not colloquially appear to refer to a space 

of dialogue where life itself is negotiated. Even so, the 

idea of “convention” as a decisive gathering adds an in-

teresting responsibility to anything to do with the con-

ventional.

JF: One aspect in which your work diff ers from that 

of other artists who also work with social themes is your 

constant questioning of the subject. You express the 

dissolution of the subject through language or through 

an exhibition situation in which visitors are confronted 

by the many labyrinths that the works open up, because 

your work is much more plural than monologic. This is 

very diff erent from the classic relationship between art-

work and social subject, for example, which tradition-

ally tends to be much more monologic and more about 

projecting the construction of an ego, as in the work of 

Beuys, for example…

JLM: I was referring to instituting the identity of the 

subject rather than instituting the ego. We should refer 

to the genealogy of the subject. I do think that there is 

an interest in dealing with that genetic, we could say, 

question of the subject. Because the subject is constantly 

“The indiscriminate use of a term would 

not be a serious matter were it not that 

words are an instrument for analyzing 

reality. But they are. Their meanings point 

to paths that are open to things, that make 

them accessible. A lost word may perhaps 

be a lost connection to reality. A smudged 

word is a path grown over by weeds.” (José 

Antonio Marina, Teoría de la inteligencia 
creadora, Barcelona: Anagrama, 1993, p. 15)

“If one night, you were transported by an 

angel to a far-off  galaxy, to a planet called, 

let    s say, XG23, and the day after, you 

painted a picture in which you portrayed 

the inhabitants of this planet. I ask you: Is 

there anyone on Earth that, upon looking 

at your painting, would exclaim: ‘Oh, the 

inhabitants of XG23!’?” (Salvo, On Painting: 
In the Style of Wittgenstein, trans. Elizabeth 

Shriver, Cologne: Paul Maenz, 1986, ¶ 98)

“We arrive when the conversation has 

already begun.” (Salvo, On Painting, ¶ 134)

Jacques-Louis David, 
The Tennis Court Oath, 1791. 
Musée Carnavalet, Paris

Dibujo, 1974
Bolígrafo sobre papel, 21 x 29,7 cm
Drawing, 1974
Ballpoint pen on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm
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conjure up certain types of labor that are closely bound 

to what we could call “the working class?” in compar-

ison to other more intangible tools; the size of tools is 

inversely proportional to the social status. We could say 

that this work makes a connection between the tools and 

the working class and the revolutionary aesthetic, the 

republican aesthetic.

The Republican Crowns are halos and devices of dis-

tinction. From laurel wreaths—remnants of the sacred 

nature of trees—to mural crowns—which represent-

ed the perimeter of the empire—crowns have become 

epitomes of the monarchy. But they were originally also 

distinctions placed on the heads of the hapless victims of 

a prison sentence or a sacrifi ce. Military, triumphal, or 

civic, placed upon the heads of gods, pharaohs, sports-

men, emperors, popes, aristocrats, military officers, 

heroic citizens, or the dead, crowns set up a hierarchy 

of levels that interrupts the social continuum. The idea 

of the Republican Crowns came from the incongruity of 

a circle of distinction within a sphere of equality. How 

the ordinary ceases to be so through distinction. Diff er-

ent modalities began to occur to me. Some make refer-

ence to the world of the worker by means of a circle of 

tools that suggest joint work, as if the crown were being 

endlessly “worked upon”; others break up the circle to 

demand they be supported by several heads at the same 

time, tripod-like; others refer to cranial measurement; 

and some recall forms of distinction in popular iconogra-

phy, such as the funnel, which is traditionally the crown 

of the mad.

JF: In the middle of the exhibition, there is an archive 

where visitors can examine documents related to your 

work. How do you see the presence of this archive in 

the exhibition? You call them “morphological muse-

ums” and “demographic museums”... It’s a relocation or 

reconstruction of your archive, but do you also consider 

it a reference to museum archives? Are you challenging 

the museum to present its archives as an exhibition? Be-

cause the Museo Reina Sofí a is in fact known as a mu-

seum that structures its role within the community and 

society around the notion of the archive. 

JLM: Following a very contemporary discourse, this 

museum is dealing with the question of the archive, even 

with certain archival aesthetics that at times reject the 

very idea of the archive. But as you mentioned, I pre-

fer to call them museums rather than archives. The main 

diff erence probably lies in the relationships among the 

Constantine the Great (AD 312–325)

Morphological Museum
General installation view and details 
of the document section
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constituted by his or her social ties, and that’s where 

the correlation with the citizen comes in. To put it 

categorically, subjectivity is the product of a creation, 

which may be either social—in which case we would 

talk about a conventional, normalized subjectivity—or 

personal—in which case we would talk about a singular, 

authorial subjectivity. From this perspective, a republic 

can only be comprised of authors: the republic as a cre-

ation can only be the work of authors as subjects. Only 

by deconstructing one’s identity—which requires a cre-

ative act—can a subject become a singular being, given 

that the creation of the subject involves the dismissal of 

the imaginaries projected by one’s own culture. And this 

is why “convention,” as you were saying, is probably a 

space of dialogue in which subjectivity is negotiated. 

But not by agreeing to remain trapped in images, which 

is precisely what defi nes identity, idem-ontos, to be the 

same. Nothing could be more contrary to the creation 

of the author than the much-vaunted “search for identi-

ty” or “self-fulfi llment.” Identity is shaped through the 

sedimentation of acquired learning and training, and by 

the ghostly remains of previous experiences, all of which 

dooms you to fall into an imaginary trap of identifi ca-

tion. The task of the artist and of the spectator is pre-

cisely to surprise themselves in new ways through the 

practice of the artwork, through the elaboration. The 

subject would then be a consequence of the works; the 

work makes the author, as I have heard many artists say. 

But it does so in terms of a dismissal of identity. Only 

through the practice of the artwork, of many artworks, 

and of a great deal of time, you surprise yourself on de-

tecting something of your realist desire, of your utmost 

singularity. And to return to the subject of style: style is 

the exact opposite of stylistic identity. 

The same applies to us as citizens. Genuinely social 

links are not created through shared identities based on 

external signifi ers that are social meanings linked to a 

particular cause, a common enemy, a belief, or a suppos-

edly shared interest. Rather, they are created through 

what is real in ties based on desires that are not always 

understood by the subjects themselves. A convention—

even in the sense of a gathering and conversation—is the 

space where intersubjectivity is negotiated in political 

terms. And it is also the space where, in subjective terms, 

subjectivity is constituted in the dismissal of identities. 

Although it seems paradoxical, convention is also the 

space of dialogue, given that dialogue interrupts logos, 

Jean-Jacques-François Le Barbier, Declaration of 
the Rights of Men and of the Citizen, ca. 1789.
Musée Carnavalet, Paris
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la humanidad de esos programas. En la serie titulada Soft-
ware, las esculturas se mostraban como útiles de un catá-

logo contemporáneo de «programas de acción» que evo-

can la hipertrofi a de una sensibilidad fi nalista. Más allá de 

las ideologías, esta sensibilidad se haría fuerte en lo que el 

 fi lósofo Mario Perniola llamó «sensologías», que convierte 

el cuerpo en amasijo de funciones y órganos, las sensacio-

nes en un campo de explotación, el goce en una industria, 

las emociones en un hechizo de afecciones y afectos y la 

vida en una carrera, en una ciencia.

Como en toda la serie Software, en los propios  Retratos  
republicanos la herramienta y el objeto aparecen como ese 

lugar de penumbra donde el sujeto queda definido en 

tanto correlato de su propia extensión, como asignado 

socialmente a un sentido y un uso. Esta situación extraña 

aparece en algunas obras mediante la conversión de unos 

órganos sin cuerpo en herramientas, la conversión del pro-

pio utensilio en representación del sujeto, pero también a 

partir de la singularidad misma de la herramienta. Al con-

vertir una herramienta en una evocación de presencia, se 

escenifi ca una representación metonímica del sujeto, como 

cuando en un museo se coloca la paleta de un pintor. Esa 

metonimia del utensilio es un desplazamiento de lo real en 

lo imaginario que hace presente algo del sujeto. Algo cier-

tamente diferente de lo que se hace presente en una obra 

concluida.

Los Retratos republicanos aluden a una obra anterior, Las 
bodas químicas, que pertenece a la colección de Helga de 

Alvear y que también está incluida en la exposición. Fun-

cionaba como punto fi nal de la exposición Software (gale-

ría Moisés Pérez de Albéniz, 2010), dedicada, justamente, 

a las intersecciones entre el sentido y el uso de la herra-

mienta y del sujeto. Allí donde el cuerpo y los órganos del 

cuerpo formaban parte de una carnicería convertida en 

herramientas extrañas, como un clavo o una aguja, se pre-

sentaban al espectador como presencias antropomórfi cas 

y antropométricas. Y, yo creo, se lograba un cierto refl ejo 

subjetivo entre el espectador y ese clavo y esa aguja que 

evocaban de modo extraño una fi gura masculina y otra fe-

menina. En este mismo sentido, los Retratos republicanos en-

fatizan la lógica del retrato como mecanismo de presencia. 

Desde el retrato republicano en la antigua Roma, el retrato 

legitimaba aquello que sucedía a su alrededor. La represen-
cia de un senador, de un monarca o de un presidente de 

la república legitimaba transacciones comerciales, juicios 

legales y todo tipo de operaciones institucionales. Consi-

deré que era un buen ejemplo del modo en que el emblema 
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hypertrophy of a purpose-oriented sensibility. Beyond 

ideologies, this sensibility grew strong in what Mario 

Perniola called “sensology,” in which the body becomes 

a mass of functions and organs, emotions become a fi eld 

of exploitation, pleasure becomes an industry, emotions 

become an enthrallment of aff ections and aff ects, and 

life becomes a career, a science.

In the Republican Portraits, as in the entire Software se-

ries, tools and objects appear as the shadowy space in 

which the subject is defi ned as a counterpart of his own 

extension, socially assigned to a meaning and a use. In 

some works, this strange situation appears through the 

transformation of bodies without organs into tools, the 

transformation of tools themselves into representations 

of the subject, and also through the singularity of the 

tool. Turning a tool into an evocation of presence is a 

way of staging a metonymic representation of the sub-

ject, as when a painter’s palette is displayed in a muse-

um. This metonymy of the tool is a replacement of the 

real in the imaginary, and makes a part of the subject 

present. And this part is undoubtedly diff erent to that 

which becomes present in a fi nished work.

The Republican Portraits refer to an earlier work, 

Chemical Weddings, which is in the Helga de Alvear col-

lection and is also included in this exhibition. It closed 

the exhibition Software at Galería Moisés Pérez de Al-

béniz in 2010, which revolved precisely around the 

intersections between the meaning and the use of the 

tool and the subject. In the exhibition, where the body 

and the body’s organs were part of a carnage that took 

the form of strange tools like a nail and a needle, they 

were presented to the spectator as anthropomorphic 

and anthropometric presences. And I think it managed 

to produce a certain subjective resonance between the 

spectator and that nail and that needle which in some 

strange sense suggested a male fi gure and a female fi g-

ure. Similarly, the Republican Portraits emphasize the 

logic of the portrait as a mechanism of presence. Ever 

since the republican portraits of ancient Rome, portraits 

have legitimized the events of their time. The represence 
of a senator, a monarch, or a president of the republic 

legitimized commercial transactions, court cases, and 

all kinds of institutional operations. I saw this as a good 

example of how the emblem of the portrait takes on a 

certain represence, evoking the presence of a human pres-

ence through tools that are anthropomorphized without 

being altered in any way. Then, as you said, the tools also 

Papel abrasado, 1977
Papel de lija aplicado sobre papel, 28 x 20 cm

Papel abrasado, 1977
Papel de lija aplicado sobre papel, 25 x 26 cm

Scorched Paper, 1977
Sandpaper applied on paper, 28 x 20 cm

Scorched Paper, 1977
Sandpaper applied on paper, 25 x 26 cm
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convención es también el espacio del diálogo, entendiendo 

que el diálogo suspende el logos, lo fractura («di»), precisa-

mente porque suspende la lógica habitual de las signifi ca-

ciones, del querer decir.

JF: Por ejemplo, eso se manifi esta cuando añades a esta 

exposición series de emblemas que expanden otras mani-

festaciones ya ritualizadas como por ejemplo tus Coronas y 

Retratos republicanos... En ellos utilizas el motivo del busto, 

de la cabeza republicana, pero sustituyes la efi gie, el ele-

mento «humano», por la representación de utensilios como 

las «cabezas» de llaves, de herramientas (como el destorni-

llador) que sirven para apretar, construir, desapretar... Es 

imposible no conectar estas fi guras con una clase obrera 

que también ha tenido sus momentos en la historia de la 

ciudadanía. El uso de una herramienta podría servir para 

clasifi car la identifi cación social de una persona, que ahora 

aparece paradójicamente monumentalizada en la fi gura del 

busto. Al mismo tiempo, los objetos funcionan como sinéc-

doques, pues parecen ser partes de un todo, variaciones de 

una serie casi mecánica en sus posibilidades de expresión 

y al mismo tiempo identifi cadores de una clase social que 

sólo se distingue en función de un objeto. La cuestión del 

objeto en tu obra es interesante, pues en cierto modo co-

necta con el cuerpo como aspecto básico de la identidad. 

Tú presentas el objeto en construcciones geométricas múl-

tiples; tienes, por ejemplo, falsas series donde los objetos 

jamás se repiten sino que se están siempre diferenciando, 

igual que lo hacen aquí estos instrumentos. Entre identi-

dad / diversidad. ¿Es en el objeto donde tú encuentras un 

refl ejo de las paradojas de la identidad? 

JLM: Seguramente. Podría entrar en el asunto por dos 

puertas. Una tendría que ver con esa idea muy mclu haniana 

de que todo lo que los humanos hacemos es una extensión 

de nuestro propio cuerpo, de manera que una  herramienta 

expande ciertas capacidades motoras o sensoriales y las 

convierte en un dispositivo externo: allí donde la uña no 

puede llegar, llega el destornillador. Esto le hacía decir a 

McLuhan que los humanos nos hemos convertido en el ór-

gano reproductor del mundo de las máquinas porque pro-

liferan a nuestra costa y nos condenan a su servicio... La 

proliferación de las extensiones nos retrotrae a una situa-

ción en la que, ya no sólo modifi camos el mundo a través 

de objetos, sino que el mundo de los objetos se ha hecho 

tan importante en nuestras vidas que conforme nos han 

dado fuerza nos han debilitado. Y ello en un contexto en 

el que, como dirían Charles S. Pierce o Ludwig Wittgens-

tein, el sentido es el uso y es una regla de acción. Por ello, 

«Pues la política organiza de antemano a los 

absolutamente diversos en consideración a 

una igualdad relativa y para diferenciarlos 

de los relativamente diversos.» (Hannah 

Arendt, ¿Qué es la política?, óp. cit., p. 47)

«Sólo se supera lo que se suple.» (Karl 

Marx, citado en Xavier Rubert de Ventós, 

Utopías de la sensualidad y métodos del sentido, 

Barcelona, Anagrama, 1973, p. 26)

«Cuando pienso en los seres vivos, lo que 

veo en primer lugar y llama mi atención es 

esa masa de una sola pieza, que se mueve, 

se dobla, corre, salta, vuela o nada; que gri-

ta, habla, canta, y que multiplica sus actos 

y sus apariencias, sus estragos, sus traba-

jos y a sí misma en un medio que le admite 

y del que no es posible distraerla. Esa cosa, 

su actividad discontinua, su espontanei-

dad bruscamente surgida de un estado de 

inmovilidad al que siempre termina por 

retornar se hallan curiosamente urdidas: 

observamos que los aparatos visibles de 

propulsión, piernas, patas, alas, forman 

una parte bastante considerable de la masa 

total del ser, y descubrimos más tarde que 

el resto de su volumen está ocupado por 

órganos de trabajo íntimo algunos de cuyos 

efectos exteriores han podido verse. Se 

concibe que toda la duración de este ser es 

el efecto de ese trabajo, y que toda su pro-

ducción, visible o no, se gasta alimentando 

a un insaciable consumidor de materia que 

es este mismo.» (Paul Valery, «Refl exiones 

simples sobre el cuerpo», en VV. AA., 

Fragmentos para una historia del cuerpo humano, 
Madrid, Taurus, 1991, p. 196)

«Nosotros tenemos una sola palabra, esa 

palabra cosa que deriva del latín causa, y 

que nos indica por su referencia etimoló-

gica-jurídica lo que se presenta para noso-

tros como el envoltorio y la designación de 

lo concreto. La cosa, no se dude de eso, no 

deja de ser utilizada en la lengua alemana, 

en un sentido original, como operación, 

deliberación, debate jurídico.» (Jacques 

Lacan, «Clase 4. Das Ding. 9 de diciembre 

de 1959», en Seminario 7. La ética del psicoa-
nálisis, Barcelona, Paidós Ibérica, 2013) 
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divides it (“di”), precisely because it interrupts the usual 

logic of meanings, of wanting to say.

JF: We can see this in the exhibition, for example, 

when you add series of emblems that expand other, al-

ready ritualized expressions, such as your Crowns and 

Republican Portraits… In the portraits you use the motif 

of the bust, the republican head, but you replace the 

likeness, the “human element,” with a representation of 

instruments such as the “heads” of keys, or of tools (like 

a screwdriver) that can be used to tighten, to build, to 

loosen… One cannot help but connect these fi gures to 

the working class, which has also had its moments in the 

history of citizenship. The use of a particular tool could 

be employed to classify a person’s social identifi cation, 

which is now paradoxically monumentalized in the fi g-

ure of the bust. At the same time, the objects function as 

synecdoches, because they appear to be parts of a whole. 

They are like variations of a series that is almost mechan-

ical in its expressive possibilities, and at the same time 

identifi ers of a social class that can only be discerned in 

relation to an object. The question of the object in your 

work is interesting, because in a sense it connects with 

the body as a basic aspect of identity. You present objects 

in diff erent geometric constructions; there are the false 

series in which objects are never repeated, distinctions 

are always being made, as with these instruments here. 

Between identity/diversity. Do you see the object as a 

refl ection of the paradoxes of identity? 

JLM: Yes, probably. I could enter into this ques-

tion through two doors. One has to do with this very 

McLuhanian idea that everything humans do is an ex-

tension of our body, so that a tool expands certain motor 

or sensory capacities and turns them into an external de-

vice: what a fi ngernail can’t reach, a screwdriver can. This 

led McLuhan to say that humans have become the repro-

ductive organs of the machine world, because they mul-

tiply at our expense and make us serve them… The pro-

liferation of these extensions takes us back to a situation 

in which we no longer simply modify the world through 

objects. Rather, the world of objects has become so im-

portant to our lives that as they made us stronger they 

also weakened us. This in a context in which, as Charles S. 

Peirce or Ludwig Wittgenstein would have said, the mean-

ing is the use, and it is a rule of action. So to talk about uses 

is to talk about dramatizations and about senses. Objects 

take us back to the logic of the body, expanded through 

culture or through the devices of material culture. 

“From the very start, politics organizes 

those who are absolutely diff erent with a 

view to their relative equality and in con-

tradistinction to their relative diff erences.” 

(Hannah Arendt, The Promise of Politics, p. 96)

“We only overcome what we replace.” 

(Karl Marx, quoted by Xavier Rubert de 

Ventós, Utopías de la sensualidad y métodos del 
sentido, Barcelona: Anagrama, 1973, p. 26) 

“When I look at a living thing, what I see 

and what fi rst occupies my attention is this 

mass, all of a piece, which moves, bends, 

runs, jumps, fl ies, or swims; which howls, 

speaks, sings, performs its many acts, takes 

on many appearances, assumes a multi-

plicity of selves, wreaks its havoc, does its 

work, in an environment which accepts 

it and from which it is inseparable. This 

thing, with its discontinuous activity, its 

spontaneous movements springing sudden-

ly from a state of immobility to which they 

always return is curiously contrived: we 

note that the visible organs of propulsion, 

legs, feet, wings, occupy a considerable 

part of the creature’s total bulk; and we 

discover later on that the rest of its volume 

is made up of organs of internal work, 

some of whose outward eff ects we have 

witnessed.” (Paul Valéry, “Man and the 

Sea Shell” [1937], in Paul Valery: An Anthol-
ogy, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1977, p. 112)

“We have only one word in French, the 

word ‘la chose’ (thing), which derives from 

the Latin word ‘causa.’ Its etymological 

connection to the law suggests to us some-

thing that presents itself as a wrapping 

and designation of the concrete. There is 

no doubt that in German, too, ‘thing’ in 

its original sense concerns the notion of a 

proceeding, deliberation, or legal debate.” 

(Jacques Lacan, The Seminar of Jacques 
Lacan, Book VII: The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, 
1959–1960, New York, W.W. Norton, 1999, 

p. 43)
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thing as the constituting core of the social—the thing 

that is being dealt with—and the thing as the constitut-

ing core of the personal—the thing that does the deal-

ing with. I think art gives the thing, the res, a chance. 

Not in the Heideggerian sense of a hiding from itself, but 

in the Freudian sense of a central integrating aspect of 

subjectivity, as the real of a constituent loss that is unre-

lated to signifi cation. The thing of art is both a recogni-

tion of the power of the object and a recognition of the 

representiality implicit in the object. All the extensions 

and reciprocities of the object and with the object are 

heightened in the work of art.

Tools, instruments, and utensils are traces of human 

labor, but they are also artifacts that create, inhabit, 

and transform the human subject. They are thus social 

implements in a relationship in which society itself is 

a product of implements. All that exists can be seen as 

and turned into a tool. Function is imaginary; it is not 

objects but the rules of action that we accept as proof 

of meaning: hard or soft, tangible or intangible, bodily 

or sensory, emotional or ideological... instruments are 

usage guidelines, plans of action, wills to control. But 

also, a tool is always between the desire of its creator and 

the eagerness of its user. Which is why the fragility and 

humanity of those plans can be glimpsed beneath their 

functional harshness. In the series Software, the sculp-

tures were presented in the form of tools in a contempo-

rary catalogue of “action plans” that bring to mind the 
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hablar de usos es hablar de escenifi caciones y de sentidos. 

El objeto nos retrotrae a la lógica del cuerpo expandido a 

través de la cultura o de dispositivos de la cultura material. 

Esa sería la primera puerta, ligada a la noción de exten-

sión. La segunda tendría que ver con la noción de recipro-

cidad a través de la idea muy psicoanalítica de las relaciones 

de objeto. Para el psicoanálisis un objeto es todo aquello 

con lo que uno se relaciona, sea una persona, una cosa 

o una parte de una persona o de una cosa. El fetichismo 

permite apreciar cómo una parte puede ser tomada por el 

todo, eludiendo así las complejidades del trato con lo real 

de otro ser. Si el sujeto se defi ne por sus relaciones de obje-

to, la cualidad del objeto y la elección de objeto se vuelven 

sustanciales en la constitución de la personalidad. Recuer-

do que, en contestación a la lingüística de Roman Jakobson 

y la noción de que «un signifi cante sustituye un signifi cado 

para un sujeto», Jacques Lacan plantea que «un signo es 

un signifi cante que sustituye a un sujeto para otro signi-

fi cante»...4 De acuerdo a esta lógica, el sujeto es apenas el 

eslabón de una cadena de signifi cantes que lo mueven y 

que lo arrastran mediante objetos de deseo y objetos causa 

de deseo, convirtiéndole casi siempre en un intermediario 

entre objetos. De nuevo, aquí McLuhan coincidiría con 

Lacan pero con una defi nición mucho más técnica que 

afecta a la lógica misma de la representación. Si el sujeto es 

un límite entre signifi cantes y sus elecciones de deseo es-

tán condicionadas por imágenes, por signifi cantes externos 

que en cierto m odo le hacen desear, el estatuto del sujeto 

es bastante precario. No se trata del sujeto del humanis-

mo como centro de voluntad y designio, sino más bien una 

penumbra de decisiones que apenas puede controlar sus 

impulsos. Entre este sujeto difuso y aquel sujeto centraliza-

do, la autoría como creación confi gura la noción de sujeto 

social como responsabilidad y acción.

Por otra parte, la cosa (res) en la cosa pública es lo 

real de lo público. El equívoco de la noción que plantea 

el sociólogo Bruno Latour de una «política de las cosas» 

(Dingpolitik), es asumir como sujetos políticos —es decir, 

sujetos de responsabilidad parlamentaria— entidades no 

humanas: ¿cómo quedarían convocados en asamblea? ¿Bajo 

qué ventriloquia trascendental otorgarles voz y voto? ¿Aca-

so las antiguas castas de sacerdotes no se instituían, preci-

samente, como «intérpretes» de la voluntad de los que no 

tienen voz? ¿No es siempre el silencio instrumentalizado 

4.  Jacques-Alain Miller. El lenguaje, aparato del goce, Buenos Aires, Colección Diva, 
2000, p. 161. 

«En el origen de la escritura está el len-

guaje del ausente, la vivienda, un sustituto 

del seno materno, esa primera morada 

que siempre inspira nostalgia, en la que 

se estaba seguro y uno se sentía tan bien.» 

(Sigmund Freud, El malestar en la cultura, 

Madrid, Alianza, 1989)

«El humanismo consiste en querer 

cambiar el sistema ideológico sin tocar 

la institución; el reformismo en cambiar la 

 institución sin tocar el sistema ideológico. 

Por el contrario, la acción revolucionaria 

se defi ne como un quebrantamiento simul-

táneo de la conciencia y de la institución.» 

(«Michel Foucault», en VV.AA. Conversacio-
nes con los radicales, óp. cit.)

«Entonces, ¿qué es la Dingpolitik en última 

instancia? Es el grado de realidad que se 

inyecta cuando: 

a.  La política ya no se limita a los seres hu-

manos e incorpora muchos otros actores 

a los que están ligados. 

b.  Los objetos se convierten en cosas, es 

decir, que el estudio de los “hechos de 

la realidad” (matters of fact) deja paso al 

de sus complicadas implicaciones y al 

estudio de los “hechos que conciernen” 

(matters of concern). 

c.  La asamblea no se da bajo una esfera 

preexistente o al abrigo de una tradi-

ción anterior de la construcción de un 

parlamento virtual. 

d.  Los límites inherentes impuestos por las 

defi ciencias del habla, las insufi ciencias 

cognitivas y todo tipo de discapacidades 

dejan de negarse y en su lugar se acep-

tan las prótesis. 

e.  No se limita a un parlamento que habla 

apropiadamente sino que se extiende a 

otro tipo de asambleas/ensamblajes, en 

busca de una asamblea legítima. 

f.  La asamblea se realiza bajo un “fantasma 

público” provisional y frágil, que ya no 

se declara equivalente a un Cuerpo, a un 

Leviatán o a un Estado. 

g.  Y, fi nalmente, la Dingpolitik se hace 

posible cuando la política se libera de 

su obsesión, que es el momento de la 

sucesión.»

(Bruno Latour, «From Realpolitik to Din-

gpolitik. Or How to Make Things Public», 

óp. cit., p. 41) 
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This would be the fi rst door into the question, linked 

to the notion of extension. The second door has to do 

with the notion of reciprocity, through the very psycho-

analytical idea of object relations. In psychoanalysis, an 

object is anything that you interact with, whether per-

son, thing, part of a person, or part of a thing. Fetishism 

shows us how a part can be taken for the whole, thus 

avoiding the complexities of dealing with the real of an-

other being. If a subject is defi ned by his or her object 

relations, the nature of the object and the choice of the 

object become essential in the formation of the person-

ality. I remember that, in response to Roman Jakobson’s 

linguistics and the notion that “a signifi er represents a 

signifi ed for a subject,” Jacques Lacan suggested that 

“a sign is a signifi er that represents a subject for anoth-

er signifi er”…4 According to this logic, the subject is 

scarcely a link in the chain of signifi ers that move him 

and drag him among objects of desire and objects-cause-

of-desire, almost always turning him into an intermedi-

ary among objects. McLuhan would again agree with 

Lacan on this, but with a much more technical defi ni-

tion that touches on the very logic of representation. 

If the subject is a boundary between signifi ers, and if 

what he chooses to desire is conditioned by images, by 

external signifi ers that in a sense make him desire, then 

the status of the subject is rather precarious. This is not 

the subject of humanism, a focus of will and design; this 

subject is more of a shadow of decisions that can barely 

control his impulses. Between this diff used subject and 

the centralized humanist subject, the notion of author-

ship as creation shapes the idea of the social subject as 

responsibility and action. 

Meanwhile, the thing (res) in the res publica is the real 

of the public. The confusion in Bruno Latour’s notion of 

a “politics of things” (Dingpolitik), is that it accepts non-

human entities as political subjects, as subjects of par-

liamentary responsibility: How would they be convened 

in assembly? Under what transcendental ventriloquism 

could we grant them voice and vote? Did not the castes 

of priests once claim to be “interpreters” of the will of 

those who have no voice? Is it not true that silence is 

always instrumentalized by those who speak? The “re-

public” does not correspond to the public nature of the 

real but to the real nature of the public. Rather, it is the 

4. Jacques-Alain Miller, El lenguaje, aparato del goce (Buenos Aires: Colección Diva,
 2000), p. 161.

“Writing was in its origin the voice of an 

absent person; and the dwelling-house was 

a substitute for the mother’s womb, the 

fi rst lodging, for which in all likelihood 

man still longs, and in which he was safe 

and felt at ease.” (Sigmund Freud, Civili-
zation and Its Discontents [1930], New York: 

W.W. Norton, 2010, p. 65)

“Humanism is based on the desire to 

change the ideological system without 

altering institutions; and reformers wish to 

change the institution without touching the 

ideological system. Revolutionary action, on 

the contrary, is defi ned as the simultaneous 

agitation of consciousness and institutions.” 

(Michel Foucault, “Revolutionary Action: 

‘Until Now’” [1971], in Language, Count-
er-Memory and Practice: Selected Essays and 
Interviews, ed. D. F. Bouchard, Ithaca, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 1980, p. 228)

“So what is Dingpolitik in the end? It is the 

degree of realism that is injected when: 

a. Politics is no longer limited to hu-

mans and incorporates the many 

issues to which they are attached.

b. Objects become things, that is, when 

matters of fact give way to their com-

plicated entanglements and become 

matters of concern;

c. Assembling is no longer done under 

the already existing globe or dome 

of some earlier tradition of building 

virtual parliaments;

d. The inherent limits imposed by 

speech impairment, cognitive weak-

nesses and all sorts of handicaps are 

no longer denied but prostheses are 

accepted instead;

e. It’s no longer limited to properly 

speaking parliaments but extended 

to the many other assemblages in 

search of a rightful assembly;

f. The assembling is done under the 

provisional and fragile Phantom 

Public, which no longer claims to the 

equivalent to a Body, a Leviathan or 

a State;

g. And, fi nally, Dingpolitik may become 

possible when politics is freed from 

its obsession with the time of Suc-

cession.”

(Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Ding-

politik, or How to Make Things Public,” in 

Making Things Public, p. 41)
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hablar de usos es hablar de escenifi caciones y de sentidos. 

El objeto nos retrotrae a la lógica del cuerpo expandido a 

través de la cultura o de dispositivos de la cultura material. 

Esa sería la primera puerta, ligada a la noción de exten-

sión. La segunda tendría que ver con la noción de recipro-

cidad a través de la idea muy psicoanalítica de las relaciones 

de objeto. Para el psicoanálisis un objeto es todo aquello 

con lo que uno se relaciona, sea una persona, una cosa 

o una parte de una persona o de una cosa. El fetichismo 

permite apreciar cómo una parte puede ser tomada por el 

todo, eludiendo así las complejidades del trato con lo real 

de otro ser. Si el sujeto se defi ne por sus relaciones de obje-

to, la cualidad del objeto y la elección de objeto se vuelven 

sustanciales en la constitución de la personalidad. Recuer-

do que, en contestación a la lingüística de Roman Jakobson 

y la noción de que «un signifi cante sustituye un signifi cado 

para un sujeto», Jacques Lacan plantea que «un signo es 

un signifi cante que sustituye a un sujeto para otro signi-

fi cante»...4 De acuerdo a esta lógica, el sujeto es apenas el 

eslabón de una cadena de signifi cantes que lo mueven y 

que lo arrastran mediante objetos de deseo y objetos causa 

de deseo, convirtiéndole casi siempre en un intermediario 

entre objetos. De nuevo, aquí McLuhan coincidiría con 

Lacan pero con una defi nición mucho más técnica que 

afecta a la lógica misma de la representación. Si el sujeto es 

un límite entre signifi cantes y sus elecciones de deseo es-

tán condicionadas por imágenes, por signifi cantes externos 

que en cierto m odo le hacen desear, el estatuto del sujeto 

es bastante precario. No se trata del sujeto del humanis-

mo como centro de voluntad y designio, sino más bien una 

penumbra de decisiones que apenas puede controlar sus 

impulsos. Entre este sujeto difuso y aquel sujeto centraliza-

do, la autoría como creación confi gura la noción de sujeto 

social como responsabilidad y acción.

Por otra parte, la cosa (res) en la cosa pública es lo 

real de lo público. El equívoco de la noción que plantea 

el sociólogo Bruno Latour de una «política de las cosas» 

(Dingpolitik), es asumir como sujetos políticos —es decir, 

sujetos de responsabilidad parlamentaria— entidades no 

humanas: ¿cómo quedarían convocados en asamblea? ¿Bajo 

qué ventriloquia trascendental otorgarles voz y voto? ¿Aca-

so las antiguas castas de sacerdotes no se instituían, preci-

samente, como «intérpretes» de la voluntad de los que no 

tienen voz? ¿No es siempre el silencio instrumentalizado 

4.  Jacques-Alain Miller. El lenguaje, aparato del goce, Buenos Aires, Colección Diva, 
2000, p. 161. 

«En el origen de la escritura está el len-

guaje del ausente, la vivienda, un sustituto 

del seno materno, esa primera morada 

que siempre inspira nostalgia, en la que 

se estaba seguro y uno se sentía tan bien.» 

(Sigmund Freud, El malestar en la cultura, 

Madrid, Alianza, 1989)

«El humanismo consiste en querer 

cambiar el sistema ideológico sin tocar 

la institución; el reformismo en cambiar la 

 institución sin tocar el sistema ideológico. 

Por el contrario, la acción revolucionaria 

se defi ne como un quebrantamiento simul-

táneo de la conciencia y de la institución.» 

(«Michel Foucault», en VV.AA. Conversacio-
nes con los radicales, óp. cit.)

«Entonces, ¿qué es la Dingpolitik en última 

instancia? Es el grado de realidad que se 

inyecta cuando: 

a.  La política ya no se limita a los seres hu-

manos e incorpora muchos otros actores 

a los que están ligados. 

b.  Los objetos se convierten en cosas, es 

decir, que el estudio de los “hechos de 

la realidad” (matters of fact) deja paso al 

de sus complicadas implicaciones y al 

estudio de los “hechos que conciernen” 

(matters of concern). 

c.  La asamblea no se da bajo una esfera 

preexistente o al abrigo de una tradi-

ción anterior de la construcción de un 

parlamento virtual. 

d.  Los límites inherentes impuestos por las 

defi ciencias del habla, las insufi ciencias 

cognitivas y todo tipo de discapacidades 

dejan de negarse y en su lugar se acep-

tan las prótesis. 

e.  No se limita a un parlamento que habla 

apropiadamente sino que se extiende a 

otro tipo de asambleas/ensamblajes, en 

busca de una asamblea legítima. 

f.  La asamblea se realiza bajo un “fantasma 

público” provisional y frágil, que ya no 

se declara equivalente a un Cuerpo, a un 

Leviatán o a un Estado. 

g.  Y, fi nalmente, la Dingpolitik se hace 

posible cuando la política se libera de 

su obsesión, que es el momento de la 

sucesión.»

(Bruno Latour, «From Realpolitik to Din-

gpolitik. Or How to Make Things Public», 

óp. cit., p. 41) 
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This would be the fi rst door into the question, linked 

to the notion of extension. The second door has to do 

with the notion of reciprocity, through the very psycho-

analytical idea of object relations. In psychoanalysis, an 

object is anything that you interact with, whether per-

son, thing, part of a person, or part of a thing. Fetishism 

shows us how a part can be taken for the whole, thus 

avoiding the complexities of dealing with the real of an-

other being. If a subject is defi ned by his or her object 

relations, the nature of the object and the choice of the 

object become essential in the formation of the person-

ality. I remember that, in response to Roman Jakobson’s 

linguistics and the notion that “a signifi er represents a 

signifi ed for a subject,” Jacques Lacan suggested that 

“a sign is a signifi er that represents a subject for anoth-

er signifi er”…4 According to this logic, the subject is 

scarcely a link in the chain of signifi ers that move him 

and drag him among objects of desire and objects-cause-

of-desire, almost always turning him into an intermedi-

ary among objects. McLuhan would again agree with 

Lacan on this, but with a much more technical defi ni-

tion that touches on the very logic of representation. 

If the subject is a boundary between signifi ers, and if 

what he chooses to desire is conditioned by images, by 

external signifi ers that in a sense make him desire, then 

the status of the subject is rather precarious. This is not 

the subject of humanism, a focus of will and design; this 

subject is more of a shadow of decisions that can barely 

control his impulses. Between this diff used subject and 

the centralized humanist subject, the notion of author-

ship as creation shapes the idea of the social subject as 

responsibility and action. 

Meanwhile, the thing (res) in the res publica is the real 

of the public. The confusion in Bruno Latour’s notion of 

a “politics of things” (Dingpolitik), is that it accepts non-

human entities as political subjects, as subjects of par-

liamentary responsibility: How would they be convened 

in assembly? Under what transcendental ventriloquism 

could we grant them voice and vote? Did not the castes 

of priests once claim to be “interpreters” of the will of 

those who have no voice? Is it not true that silence is 

always instrumentalized by those who speak? The “re-

public” does not correspond to the public nature of the 

real but to the real nature of the public. Rather, it is the 

4. Jacques-Alain Miller, El lenguaje, aparato del goce (Buenos Aires: Colección Diva,
 2000), p. 161.

“Writing was in its origin the voice of an 

absent person; and the dwelling-house was 

a substitute for the mother’s womb, the 

fi rst lodging, for which in all likelihood 

man still longs, and in which he was safe 

and felt at ease.” (Sigmund Freud, Civili-
zation and Its Discontents [1930], New York: 

W.W. Norton, 2010, p. 65)

“Humanism is based on the desire to 

change the ideological system without 

altering institutions; and reformers wish to 

change the institution without touching the 

ideological system. Revolutionary action, on 

the contrary, is defi ned as the simultaneous 

agitation of consciousness and institutions.” 

(Michel Foucault, “Revolutionary Action: 

‘Until Now’” [1971], in Language, Count-
er-Memory and Practice: Selected Essays and 
Interviews, ed. D. F. Bouchard, Ithaca, NY: 

Cornell University Press, 1980, p. 228)

“So what is Dingpolitik in the end? It is the 

degree of realism that is injected when: 

a. Politics is no longer limited to hu-

mans and incorporates the many 

issues to which they are attached.

b. Objects become things, that is, when 

matters of fact give way to their com-

plicated entanglements and become 

matters of concern;

c. Assembling is no longer done under 

the already existing globe or dome 

of some earlier tradition of building 

virtual parliaments;

d. The inherent limits imposed by 

speech impairment, cognitive weak-

nesses and all sorts of handicaps are 

no longer denied but prostheses are 

accepted instead;

e. It’s no longer limited to properly 

speaking parliaments but extended 

to the many other assemblages in 

search of a rightful assembly;

f. The assembling is done under the 

provisional and fragile Phantom 

Public, which no longer claims to the 

equivalent to a Body, a Leviathan or 

a State;

g. And, fi nally, Dingpolitik may become 

possible when politics is freed from 

its obsession with the time of Suc-

cession.”

(Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Ding-

politik, or How to Make Things Public,” in 

Making Things Public, p. 41)
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thing as the constituting core of the social—the thing 

that is being dealt with—and the thing as the constitut-

ing core of the personal—the thing that does the deal-

ing with. I think art gives the thing, the res, a chance. 

Not in the Heideggerian sense of a hiding from itself, but 

in the Freudian sense of a central integrating aspect of 

subjectivity, as the real of a constituent loss that is unre-

lated to signifi cation. The thing of art is both a recogni-

tion of the power of the object and a recognition of the 

representiality implicit in the object. All the extensions 

and reciprocities of the object and with the object are 

heightened in the work of art.

Tools, instruments, and utensils are traces of human 

labor, but they are also artifacts that create, inhabit, 

and transform the human subject. They are thus social 

implements in a relationship in which society itself is 

a product of implements. All that exists can be seen as 

and turned into a tool. Function is imaginary; it is not 

objects but the rules of action that we accept as proof 

of meaning: hard or soft, tangible or intangible, bodily 

or sensory, emotional or ideological... instruments are 

usage guidelines, plans of action, wills to control. But 

also, a tool is always between the desire of its creator and 

the eagerness of its user. Which is why the fragility and 

humanity of those plans can be glimpsed beneath their 

functional harshness. In the series Software, the sculp-

tures were presented in the form of tools in a contempo-

rary catalogue of “action plans” that bring to mind the 
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la humanidad de esos programas. En la serie titulada Soft-
ware, las esculturas se mostraban como útiles de un catá-

logo contemporáneo de «programas de acción» que evo-

can la hipertrofi a de una sensibilidad fi nalista. Más allá de 

las ideologías, esta sensibilidad se haría fuerte en lo que el 

 fi lósofo Mario Perniola llamó «sensologías», que convierte 

el cuerpo en amasijo de funciones y órganos, las sensacio-

nes en un campo de explotación, el goce en una industria, 

las emociones en un hechizo de afecciones y afectos y la 

vida en una carrera, en una ciencia.

Como en toda la serie Software, en los propios  Retratos  
republicanos la herramienta y el objeto aparecen como ese 

lugar de penumbra donde el sujeto queda definido en 

tanto correlato de su propia extensión, como asignado 

socialmente a un sentido y un uso. Esta situación extraña 

aparece en algunas obras mediante la conversión de unos 

órganos sin cuerpo en herramientas, la conversión del pro-

pio utensilio en representación del sujeto, pero también a 

partir de la singularidad misma de la herramienta. Al con-

vertir una herramienta en una evocación de presencia, se 

escenifi ca una representación metonímica del sujeto, como 

cuando en un museo se coloca la paleta de un pintor. Esa 

metonimia del utensilio es un desplazamiento de lo real en 

lo imaginario que hace presente algo del sujeto. Algo cier-

tamente diferente de lo que se hace presente en una obra 

concluida.

Los Retratos republicanos aluden a una obra anterior, Las 
bodas químicas, que pertenece a la colección de Helga de 

Alvear y que también está incluida en la exposición. Fun-

cionaba como punto fi nal de la exposición Software (gale-

ría Moisés Pérez de Albéniz, 2010), dedicada, justamente, 

a las intersecciones entre el sentido y el uso de la herra-

mienta y del sujeto. Allí donde el cuerpo y los órganos del 

cuerpo formaban parte de una carnicería convertida en 

herramientas extrañas, como un clavo o una aguja, se pre-

sentaban al espectador como presencias antropomórfi cas 

y antropométricas. Y, yo creo, se lograba un cierto refl ejo 

subjetivo entre el espectador y ese clavo y esa aguja que 

evocaban de modo extraño una fi gura masculina y otra fe-

menina. En este mismo sentido, los Retratos republicanos en-

fatizan la lógica del retrato como mecanismo de presencia. 

Desde el retrato republicano en la antigua Roma, el retrato 

legitimaba aquello que sucedía a su alrededor. La represen-
cia de un senador, de un monarca o de un presidente de 

la república legitimaba transacciones comerciales, juicios 

legales y todo tipo de operaciones institucionales. Consi-

deré que era un buen ejemplo del modo en que el emblema 
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hypertrophy of a purpose-oriented sensibility. Beyond 

ideologies, this sensibility grew strong in what Mario 

Perniola called “sensology,” in which the body becomes 

a mass of functions and organs, emotions become a fi eld 

of exploitation, pleasure becomes an industry, emotions 

become an enthrallment of aff ections and aff ects, and 

life becomes a career, a science.

In the Republican Portraits, as in the entire Software se-

ries, tools and objects appear as the shadowy space in 

which the subject is defi ned as a counterpart of his own 

extension, socially assigned to a meaning and a use. In 

some works, this strange situation appears through the 

transformation of bodies without organs into tools, the 

transformation of tools themselves into representations 

of the subject, and also through the singularity of the 

tool. Turning a tool into an evocation of presence is a 

way of staging a metonymic representation of the sub-

ject, as when a painter’s palette is displayed in a muse-

um. This metonymy of the tool is a replacement of the 

real in the imaginary, and makes a part of the subject 

present. And this part is undoubtedly diff erent to that 

which becomes present in a fi nished work.

The Republican Portraits refer to an earlier work, 

Chemical Weddings, which is in the Helga de Alvear col-

lection and is also included in this exhibition. It closed 

the exhibition Software at Galería Moisés Pérez de Al-

béniz in 2010, which revolved precisely around the 

intersections between the meaning and the use of the 

tool and the subject. In the exhibition, where the body 

and the body’s organs were part of a carnage that took 

the form of strange tools like a nail and a needle, they 

were presented to the spectator as anthropomorphic 

and anthropometric presences. And I think it managed 

to produce a certain subjective resonance between the 

spectator and that nail and that needle which in some 

strange sense suggested a male fi gure and a female fi g-

ure. Similarly, the Republican Portraits emphasize the 

logic of the portrait as a mechanism of presence. Ever 

since the republican portraits of ancient Rome, portraits 

have legitimized the events of their time. The represence 
of a senator, a monarch, or a president of the republic 

legitimized commercial transactions, court cases, and 

all kinds of institutional operations. I saw this as a good 

example of how the emblem of the portrait takes on a 

certain represence, evoking the presence of a human pres-

ence through tools that are anthropomorphized without 

being altered in any way. Then, as you said, the tools also 



Tú y yo somos la misma palabra, 1979
Tiza, tinta sobre papel, 13,5 x 9 cm / 8 x 8 x 8 (x2 uds.)
You and I are the same word, 1979
Chalk, ink on paper, 13.5 x 9 cm / 8 x 8 x 8 (x2)
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conjure up certain types of labor that are closely bound 

to what we could call “the working class?” in compar-

ison to other more intangible tools; the size of tools is 

inversely proportional to the social status. We could say 

that this work makes a connection between the tools and 

the working class and the revolutionary aesthetic, the 

republican aesthetic.

The Republican Crowns are halos and devices of dis-

tinction. From laurel wreaths—remnants of the sacred 

nature of trees—to mural crowns—which represent-

ed the perimeter of the empire—crowns have become 

epitomes of the monarchy. But they were originally also 

distinctions placed on the heads of the hapless victims of 

a prison sentence or a sacrifi ce. Military, triumphal, or 

civic, placed upon the heads of gods, pharaohs, sports-

men, emperors, popes, aristocrats, military officers, 

heroic citizens, or the dead, crowns set up a hierarchy 

of levels that interrupts the social continuum. The idea 

of the Republican Crowns came from the incongruity of 

a circle of distinction within a sphere of equality. How 

the ordinary ceases to be so through distinction. Diff er-

ent modalities began to occur to me. Some make refer-

ence to the world of the worker by means of a circle of 

tools that suggest joint work, as if the crown were being 

endlessly “worked upon”; others break up the circle to 

demand they be supported by several heads at the same 

time, tripod-like; others refer to cranial measurement; 

and some recall forms of distinction in popular iconogra-

phy, such as the funnel, which is traditionally the crown 

of the mad.

JF: In the middle of the exhibition, there is an archive 

where visitors can examine documents related to your 

work. How do you see the presence of this archive in 

the exhibition? You call them “morphological muse-

ums” and “demographic museums”... It’s a relocation or 

reconstruction of your archive, but do you also consider 

it a reference to museum archives? Are you challenging 

the museum to present its archives as an exhibition? Be-

cause the Museo Reina Sofí a is in fact known as a mu-

seum that structures its role within the community and 

society around the notion of the archive. 

JLM: Following a very contemporary discourse, this 

museum is dealing with the question of the archive, even 

with certain archival aesthetics that at times reject the 

very idea of the archive. But as you mentioned, I pre-

fer to call them museums rather than archives. The main 

diff erence probably lies in the relationships among the 

Constantine the Great (AD 312–325)
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sensación de que compartimos formas de representación y 

de lenguaje es porque ha habido un proceso constituyente 

donde esa correspondencia se ha establecido en lo común.

Y son correspondencias de valor pero al mismo tiempo son 

correspondencias de significación. Hoy en día la palabra

«convención», según la tradición romántica que persiste,

es una palabra sospechosa. Y sobre todo en un contexto

artístico donde parece que la libertad está por encima de

la convención. Nada más extraño que pretender crear un

lenguaje propio, salvo si confiamos en hacer a los demás

partícipes.

Es posible que la convención sea un núcleo básico de

la lógica parlamentaria. Entiendo que la idea de la con-

vención social, como algo estable, habitual, ritualizado no 

tiene coloquialmente el sentido de un lugar de discusión

donde se negocia la vida misma. Sin embargo, la «conven-

ción» como reunión decisiva dota a todo lo convencional

de una responsabilidad interesante.

JF: Una cosa que diferencia tu trabajo de otros donde

pueden estar presentes temas de carácter social, es esa

constante puesta en cuestión del sujeto. Articulas la diso-

lución del sujeto a través del lenguaje o de una situación

expositiva que confronta al visitante con los múltiples la-

berintos que el trabajo inaugura, pues tu obra es mucho

más plural que monológica. Esto es muy diferente, por

ejemplo, de la clásica relación de la obra de arte con el

sujeto social, tradicionalmente mucho más monológica y

proyectiva de la construcción de un ego, como en la obra

de Beuys, por ejemplo...

JLM: Yo no me referiría tanto a la institución del ego

cuanto a la institución de la identidad del sujeto. Debería-

mos referirnos a la genealogía del sujeto. Yo creo que sí que 

hay una preocupación por abordar esta cuestión, digamos 

«El uso indiscriminado de un término no 

sería grave si las palabras no fueran un 

instrumento para analizar la realidad. Pero 

lo son. Sus significados indican senderos 

abiertos a las cosas, que las hacen transi-

tables. Una palabra perdida es, tal vez, un 

acceso a la realidad perdido. Una palabra 

emborronada es un camino oculto por la 

maleza.» (José Antonio Marina, Teoría de la 
inteligencia creadora, Barcelona, Anagrama,

1998, p. 15)

«Si una noche fueras transportado por un 

ángel a una lejana galaxia, a un planeta que 

se llama, digamos, XG23; al día siguiente tú 

pintas un cuadro donde representas a los 

habitantes de este planeta. Ahora te pre-

gunto: ¿hay alguien en la Tierra que viendo 

tu cuadro exclame: “Mira, los habitantes 

de XG23”?» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangione],

De la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, 
Valencia, Pre-textos, 1989, p. 73)

«[...] Llegamos cuando la conversación ya 

ha comenzado.» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangio-

ne], De la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, 

óp. cit., p. 86)

Jacques-Louis David, 
El juramento del Juego de Pelota, 1791. 
Musée Carnavalet, París
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been established in the common sphere. They are cor-

respondences of value but also of meaning. At present, 

in line with the persisting romantic tradition, “conven-

tion” is a suspect word. Particularly in an artistic con-

text in which freedom appears to take precedence over 

convention. Nothing could be stranger than to try to 

create your own language, unless you expect to share 

it with others. 

I think convention may be one of the core aspects of 

parliamentary logic. The idea of social convention, in 

the sense of something that is stable, habitual, and rit-

ualized, does not colloquially appear to refer to a space 

of dialogue where life itself is negotiated. Even so, the 

idea of “convention” as a decisive gathering adds an in-

teresting responsibility to anything to do with the con-

ventional.

JF: One aspect in which your work diff ers from that 

of other artists who also work with social themes is your 

constant questioning of the subject. You express the 

dissolution of the subject through language or through 

an exhibition situation in which visitors are confronted 

by the many labyrinths that the works open up, because 

your work is much more plural than monologic. This is 

very diff erent from the classic relationship between art-

work and social subject, for example, which tradition-

ally tends to be much more monologic and more about 

projecting the construction of an ego, as in the work of 

Beuys, for example…

JLM: I was referring to instituting the identity of the 

subject rather than instituting the ego. We should refer 

to the genealogy of the subject. I do think that there is 

an interest in dealing with that genetic, we could say, 

question of the subject. Because the subject is constantly 

“The indiscriminate use of a term would 

not be a serious matter were it not that 

words are an instrument for analyzing 

reality. But they are. Their meanings point 

to paths that are open to things, that make 

them accessible. A lost word may perhaps 

be a lost connection to reality. A smudged 

word is a path grown over by weeds.” (José 

Antonio Marina, Teoría de la inteligencia 
creadora, Barcelona: Anagrama, 1993, p. 15)

“If one night, you were transported by an 

angel to a far-off  galaxy, to a planet called, 

let    s say, XG23, and the day after, you 

painted a picture in which you portrayed 

the inhabitants of this planet. I ask you: Is 

there anyone on Earth that, upon looking 

at your painting, would exclaim: ‘Oh, the 

inhabitants of XG23!’?” (Salvo, On Painting: 
In the Style of Wittgenstein, trans. Elizabeth 

Shriver, Cologne: Paul Maenz, 1986, ¶ 98)

“We arrive when the conversation has 

already begun.” (Salvo, On Painting, ¶ 134)

Jacques-Louis David, 
The Tennis Court Oath, 1791. 
Musée Carnavalet, Paris

Dibujo, 1974
Bolígrafo sobre papel, 21 x 29,7 cm
Drawing, 1974
Ballpoint pen on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm
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la idea misma del archivo. Pero, como dices, en mi caso pre-

fiero llamarlos museos más que archivos. Seguramente la 

mayor diferencia está en las relaciones entre las partes de 

un archivo. Porque, en tanto en cuanto se producen cada 

vez más interacciones entre sus partes, el archivo deja de ser

archivo para convertirse en un ecosistema, en una conver-

sación, en una asamblea o en convención. ¿A qué me refi ero

cuando digo que son museos y no archivos? Precisamente a

la lógica de las interacciones. Por ejemplo, el museo que lla-

mábamos morfológico no es exactamente un archivo de mis

archivos ni tampoco una especie de intento de dar cuenta 

de muchas cosas que no pueden aparecer en la exposición.

Más bien plantea de qué modo en la mezcla de tiempos todo

se ve alterado (el presente por el pasado, el pasado por el

presente...); hay una completa contaminación que hace que

la génesis de las formas artísticas o los objetos artísticos sea

una historia transversal, auténticamente transhistórica, y por

lo tanto niega la lógica del archivo. Porque hace que con-

vivan elementos —dibujos, vídeos, esculturas, esquemas,

documentos, libros— que se han creado o escogido bajo 

ciertas condiciones y que no sólo se yuxtaponen sino que 

se confrontan para generar otras cosas. Por tanto, ensayan 

una especie de museo morfológico o morfogenético, pues 

apuntan el modo en que las formas artísticas se constitu-

yen como tales. Las obras se generan como organizaciones,

como composiciones, y su forma de ser, su morfología, im-

plica un modo particular de relacionar las partes y el todo,

las jerarquías y las proporciones entre los elementos, las va-

riaciones y diferencias sensoriales, los sistemas. Por ello, la 

noción de república surge aquí ligada a la noción de sistemas

complejos. Concibo la obra como condensación material,

como integración de un espacio categorial de materialida-

des  — real, imaginaria y simbólica. La unificación de estas 

modalidades de materialidad es una de las condiciones más

significativas de la obra de arte frente al documento, la fór-

mula, la teoría o la técnica. Esa integración material hace 

de lo físico un elemento irrenunciable. Por ello considero la

escultura como el campo disciplinar más adecuado para una

reflexión sobre la integración material.

JF: Has trabajado en tu obra la demografía, las políticas 

de natalidad como ejemplos de un principio instituyente

de toda la sociedad, de su cultura, de su dimensión polí-

tica. Hoy constatamos, en Estados Unidos por ejemplo,

que todas las diferencias ideológicas entre liberales, con-

servadores, marxistas o neoliberales se exacerban cuando

se toca el aborto, todavía hoy una de las cuestiones funda-

mentales de la discusión ideológica. Casi todas las grandes 

«Las formas en su carácter de auténticas,

no agazapadas en su inmovilidad [...], la 

forma, la estructura en el sentido plena-

mente concreto, significa lo que agrega la 

totalidad misma, cuyo carácter esencial 

no consiste sólo en permitir la infl uencia 

recíproca de los elementos, sino en centrar 

la correlación de dichos elementos, en ha-

cer de ellos una unidad específi ca.» (Ernst 

Bloch, «Proceso y estructura», en AA.VV.

(1969), Las nociones de estructura y génesis, 
Buenos Aires, Proteo, pp. 25 y 29)

Juan Luis Moraza, Arqueología del infierno, 
2003. Instalación en Botánica Política, en la Sala 
Montcada, Barcelona
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parts of an archive. Because as more and more interac-

tions occur among its parts, the archive ceases to be an 

archive and becomes an ecosystem, a conversation, an 

assembly, or a convention. What am I referring to when 

I say that these works are museums rather than archives? 

Precisely to this logic of interactions. For example, the 

“morphological museum” is not exactly an archive of 

my own archive, nor is it an attempt to give an account 

of many things that could not appear in the exhibition. 

Rather, it explores how everything is aff ected by the mix 

of diff erent times (the present for the past, the past for 

the present...); there is a total contamination, so that the 

genesis of artistic forms and artistic objects becomes a 

transversal and truly transhistorical history. As such, it 

denies the logic of the archive because it brings together 

diff erent elements—drawings, videos, sculptures, dia-

grams, documents, books—that were created or chosen 

under certain conditions; these elements are not only 

juxtaposed, they also clash in order to generate new 

things. They are like a kind of morphological or mor-

phogenetic museum, because they indicate how artistic 

forms are constituted as such. The works are generated 

in the form of arrangements or compositions, and their 

structures, their morphology, implies a particular way of 

connecting the parts and the whole, the hierarchies and 

the proportions of elements, the sensory variations and 

diff erences, the systems. This is why the notion of the 

republic appears here linked to the notion of complex 

systems. I consider a work to be a physical condensation, 

the real, imaginary, and symbolic integration of a cate-

gorical space of materialities. The union of these modes 

of materiality is one of the most signifi cant conditions of 

the work of art as compared to the document, the for-

mula, the theory, or the technique. With this material in-

tegration, the physical aspect becomes an indispensable 

element. This is why I consider sculpture to be the most 

appropriate discipline from which to refl ect on material 

integration.

JF: In your work you have looked at demography and 

birthrate policies as examples of an instituting principle 

of society as a whole, of its culture, of its political di-

mension. We are now fi nding, in places like the United 

States for instance, that ideological diff erences are exac-

erbated when the issue of abortion comes up, and that it 

remains one of the key issues in ideological discussion. 

Almost all the major diff erences between the political 

discourse of the right and the left, in the tradition and 

“The mean between two or more things, 

their juncture, union, transit, passage, 

crossing, interval, distance, bond and 

contact—all these are mysterious, for they 

are rooted in the continuum, in the in-

fi nite. The interval that runs between one 

idea and another, one thing and another, 

is infi nite, and can only be surpassed by 

the creative act.… The continuum and the 

interval are mysterious, because they are 

infi nite.”

(Vincenzo Gioberti, Della Protologia, vol. 1, 

Naples: Marghieri, 1864, p. 160; quoted in 

Zellini, A Brief History of Infi nity, p. 53)

Juan Luis Moraza, Arqueología del infierno 
(Archeology of Hell), 2003. Installation in Botánica 
Política, at the Sala Montcada, Barcelona
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illiterate order we could say. On the other hand, al-

though artists are not illiterate, our works are illiterate 

even when they contain texts, because they escape the 

logic of meaning. In the course of history, artists have 

gone through all literary genres: poems, stories, novels, 

essays, programmatic texts, manifestos… Some more 

than others. I tend to identify with artists who get in-

volved with the knowledge of their own time (and these 

are the majority, not the exception) and become fl uent 

in diff erent forms of representation, including language.

JF: How did you start writing?

JLM: I think I was a very late starter. At an awards cer-

emony recently I reminisced about the fact that when I 

was a child my drawing skills led me to have daily draw-

ing lessons with a teacher who was deaf-mute. Every day 

for years I would go to his house, where the doorbell 

was a lightbulb. Learning was not transmitted through 

words but through the hands. He would take my hand 

and guide me, or I would put my hand in his so that 

I could feel the gesture. It was very performative in a 

sense, and it had nothing to do with discourse. And also, 

as a teenager I was very shy and a very good student: I 

had a wonderful relationship with knowledge but a diffi  -

cult one with speech. I felt the need to try to understand 

my actions without words in order to gain a certain 

Juan Luis Moraza, Etimogonías (Etymogonies)
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conventions of the French Revolution that we’ve been 

discussing, intensify around this subject. 

JLM: The “demographic museum,” as we have called 

it, includes a series of works and documents dating from 

1991 to 1993. I consider the demographic question to 

be crucial because it is at the very heart of the consti-

tution of society. And what you say is true, so much so 

that we can look back through history and see that it 

is not a new issue. In the book MA(non é)DONNA. Imá-
genes de creación, procreación y anticoncepción, (MA(non é)

DONNA: Images of Creation, Procreation, and Con-

traception), which I published in 1993 and which dates 

from the same period as the series of works included in 

the “demographic museum,” I tried to delve as deeply 

as possible into paleoanthropology and into the histo-

ry of demography. I gradually became aware that the 

logic of population growth has been the logic of eco-

nomic growth virtually since Neolithic times, in an 

enduring structural connection between production 

and reproduction. So demography is an instrument of 

capitalism that was born in the Neolithic. The intensi-

fi cation of super-production and super-reproduction 

took place simultaneously a few thousand years ago. The 

age-old nature of this entente between production and 

“Reproduction is a form of production, 

the product being human beings.” (Marvin 

Harris and Orna Johnson, Cultural Anthro-
pology, p. 17)

“This surplus population becomes, con-

versely, the lever of capitalistic accumula-

tion, nay, a condition of existence of the 

capitalist mode of production. It forms a 

disposable industrial reserve army.” (Karl 

Marx, Capital, vol. 1 [1867], London: Pen-

guin Classics, 1990, p. 784)

Juan Luis Moraza, MA(non é)DONNA.
Imágenes de creación, procreación y 
anticoncepción (MA(non é)DONNA. 
Images of Creation, Procreation and 
Contraception), 1992. Diagram

Operatives, 2014
Carbonized wood, 
maximum height: 120 cm 
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ser también una evidencia de la escritura y no simplemente 
una demostración de «escribiduría»...

JLM: Seguramente, pobre Barthes, no ha asistido a una 
última deriva contemporánea del escritor descendiendo 
hacia el escriba.

JF: [risas]
JLM: Es casi un anotador de cuentas...
JF: Me interesan mucho esos textos tuyos que son clara-

mente literarios, sobre todo cuando son paródicos de otros 
discursos, como el discurso ensayístico (como ocurre con 
tus apócrifos de Lacan), el biográfi co, (como tu texto de 
Malevitch) o del discurso literario (como tu reinvención 
literaria a partir de Mallarmé)8.

JLM: Y paradójico, también, al emular al escribidor y al 
escriba...

JF: Algunos de tus textos son como un ejercicio de alte-
ridad que refl eja una reciprocidad entre el que escribe y lo 
que escribe...

JLM: No sé, seguramente tiene que ver la destitución de 
la identidad para construir subjetividad. Yo no tengo miedo 
a la contaminación o a quedarme encerrado en las imáge-
nes o en los refl ejos de otro. Y seguramente eso me permi-
te, más que camufl arme, dejar que lo que yo recibo como 
algo importante me atraviese y obre en mí lo que tenga que 
obrar, sin miedo a perder mi integridad. Y al mismo tiem-
po, la relación con la textualidad es menos importante de 
lo que parece. Soy, como todos los humanos, un ser hablan-
te y el lenguaje también me atraviesa y no lo elijo, me viene 
dado como lengua materna y como lenguaje aprendido en 
tanto interiorizado. Pero la sensación que tengo es que mi 
trato con el mundo no se articula a través del texto. Es, en 
todo caso, una parte irrenunciable que poseo como huma-
no por e estar atravesado por la lengua, pero no le otorgo 
un lugar central. En esto he discutido con los psicoana-
listas, pues no creo que el inconsciente esté estructurado 
como lenguaje ni que la verbalidad o la textualidad sean 
sufi cientes para afrontar ciertas cuestiones que creo fun-
cionan en un orden mucho más iconográfi co-simbólico, di-
gamos, analfabeto, por decirlo de alguna manera. Por otro 
lado, aunque los artistas no somos analfabetos, nuestras 
obras son analfabetas incluso cuando tienen textos, pues 
escapan a la lógica del sentido. A lo largo de la historia, los 
artistas han recorrido todos los géneros literarios: poemas, 

8.  Dos de ellos, «De amor, sabœr (Jacques Lacan)» y «Culto al eclipse (meditaciones 
de Malevitch en su lecho de muerte)» están incluidos en este volumen, pp. 169-207 
y 209-231.
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writes based on the texts of the writer, who works on 

discourses and paratexts, like the critic. Barthes rejected 

the dichotomy, arguing that critical discourse can also 

be an instance of writing and not simply a demonstration 

of “scribing”…

JLM: Poor Barthes probably didn’t get to see the most 

recent contemporary evolution of the writer’s descent 

toward scribe.

JF: [laughter]

JLM: The writer has almost become an account keep-

er...

JF: I am very interested in those texts of yours that 

are clearly literary, particularly those that are parodies 

of other discourses, such as the essay discourse (in your 

apocryphal texts by Lacan), the biographical discourse 

(like your Malevich text), and the literary discourse 

(such as your literary reinvention based on Mallarmé).7

JLM: And paradoxical too, given that they emulate the 

scriptor/scribe…

JF: Some of your texts are like an exercise in alterity 

that refl ects a reciprocal relationship between the writer 

and what he writes…

JLM: I don’t know. The dismissal of identity to create 

subjectivity probably has something to do with it. I am 

not afraid of contamination, or of becoming trapped 

in the images or the refl ections of another. And rather 

than seeking camoufl age, this means that I can allow 

the things that I consider important to pass through me 

and do whatever they have to do to me, without fear of 

losing my integrity. On the other hand, the relationship 

with textuality is less important than it seems. Like all 

human beings, I am a speaking being; language perme-

ates me, I do not chose it. It is a given to me as a mother 

tongue and as a learnt and internalized language. But I 

have the sense that my engagement with the world is 

not structured through text. In any case, language is an 

inalienable part of me that I inevitably possess as a hu-

man being permeated by language, but I do not give it a 

crucial importance. I have argued over this with psycho-

analysts, because I do not think that the unconscious is 

structured as a language, or that verbality and textuality 

are enough to confront certain issues that I believe op-

erate in a much more iconographic-symbolic order, an 

7. Two of them, “On Love, Sabœr (Jacques Lacan)” and “Cult of the Eclipse 
 (Meditations of Malevich on his Deathbed),” are included in this volume, pp. 169 
 and 209, respectively.
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la lógica del decrecimiento que, desde posturas más bien
de izquierdas, está intentando frenar la locura de un cre-
cimiento económico ilimitado (e insostenible) frente a la
limitación real de recursos planetarios. La lógica del cre-
cimiento ilimitado es una insensatez que desde el neolítico 
se habrá desarrollado hasta el capitalismo fi nanciero.

La demografía ha sido uno de los más importantes ins-
trumentos y objetivos políticos. En las serie de obras del
«museo demográfico» intento ahondar en estas cuestiones 
a través de una reflexión sobre la relación entre iconografí a 
y la demografía. Siendo la demografía una cuestión políti-
ca fundamental, ¿cómo se ha traducido en la construcción 
de imágenes? ¿Acaso las imágenes no han contribuido de
forma sustancial en las estrategias de estimulación pro-
ductiva-reproductiva? ¿Y de qué modo? A partir de todos 
aquellos trabajos, advertí que la manera de representar
el cuerpo humano (que supone un ochenta por ciento de
la totalidad de la iconografí a del arte universal) no había
sido neutral con respecto a las representaciones ligadas
a funciones demográficas, y de manera especial en la re-
presentación del cuerpo femenino. El trabajo de aquellos
años hizo que durante casi una generación se me invitara
a contextos de discusión feminista y cuestiones de géne-
ro, etc., pues había descubierto que la imagen de la mujer 
—a través de distintas mitologías y culturas— permitía
recorrer la doble historia de la discriminación sexual y la
estimulación natal en un juego muy perverso que atraviesa 
los imperios clásicos, las repúblicas modernas y el imperio 
posmoderno.

Estos dos «museos» son seguramente los que tienen una 
apariencia más archivística, pero quiero insistir en esa ne-
gación de la lógica del museo porque es la afi rmación de
una lógica de interacciones entre partes. Digamos que el
archivo parece pertenecer a la ética republicana y la lógica 
del Derecho, con esa vocación enciclopédica del registro y 
sus promesas. Pero entiendo que el museo es aún más una 
cuestión republicana en tanto que no trata con registros
sino con cosas. Bruno Latour dedicó un capítulo especial
de Atmósferas de Democracia5 a la relación etimológica entre 
asamblea y ensamblaje. Me reconocí en esa relación por-
que, como te decía, la idea misma del título de esta exposi-
ción nace de una conferencia sobre collage y fotomontaje 
en relación con la recuperación del cuerpo en estéticas de 
fragmentación, es decir, de ensamblaje. La idea de asamblea

5. MIT Press y ZKM Karlsruhe, 2005. Editado por Bruno Latour y Peter Weibel 
[cat. exp.].

«O vuestra conciencia no corresponde a 
ningún contenido ni a ninguna mutación,
o bien consiste en una perceptible por-
ción de contenido y de mutación. Vuestro 
aprendizaje de la realidad se lleva a cabo 
literalmente mediante simientes y gotitas 
de percepción intelectual e indirecta-
mente podéis dividirlas en componentes,
pero en cuanto dadas inmediatamente,
se presentan en su integridad, o bien no se 
presentan en absoluto.» (Alfred North 
Whitehead, Process and Reality, Nueva York,
MacMillan, 1929, p. 53)

Juan Luis Moraza, Fanal, 2000, 
Museo de Bellas Artes de Bilbao
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reproduction explains the cultural resistance in coming 

to terms with the logic of degrowth, which is trying to 

curb the madness of unlimited (and unsustainable) eco-

nomic growth given the actual limits of the planet’s re-

sources, mainly from an essentially left-wing position. 

The logic of unlimited growth is a folly that has grown 

unchecked from the Neolithic to fi nancial capitalism. 

Demographic control has long been one of the most 

important political goals and instruments. In the series 

of works in the “demographic museum” I explore these 

issues by exploring the relationship between iconogra-

phy and demography. If demography is a key political 

issue, how has it been expressed in the construction 

of images? Haven’t images played a signifi cant role in 

production-reproduction incentive strategies? How? 

Examining all those works, I saw that representations 

of the human body (which make up 80 percent of the 

total iconography of universal art) had not been neutral 

in regard to demographic functions, particularly in the 

case of representations of the female body. As a result 

of my work during those years, for almost a generation 

I was invited to participate in discussions around femi-

nist and genre issues. I had discovered that the female 

image in diff erent mythologies and cultures could be 

used to trace the twin history of sexual discrimination 

and population growth stimulation in a highly perverse 

game that runs through the history of classical empires, 

modern republics, and postmodern empire. 

These two “museums” are probably the most archival 

in appearance, but I want to reiterate that denial of the 

logic of the museum, because it is an affi  rmation of the 

logic of interaction among the diff erent parts. We could 

say that the archive appears to belong to the republican 

ethic and the logic of the law, with its encyclopedic will 

to record and all that it promises. But it seems to me that 

the museum is an even more republican notion insofar 

as it does not deal with records but with things. Bruno 

Latour dedicated a chapter of Atmospheres of Democracy5 

to the etymological links between assembly and assem-

blage. I identifi ed with this connection because, as I 

said earlier, the title of this exhibition was inspired by 

a paper on collage and photomontage in relation to the 

recovery of the body in the aesthetics of fragmentation, 

5. Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel, eds., Making Things Public: Atmospheres of 
 Democracy, exh. cat. ZKM/Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe (Cambridge, 
 Mass.: MIT Press, 2005).

“Either your experience is of no content, 

no change, or it is of a perceptible amount 

of content or change. Your acquaintance 

with reality grows literally by buds or 

drops of perception. Intellectually and 

on refl ection you can divide these into 

components, but as immediately given, 

they come totally or not at all.” (A. N. 

Whitehead, Process and Reality, New York: 

Macmillan, 1929, p. 53)

Juan Luis Moraza, Fanal, 2000,
Museo de Bellas Artes, Bilbao
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De tal manera que la letra pequeña también desprotege 
al ciudadano, que no domina la técnica legal. Conforme 
se hacen más sensibles a las singularidades, las leyes van 
perdiendo su universalidad, con los peligros políticos que 
eso implica, por no hablar de la jurisprudencia. Que exis-
ta una ley para unos y otra ley para otros permite unos 
niveles de desigualdad brutales. A base de matizaciones y 
jurisprudencias, la sofi sticación moderna ligada a la sin-
gularidad destruye el potencial de unifi cación igualitaria 
que se introduce a través de los sistemas de medida com-
partidos. En relación con estas paradojas, imaginé una si-
tuación en la que existiera una norma para cada sujeto en 
cada situación, como la realización máxima de la máxima 
relativización y contextualización de la ley y la medida. 
Hay dos series vinculadas con la lógica de la medida. La 
primera, de 1998, titulada Relogos, remite a la función mo-
numental de la medida del tiempo y consiste en conjuntos 
de pedestales con relojes asociados no tanto a la marca del 
tiempo cronológico, sino a movimientos dentro de siste-
mas de categorías. La segunda proviene de la obra Devotos 
(anormatividad), que más tarde se convirtió en el origen de 
la serie Arules y que imagina a un ciudadano que no sólo 
dispone de un voto sino de su propio sistema métrico. Así 
comencé a retorcer sistemas de medida convirtiéndolos en 
únicos e  irrepetibles. Pensaba que las reglas torsionadas 
evocaban bien el narcisismo contemporáneo y la perver-
sión del principio de singularidad convertida en un requi-
sito de homologación. Es como la idea de igualdad ante la 
ley, cuando la ley no es igualitaria... Por eso coloqué cada 
una de estas reglas sobre un espejo, procurando reforzar 
esa idea narcisista de una medida que se vuelve incapaz 
de resolver un vínculo, porque se ha personalizado tanto 
que sólo sirve para una situación, para una circunstancia y 
también para un único sujeto. Por lo tanto ya no funciona 
del todo como medida y si no es una medida ¿qué es? Esta 
es la cuestión básica de la socialidad contemporánea. 

JF: La textualidad es una parte relevante en tu trabajo. 
Diversos tipos de textos se pueden manifestar desde di-
ferentes tipos de meta-textos, como el texto de ensayo o 
refl exión sobre un asunto artístico, político, o psicoanalíti-
co, por ejemplo, hasta otros textos constituidos como obra 
literaria, como tus ejercicios paródicos de otros autores. 
Roland Barthes ha relacionado el estatuto del escritor con 
el del escribidor, siendo el escribidor el que escribe a partir 
de los textos del escritor, el que trabaja sobre los discursos 
y paratextos, como el crítico. Roland Barthes ha combatido 
esa dicotomía defendiendo que el discurso crítico puede 
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But at the same time the small print is ornamental in the 

sense that it leads us into a labyrinth that only experts 

in law can fi nd a way through. So the small print also 

makes citizens vulnerable, because they do not have a 

good command of legal technique. As legislation, let 

alone case law, becomes more sensitive to singularities, it 

loses its universality, with the political dangers that this 

entails. The existence of one law for some and another 

law for others allows huge levels of inequality. Through 

qualifi cations and case law, modern sophistication tied 

to singularity removes the potential for unification 

on equal terms that was introduced through common 

measurement systems. With these paradoxes in mind, I 

imagined a situation in which there would be a specifi c 

law for each individual in each situation, as the ultimate 

expression of the ultimate relativization and contextu-

alization of measurement and of the law. There are two 

series that address the logic of measurements. The fi rst, 

dating from 1998, is entitled Horologos and addresses the 

monumental role of the measure of time. It consists of 

groups of pedestals with watches that do not keep track 

of chronological time but of movements within systems 

of categories. The second grew out of a work entitled 

Devotees (Abnormativity), which later became the origin 

of the series Arules, and it imagines a citizen who has a 

personal metric system as well as a vote. This led me to 

distort measurement systems so as to make them unique 

and unrepeatable. It seemed that bending rules was a 

good way to refer to contemporary narcissism and to the 

singularity principle having become a prerequisite for 

recognition. It is like the idea of equality before the law, 

when the law is not equal… So I placed each of these 

rulers on a mirror, seeking to emphasize the narcissistic 

idea of a unit of measurement that is no longer able to 

operate as a connection, because it has become so per-

sonalized that it is only valid for one situation, under one 

set of circumstances, for one individual. So it no longer 

works as a measurement system, and if it is not a mea-

sure, what is it? This is the basic question of contempo-

rary sociality. 

JF: Textuality is an important part of your work. Var-

ious types of texts can appear in diff erent types of meta-

texts, such as essays or theoretical writings on artistic, 

political, or psychoanalytic subjects, for example, or 

literary works, such as your parodic exercises with oth-

er authors. Roland Barthes compared the status of the 

writer with that of the scriptor/scribe, somebody who 

Repercussaries (I, II, III, IV), 2007–13
Oil on bronze and nickel bronze 
30 x 50 x 30 cm
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implica que las partes están conversando, interactuando 
y no sólo cada una en un casillero. Por muy expandido y 
difuso que sea un archivo, seguirá siendo un orden inferior 
de organización. Mientras el museo, más allá de la idea de 
ensamblaje o de asamblea, implica la creación de criterios 
de unifi cación que dotan de propiedades a los componen-
tes y propician un ecosistema de interacciones múltiples. 

JF: Es curioso constatar en tu obra otra evidencia de 
algo que nace también en la historia de la república: las 
unidades de medida. Fue la República francesa la que 
consiguió unifi car los sistemas métricos o los sistemas de 
peso, por ejemplo. Esa uniformización ha servido después 
para globalizar el comercio mundial. Esa búsqueda de una 
normatividad global inherente a la ascensión planetaria de 
una clase social es también una de las consecuencias de la 
Revolución francesa, y posteriormente, de la Revolución 
americana. Las unidades de medida de tus obras son todas 
diferentes, desfi gurando y desconfi gurando así esa norma-
tividad: se torsionan, se espejan y se alejan de su misión 
normativa original para regresar casi a una individualidad 
del objeto. Cada una se diferencia de la otra como expre-
sión de la diversidad, de la pluralidad de las personas que 
las miran y que en ellas se refl ejan. Tus unidades métricas 
presentadas sobre una base espejada que las refl eja y las 
dobla podrían ser un ejemplo de la manera en que indi-
vidualizas aquello que es social. A partir de la noción de 
dividuo —que utilizas en otra de tus series— confrontas al 
individuo con la condición reptiliana inherente a su vida 
social6. ¿Cómo describirías en tu trabajo ese juego entre 
el objeto convencional y el individuo que lo particulariza?

JLM: Si me permites antes de responder, igual conti-
nuando con lo anterior, yo te devolvería la pregunta res-
pecto a la cuestión del archivo con relación al museo. ¿No 
crees que la discusión que hoy en día se mantiene dentro 
del contexto del arte —no específicamente dentro del 
museo— sobre la lógica del archivo es más estética que 
estructural? ¿Cómo lo dirías?

JF: En este momento están pasando muchas cosas en los 
museos que redefi nen contextos y procesos de trabajo con 
sus archivos. El modo en que el propio artista ha empezado 
a utilizar y a construir archivos y sistemas de documenta-
ción como soporte del proceso artístico, cambia también el 
modo en que se trabaja con un archivo en un museo. Uno 
de los problemas de los museos es cómo ampliar sus normas 

6.  Sobre la condición reptiliana de la vida social, ver el ensayo de Juan Luis Moraza 
en este volumen, «Publicidad de lo político», pp. 168-230.
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in other words, of assemblage. And the idea of assembly 

implies that diff erent parties are conversing, interacting, 

and not each in their own compartment. No matter how 

expanded and diff use an archive may be, it will contin-

ue to be a lower-level type of organization. While the 

museum, beyond the idea of assemblage and assembly, 

involves defi ning unifi cation criteria that add properties 

to the components and favor an ecosystem based on mul-

tiple interactions. 

JF: It is curious that your work also touches on an-

other element that has its origins in the history of the 

republic: units of measurement. The French Republic 

managed to unify metric systems and weight systems, 

for example, which then served to globalize world trade. 

This quest for global standardization, which was inher-

ent in the planetary rise of a social class, was also one of 

the consequences of the French Revolution and, later, of 

the American Revolution. The units of measurements in 

your works are all diff erent, distorting and misconfi gur-

ing that standardization: they bend, mirror each other, 

and stray from their original regulating mission, and al-

most return to the individuality of the object. Each one 

diff ers from the others, as an expression of the diversity 

and plurality of the people who contemplate them and 

see themselves in them. Your metric units displayed on a 

mirrored base that refl ects and bends them could be an 

example of how you individualize the social. Based on 

the notion of dividual, which you use in another series, 

you confront the individual with the reptilian condition 

that is inherent to social life. How would you describe 

this play in your work between the conventional object 

and the individual who particularizes it?

JLM: Before answering, if you allow me to go back to 

what I was saying before, I would ask you to answer that 

same question about the archive and the museum. Don’t 

you think that the discussion about the logic of the ar-

chive that is now taking place in the art world—not spe-

cifi cally the museum—is more aesthetic than structural? 

What would you say?

JF: There are a lot of things happening in museums 

right now that are redefi ning the contexts and processes 

of working with archives. The fact that artists have also 

started to use and create archives and documentation 

systems as a medium for their artistic processes is also 

changing the way museums work with archives. One of 

the problems that museums face is how to broaden and 

diversify their rules in line with the diversity of their 
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information that is sometimes just kept in storage, wait-

ing for a researcher to come along.

JF: Artists are now using archives and other doc-

umentation systems as a medium for their work, fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the pioneer and barometer 

Harald Szeemann,6 who in 1974 organized an exhibi-

tion featuring the objects amassed by his grandfather: 

the history of a Hungarian barber intersecting with the 

history of Central Europe. As theorists of the new his-

tory and history of mentalities movements were already 

arguing, the exhibition showed that every person is an 

archive and also a museum. Aware of this, many artists 

resisted the established museum and created their own, 

their own ways of working with references, documents, 

records, images, text, and display devices. Artists rede-

fi ned the museum through “their” own museum. And 

I think this is the case with you and with your work in 

this exhibition.

JLM: I am amused by the idea—also genealogical—

that there is a close link between collecting and colo-

nialism. In some sense, everyone is a collector, and in 

some sense each person colonizes the world, colonizes 

the past, colonizes experience. 

The acknowledgment of the singularity of every in-

dividual is intrinsic to democratic legitimacy, and this 

implies a certain politics of biography. I think that this 

idea is very strong in the contemporary museum: the 

acknowledgment of singularity through the idea that 

every individual is a biographical universe in him- or 

herself, full of experiences that can be appealing and 

valuable to others, etc. And this leads us to the ques-

tions of the universalization of metric systems and of 

the humanization or singularization of standards of 

units of measurement. The history of globalized units 

of measurement is central to the republican age of the 

Encyclopedia. Standardization always takes place at 

the expense of sacrificing singularities. Universality 

and singularity are in a sense the two sides of moderni-

ty, and they are inextricably linked in the development 

of the modern experience. Imagine the situation today 

in which the small print of contracts, the small print of 

the law, could be considered a kind of sign of how con-

temporary the law is in relation to an unequivocal order. 

6. Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us (1974) was held in Szeemann’s apartment in 
 Zurich and brought together a collection of objects belonging to his grandfather, 
 a hairdresser by trade.

“Meaning is a rule of action.” (Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, The Brown and Blue Books 
[1933–35], New York: HarperCollins, 1986)

Dome of Sir John Soane’s Museum, London, 1993
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en función de la diversidad de archivos que acogen. Si 
antes el archivo reunía documentos fí sicos, ahora hay ar-
chivos relacionados con transmisión verbal o inmaterial 
dentro del museo. Y luego está el propio cambio de la obra 
de arte, que pone en cuestión la organización del museo. 
¿Vamos a guardar una obra como One and Three Chairs [Una 
y tres sillas] (1965), de Joseph Kosuth, poniendo la silla en 
el departamento de escultura, la fotografí a en el departa-
mento de fotografí a y la defi nición en el departamento de 
obra gráfi ca? [risas]

Tampoco es lo mismo guardar y preservar las instruccio-
nes de una obra conceptual que archivos sonoros o audio-
visuales; defi nir las condiciones de acceso a esos archivos 
que almacenar y conservar objetos. A partir del momento 
en el que el museo recoge lo inmaterial, la defi nición de 
archivo cambia. Hoy los museos tienen que defi nirse en 
función de nuevos retos que el archivo les plantea desde 
una perspectiva histórica crítica. El Museo Reina Sofí a, 
por ejemplo, intenta redefi nir el trabajo con sus archivos a 
partir de una situación poscolonial, intentando no ser otra 
institución global más que acumula archivos de todo un 
mundo colonizado, sino desarrollando redes entre diferen-
tes archivos, contribuyendo a identifi carlos, clasifi carlos, 
manteniéndolos donde están y buscando condiciones para 
que sigan donde están, pero compartidos por redes entre 
museos y otras instituciones, propulsoras de nuevas institu-
cionalidades. Es importante que los museos disponibilicen 
sus archivos en red. El concepto de red no sólo es una po-
sibilidad sino también un objetivo ético para que el archivo 
contemporáneo no sea una especie de tesoro inaccesible, 
un espacio opaco, una caja fuerte de saberes, de objetos, de 
fetiches. Otra manera de plantear el archivo es el modo en 
que el museo puede trabajar con el archivo de un  artista, 
de un crítico, de un coleccionista, siendo cada uno expre-
siones de un retrato particular. Cómo incorporar y no in-
corporar, cómo cuidar los archivos que existen en el mun-
do, ya sea al adquirirlos o trabajando en red, cómo hacer 
que no pertenezcan del todo a nadie y puedan ser compar-
tidos por todos.... Estas situaciones conformarían un nuevo 
proceso instituyente en el museo de nuestro tiempo.

JLM: Mi pregunta también se refería a la posibilidad 
de que el archivo se convierta en un dispositivo de expo-
sición, lo cual, tal como lo planteas, sugeriría a una vo-
luntad de transparencia. Es decir, hacer que un público 
más extenso pueda tener acceso a una información que, 
en ocasiones, se limita a quedar almacenada a la espera del 
investigador.

«Museo como espacio democrático don-
de se presentan historias culturales y se 
debate sobre ellas, donde se establece un 
diálogo entre la memoria y la historia para 
caer en el mito de una cultura única y 
trascendental.» (Serge Guilbaut, «Museum 
ad nauseam? Os Museos no laberinto post-
moderno», en María Luisa Sobrino (ed.), 
Creación artística e identidades culturales, San-
tiago de Compostela, Consello de Cultura 
Galega, 2009, p. 22)

«Lo que está en juego no es la representa-
ción de las obras en el contexto de la época 
en que surgieron, sino dar cuenta de la 
época que las percibe —nuestra época— 
en su época.» (Walter Benjamin, «Literary 
History and the Study of Literature», en 
Selected Writings 1931-1934, vol. 2, Cambridge 
[Mass.], Harvard University Press, 2005)

«¿Pero no tienen los museos también 
bodegas? ¿Son siempre las mismas las obras 
expuestas? ¿No hay, acaso, una alternancia 
entre las obras expuestas y las obras en 
bodegas?» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangione], De 
la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, óp. cit., 
p. 47)
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archives. While an archive used to consist of physical 

documents, some archives are now related to oral or im-

material transmission in the museum. And the fact that 

artworks themselves have also changed also challenges 

the organization of the museum. Are you going to ar-

chive a work like Joseph Kosuth’s One and Three Chairs 
(1965) by placing the chair in the sculpture section, the 

photograph in the photography section, and the defi ni-

tion in the graphic section? [laughter]

Then again, storing and preserving the instructions 

for a conceptual work is not the same as storing and 

preserving sound and audiovisual records; defi ning the 

conditions for access to those records is not the same as 

storing and conserving objects. When museums began 

to collect immaterial works, the defi nition of the ar-

chive changed. In defi ning themselves, museums now 

have to take into account the new challenges that the 

archive poses from a historical-critical perspective. The 

Museo Reina Sofí a, for example, is redefi ning the way 

it works with its archives from a postcolonial perspec-

tive. Instead of becoming yet another global institution 

that amasses archives from a colonized world, it seeks 

to build networks among archives and to contribute 

to identifying, classifying, and keeping them where 

they are, and to fi nding ways to allow them to remain 

there, but shared among networks of museums and 

other institutions, promoters of a new institutional-

ity. It is important that museums make their archives 

available through networks. The concept of a network 

is not just an option, it is an ethical goal to ensure that 

the contemporary archive does not become some kind 

of inaccessible treasure, an opaque space, a strongbox 

for knowledge, objects, and fetishes. Another way of 

approaching the archive is by thinking about how mu-

seums can work with the archives of artists, critics, or 

collectors, given that each archive is an expression of a 

particular character. What to include and what to leave 

out, how to look after the archives that exist in the 

world—by acquiring them or by means of networks—, 

how to ensure that they don’t entirely belong to any-

body, and that they can be shared by all… These issues 

are forming a new instituting process in the museum 

of our time. 

JLM: I was also referring to the possibility of the ar-

chive becoming an exhibition device, which, in your 

terms, would suggest a desire for transparency. In oth-

er words, the desire to allow a larger audience to access 

“The museum as a democratic space in 

which cultural histories are presented 

and discussed, where there is a dialogue 

between memory and history in order to 

avoid falling into the myth of a unique and 

transcendental culture.” (Serge Guilbaut, 

“Museum ad nauseam? Os Museos no 

laberinto postmoderno,” in Creación artísti-
ca e identidades culturales, ed. Maria Luisa 

Sobrino, Santiago de Compostela: Consel-

lo de Cultura Galega, 2009, p. 22)

“What is at stake is not to portray literary 

works in the context of their age, but to 

represent the age that perceives them—

our age—in the age during which they 

rose.” (Walter Benjamin, “Literary History 

and the Study of Literature” [1931], in 

Selected Writings, vol. 2, pt. 2: 1931–1934, 

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 

Press, 2005, p. 464)

“But don�    t museums also have depots? Are 

the works on display always the same ones? 

Isn�    t there any alternation between the 

exhibited works and those stored in the 

basement?” (Salvo, On Painting, ¶ 20)

Toolskin, 2010
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Nickel bronze, wood, 90 x 7 x 17 cm
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en función de la diversidad de archivos que acogen. Si 
antes el archivo reunía documentos fí sicos, ahora hay ar-
chivos relacionados con transmisión verbal o inmaterial 
dentro del museo. Y luego está el propio cambio de la obra 
de arte, que pone en cuestión la organización del museo. 
¿Vamos a guardar una obra como One and Three Chairs [Una 
y tres sillas] (1965), de Joseph Kosuth, poniendo la silla en 
el departamento de escultura, la fotografí a en el departa-
mento de fotografí a y la defi nición en el departamento de 
obra gráfi ca? [risas]

Tampoco es lo mismo guardar y preservar las instruccio-
nes de una obra conceptual que archivos sonoros o audio-
visuales; defi nir las condiciones de acceso a esos archivos 
que almacenar y conservar objetos. A partir del momento 
en el que el museo recoge lo inmaterial, la defi nición de 
archivo cambia. Hoy los museos tienen que defi nirse en 
función de nuevos retos que el archivo les plantea desde 
una perspectiva histórica crítica. El Museo Reina Sofí a, 
por ejemplo, intenta redefi nir el trabajo con sus archivos a 
partir de una situación poscolonial, intentando no ser otra 
institución global más que acumula archivos de todo un 
mundo colonizado, sino desarrollando redes entre diferen-
tes archivos, contribuyendo a identifi carlos, clasifi carlos, 
manteniéndolos donde están y buscando condiciones para 
que sigan donde están, pero compartidos por redes entre 
museos y otras instituciones, propulsoras de nuevas institu-
cionalidades. Es importante que los museos disponibilicen 
sus archivos en red. El concepto de red no sólo es una po-
sibilidad sino también un objetivo ético para que el archivo 
contemporáneo no sea una especie de tesoro inaccesible, 
un espacio opaco, una caja fuerte de saberes, de objetos, de 
fetiches. Otra manera de plantear el archivo es el modo en 
que el museo puede trabajar con el archivo de un  artista, 
de un crítico, de un coleccionista, siendo cada uno expre-
siones de un retrato particular. Cómo incorporar y no in-
corporar, cómo cuidar los archivos que existen en el mun-
do, ya sea al adquirirlos o trabajando en red, cómo hacer 
que no pertenezcan del todo a nadie y puedan ser compar-
tidos por todos.... Estas situaciones conformarían un nuevo 
proceso instituyente en el museo de nuestro tiempo.

JLM: Mi pregunta también se refería a la posibilidad 
de que el archivo se convierta en un dispositivo de expo-
sición, lo cual, tal como lo planteas, sugeriría a una vo-
luntad de transparencia. Es decir, hacer que un público 
más extenso pueda tener acceso a una información que, 
en ocasiones, se limita a quedar almacenada a la espera del 
investigador.

«Museo como espacio democrático don-
de se presentan historias culturales y se 
debate sobre ellas, donde se establece un 
diálogo entre la memoria y la historia para 
caer en el mito de una cultura única y 
trascendental.» (Serge Guilbaut, «Museum 
ad nauseam? Os Museos no laberinto post-
moderno», en María Luisa Sobrino (ed.), 
Creación artística e identidades culturales, San-
tiago de Compostela, Consello de Cultura 
Galega, 2009, p. 22)

«Lo que está en juego no es la representa-
ción de las obras en el contexto de la época 
en que surgieron, sino dar cuenta de la 
época que las percibe —nuestra época— 
en su época.» (Walter Benjamin, «Literary 
History and the Study of Literature», en 
Selected Writings 1931-1934, vol. 2, Cambridge 
[Mass.], Harvard University Press, 2005)

«¿Pero no tienen los museos también 
bodegas? ¿Son siempre las mismas las obras 
expuestas? ¿No hay, acaso, una alternancia 
entre las obras expuestas y las obras en 
bodegas?» (Salvo [Salvatore Mangione], De 
la pintura: en el estilo de Wittgenstein, óp. cit., 
p. 47)
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archives. While an archive used to consist of physical 

documents, some archives are now related to oral or im-

material transmission in the museum. And the fact that 

artworks themselves have also changed also challenges 

the organization of the museum. Are you going to ar-

chive a work like Joseph Kosuth’s One and Three Chairs 
(1965) by placing the chair in the sculpture section, the 

photograph in the photography section, and the defi ni-

tion in the graphic section? [laughter]

Then again, storing and preserving the instructions 

for a conceptual work is not the same as storing and 

preserving sound and audiovisual records; defi ning the 

conditions for access to those records is not the same as 

storing and conserving objects. When museums began 

to collect immaterial works, the defi nition of the ar-

chive changed. In defi ning themselves, museums now 

have to take into account the new challenges that the 

archive poses from a historical-critical perspective. The 

Museo Reina Sofí a, for example, is redefi ning the way 

it works with its archives from a postcolonial perspec-

tive. Instead of becoming yet another global institution 

that amasses archives from a colonized world, it seeks 

to build networks among archives and to contribute 

to identifying, classifying, and keeping them where 

they are, and to fi nding ways to allow them to remain 

there, but shared among networks of museums and 

other institutions, promoters of a new institutional-

ity. It is important that museums make their archives 

available through networks. The concept of a network 

is not just an option, it is an ethical goal to ensure that 

the contemporary archive does not become some kind 

of inaccessible treasure, an opaque space, a strongbox 

for knowledge, objects, and fetishes. Another way of 

approaching the archive is by thinking about how mu-

seums can work with the archives of artists, critics, or 

collectors, given that each archive is an expression of a 

particular character. What to include and what to leave 

out, how to look after the archives that exist in the 

world—by acquiring them or by means of networks—, 

how to ensure that they don’t entirely belong to any-

body, and that they can be shared by all… These issues 

are forming a new instituting process in the museum 

of our time. 

JLM: I was also referring to the possibility of the ar-

chive becoming an exhibition device, which, in your 

terms, would suggest a desire for transparency. In oth-

er words, the desire to allow a larger audience to access 

“The museum as a democratic space in 

which cultural histories are presented 

and discussed, where there is a dialogue 

between memory and history in order to 

avoid falling into the myth of a unique and 

transcendental culture.” (Serge Guilbaut, 

“Museum ad nauseam? Os Museos no 

laberinto postmoderno,” in Creación artísti-
ca e identidades culturales, ed. Maria Luisa 

Sobrino, Santiago de Compostela: Consel-

lo de Cultura Galega, 2009, p. 22)

“What is at stake is not to portray literary 

works in the context of their age, but to 

represent the age that perceives them—

our age—in the age during which they 

rose.” (Walter Benjamin, “Literary History 

and the Study of Literature” [1931], in 

Selected Writings, vol. 2, pt. 2: 1931–1934, 

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 

Press, 2005, p. 464)

“But don�    t museums also have depots? Are 

the works on display always the same ones? 

Isn�    t there any alternation between the 

exhibited works and those stored in the 

basement?” (Salvo, On Painting, ¶ 20)

Toolskin, 2010
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Toolskin, 2010
Nickel bronze, wood, 90 x 7 x 17 cm
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information that is sometimes just kept in storage, wait-

ing for a researcher to come along.

JF: Artists are now using archives and other doc-

umentation systems as a medium for their work, fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the pioneer and barometer 

Harald Szeemann,6 who in 1974 organized an exhibi-

tion featuring the objects amassed by his grandfather: 

the history of a Hungarian barber intersecting with the 

history of Central Europe. As theorists of the new his-

tory and history of mentalities movements were already 

arguing, the exhibition showed that every person is an 

archive and also a museum. Aware of this, many artists 

resisted the established museum and created their own, 

their own ways of working with references, documents, 

records, images, text, and display devices. Artists rede-

fi ned the museum through “their” own museum. And 

I think this is the case with you and with your work in 

this exhibition.

JLM: I am amused by the idea—also genealogical—

that there is a close link between collecting and colo-

nialism. In some sense, everyone is a collector, and in 

some sense each person colonizes the world, colonizes 

the past, colonizes experience. 

The acknowledgment of the singularity of every in-

dividual is intrinsic to democratic legitimacy, and this 

implies a certain politics of biography. I think that this 

idea is very strong in the contemporary museum: the 

acknowledgment of singularity through the idea that 

every individual is a biographical universe in him- or 

herself, full of experiences that can be appealing and 

valuable to others, etc. And this leads us to the ques-

tions of the universalization of metric systems and of 

the humanization or singularization of standards of 

units of measurement. The history of globalized units 

of measurement is central to the republican age of the 

Encyclopedia. Standardization always takes place at 

the expense of sacrificing singularities. Universality 

and singularity are in a sense the two sides of moderni-

ty, and they are inextricably linked in the development 

of the modern experience. Imagine the situation today 

in which the small print of contracts, the small print of 

the law, could be considered a kind of sign of how con-

temporary the law is in relation to an unequivocal order. 

6. Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us (1974) was held in Szeemann’s apartment in 
 Zurich and brought together a collection of objects belonging to his grandfather, 
 a hairdresser by trade.

“Meaning is a rule of action.” (Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, The Brown and Blue Books 
[1933–35], New York: HarperCollins, 1986)

Dome of Sir John Soane’s Museum, London, 1993
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De tal manera que la letra pequeña también desprotege 
al ciudadano, que no domina la técnica legal. Conforme 
se hacen más sensibles a las singularidades, las leyes van 
perdiendo su universalidad, con los peligros políticos que 
eso implica, por no hablar de la jurisprudencia. Que exis-
ta una ley para unos y otra ley para otros permite unos 
niveles de desigualdad brutales. A base de matizaciones y 
jurisprudencias, la sofi sticación moderna ligada a la sin-
gularidad destruye el potencial de unifi cación igualitaria 
que se introduce a través de los sistemas de medida com-
partidos. En relación con estas paradojas, imaginé una si-
tuación en la que existiera una norma para cada sujeto en 
cada situación, como la realización máxima de la máxima 
relativización y contextualización de la ley y la medida. 
Hay dos series vinculadas con la lógica de la medida. La 
primera, de 1998, titulada Relogos, remite a la función mo-
numental de la medida del tiempo y consiste en conjuntos 
de pedestales con relojes asociados no tanto a la marca del 
tiempo cronológico, sino a movimientos dentro de siste-
mas de categorías. La segunda proviene de la obra Devotos 
(anormatividad), que más tarde se convirtió en el origen de 
la serie Arules y que imagina a un ciudadano que no sólo 
dispone de un voto sino de su propio sistema métrico. Así 
comencé a retorcer sistemas de medida convirtiéndolos en 
únicos e  irrepetibles. Pensaba que las reglas torsionadas 
evocaban bien el narcisismo contemporáneo y la perver-
sión del principio de singularidad convertida en un requi-
sito de homologación. Es como la idea de igualdad ante la 
ley, cuando la ley no es igualitaria... Por eso coloqué cada 
una de estas reglas sobre un espejo, procurando reforzar 
esa idea narcisista de una medida que se vuelve incapaz 
de resolver un vínculo, porque se ha personalizado tanto 
que sólo sirve para una situación, para una circunstancia y 
también para un único sujeto. Por lo tanto ya no funciona 
del todo como medida y si no es una medida ¿qué es? Esta 
es la cuestión básica de la socialidad contemporánea. 

JF: La textualidad es una parte relevante en tu trabajo. 
Diversos tipos de textos se pueden manifestar desde di-
ferentes tipos de meta-textos, como el texto de ensayo o 
refl exión sobre un asunto artístico, político, o psicoanalíti-
co, por ejemplo, hasta otros textos constituidos como obra 
literaria, como tus ejercicios paródicos de otros autores. 
Roland Barthes ha relacionado el estatuto del escritor con 
el del escribidor, siendo el escribidor el que escribe a partir 
de los textos del escritor, el que trabaja sobre los discursos 
y paratextos, como el crítico. Roland Barthes ha combatido 
esa dicotomía defendiendo que el discurso crítico puede 
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But at the same time the small print is ornamental in the 

sense that it leads us into a labyrinth that only experts 

in law can fi nd a way through. So the small print also 

makes citizens vulnerable, because they do not have a 

good command of legal technique. As legislation, let 

alone case law, becomes more sensitive to singularities, it 

loses its universality, with the political dangers that this 

entails. The existence of one law for some and another 

law for others allows huge levels of inequality. Through 

qualifi cations and case law, modern sophistication tied 

to singularity removes the potential for unification 

on equal terms that was introduced through common 

measurement systems. With these paradoxes in mind, I 

imagined a situation in which there would be a specifi c 

law for each individual in each situation, as the ultimate 

expression of the ultimate relativization and contextu-

alization of measurement and of the law. There are two 

series that address the logic of measurements. The fi rst, 

dating from 1998, is entitled Horologos and addresses the 

monumental role of the measure of time. It consists of 

groups of pedestals with watches that do not keep track 

of chronological time but of movements within systems 

of categories. The second grew out of a work entitled 

Devotees (Abnormativity), which later became the origin 

of the series Arules, and it imagines a citizen who has a 

personal metric system as well as a vote. This led me to 

distort measurement systems so as to make them unique 

and unrepeatable. It seemed that bending rules was a 

good way to refer to contemporary narcissism and to the 

singularity principle having become a prerequisite for 

recognition. It is like the idea of equality before the law, 

when the law is not equal… So I placed each of these 

rulers on a mirror, seeking to emphasize the narcissistic 

idea of a unit of measurement that is no longer able to 

operate as a connection, because it has become so per-

sonalized that it is only valid for one situation, under one 

set of circumstances, for one individual. So it no longer 

works as a measurement system, and if it is not a mea-

sure, what is it? This is the basic question of contempo-

rary sociality. 

JF: Textuality is an important part of your work. Var-

ious types of texts can appear in diff erent types of meta-

texts, such as essays or theoretical writings on artistic, 

political, or psychoanalytic subjects, for example, or 

literary works, such as your parodic exercises with oth-

er authors. Roland Barthes compared the status of the 

writer with that of the scriptor/scribe, somebody who 
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ser también una evidencia de la escritura y no simplemente 
una demostración de «escribiduría»...

JLM: Seguramente, pobre Barthes, no ha asistido a una 
última deriva contemporánea del escritor descendiendo 
hacia el escriba.

JF: [risas]
JLM: Es casi un anotador de cuentas...
JF: Me interesan mucho esos textos tuyos que son clara-

mente literarios, sobre todo cuando son paródicos de otros 
discursos, como el discurso ensayístico (como ocurre con 
tus apócrifos de Lacan), el biográfi co, (como tu texto de 
Malevitch) o del discurso literario (como tu reinvención 
literaria a partir de Mallarmé)8.

JLM: Y paradójico, también, al emular al escribidor y al 
escriba...

JF: Algunos de tus textos son como un ejercicio de alte-
ridad que refl eja una reciprocidad entre el que escribe y lo 
que escribe...

JLM: No sé, seguramente tiene que ver la destitución de 
la identidad para construir subjetividad. Yo no tengo miedo 
a la contaminación o a quedarme encerrado en las imáge-
nes o en los refl ejos de otro. Y seguramente eso me permi-
te, más que camufl arme, dejar que lo que yo recibo como 
algo importante me atraviese y obre en mí lo que tenga que 
obrar, sin miedo a perder mi integridad. Y al mismo tiem-
po, la relación con la textualidad es menos importante de 
lo que parece. Soy, como todos los humanos, un ser hablan-
te y el lenguaje también me atraviesa y no lo elijo, me viene 
dado como lengua materna y como lenguaje aprendido en 
tanto interiorizado. Pero la sensación que tengo es que mi 
trato con el mundo no se articula a través del texto. Es, en 
todo caso, una parte irrenunciable que poseo como huma-
no por e estar atravesado por la lengua, pero no le otorgo 
un lugar central. En esto he discutido con los psicoana-
listas, pues no creo que el inconsciente esté estructurado 
como lenguaje ni que la verbalidad o la textualidad sean 
sufi cientes para afrontar ciertas cuestiones que creo fun-
cionan en un orden mucho más iconográfi co-simbólico, di-
gamos, analfabeto, por decirlo de alguna manera. Por otro 
lado, aunque los artistas no somos analfabetos, nuestras 
obras son analfabetas incluso cuando tienen textos, pues 
escapan a la lógica del sentido. A lo largo de la historia, los 
artistas han recorrido todos los géneros literarios: poemas, 

8.  Dos de ellos, «De amor, sabœr (Jacques Lacan)» y «Culto al eclipse (meditaciones 
de Malevitch en su lecho de muerte)» están incluidos en este volumen, pp. 169-207 
y 209-231.
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writes based on the texts of the writer, who works on 

discourses and paratexts, like the critic. Barthes rejected 

the dichotomy, arguing that critical discourse can also 

be an instance of writing and not simply a demonstration 

of “scribing”…

JLM: Poor Barthes probably didn’t get to see the most 

recent contemporary evolution of the writer’s descent 

toward scribe.

JF: [laughter]

JLM: The writer has almost become an account keep-

er...

JF: I am very interested in those texts of yours that 

are clearly literary, particularly those that are parodies 

of other discourses, such as the essay discourse (in your 

apocryphal texts by Lacan), the biographical discourse 

(like your Malevich text), and the literary discourse 

(such as your literary reinvention based on Mallarmé).7

JLM: And paradoxical too, given that they emulate the 

scriptor/scribe…

JF: Some of your texts are like an exercise in alterity 

that refl ects a reciprocal relationship between the writer 

and what he writes…

JLM: I don’t know. The dismissal of identity to create 

subjectivity probably has something to do with it. I am 

not afraid of contamination, or of becoming trapped 

in the images or the refl ections of another. And rather 

than seeking camoufl age, this means that I can allow 

the things that I consider important to pass through me 

and do whatever they have to do to me, without fear of 

losing my integrity. On the other hand, the relationship 

with textuality is less important than it seems. Like all 

human beings, I am a speaking being; language perme-

ates me, I do not chose it. It is a given to me as a mother 

tongue and as a learnt and internalized language. But I 

have the sense that my engagement with the world is 

not structured through text. In any case, language is an 

inalienable part of me that I inevitably possess as a hu-

man being permeated by language, but I do not give it a 

crucial importance. I have argued over this with psycho-

analysts, because I do not think that the unconscious is 

structured as a language, or that verbality and textuality 

are enough to confront certain issues that I believe op-

erate in a much more iconographic-symbolic order, an 

7. Two of them, “On Love, Sabœr (Jacques Lacan)” and “Cult of the Eclipse 
 (Meditations of Malevich on his Deathbed),” are included in this volume, pp. 169 
 and 209, respectively.
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conventions of the French Revolution that we’ve been 

discussing, intensify around this subject. 

JLM: The “demographic museum,” as we have called 

it, includes a series of works and documents dating from 

1991 to 1993. I consider the demographic question to 

be crucial because it is at the very heart of the consti-

tution of society. And what you say is true, so much so 

that we can look back through history and see that it 

is not a new issue. In the book MA(non é)DONNA. Imá-
genes de creación, procreación y anticoncepción, (MA(non é)

DONNA: Images of Creation, Procreation, and Con-

traception), which I published in 1993 and which dates 

from the same period as the series of works included in 

the “demographic museum,” I tried to delve as deeply 

as possible into paleoanthropology and into the histo-

ry of demography. I gradually became aware that the 

logic of population growth has been the logic of eco-

nomic growth virtually since Neolithic times, in an 

enduring structural connection between production 

and reproduction. So demography is an instrument of 

capitalism that was born in the Neolithic. The intensi-

fi cation of super-production and super-reproduction 

took place simultaneously a few thousand years ago. The 

age-old nature of this entente between production and 

“Reproduction is a form of production, 

the product being human beings.” (Marvin 

Harris and Orna Johnson, Cultural Anthro-
pology, p. 17)

“This surplus population becomes, con-

versely, the lever of capitalistic accumula-

tion, nay, a condition of existence of the 

capitalist mode of production. It forms a 

disposable industrial reserve army.” (Karl 

Marx, Capital, vol. 1 [1867], London: Pen-

guin Classics, 1990, p. 784)

Juan Luis Moraza, MA(non é)DONNA.
Imágenes de creación, procreación y 
anticoncepción (MA(non é)DONNA. 
Images of Creation, Procreation and 
Contraception), 1992. Diagram

Operatives, 2014
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illiterate order we could say. On the other hand, al-

though artists are not illiterate, our works are illiterate 

even when they contain texts, because they escape the 

logic of meaning. In the course of history, artists have 

gone through all literary genres: poems, stories, novels, 

essays, programmatic texts, manifestos… Some more 

than others. I tend to identify with artists who get in-

volved with the knowledge of their own time (and these 

are the majority, not the exception) and become fl uent 

in diff erent forms of representation, including language.

JF: How did you start writing?

JLM: I think I was a very late starter. At an awards cer-

emony recently I reminisced about the fact that when I 

was a child my drawing skills led me to have daily draw-

ing lessons with a teacher who was deaf-mute. Every day 

for years I would go to his house, where the doorbell 

was a lightbulb. Learning was not transmitted through 

words but through the hands. He would take my hand 

and guide me, or I would put my hand in his so that 

I could feel the gesture. It was very performative in a 

sense, and it had nothing to do with discourse. And also, 

as a teenager I was very shy and a very good student: I 

had a wonderful relationship with knowledge but a diffi  -

cult one with speech. I felt the need to try to understand 

my actions without words in order to gain a certain 

Juan Luis Moraza, Etimogonías (Etymogonies)
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JLM: I fi rst ventured into psychoanalytical discourse 

by chance, or, in other words, by necessity. I was in 

Rome studying the relationship between iconography 

and demography, immersed in the universe of repre-

sentations of the body, of pleasure, and of pain, and of 

the associations and correspondences among bodily or-

gans and symbolic functions. Against this background, 

I remember wandering through a library and opening 

a book, which turned out to be Seminar XX by Lacan, 

entitled Encore.8 I had come across the Écrits earlier, and 

I had attended a PhD course on Freud; I felt some re-

luctance toward the psychoanalytic narrative. But just 

then, by chance, I read something like “on arriving in 

Rome and seeing the ecstasy of the Blessed Ludovica Al-
bertoni one realizes that Christian art has always been 

obscenity.” The “eternal city” as a grand baroque device 

for subjective induction confi rmed this statement, which 

resonated with the work I was doing as an appeal to the 

representation of pleasure as a technique of governing. 

That encounter led me to lose myself in Lacan’s semi-

nars with great pleasure, but very freely, without trying 

to understand. And in that unbearable and almost psy-

chotic jumble of his way of speaking, I gradually found 

very precise formulas that emerged with a tremendous 

power of condensation. Such as when he says that “the 

rich have property that they don’t pay for,” for example, 

which is a simple, radical defi nition of the most complex 

economics. It was like fi nding jewels or tools for uncov-

ering latent structures, which were sometimes very ob-

vious but for that very reason very forgotten.

JF: Now we have writings that use slogans and plays 

on phrases, like the work of Slavoj Žižek, who has in-

herited that extraordinary capacity for synthesis that we 

can see in some of Lacan’s phrases.

JLM: In Žižek and even in Derrida, whose writing 

is highly contaminated by psychoanalytic discourse, 

in form as well as content. Psychoanalysis is organized 

around illuminations or condensations of consciousness 

that deconstruct hypotheses of personal phantasmago-

ria. In Žižek’s case, it is a very conscious strategy guar-

anteed to provoke controversy, and it has abandoned the 

long, tortuous paths of Lacanian speech. These signify-

ing condensations in speech have the same specifi city as 

8. Seminar XX dates from 1972–73. Published in English as The Seminar of Jacques 
 Lacan, Book XX, Encore: On Feminine Sexuality: The Limits of Love and 
 Knowledge, 1972–1973 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1998).

“A tortuous road which the intellect enters 

without quite knowing what direction to 

take.” (Jean Le Rond d’Alembert, Prelim-
inary Discourse to the Encyclopedia of Diderot, 
vol. 1 [1751], Chicago: University of Chica-

go Press, 1995, p. 46)

“The long and winding road” (John 

Lennon and Paul McCarthy, 1970)

Juan Luis Moraza, NOTAMOTUA, 1999
Manipulated slot machine
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a una cuestión casi pretecnológica, de manualidad o de 
visualidad. Veía que en los análisis literarios había mucha 
más precisión. Y los perfi les que yo admiraba, incluso en 
los poetas, eran perfi les dobles: en España, por ejemplo, 
Pedro Salinas, que era un excelente poeta pero también un 
gran ensayista. Con los artistas me empezaba a suceder lo 
mismo. Cuando me encontré con diecisiete años con los 
artistas conceptuales y minimalistas me sentí muy cómodo 
porque vi que no querían delegar el texto a los especialistas 
del discurso: los teóricos, los historiadores, etc. De modo 
que fue natural asumir la responsabilidad de la refl exión 
y de la transmisión. Después vino el encuentro con Jorge 
Oteiza, que también era un gran ensayista, y con Dalí. Y 
de la mano de los artistas, todo lo demás. Bastaba acudir a 
sus fuentes para interesarme por la semiología o la fenome-
nología. No se trata de una cuestión exclusiva ni del arte 
conceptual ni del siglo XX. Por eso me ha interesado mucho 
los textos de artistas desde la Antigüedad: del el Tratado 
de pintura de Leonardo da Vinci a los textos de Peter Ha-
lley, Robert Morris o Luciano Fabro, que son formidables, 
o Arte y sociedad. A su modo, independientemente del tono 
ensayístico o poético o como sea, los artistas transmiten 
muy bien, manejan muy bien el lenguaje, y por eso para mí 
han sido importantes. Al mismo tiempo, mi manera de uti-
lizar el lenguaje está totalmente contaminada por las for-
mas visuales y por la mecánica. Para mí el texto es una ma-
teria tan fí sica como la más dura de las piedras. Fracturo y 
ensamblo sin ninguna contemplación. Di una charla sobre 
la escritura paranoica con el título «escrisuras», advirtien-
do también que la raíz etimológica de la palabra «escritura» 
coincide con la de «crisis». Entendía que la escrisura era una 
manera de referirme a esa cuestión crítica, de momento 
decisivo de algo que se ponga en el sujeto del propio habla.

JF: ¿Y cómo empezaste a construir los discursos paró-
dicos?

JLM: Más que paródicos, quizá sea mejor llamarlos, 
como has sugerido, «arcanos». Creo que por admiración y 
por una necesidad de distanciamiento. Para medir el grado 
de afi nación... Medir es medirse. Decía el compositor Erik 
Satie: «He medido a Beethoven, a Bach». Esto me lleva a 
preguntarte al revés, ¿cómo lees las cosas? ¿O cómo te en-
frentas a una obra? ¿Qué esperas de ella?

JF: La primera impresión que provoca la lectura de tus 
textos paródicos es muy rara, como si estuviéramos escu-
chando una pieza desconocida de un compositor que co-
nocemos. Esto crea una sensación muy ambigua entre la 
admiración por el reconocimiento del virtuosismo textual 
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distance in reflection. As a teenager I found that art 

classes lacked something that literature classes had: 

the detailed analysis of the way in which notions and 

emotions are produced. Art education, on the oth-

er hand, was reduced to an almost pretechnological 

manual or visual activity. I was aware that there was 

much more precision in literary analyses. And the 

types of writers I admired, even when it came to po-

ets, were two-sided: in Spain for example, I admired 

Pedro Salinas, who was an excellent poet but also a 

great essayist. It began to happen with artists too: at 

seventeen, when I discovered conceptual and mini-

mal artists, I felt very comfortable because I could see 

that they did not try to delegate the text to experts in 

discourse such as theorists, historians, and so on. So it 

seemed natural to accept responsibility for refl ection 

and transmission. Then I discovered Jorge Oteiza, who 

was also a great essayist, and Dalí. And then, through 

these artists, everything else. Just looking at their 

sources would arouse my interest in semiotics or phe-

nomenology, it was not all conceptual art or twentieth-

century art. This is why I have been very interested in 

texts written by artists since the classical age: Leonar-

do da Vinci’s A Treatise on Painting, the writings of Pe-

ter Halley, Robert Morris, and Luciano Fabro, which 

are magnifi cent, and Art and Society. In their own way, 

irrespective of the essayistic or poetic or whatever tone, 

artists are very good at transmitting and handling lan-

guage, which is why they have been important for me. At 

the same time, my way of using language is totally con-

taminated by visual forms and by mechanics. I see text 

as a physical material, as physical as the hardest stone. I 

break it up and put it together without ceremony. I gave 

a talk on paranoid writing with the title “Escrisuras,” 

to draw attention to the fact that, in Spanish, the words 

escritura (writing) and crisis have a common etymological 

root. “Escrisura” seemed to be a way of referring to that 

critical question of the crucial moment of something 

placed in the subject of saying itself.

JF: And how did you start creating parodic discourses?

JLM: Perhaps I prefer “arcane,” as you suggested, 

rather than parodic. I think I started out of admiration, 

and a need to distance myself. To measure the pitch... 

When you measure, you see whether you measure up. As 

the composer Erik Satie said, “What have I not weighed 

or measured? All of Beethoven, all of Verdi, etc.” This 

leads me to turn the question around and ask you: How 
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that information. This is why the struggle for freedom of 

impression will one day be an inalienable condition for 

the conquest of the freedom of opinion. A true parlia-

ment must be a place of listenings and intervals, a place 

in which the speech of listening becomes possible. And I 

can only understand artworks as a means for producing 

spaces of listening, of looking.

JF: But wouldn’t that be a kind of critical interpreta-

tion? Semiotics, Umberto Eco style?

JLM: But what part of Umberto Eco? [laughter]

JF: At some point, whether through Barthes or 

through Eco, you arrive at a semiotic discourse that 

seeks to critically interpret popular culture through its 

iconologies, iconographies, symbologies, and so on. 

JLM: Following the theorist Dwight MacDonald, Um-

berto Eco, and many others, there is no longer a clear-

cut diff erence between high and low culture. Particular-

ly now that high culture has fl irted with camoufl age and 

with discussions around this diff erence, and has incor-

porated signifi ers from popular culture (and vice versa). 

Deconstruction works as an intercultural back-and-forth 

in which each culture frees the other from exclusivity; 

each culture is a tool for investigating the other. And in 

this to and fro opens up possibilities for the author and 

for the spectator.

JF: Your discursivity is also infl uenced by psychoan-

alytic discourse. You surprised me earlier by saying that 

you do not consider language to be a structure of the 

unconscious. 

JLM: No, it’s the other way around, what I said was 

that the unconscious is not structured as a language. 

Language is in fact a structure of the unconscious, 

but the unconscious is not structured like a language. 

I think that the structure of the unconscious is more 

complex than that of language. In fact, there is a huge 

gap between a dream and the verbal memory of it. In 

other words, the diff erence between the dream that 

you dream and the dream that you recount is enor-

mous, and that gap is precisely the fertile interval for 

analysis. And the dream is not structured as a language 

in an epistemic sense, through which we could even 

decipher a meaning. Because as psychoanalysts know, 

dreams are themselves interpretations, so the interpre-

tation of dreams does not attempt to understand them 

but to instrumentalize them in the deconstruction of 

the ghost.

JF: You have gone into psychoanalytical discourse... 

“In today’s cities, the artist cannot boast 

of being part of a prolem sine matre creatam, 

like the romantic artist who considered 

himself removed from all local and social 

conditioning. Instead, today’s artist has 

become a worker in the services sector. 

Not because the artistic act has lost its 

autonomy, but because the status of ‘ge-

nius’—as B. Croce so ingeniously saw—

has been ‘democratized.’ The genius has 

become popular, he is legion, he is all of us. 

This is why objects appear in a distracted, 

transitory way for the aesthetic rite.” (Lluís 

Álvarez, “Estética en la Ciudad,” in Temps 
de Disseny, vol. 4, Barcelona: Elisava, 1990)

Edmund Engelman, Freud’s armchair, 1938. 
Sigmund Freud Museum, Vienna
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y conceptual y la búsqueda de lo que hay de diferente. Allí 
se abre, como diría Derrida, esa diferencia que separa el 
texto de sus matrices. Es una cuestión que queda siempre 
en abierto, y es la que nos entusiasma al leerlo hasta el fi nal 
y al pensarlo.

JLM: Has respondido por mí [risas]. Sí, porque yo ten-
go esa misma sensación de los textos. Siempre parten de 
la admiración, es decir, de reconocer que algo en esos per-
sonajes me ha tocado., pero también de medir la distancia: 
¿qué me falta en ellos?, ¿qué falto yo para ellos? Casi sería 
como añadir un capítulo extra a su obra, algo que resuena 
en mí y que a través de ellos yo puedo decirlo con su voz, 
o algo parecido. Es una manera divertida de hacerlo para 
mí y también respetuosa sin exceso, porque un exceso de 
respeto es una falta de respeto. Conocí personalmente a 
Derrida en una conferencia que dio en la Escuela de Ar-
quitectura de Madrid. Estaba rodeado de «apóstoles» y yo 
creo que ese exceso de respeto sólo le perjudicaba porque 
él mismo se había convertido en su propio «apóstol». Esa 
actitud me defrauda siempre. Creo que hay que tener un 
cierto grado de confi anza con aquello que respetas para 
poder ir más allá de la devoción. Sólo desde la distancia es 
posible un juego de escritura tal, sin ninguna ansiedad de 
desintegración personal. No basta con citar a un clásico, 
leerlo es escribirlo. No importa lo que quieren decir sino 
qué nos hacen decir.

Por otra parte, estoy convencido de que todos somos to-
dos en cierto grado, aunque sea uno muy pequeño. Con 
esto quiero decir que, si estimulas cierta predisposición, 
puedes acrecentar tu empatía y reconocer al otro en ti. 
Aunque en cada uno la combinación y proporción sean 
diferentes, todos tenemos algo de autista, de genio, de es-
tricto o de indolente. Todos poseemos todos los caracteres 
y todas las pasiones. Cuando Cliff ord Geertz descifra el 
«estilo» de algunos de los antropólogos más relevantes de la 
historia, reconoce ese juego de espejos deformes en el que 
consisten los encuentros (entre el antropólogo y el nativo, 
entre un antropólogo y otro...). 

JF: ¿Tu trabajo como profesor ha sido también impor-
tante para el desarrollo de tu textualidad? 

JLM: Cuando entré por primera vez a dar clase en una 
universidad, llegué muy joven y con una gran difi cultad 
para lo público. Así que para mí fue un auténtico ejercicio 
gimnástico y emocional, seguramente porque la timidez es 
siempre un síntoma del exceso de infl uencia por parte del 
otro, como si estuvieras demasiado afectado por la presencia 
del otro y necesitaras protegerte, primero con el silencio, 

«Casi todo el Oriente recurre a citas cuan-
do desea dar expresión a una experiencia 
personal directa.» (Hermann Graf Key-
serling, citado en Héctor Juan Fiorini, El 
psiquismo creador, Barcelona, Paidós Ibérica, 
1995, p. 14)

« No te digo, dio en ti.» (Roberto Harari, 
Polifonías. Del arte en psicoanálisis, Barcelona, 
Ediciones del Serbal, 1998)
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do you read things? How do you approach a work? What 

do you expect from it?

JF: The fi rst impression on reading your parodic texts 

is a strange one, like listening to an unknown work by 

a familiar composer. This triggers a very ambiguous 

feeling: part admiration on recognizing the textual and 

conceptual virtuosity, and part an attempt to identify 

what makes it diff erent. This is where the diff erence that 

separates the text from its matrices opens up, as Derrida 

would say. This question always remains open, and it is 

what makes it fascinating to read a text through to the 

end, and to think about it.

JLM: You have answered the question for me! [laughter] 

That is the same feeling I get from them. The texts al-

ways spring from admiration, from the recognition that 

something about those characters has made an impres-

sion on me. But also from measuring distance: What do 

they lack for me? What do I lack for them? It is almost 

like adding an extra chapter to their work, something 

that resonates with me and that I can say through them, 

in their voice, or something like it. It is an enjoyable way 

to do it, and also respectful, although not excessively so 

because too much respect is disrespectful. I met Derrida 

in person at a lecture that he gave at the Escuela de 

Arquitectura in Madrid. He was surrounded by “disci-

ples,” and I think that this excessive respect was detri-

mental to him because he himself had become his own 

“disciple.” This attitude always disappoints me. I think 

you need to have a certain degree of ease and trust with 

the things you respect, to allow you to move beyond de-

votion. These kinds of writing games are only possible 

from a certain distance, without anxiety about personal 

disintegration. It is not enough to quote a classic text; 

reading it means writing it. It doesn’t matter what the 

texts are trying to say, only what they make us say.

At the same time, I am convinced that we are all each 

other, even if only to a very small degree. What I mean is 

that if you activate a certain predisposition, you can boost 

your empathy and recognize the other inside of you. Even 

though the proportions and the combination are diff erent 

for each of us, we are all part autistic, part genius, part se-

vere, part indolent. We each have all the personality traits 

and all the passions. When Cliff ord Geertz deciphered 

the “style” of some of history’s most prominent anthro-

pologists, he recognized the game of distorting mirrors 

that is inherent in encounters (between anthropologist 

and native, between one anthropologist and another...). 

“Almost all of the Orient uses quotes to 

express a direct personal experience.” 

(Hermann Graf Keyserling [1880–1946], 

quoted in Hector Juan Fiorini, El psiquismo 
creador, Barcelona: Paidós, 1995, p. 14)

“I do not speak you, I speak in you.”

(Roberto Harari, Del arte en psicoanálisis, 
Barcelona: Ediciones de Serbal, 1998)
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después con palabras y objetos. Siempre hay una especie 
de espacio intermedio o de materia intermedia entre la 
presencia del otro y la propia. Mi tarea como profesor fue 
muy importante porque me ejercitó en la desprotección, 
en evitar la necesidad de esa intermediación y, al mismo 
tiempo, de explorarla al máximo. Creo que en el arte hay 
un cierto compromiso de transmisión. Como autor, uno 
nunca es del todo indiferente a lo que le pasa al otro en 
relación con la obra. Eso no quiere decir que deseo prede-
terminar una conducta, pero algo quiero cuando dejo algo 
para que otro lo encuentre. Y por eso te pregunto, ¿tú qué 
haces en relación con las obras?, ¿qué esperas de ellas? Por-
que yo al menos quiero que algo suceda (aunque no deseo 
prescribir qué sea ese «algo»). 

JF: Eso nos plantea la cuestión de cómo te constituyes 
en espectador del proceso de creación. En tu obra buscas 
siempre construir un universo de referencias que puedan 
ser comunes al espacio del espectador, un espacio donde el 
espectador sienta reconocible y al mismo tiempo extraño 
el territorio que abres a partir de referencias comunes. Y 
eso sucede mucho con las referencias, que pueden ir desde 
la teoría psicoanalítica al dominio de lo político. 

JLM: Desde luego reconozco que, sin querer prede-
terminar al espectador, procuro ofrecer un despliegue de 
 pistas, de rastros, de orígenes, mostrando en las obras su 
propio proceso, su carácter incompleto, su origen. Se trata 
de mantener una cierta proporción entre lo que compar-
tes y lo que transmites, entre lo común y lo más propio. 
Lo que dices me hace pensar de nuevo en el origen de las 
palabras que usamos para designar la cosa, Ding, thing, res, 
«causa», tal y como han sido usadas en ambos contextos 
(político y psicoanalítico). En sus diferencias, comparten 
algunos aspectos: la cosa es una condensación que se resis-
te a la signifi cación, que es fundamental en la constitución 
del sujeto y en la constitución social... La cosa, en fi n, es 
siempre cosa pública pero también intensamente cosa ínti-
ma. Seguramente la obra de arte es el objeto artifi cial que 
más puede acercarse a la cosa freudiana, a la cosa heideg-
geriana o a la latouriana. También la obra de arte refi ere a 
una imposibilidad de signifi cación, a una centralidad sub-
jetiva y a una mediación social. También la obra de arte es 
una cosa pública y una cosa íntima...

JF: Ocurre muchas veces que, cuando no existe un con-
texto crítico y discursivo para la recepción de la obra de 
arte, el artista constituye ese mismo contexto...

JLM: Fabricas el contexto que necesitas para desarro-
llarte, así que seguramente creces de forma monstruosa...
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JF: Would you say that your work as a teacher has also 

been important to the development of your textuality? 

JLM: The fi rst time I went to teach at a university I 

was very young, and I had great diffi  culties with be-

ing in public. So it was a huge exercise in emotional 

gymnastics for me, probably because shyness is always 

a symptom of excessive infl uence of the other. It is as 

though the presence of the other aff ects you too much 

and you need to protect yourself, fi rst with silence and 

then with words and objects. There is always a kind of 

intermediate space or an intermediate material between 

the presence of the other and your own. My work as 

a teacher was crucial because it trained me to expose 

myself, to bypass the need for intermediation, and also 

to explore it to the maximum. I think there is a certain 

commitment to transmission that comes with art. As an 

author, you are never totally indiff erent to the relation 

of the other with the work. This does not mean that I 

want to predetermine particular actions, but I do want 

something when I leave a work to be found by the other. 

This is why I was asking you what you do in relation to 

the works. What do you expect from them? I, at least, 

do want something to happen (although I don’t want to 

dictate what that “something” will be). 

JF: This raises the question of how you constitute 

yourself as spectator of the process of creation. Your 

work always seeks to create a universe of references that 

can be shared by the spectator, a space in which the ter-

ritory that you open up, based on common references, 

can be both recognizable and strange to the spectator. 

And this often happens with the references in your 

work, which range from psychoanalytic theory to the 

political domain. 

JLM: Without wanting to predetermine the specta-

tor, I certainly acknowledge that I try to off er an array 

of clues, traces, and sources. I want the works to show 

their own process, their incomplete nature, their ori-

gins. The idea is to try to maintain a certain proportion 

between what you share and what you transmit, be-

tween references that are common and those that are 

more your own. What you have said takes me back to 

thinking about the origin of the words that we use to 

designate the “thing”—Ding, cosa, res, causa—as they 

have been used in the political and the psychoanalytical 

contexts. In their diff erences, they share certain aspects: 

the “thing” is a condensation, it resists signifi cation; 

it is essential to the constitution of the subject and to 
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abandono. Pero lo que es más interesante es lo que decías 
respecto a la importancia del parlamento, del hablar como 
una de las condiciones de la ciudadanía. Diría que la im-
portancia del hablar proviene de la escucha. Para el artista 
contemporáneo, la falta de interlocución es a menudo el re-
sultado de un exceso de expresión, de un comportamiento 
sordo hacia los demás. Y en todos los órdenes sociales, la 
falta de interlocución, y más hoy en día, muchas veces tiene 
que ver menos con una falta de discursos que con una fal-
ta de escuchas. Quizá sería necesario que el parlamento se 
convirtiese en un «escuchamento», en un écouterment [risas], 
un espacio donde la gente se escuche, pues el parlamento 
ha dejado de ser un lugar de diálogos para convertirse en 
un lugar de discursos, en el sentido expresivo de la palabra. 
La libertad de expresión, que es un principio moderno por 
excelencia, ha degenerado en un libertinaje de expresión. 
Sólo puede ser libertad en tanto en cuanto esté asociada a 
una «libertad de impresión», que es también un derecho, el 
derecho a administrar qué es lo que recibes, qué es lo que 
ves, qué es lo que escuchas. Seguramente sea la asimetría 
entre la expresión y la impresión lo que hace que de nuevo 
vivamos una especie de ciudadanía maniática, una repú-
blica compuesta por millones de Luis XIV, pues la libertad 
de expresión de un monarca  absoluto es desproporcionada 
respecto a la de cualquiera de sus súbditos. La falta de li-
bertad de impresión es tan seria como la falta de libertad 
de expresión. Una falta absoluta de libertad de impresión 
supone la imposibilidad de tener una opinión propia, es-
tar sometido a todas las formas de inducción. Incluso en las 
sociedades más participativas, un ciudadano no puede de-
cidir su espacio perceptivo y vive en un ambiente denso de 
reclamos publicitarios que diariamente intentan infl uir en 
su conducta. Es un espacio perceptivo vendido por las ad-
ministraciones públicas al mejor postor. No se trata de una 
generosa oferta de información sino del sometimiento del 
ciudadano a la obligación a reci bir esa oferta. Por eso en el 
futuro la lucha por la libertad de impresión será una condi-
ción ineludible en la conquista de la libertad de opinión. Un 
auténtico parlamento debe ser un lugar de escuchas e inter-
valos, un lugar donde hacer posible el habla de la escucha. 
Y sólo puedo entender las obras de arte como mecanismos 
para fabricar espacios de escucha, de mirada.

JF: Pero ¿eso sería como un modo de interpretación crí-
tica, semiótica, a lo Umberto Eco?

JLM: ¿Pero de qué parte de Umberto Eco? [risas]
JF: Llega un momento en que, ya sea a partir de Barthes 

o de Eco, tienes un discurso semiótico que busca interpretar 

«Así pues, antes de cualquier discusión 
sobre la cuestión: democracia directa o 
“democracia” representativa, observamos 
que la “democracia” actual es todo lo que 
se quiera excepto una democracia, pues en 
realidad la esfera pública/pública [el lugar 
donde se delibera y decide] es privada, es 
propiedad de la oligarquía política, y no 
del cuerpo político.» (Cornelius Castoria-
dis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucijadas del 
laberinto VI, óp. cit., p. 150)
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JLM: This lack of textual dialogue is something that I 

have sorely missed. Silence is a frustrating response for 

an artist. I have often tried to promote dialogue—and 

not just in the art world—by organizing seminars and 

lecture series, inviting all kinds of people from diff erent 

disciplines, seeking interlocutors for art. But the inter-

est has not been altogether reciprocal. On the personal 

level, the conversation inside and outside the art world 

has been very rich, and that due to my curious nature 

I have been invited to participate in conversations in 

philosophical, anthropological, psychoanalytical, archi-

tectural, and even gastronomic contexts, as well as art 

contexts obviously, and this keeps me from feeling aban-

doned. But the really interesting thing is what you were 

saying about the importance of the parliament, about 

speaking as a condition of citizenship. I would say that 

the importance of speaking stems from listening. For a 

contemporary artist, the lack of dialogue is often due to 

an excess of expression, to a way of behaving that is deaf 

to others. And in all social orders, particularly today, 

the lack of dialogue is not due to a lack of discourses 

but to a lack of listenings. The parliament may have to 

become a “listenment,” an écouterment [laughter], a space 

where people listen to each other. Because the parlia-

ment has ceased to be a place of dialogues and become 

a place of discourses. Freedom of expression, which is a 

modern principle par excellence, has degenerated into 

licentiousness of expression. There can only be free-

dom of expression insofar as it is linked to “freedom of 

impression,” which is also a right: the right to manage 

your inputs, what you see, what you hear. The asymme-

try between expression and impression is probably the 

reason why we fi nd ourselves back in a kind of maniacal 

citizenship, a republic of millions of Louis XIVs. Because 

the freedom of expression of an absolute monarch is in-

commensurate with that of any of his subjects. The lack 

of freedom of impression is just as serious as the lack of 

freedom of expression. The total lack of freedom of im-

pression makes it impossible to form an opinion of one’s 

own; it means being subjected to all kinds of induce-

ments. Even in more participatory societies, citizens 

have no control over their perceptual space and live in 

environments crowded with advertising ploys that seek 

to infl uence their behavior every day. It is a perceptual 

space that the public administrations sell to the highest 

bidder. It is not a generous sharing of information but 

the subjection of citizens to the obligation of receiving 

“Before going into any discussion of the 

issue of ‘direct’ democracy versus ‘repre-

sentative’ democracy then, we note that 

the present ‘democracy’ is anything but 

a democracy because the public/private 

sphere is in fact private. It is in the hands 

of a political oligarchy, not of the political 

body.” (Cornelius Castoriadis, Figures of the 
Thinkable, p. 125)
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JF: Eso ha ocurrido con los textos producidos por los
artistas de todas las vanguardias, que han sido periodos
de gran «excitación» textual porque no existía recepción
textual para sus obras. Pero eso ocurre también en contex-
tos marcados por un cierto aislamiento, como la Península 
ibérica (ya sea en el contexto español o portugués), con-
textos marcados por un aislamiento histórico relacionado
con la discusión de ideas en dos tercios del siglo XX. La
verdad es que a lo largo de tu carrera no has tenido una
recepción textual de tu obra, no ha habido un contexto
de recepción crítica, que es algo que te afecta no sólo a ti 
sino a la mayoría de los artistas que operan en este contex-
to histórico donde se reconoce un déficit de crítica. Por
eso también es interesante que en una exposición a la que 
llamas república, la textualidad esté presente. Una república 
se hace también con textos, y es precisamente el acceso a 
los textos, la práctica de los textos, lo que puede también
definir al ciudadano.

JLM: Esa falta de interlocución textual ha sido una
cosa que he echado mucho en falta. El silencio es una res-
puesta frustrante para un artista. A menudo he intentado 
propiciar una interlocución —y no sólo en el mundo del 
arte— mediante la organización de seminarios, de ciclos
de conferencias, invitando a todo tipo de personas de disci-
plinas diferentes, buscando una interlocución para el arte.
Pero el interés no ha sido del todo recíproco. Reconozco 
que a nivel personal la conversación interna y externa al
arte ha sido muy rica, y que en virtud de mi curiosidad he 
sido invitado a conversaciones en contextos fi losófi cos, an-
tropológicos, psicoanalíticos, arquitectónicos, incluso gas-
tronómicos, y por supuesto artísticos, lo que impide sentir 

«No hay que olvidar que la antigua pa-
labra alemana thing signifi ca reunión 
(coligación), y concretamente la reunión 
para tratar de una cuestión que está en 
liza, un litigio. [...] Respublica no signifi ca 
Estado, sino aquello que, en un pueblo, de 
un modo manifiesto, concierne a todo el 
mundo, que le «preocupa» y que pos esto 
se discute públicamente.» (Martin Heide-
gger, «La cosa», en Conferencias y artículos, 
Barcelona, Ediciones del Serbal, 1994)

Publicidad en Nueva York, 2010.
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social constitution… The thing is always a public thing, 

but also an intensely private thing. A work of art is prob-

ably the artifi cial object that comes closest to being the 

Freudian thing, the Heideggerian thing, or the Latour-

ian thing. The work of art also refers to an impossibility 

of signifi cation, a subjective centrality, and a social me-

diation. The work of art, also, is both a public thing and 

a private thing

JF: When there is no critical or discursive context for 

the reception of a work of art, the artist often becomes 

the context…

JLM: You create the context that you need in order to 

grow, so you probably evolve in a monstrous way...

JF: This was the case with the texts produced by art-

ists from all the avant-gardes, which were periods of 

great textual “arousal” because there was no textual re-

ception for their works. But it also happens in contexts 

that are somewhat isolated, like the Iberian Peninsula 

(both Spain and Portugal), contexts that were marked 

by a certain historical isolation in regard to the discus-

sion of ideas during two-thirds of the twentieth centu-

ry... The fact is that during your career you have not had 

a context for the textual reception of your work, there 

has been no context of critical reception. This does not 

just apply in your case but also to the majority of artists 

who operate in this historical context where there is a 

recognized defi ciency of critique. This is what makes the 

presence of textuality in an exhibition you have called 

republic interesting. Republics are also created out of 

texts, and the access to texts, the practice of texts, can 

also defi ne the citizen.

“To be sure, the Old High German word 

thing means a gathering, and specifi cally a 

gathering to deliberate on a matter under 

discussion, a contested matter… Res publica 

means not the state, but that which, known 

to everyone, concerns everybody and is 

therefore deliberated in public.” (Martin 

Heidegger, “The Thing” [1950], in Poetry, 
Language, Thought, New York: Harper and 

Row, 1971, p. 174)
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abandono. Pero lo que es más interesante es lo que decías 
respecto a la importancia del parlamento, del hablar como 
una de las condiciones de la ciudadanía. Diría que la im-
portancia del hablar proviene de la escucha. Para el artista 
contemporáneo, la falta de interlocución es a menudo el re-
sultado de un exceso de expresión, de un comportamiento 
sordo hacia los demás. Y en todos los órdenes sociales, la 
falta de interlocución, y más hoy en día, muchas veces tiene 
que ver menos con una falta de discursos que con una fal-
ta de escuchas. Quizá sería necesario que el parlamento se 
convirtiese en un «escuchamento», en un écouterment [risas], 
un espacio donde la gente se escuche, pues el parlamento 
ha dejado de ser un lugar de diálogos para convertirse en 
un lugar de discursos, en el sentido expresivo de la palabra. 
La libertad de expresión, que es un principio moderno por 
excelencia, ha degenerado en un libertinaje de expresión. 
Sólo puede ser libertad en tanto en cuanto esté asociada a 
una «libertad de impresión», que es también un derecho, el 
derecho a administrar qué es lo que recibes, qué es lo que 
ves, qué es lo que escuchas. Seguramente sea la asimetría 
entre la expresión y la impresión lo que hace que de nuevo 
vivamos una especie de ciudadanía maniática, una repú-
blica compuesta por millones de Luis XIV, pues la libertad 
de expresión de un monarca  absoluto es desproporcionada 
respecto a la de cualquiera de sus súbditos. La falta de li-
bertad de impresión es tan seria como la falta de libertad 
de expresión. Una falta absoluta de libertad de impresión 
supone la imposibilidad de tener una opinión propia, es-
tar sometido a todas las formas de inducción. Incluso en las 
sociedades más participativas, un ciudadano no puede de-
cidir su espacio perceptivo y vive en un ambiente denso de 
reclamos publicitarios que diariamente intentan infl uir en 
su conducta. Es un espacio perceptivo vendido por las ad-
ministraciones públicas al mejor postor. No se trata de una 
generosa oferta de información sino del sometimiento del 
ciudadano a la obligación a reci bir esa oferta. Por eso en el 
futuro la lucha por la libertad de impresión será una condi-
ción ineludible en la conquista de la libertad de opinión. Un 
auténtico parlamento debe ser un lugar de escuchas e inter-
valos, un lugar donde hacer posible el habla de la escucha. 
Y sólo puedo entender las obras de arte como mecanismos 
para fabricar espacios de escucha, de mirada.

JF: Pero ¿eso sería como un modo de interpretación crí-
tica, semiótica, a lo Umberto Eco?

JLM: ¿Pero de qué parte de Umberto Eco? [risas]
JF: Llega un momento en que, ya sea a partir de Barthes 

o de Eco, tienes un discurso semiótico que busca interpretar 

«Así pues, antes de cualquier discusión 
sobre la cuestión: democracia directa o 
“democracia” representativa, observamos 
que la “democracia” actual es todo lo que 
se quiera excepto una democracia, pues en 
realidad la esfera pública/pública [el lugar 
donde se delibera y decide] es privada, es 
propiedad de la oligarquía política, y no 
del cuerpo político.» (Cornelius Castoria-
dis, Figuras de lo pensable. Encrucijadas del 
laberinto VI, óp. cit., p. 150)
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JLM: This lack of textual dialogue is something that I 

have sorely missed. Silence is a frustrating response for 

an artist. I have often tried to promote dialogue—and 

not just in the art world—by organizing seminars and 

lecture series, inviting all kinds of people from diff erent 

disciplines, seeking interlocutors for art. But the inter-

est has not been altogether reciprocal. On the personal 

level, the conversation inside and outside the art world 

has been very rich, and that due to my curious nature 

I have been invited to participate in conversations in 

philosophical, anthropological, psychoanalytical, archi-

tectural, and even gastronomic contexts, as well as art 

contexts obviously, and this keeps me from feeling aban-

doned. But the really interesting thing is what you were 

saying about the importance of the parliament, about 

speaking as a condition of citizenship. I would say that 

the importance of speaking stems from listening. For a 

contemporary artist, the lack of dialogue is often due to 

an excess of expression, to a way of behaving that is deaf 

to others. And in all social orders, particularly today, 

the lack of dialogue is not due to a lack of discourses 

but to a lack of listenings. The parliament may have to 

become a “listenment,” an écouterment [laughter], a space 

where people listen to each other. Because the parlia-

ment has ceased to be a place of dialogues and become 

a place of discourses. Freedom of expression, which is a 

modern principle par excellence, has degenerated into 

licentiousness of expression. There can only be free-

dom of expression insofar as it is linked to “freedom of 

impression,” which is also a right: the right to manage 

your inputs, what you see, what you hear. The asymme-

try between expression and impression is probably the 

reason why we fi nd ourselves back in a kind of maniacal 

citizenship, a republic of millions of Louis XIVs. Because 

the freedom of expression of an absolute monarch is in-

commensurate with that of any of his subjects. The lack 

of freedom of impression is just as serious as the lack of 

freedom of expression. The total lack of freedom of im-

pression makes it impossible to form an opinion of one’s 

own; it means being subjected to all kinds of induce-

ments. Even in more participatory societies, citizens 

have no control over their perceptual space and live in 

environments crowded with advertising ploys that seek 

to infl uence their behavior every day. It is a perceptual 

space that the public administrations sell to the highest 

bidder. It is not a generous sharing of information but 

the subjection of citizens to the obligation of receiving 

“Before going into any discussion of the 

issue of ‘direct’ democracy versus ‘repre-

sentative’ democracy then, we note that 

the present ‘democracy’ is anything but 

a democracy because the public/private 

sphere is in fact private. It is in the hands 

of a political oligarchy, not of the political 

body.” (Cornelius Castoriadis, Figures of the 
Thinkable, p. 125)
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that information. This is why the struggle for freedom of 

impression will one day be an inalienable condition for 

the conquest of the freedom of opinion. A true parlia-

ment must be a place of listenings and intervals, a place 

in which the speech of listening becomes possible. And I 

can only understand artworks as a means for producing 

spaces of listening, of looking.

JF: But wouldn’t that be a kind of critical interpreta-

tion? Semiotics, Umberto Eco style?

JLM: But what part of Umberto Eco? [laughter]

JF: At some point, whether through Barthes or 

through Eco, you arrive at a semiotic discourse that 

seeks to critically interpret popular culture through its 

iconologies, iconographies, symbologies, and so on. 

JLM: Following the theorist Dwight MacDonald, Um-

berto Eco, and many others, there is no longer a clear-

cut diff erence between high and low culture. Particular-

ly now that high culture has fl irted with camoufl age and 

with discussions around this diff erence, and has incor-

porated signifi ers from popular culture (and vice versa). 

Deconstruction works as an intercultural back-and-forth 

in which each culture frees the other from exclusivity; 

each culture is a tool for investigating the other. And in 

this to and fro opens up possibilities for the author and 

for the spectator.

JF: Your discursivity is also infl uenced by psychoan-

alytic discourse. You surprised me earlier by saying that 

you do not consider language to be a structure of the 

unconscious. 

JLM: No, it’s the other way around, what I said was 

that the unconscious is not structured as a language. 

Language is in fact a structure of the unconscious, 

but the unconscious is not structured like a language. 

I think that the structure of the unconscious is more 

complex than that of language. In fact, there is a huge 

gap between a dream and the verbal memory of it. In 

other words, the diff erence between the dream that 

you dream and the dream that you recount is enor-

mous, and that gap is precisely the fertile interval for 

analysis. And the dream is not structured as a language 

in an epistemic sense, through which we could even 

decipher a meaning. Because as psychoanalysts know, 

dreams are themselves interpretations, so the interpre-

tation of dreams does not attempt to understand them 

but to instrumentalize them in the deconstruction of 

the ghost.

JF: You have gone into psychoanalytical discourse... 

“In today’s cities, the artist cannot boast 

of being part of a prolem sine matre creatam, 

like the romantic artist who considered 

himself removed from all local and social 

conditioning. Instead, today’s artist has 

become a worker in the services sector. 

Not because the artistic act has lost its 

autonomy, but because the status of ‘ge-

nius’—as B. Croce so ingeniously saw—

has been ‘democratized.’ The genius has 

become popular, he is legion, he is all of us. 

This is why objects appear in a distracted, 

transitory way for the aesthetic rite.” (Lluís 

Álvarez, “Estética en la Ciudad,” in Temps 
de Disseny, vol. 4, Barcelona: Elisava, 1990)
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a una cuestión casi pretecnológica, de manualidad o de 
visualidad. Veía que en los análisis literarios había mucha 
más precisión. Y los perfi les que yo admiraba, incluso en 
los poetas, eran perfi les dobles: en España, por ejemplo, 
Pedro Salinas, que era un excelente poeta pero también un 
gran ensayista. Con los artistas me empezaba a suceder lo 
mismo. Cuando me encontré con diecisiete años con los 
artistas conceptuales y minimalistas me sentí muy cómodo 
porque vi que no querían delegar el texto a los especialistas 
del discurso: los teóricos, los historiadores, etc. De modo 
que fue natural asumir la responsabilidad de la refl exión 
y de la transmisión. Después vino el encuentro con Jorge 
Oteiza, que también era un gran ensayista, y con Dalí. Y 
de la mano de los artistas, todo lo demás. Bastaba acudir a 
sus fuentes para interesarme por la semiología o la fenome-
nología. No se trata de una cuestión exclusiva ni del arte 
conceptual ni del siglo XX. Por eso me ha interesado mucho 
los textos de artistas desde la Antigüedad: del el Tratado 
de pintura de Leonardo da Vinci a los textos de Peter Ha-
lley, Robert Morris o Luciano Fabro, que son formidables, 
o Arte y sociedad. A su modo, independientemente del tono 
ensayístico o poético o como sea, los artistas transmiten 
muy bien, manejan muy bien el lenguaje, y por eso para mí 
han sido importantes. Al mismo tiempo, mi manera de uti-
lizar el lenguaje está totalmente contaminada por las for-
mas visuales y por la mecánica. Para mí el texto es una ma-
teria tan fí sica como la más dura de las piedras. Fracturo y 
ensamblo sin ninguna contemplación. Di una charla sobre 
la escritura paranoica con el título «escrisuras», advirtien-
do también que la raíz etimológica de la palabra «escritura» 
coincide con la de «crisis». Entendía que la escrisura era una 
manera de referirme a esa cuestión crítica, de momento 
decisivo de algo que se ponga en el sujeto del propio habla.

JF: ¿Y cómo empezaste a construir los discursos paró-
dicos?

JLM: Más que paródicos, quizá sea mejor llamarlos, 
como has sugerido, «arcanos». Creo que por admiración y 
por una necesidad de distanciamiento. Para medir el grado 
de afi nación... Medir es medirse. Decía el compositor Erik 
Satie: «He medido a Beethoven, a Bach». Esto me lleva a 
preguntarte al revés, ¿cómo lees las cosas? ¿O cómo te en-
frentas a una obra? ¿Qué esperas de ella?

JF: La primera impresión que provoca la lectura de tus 
textos paródicos es muy rara, como si estuviéramos escu-
chando una pieza desconocida de un compositor que co-
nocemos. Esto crea una sensación muy ambigua entre la 
admiración por el reconocimiento del virtuosismo textual 
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distance in reflection. As a teenager I found that art 

classes lacked something that literature classes had: 

the detailed analysis of the way in which notions and 

emotions are produced. Art education, on the oth-

er hand, was reduced to an almost pretechnological 

manual or visual activity. I was aware that there was 

much more precision in literary analyses. And the 

types of writers I admired, even when it came to po-

ets, were two-sided: in Spain for example, I admired 

Pedro Salinas, who was an excellent poet but also a 

great essayist. It began to happen with artists too: at 

seventeen, when I discovered conceptual and mini-

mal artists, I felt very comfortable because I could see 

that they did not try to delegate the text to experts in 

discourse such as theorists, historians, and so on. So it 

seemed natural to accept responsibility for refl ection 

and transmission. Then I discovered Jorge Oteiza, who 

was also a great essayist, and Dalí. And then, through 

these artists, everything else. Just looking at their 

sources would arouse my interest in semiotics or phe-

nomenology, it was not all conceptual art or twentieth-

century art. This is why I have been very interested in 

texts written by artists since the classical age: Leonar-

do da Vinci’s A Treatise on Painting, the writings of Pe-

ter Halley, Robert Morris, and Luciano Fabro, which 

are magnifi cent, and Art and Society. In their own way, 

irrespective of the essayistic or poetic or whatever tone, 

artists are very good at transmitting and handling lan-

guage, which is why they have been important for me. At 

the same time, my way of using language is totally con-

taminated by visual forms and by mechanics. I see text 

as a physical material, as physical as the hardest stone. I 

break it up and put it together without ceremony. I gave 

a talk on paranoid writing with the title “Escrisuras,” 

to draw attention to the fact that, in Spanish, the words 

escritura (writing) and crisis have a common etymological 

root. “Escrisura” seemed to be a way of referring to that 

critical question of the crucial moment of something 

placed in the subject of saying itself.

JF: And how did you start creating parodic discourses?

JLM: Perhaps I prefer “arcane,” as you suggested, 

rather than parodic. I think I started out of admiration, 

and a need to distance myself. To measure the pitch... 

When you measure, you see whether you measure up. As 

the composer Erik Satie said, “What have I not weighed 

or measured? All of Beethoven, all of Verdi, etc.” This 

leads me to turn the question around and ask you: How 
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JLM: I fi rst ventured into psychoanalytical discourse 

by chance, or, in other words, by necessity. I was in 

Rome studying the relationship between iconography 

and demography, immersed in the universe of repre-

sentations of the body, of pleasure, and of pain, and of 

the associations and correspondences among bodily or-

gans and symbolic functions. Against this background, 

I remember wandering through a library and opening 

a book, which turned out to be Seminar XX by Lacan, 

entitled Encore.8 I had come across the Écrits earlier, and 

I had attended a PhD course on Freud; I felt some re-

luctance toward the psychoanalytic narrative. But just 

then, by chance, I read something like “on arriving in 

Rome and seeing the ecstasy of the Blessed Ludovica Al-
bertoni one realizes that Christian art has always been 

obscenity.” The “eternal city” as a grand baroque device 

for subjective induction confi rmed this statement, which 

resonated with the work I was doing as an appeal to the 

representation of pleasure as a technique of governing. 

That encounter led me to lose myself in Lacan’s semi-

nars with great pleasure, but very freely, without trying 

to understand. And in that unbearable and almost psy-

chotic jumble of his way of speaking, I gradually found 

very precise formulas that emerged with a tremendous 

power of condensation. Such as when he says that “the 

rich have property that they don’t pay for,” for example, 

which is a simple, radical defi nition of the most complex 

economics. It was like fi nding jewels or tools for uncov-

ering latent structures, which were sometimes very ob-

vious but for that very reason very forgotten.

JF: Now we have writings that use slogans and plays 

on phrases, like the work of Slavoj Žižek, who has in-

herited that extraordinary capacity for synthesis that we 

can see in some of Lacan’s phrases.

JLM: In Žižek and even in Derrida, whose writing 

is highly contaminated by psychoanalytic discourse, 

in form as well as content. Psychoanalysis is organized 

around illuminations or condensations of consciousness 

that deconstruct hypotheses of personal phantasmago-

ria. In Žižek’s case, it is a very conscious strategy guar-

anteed to provoke controversy, and it has abandoned the 

long, tortuous paths of Lacanian speech. These signify-

ing condensations in speech have the same specifi city as 

8. Seminar XX dates from 1972–73. Published in English as The Seminar of Jacques 
 Lacan, Book XX, Encore: On Feminine Sexuality: The Limits of Love and 
 Knowledge, 1972–1973 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1998).

“A tortuous road which the intellect enters 

without quite knowing what direction to 

take.” (Jean Le Rond d’Alembert, Prelim-
inary Discourse to the Encyclopedia of Diderot, 
vol. 1 [1751], Chicago: University of Chica-

go Press, 1995, p. 46)

“The long and winding road” (John 

Lennon and Paul McCarthy, 1970)

Juan Luis Moraza, NOTAMOTUA, 1999
Manipulated slot machine



Reverse of Smile, 2009
Nickel bronze, 15 x 16 x 17 cm
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Publicity of the Political*
Juan Luis Moraza

 Contents

1.  The Creative Reptile (Impublic Impolitics)
 I. Law of Instituting Transgression or Foundational Violence

  a) Alternations

  b) Alterities

 II. Law of Inverse Proportion Between Publicity and Legitimacy 

 III. Law of Institutional Legitimation, or Law of Reciprocity

 IV. Law of the Publicity of the Political, or Law of Ornamental Induction

2.  The Third Age of the Political
  c) Alterne

 I. From Crisis to Kitsch

 II. Realisms and Irresponsibilities

 III. Alternative Academies

3.  Public Politics as Idea (Art as a Criterion of Excellence)

*  Translation of the lecture “Publicidad de lo político,” delivered at the seminar “Art and Public Policy I,” organized by 
EREMUAK, Artium, Vitoria-Gasteiz, 2012. Departamento de Educación, Política Lingüística y Cultura del Gobierno Vasco.
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the artistic object. Their specifi c morphological defi ni-

tion is shot through with gaps of meaning, but struc-

tural specifi city is a prerequisite for the possibility of 

openness. 

As for Lacan, the exhibition entitled S¡ [Elba Bení-

tez, Madrid, 2004] turned out to be a small tribute to 

him, and included a documentary accompanied by my 

second apocryphal lecture, “De amor, sabœr” (2004), 

which I presented alongside silver and polymer kisses 

cast from molds. My fi rst apocryphal text by Lacan, en-

titled “Impossible,” was an act of appreciation but also a 

distancing. In both of the texts I took Lacan’s style to its 

logical conclusion, making him say things that I would 

have liked to hear. Salvador Dalí, who inspired Lacan’s 

hypothesis on psychosis, talked of “psychological cam-

oufl age.” I think that grasping an author’s style takes 

you deeper into his work than content analysis. It is like 

copying an artwork, you physically feel the object from 

the inside. Technique allows you to understand things 

that cannot be understood in any other way. Nowadays 

art historians do exercises in fresco painting, for exam-

ple, because the physical experience is understood to 

make them more qualifi ed to interpret history than sim-

ply contemplating images or texts would.

JF: It is very interesting to see how an artist like Rich-

ard Hamilton—whose latest exhibition is on now at 

the museum—reconstructed the Large Glass and other 

works by Duchamp, not as copies of the originals but 

as true reconstructions. He uses Duchamp’s notes as a 

reference, and remakes the works “for the fi rst time”...

JLM: He produces the latent. I remember an exhi-

bition at the Prado in 1987 entitled Rubens. Copista de 
Tiziano, which was a true lesson in painting. The show 

consisted of paintings by Titian displayed opposite the 

copy of them by Rubens. They were the same size, with 

the same iconographic design, but one was 100 percent 

Titian and the other was 100 percent Rubens: they were 

exactly the same, except in every way [laughter]. It was 

wonderful.

JF: That is also a way of creating a textuality, of occu-

pying the crystalline dimension of styles. Because style is 

also polyhedral in its possible expressions. Like Proust’s 

pastiches et mélanges.
JLM: Yes, I think that every style can be found within 

every style. If you look very closely at Minimalism, you 

see that the diff erence between one Minimalist and an-

other is as great or greater than the diff erence between 

Juan Luis Moraza, Suelo imperial (Imperial Floor), 
1994. Friends of the Museum Collection, ARTIUM
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there is no expression. The title Dividuals is a reference 

to this question of subjectivity and to the social bond in 

contemporary society. The illusion of a strong identity, 

which characterizes the undivided individual as the cen-

ter of will and design, is characteristic of humanism and 

liberalism. But after the French Revolution, it was not 

just the forms of the State that underwent processes of 

redefi nition that recognized their constitutive paradox-

es and tensions. Subjectivity itself has also gone through 

a redefi nition that recognizes complexities that have 

little to do with illusions of individuality. The modern 

subject is a subject divided by internal inconsistencies 

and fractures, and by external fractures in the universe 

of relations. This is why the notion of the dividual is more 

in keeping with the current sensibility in regard to sub-

jectivity. In reality, the illusion of the individual is in the 

interests of the fantasy of a society of free subjects. But 

also and above all, it is in the interests of the strategies of 

control that need to encourage forms of subjectivity that 

are understandable, approvable, predictable, repairable, 

and replaceable. Individuality turns singularity into a re-

quirement for equivalence within the expanded archive 

of identities à la carte. The uniqueness and integrity of 

the “individual” favors the desire to control, the illusion 

of a model citizen. The individual responds to refl ex 

conditionings; the subject explores the loopholes of the 

law—the space between the prohibited and the obliga-

tory, which, from the psychoanalytic point of view, is the 

space of pleasure but also the space of decision. For this 

reason, the more individual, which is to say, the more 

exemplary, a subject is, the less responsible he or she is. 

And the more a society is a society of individuals, the 

less it will be a true republic.

D’amour, savoere, 2004
Apocryphal documentary, 

DVD, 71:29 min.

Concavex, 2009
Nickel bronze, 14 x 16 x 18 cm

Capital Smile, 2009
Nickel bronze, 14 x 22 x 18 cm



Orchid Kiss, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
2.1 x 10 x 3.2 cm 

Obsculity, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin, 
6.2 x 7.3 x 5 cm 

Bimasque, 2004
Silver, 
8.9 x 6.4 x 8 x 5.5 cm 

Eromorphia, 2004
Silver, 
7.7 x 6 x 6.5 cm

Trouisme, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
7 x 8.4 x 6 cm 

Kissdom, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
1.5 x 3 x 10.1 cm 

Ouilogie, 2004 
Silver, 
3 x 7.8 x 4.3 cm
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“Not everything passes constantly.” 

(Ernst Bloch, “Génesis y estructura en 

los sistemas fi losófi cos,” in Las nociones 
de estructura y génesis, vol. 1, Buenos Aires: 

Nueva Visión, 1975, p. 3) 

“Neither induction nor induction can ever 

add even the slightest item to the data of 

perception; and … mere precepts do not 

constitute any knowledge applicable to 

any practical or theoretical use. All that 

makes knowledge applicable comes to us 

via abduction.” (Charles Sanders Peirce, 

“The Proper Treatment of Hypotheses: 

A Preliminary Chapter…” [1901], Ms. 692, 

Houghton Library, Harvard University)

“Potential is born of disposition.” 

(François Jullien, The Propensity of Things: 
Towards a History of Effi  cacy in China [1902], 

New York: Zone Books, 1999, p. 25) 

“I hope my hands are such that without 

aid from you they will declare what sort of 

a fellow I am.” (Benvenuto Cellini, The Life 
of Benvenuto Cellini, vol. 1 [1563], London: 

J. C. Nimmo, 1848, p. 30)

Minimalism and Impressionism. What makes Dan Flavin 

important is not just his artistic use of industrial ele-

ments, or his use of simple numerical systems, but a cer-

tain pictorial chromaticity linked to Impressionism and 

applied to the architecture of space. Similarly, Robert 

Morris’s roots link his works to Surrealism, and it is im-

possible to imagine Robert Smithson without his fond-

ness for American popular culture and extraterrestrial 

fi lms and literature. The greater the resolution, the more 

you see that all styles are contained in each style. The 

demand for singularity in the historical narrative leads 

to the introduction of cuts that simplify complexity, par-

ticularly in terms of discourse—even the discourses of 

the artists themselves—and this makes the diff erences 

between styles seem greater. Programmatic discourses 

are often more radical and simplistic than the works.

JF: Let us turn now to another thing that I think is 

key to your work, which is the question of desire and 

how you deal with it through your artworks and through 

theoretical and social issues. In your work desire be-

comes a desire to present the unpresentable, a way of 

working in that interstice of the real, beyond the con-

scious, which springs from the body but exists beyond 

the body, which is between bodies, between words, be-

tween discourses. There is a sense of the interstice in 

your work with the fragment. Like the space between 

two mouths that kiss, which you tried to objectualize in 

the series of kisses that radically changed the way the 

kiss is represented... We have all been hijacked by fi lm, 

we all know how two faces approach each other, touch, 

and kiss. But you go further, to the fl uids, to that which 

is not represented or which cannot be represented, and 

you express it in a very personal way. As if the resulting 

work could be a consequence of the interstices of the 

unrepresentable. 

JLM: We were talking about textuality, and I certain-

ly acknowledge that I do not conceptually or physical-

ly produce my works based on a narrative or thematic 

textuality. The process slips away from control and 

consciousness. It is more of a fl ow than a discourse, in 

the double sense of fl owing and going with the fl ow. A 

weaving more than a text. The process is open, ready, 

available for things to happen; you arrange a series of 

elements, and in a sense you wait for something to hap-

pen, in your relation to them and within the actual phys-

ical process. And you hope that desire will play a role in 

dictating this process from the arbitrary to the necessary. 
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“The Idiot is a hero of authentic feeling 

against perverted civilization.… He may 

not have the nimble mind of the learned 

ones but in his primitiveness he speaks in a 

language more original than that of reason, 

the language of the heart and even of the 

soul.” (Pascal Bruckner, The Temptation of 
Innocence, p. 84)

“The reign of images is the new way in 

which capitalism utilizes the schizzes and 

diverts the fl ows: composite images, im-

ages fl attened onto other images, so that 

when this operation reaches its outcome 

the little ego of each person, related to its 

father-mother, is truly the center of the 

world.” (Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 

Anti-Oedipus, p. 265)

“Individual creativity in and of itself is one 

of the shortcomings of capitalism, which 

squanders it tragically. I would like edu-

cation to promote the spirit of solidarity 

to the same extent.” (Roel van Duijn, in 

Conversaciones con los radicales, p. 88) 

“The little man as the measure of all 

things.” (Abraham Moles, El Kitsch, Buenos 

Aires: Paidós, p. 27)

“In a labyrinth their very speed puzzles 

and confounds them.” (Seneca, Epistulae 
morales ad Lucilium, AD 64)

“The work is not what I am writing, but 

what I never actually write—what I don’t 

manage to say … all works, even the most 

perfect, are the premonition or the draft 

of another work, the real work, which is 

never written.” (Octavio Paz, “Sólido/

insólito,” In/mediaciones, Barcelona: Seix 

Barral, 1979, p. 255)

brains of successive moments of evolution, each special-

ized in diff erent functions. The oldest brain, which con-

trols perceptions and behavior linked to territoriality, 

sexuality, and aggressiveness, is a reptilian brain. Then 

there is a mammalian brain, which manages aspects that 

have to do with memory, aff ectivity, and sociability, and 

a thin cerebral cortex, the neocortex, which specializes 

in inventing, raving, lying, and investigating. The fact 

that these three brains are not perfectly coordinated 

explains much of our social behavior. Imagine an indi-

vidual whose maximum creative potential and maximum 

memory capacity is controlled by his reptilian brain… 

and you have an identikit portrait of savage capitalism. 

Some of these inside-out skulls do have a certain rep-

tilian appearance, and one of them is actually entitled 

Creative Reptile. They were exhibited alongside a pseudo-

documentary made as a tribute to Paul MacLean. 

In any case, the skulls take the representation of the 

body back to a very physical level. I remember that when 

I started this series I began from the self-evident truth 

that being alive is not the same as not being dead, be-

cause our organic structures are full of inorganic materi-

al, and the diff erence between a living body and a dead 

body is a very slight metabolic energy and, along with 

it, the phenomenological fi lm of sensoriality and con-

sciousness. We could say that when you die your bodily 

processes based on exchanging energy and matter with 

the world continue but the phenomenological narrative 

and the exchange of information end. The skulls operate 

like a material x-ray. Or, to put it diff erently, the x-ray 

leads us to the bones, it drastically reduces us to physical 

entities. There is a long tradition of representations of 

skulls in the history of art, always linked to death and 

to vanity. I thought it would be diffi  cult to do something 

with the fi gure of the skull that would not be overly an-

ecdotal or literal. By reversing inside and outside and 

creating a human representation based on the skull, I 

felt as if I were also placing myself inside and outside 

the body at the same time. An inside-out skull means 

that the inside of the skull is outside, and the outside 

is inside. Some of these works close the exterior con-

vexly and force you to remain inside the skull, looking 

at the outside world from the small concavity through a 

peephole. It could appear to be a representation of the 

limit of soul searching, the deposition of intimacy and of 

representation, because representation can only exist if 

something remains hidden. If there is nothing hidden, 

Concavex Triunit, 2009
Mixed technique, 
15 x 19 x 25 cm
 
Liberal Inner Smile, 2009
Nickel bronze, resin, 
12 x 19 x 18 cm



S¡ (Molds of Kisses), 2004
Installation 
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“In augury the intestines were called 

‘palace of the intestines’ or just ‘great 

palace’ (the Akkadian ekkalu, like the 

Hebrew heichal, means both ‘palace’ and 

‘temple’). ‘Palace of the intestines’ was also 

the name of the underworld in Mesopota-

mia.” (Joseph Rykwert, The Idea of a Town 
[1976], Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1988, 

pp. 53–54)

In other words, that it will focus a whole backdrop of 

ideas, of conscious intentions, of concerns about the 

world, about yourself, about relationships, about art it-

self, and so on. It is also present in the importance of the 

material physicality, the emergence of obstacles, the lack 

of resources, in confl icts with the real. So you hope that 

all of this will gradually condense into something con-

crete, a certain structure. And that the result will give 

you keys to understanding what your desire is playing 

at, what you are up to by doing what you think you are 

doing.

Your question is diffi  cult to answer because desire is 

the unconscious. It is true that desire moves the work, 

more than ideas or interests. We should not confuse the 

subject that an artist is with the artist that a subject is. 

The coordination or lack of coordination between sub-

ject and artist implies—as person—a concern with the 

world and with life, and it implies—as artist—a concern 

with art. Art demands a kind of “equalization” between 

those two types of concerns, because if only the artist’s 

concerns exist or prevail we end up with the narcissis-

tic artist, self-absorbed in his musings or in self-refer-

ential artistic games. And if only concern for the world 

exists or prevails, we could say that art ceases to occur 

and becomes something else: commentary, documen-

tary, critique, refl ection, activism—all very important 

things— but without the commitments and the exigen-

cies of art. Because in art, the tension between these two 

concerns makes it possible to delve much further into 

each of them, beyond mundane signifi cations and per-

sonal phantasmagorias, and far beyond artistic rhetoric. 

For art, the themes it addresses are less important than 

art, and for the themes addressed by art, art is less im-

portant than the themes it addresses.

It is also hard to answer your two-part question about 

whether it is true that desire plays an important role in 

the production process, and whether this has something 

to do with the visualization of the invisible. I think the 

key lies in the experience of the interstice or the fold, 

of the multiple folds and complexities that are aff ected 

in the making process. In fact, another section of the 

exhibition has to do with a series of works called Im-
plexities, a play on words in reference to a mixed experi-

ence of complexity and involvement/implication, which 

is linked to the notion of the fold or the pleat, beyond 

etymological resonances. Involvement/implication—

sensory, emotional, ethical, and logical—refers to a kind 

Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Blessed Ludovica Albertoni, 
1674 (detail). San Francesco a Ripa, Rome



Carillion of Innate Laughter, 2009
Nickel bronze, 
35 x 35 x 120 cm approx.
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“The inclination to choose in one direc-

tion rather than the other became one of 

the most intense means of man on an indi-

vidual and collective, social level. The fact 

that preference is often without motive, or 

is guided by supposed advantages—eth-

ical, fi nancial, political—is of no impor-

tance.” (Gillo Dorfl es, Del signifi cado de las 
opciones, Barcelona: Lumen, 1975, p. 138) 

“Industrial civilization meant the be-

ginning of fragmented work, of extreme 

specialization at all levels, leading to the 

individual’s strong dependence on the 

human group. At the same time, it lead to 

the obfuscation of the social role of the 

individual, and of the individual’s histori-

cal signifi cance.” (Henri Laborit, L’homme 
et la ville, Paris: Flammarion, 1971)

“Torn between the awareness of determin-

isms and the voluptuousness of freedom, 

everyday man passionately wishes to 

believe in the decision.” (Lucien Sfez, 

La decisión, Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura 

Ecónomica, 1987, p. 10)

“The ‘Get rich!’ of liberal society has been 

replaced by the ‘Choose!’ in our societies. 

It is not an open choice, however. The 

consumer does not choose the investments, 

and thus the type of consumption.” (Alain 

Touraine, in Conversaciones con los radicales, 
p. 147) 

“Not ‘the Devil made me do it,’ but ‘our 

genes made us do it.’ Some writers have 

even depicted genes as if they were rather 

like little demons inside our bodies 

constantly pulling strings.” (Michael 

Carrithers, Why Humans Have Cultures: 
Explaining Anthropology and Social Diversity, 

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992, 

p. 40)

fl uid into matter. The molds of kisses produced a strange 

eff ect, because there were these cavernous forms, but 

at the same time the mix of the noble materials—with 

the old nobility of silver and the industrial nobility of 

self-polymerizable resins—, the anthropometric scale 

of the mouths, and the monstrous shapes let a strange 

beauty emerge. 

JF: There is something Dalí-like about not separating 

the inside and the outside of the body.

JLM: Yes, that’s probably true...

JF: And Dalí also distorts the representation of beau-

ty as we know it…

JLM: Yes, I think that was probably due to his own 

physical and psychotic experiences; Dalí was very aware 

of how the body was being subjected to a brutal capital-

ism. I think that he very lucidly suggested a relationship 

between capitalism and cannibalism. In Autumn Canni-
balism (1936), the kiss between two lovers turns into a 

mutual devouring. The molds of kisses are accompanied 

by an apocryphal lecture by Lacan on the knowledge of 

love. It was a refl ection on love in capitalism, in which 

the kiss is referred to as a contained devouring, and on 

the relationship between the orality of the discourse and 

of the kiss. 

In diff erent ways, I can see how the disclosure of sub-

jectivity in my texts refl ects the strangeness of contem-

porary experience in regard to the body, social ties, and 

so on… 

The series ARLMA uses the anthropometric system 

of classical cultures to generate structures that are not 

anthropometric in formal terms, even though they evoke 

the characteristic “skin” of the baroque imaginary and 

its statuary. These sculptures have always been exhibit-

ed in groups, like a parade of diversities. The reversal 

of the body in its interiority and exteriority can be seen 

in another series that is also in the exhibition under the 

generic title Dividuals. These “dividuals” are also molds, 

but in this case they are the molds of human heads, and 

they have been turned inside out, like a sock, so that 

the convex becomes concave and the inside becomes 

outside. There is an inversion: the inside moves to the 

outside, and the position of the spectator moves inside. 

Turning the skulls inside out creates monstrous, vaguely 

anthropomorphic fi gures.

JF: They could even be reptilian...

JLM: The neurologist Paul MacLean has explained 

that our brain is triune, that is, it contains the residual 
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“Men in ancient times thought that they 

lived on the other side of the tapestry, to 

borrow the expression from G. K. Chester-

ton, and that the complete design of exis-

tence could only be found on the side that 

they weren’t on. This is why they sought 

knowledge of reality, what we would now 

call the meaning of life, in the realm of the 

dead. The creation plan, divine design, 

the hidden face of human destiny, must be 

revealed in the underworld. And the jour-

ney to the afterlife became a pilgrimage 

to the springs of sanity, a rare knowledge 

that could not be separated from religion, 

or from the political organization and the 

role that the main rulers played in society.” 

(Miguel Rivera Dorado, Laberintos de la 
Antigüedad, p. 146) 

“After all, rather than joining the Carte-

sians in saying that our intelligence can 

only be seen as a smaller degree of divine 

wisdom, it would be more precise to argue 

that what we call human intelligence or 

reason is simply the excess compared to 

the stupidity of birds.” (Gustavo Bueno, 

El animal divino, Oviedo: Pentalfa, 1985, 

p. 300)

of subjectual recursivity and to the limit between the 

outside and the subject. Complexity assumes the fragil-

ity of the limit between order and disorder. Complexity 

is interpreted as a complex order in which regularities 

and irregularities, components and opponents, main-

tain a structural stability together. It can also be seen as 

a model of organization that is decentralized and hier-

archic at the same time, as an implicit order, as a con-

stituent aspect, as the interaction or sensibility among 

diff erent parts. The works are often based on dialogic 

principles that link antagonistic terms. There is also a 

sense of a certain incomplete status, as if the whole does 

not wholly exist.

This interstice of implexity, which causes things to 

be neither linear nor clear, is the condition of internal 

complexity and of binding involvement/implication. 

Revealing the folds, the interstices, is less a playing at 

seeing the invisible than an acknowledgment of implicit 

complexity. 

As for the molds of kisses, I was not trying to make a 

new version of the tradition of the kiss (from Auguste 

Rodin and Constantin Brâncuși to all those big-screen 

kisses that loom so large in our imaginary). When I 

made those molds, my conscious intention was to ad-

dress a very perverse situation regarding capitalism 

and the world of emotions: the capitalization of desire. 

I was quite shocked by the proliferation of “seduction 

schools,” workshops on caressing and all the spin-off s 

of the promise of an art of loving. All these mechanisms 

seemed to me perverse symptoms of an emotional cap-

italism in which emotions are subject to a logic that ex-

ploits meaning and use. It seemed to me that the quin-

tessence of this perversion could be a factory of molds of 

kisses, which would then be used to manufacture kisses 

from the molds. So I decided to present the evocation of 

a usable mold as a work. The procedure involved gen-

erating material snapshots of that instant of the kiss. It 

was a very artifi cial process that aff ected the intimacy of 

the kiss, denying the intensity and the emotion. Even so, 

the molds are representations, metonyms of kisses, but 

also representations of the perversion of the kiss in con-

temporary society, of the commercial kiss. It was a con-

scious intention that I later recognized in Wim Delvoye’s 

pornographic X-Rays. And the result was a monstrous 

iconography full of crevices, cavernous morphologies 

created by turning the inside of mouths into a unit be-

tween the two mouths and converting the hole and the 

Radiogram of Dürer, 2010
Charcoal on wall, 
160 x 150 cm approx.
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“Men in ancient times thought that they 
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sense of a certain incomplete status, as if the whole does 

not wholly exist.
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As for the molds of kisses, I was not trying to make a 

new version of the tradition of the kiss (from Auguste 

Rodin and Constantin Brâncuși to all those big-screen 

kisses that loom so large in our imaginary). When I 

made those molds, my conscious intention was to ad-

dress a very perverse situation regarding capitalism 

and the world of emotions: the capitalization of desire. 

I was quite shocked by the proliferation of “seduction 

schools,” workshops on caressing and all the spin-off s 

of the promise of an art of loving. All these mechanisms 

seemed to me perverse symptoms of an emotional cap-

italism in which emotions are subject to a logic that ex-

ploits meaning and use. It seemed to me that the quin-

tessence of this perversion could be a factory of molds of 

kisses, which would then be used to manufacture kisses 

from the molds. So I decided to present the evocation of 

a usable mold as a work. The procedure involved gen-

erating material snapshots of that instant of the kiss. It 

was a very artifi cial process that aff ected the intimacy of 

the kiss, denying the intensity and the emotion. Even so, 

the molds are representations, metonyms of kisses, but 

also representations of the perversion of the kiss in con-

temporary society, of the commercial kiss. It was a con-

scious intention that I later recognized in Wim Delvoye’s 

pornographic X-Rays. And the result was a monstrous 

iconography full of crevices, cavernous morphologies 

created by turning the inside of mouths into a unit be-

tween the two mouths and converting the hole and the 

Radiogram of Dürer, 2010
Charcoal on wall, 
160 x 150 cm approx.



Carillion of Innate Laughter, 2009
Nickel bronze, 
35 x 35 x 120 cm approx.
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“The inclination to choose in one direc-

tion rather than the other became one of 

the most intense means of man on an indi-

vidual and collective, social level. The fact 

that preference is often without motive, or 

is guided by supposed advantages—eth-

ical, fi nancial, political—is of no impor-

tance.” (Gillo Dorfl es, Del signifi cado de las 
opciones, Barcelona: Lumen, 1975, p. 138) 

“Industrial civilization meant the be-

ginning of fragmented work, of extreme 

specialization at all levels, leading to the 

individual’s strong dependence on the 

human group. At the same time, it lead to 

the obfuscation of the social role of the 

individual, and of the individual’s histori-

cal signifi cance.” (Henri Laborit, L’homme 
et la ville, Paris: Flammarion, 1971)

“Torn between the awareness of determin-

isms and the voluptuousness of freedom, 

everyday man passionately wishes to 

believe in the decision.” (Lucien Sfez, 

La decisión, Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura 

Ecónomica, 1987, p. 10)

“The ‘Get rich!’ of liberal society has been 

replaced by the ‘Choose!’ in our societies. 

It is not an open choice, however. The 

consumer does not choose the investments, 

and thus the type of consumption.” (Alain 

Touraine, in Conversaciones con los radicales, 
p. 147) 

“Not ‘the Devil made me do it,’ but ‘our 

genes made us do it.’ Some writers have 

even depicted genes as if they were rather 

like little demons inside our bodies 

constantly pulling strings.” (Michael 

Carrithers, Why Humans Have Cultures: 
Explaining Anthropology and Social Diversity, 

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992, 

p. 40)

fl uid into matter. The molds of kisses produced a strange 

eff ect, because there were these cavernous forms, but 

at the same time the mix of the noble materials—with 

the old nobility of silver and the industrial nobility of 

self-polymerizable resins—, the anthropometric scale 

of the mouths, and the monstrous shapes let a strange 

beauty emerge. 

JF: There is something Dalí-like about not separating 

the inside and the outside of the body.

JLM: Yes, that’s probably true...

JF: And Dalí also distorts the representation of beau-

ty as we know it…

JLM: Yes, I think that was probably due to his own 

physical and psychotic experiences; Dalí was very aware 

of how the body was being subjected to a brutal capital-

ism. I think that he very lucidly suggested a relationship 

between capitalism and cannibalism. In Autumn Canni-
balism (1936), the kiss between two lovers turns into a 

mutual devouring. The molds of kisses are accompanied 

by an apocryphal lecture by Lacan on the knowledge of 

love. It was a refl ection on love in capitalism, in which 

the kiss is referred to as a contained devouring, and on 

the relationship between the orality of the discourse and 

of the kiss. 

In diff erent ways, I can see how the disclosure of sub-

jectivity in my texts refl ects the strangeness of contem-

porary experience in regard to the body, social ties, and 

so on… 

The series ARLMA uses the anthropometric system 

of classical cultures to generate structures that are not 

anthropometric in formal terms, even though they evoke 

the characteristic “skin” of the baroque imaginary and 

its statuary. These sculptures have always been exhibit-

ed in groups, like a parade of diversities. The reversal 

of the body in its interiority and exteriority can be seen 

in another series that is also in the exhibition under the 

generic title Dividuals. These “dividuals” are also molds, 

but in this case they are the molds of human heads, and 

they have been turned inside out, like a sock, so that 

the convex becomes concave and the inside becomes 

outside. There is an inversion: the inside moves to the 

outside, and the position of the spectator moves inside. 

Turning the skulls inside out creates monstrous, vaguely 

anthropomorphic fi gures.

JF: They could even be reptilian...

JLM: The neurologist Paul MacLean has explained 

that our brain is triune, that is, it contains the residual 



S¡ (Molds of Kisses), 2004
Installation 
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“The Idiot is a hero of authentic feeling 

against perverted civilization.… He may 

not have the nimble mind of the learned 

ones but in his primitiveness he speaks in a 

language more original than that of reason, 

the language of the heart and even of the 

soul.” (Pascal Bruckner, The Temptation of 
Innocence, p. 84)

“The reign of images is the new way in 

which capitalism utilizes the schizzes and 

diverts the fl ows: composite images, im-

ages fl attened onto other images, so that 

when this operation reaches its outcome 

the little ego of each person, related to its 

father-mother, is truly the center of the 

world.” (Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, 

Anti-Oedipus, p. 265)

“Individual creativity in and of itself is one 

of the shortcomings of capitalism, which 

squanders it tragically. I would like edu-

cation to promote the spirit of solidarity 

to the same extent.” (Roel van Duijn, in 

Conversaciones con los radicales, p. 88) 

“The little man as the measure of all 

things.” (Abraham Moles, El Kitsch, Buenos 

Aires: Paidós, p. 27)

“In a labyrinth their very speed puzzles 

and confounds them.” (Seneca, Epistulae 
morales ad Lucilium, AD 64)

“The work is not what I am writing, but 

what I never actually write—what I don’t 

manage to say … all works, even the most 

perfect, are the premonition or the draft 

of another work, the real work, which is 

never written.” (Octavio Paz, “Sólido/

insólito,” In/mediaciones, Barcelona: Seix 

Barral, 1979, p. 255)

brains of successive moments of evolution, each special-

ized in diff erent functions. The oldest brain, which con-

trols perceptions and behavior linked to territoriality, 

sexuality, and aggressiveness, is a reptilian brain. Then 

there is a mammalian brain, which manages aspects that 

have to do with memory, aff ectivity, and sociability, and 

a thin cerebral cortex, the neocortex, which specializes 

in inventing, raving, lying, and investigating. The fact 

that these three brains are not perfectly coordinated 

explains much of our social behavior. Imagine an indi-

vidual whose maximum creative potential and maximum 

memory capacity is controlled by his reptilian brain… 

and you have an identikit portrait of savage capitalism. 

Some of these inside-out skulls do have a certain rep-

tilian appearance, and one of them is actually entitled 

Creative Reptile. They were exhibited alongside a pseudo-

documentary made as a tribute to Paul MacLean. 

In any case, the skulls take the representation of the 

body back to a very physical level. I remember that when 

I started this series I began from the self-evident truth 

that being alive is not the same as not being dead, be-

cause our organic structures are full of inorganic materi-

al, and the diff erence between a living body and a dead 

body is a very slight metabolic energy and, along with 

it, the phenomenological fi lm of sensoriality and con-

sciousness. We could say that when you die your bodily 

processes based on exchanging energy and matter with 

the world continue but the phenomenological narrative 

and the exchange of information end. The skulls operate 

like a material x-ray. Or, to put it diff erently, the x-ray 

leads us to the bones, it drastically reduces us to physical 

entities. There is a long tradition of representations of 

skulls in the history of art, always linked to death and 

to vanity. I thought it would be diffi  cult to do something 

with the fi gure of the skull that would not be overly an-

ecdotal or literal. By reversing inside and outside and 

creating a human representation based on the skull, I 

felt as if I were also placing myself inside and outside 

the body at the same time. An inside-out skull means 

that the inside of the skull is outside, and the outside 

is inside. Some of these works close the exterior con-

vexly and force you to remain inside the skull, looking 

at the outside world from the small concavity through a 

peephole. It could appear to be a representation of the 

limit of soul searching, the deposition of intimacy and of 

representation, because representation can only exist if 

something remains hidden. If there is nothing hidden, 



Orchid Kiss, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
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Obsculity, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin, 
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Bimasque, 2004
Silver, 
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Eromorphia, 2004
Silver, 
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Trouisme, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
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Kissdom, 2004
Autopolymerizing resin,
1.5 x 3 x 10.1 cm 

Ouilogie, 2004 
Silver, 
3 x 7.8 x 4.3 cm
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there is no expression. The title Dividuals is a reference 

to this question of subjectivity and to the social bond in 

contemporary society. The illusion of a strong identity, 

which characterizes the undivided individual as the cen-

ter of will and design, is characteristic of humanism and 

liberalism. But after the French Revolution, it was not 

just the forms of the State that underwent processes of 

redefi nition that recognized their constitutive paradox-

es and tensions. Subjectivity itself has also gone through 

a redefi nition that recognizes complexities that have 

little to do with illusions of individuality. The modern 

subject is a subject divided by internal inconsistencies 

and fractures, and by external fractures in the universe 

of relations. This is why the notion of the dividual is more 

in keeping with the current sensibility in regard to sub-

jectivity. In reality, the illusion of the individual is in the 

interests of the fantasy of a society of free subjects. But 

also and above all, it is in the interests of the strategies of 

control that need to encourage forms of subjectivity that 

are understandable, approvable, predictable, repairable, 

and replaceable. Individuality turns singularity into a re-

quirement for equivalence within the expanded archive 

of identities à la carte. The uniqueness and integrity of 

the “individual” favors the desire to control, the illusion 

of a model citizen. The individual responds to refl ex 

conditionings; the subject explores the loopholes of the 

law—the space between the prohibited and the obliga-

tory, which, from the psychoanalytic point of view, is the 

space of pleasure but also the space of decision. For this 

reason, the more individual, which is to say, the more 

exemplary, a subject is, the less responsible he or she is. 

And the more a society is a society of individuals, the 

less it will be a true republic.

D’amour, savoere, 2004
Apocryphal documentary, 

DVD, 71:29 min.
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the artistic object. Their specifi c morphological defi ni-

tion is shot through with gaps of meaning, but struc-

tural specifi city is a prerequisite for the possibility of 

openness. 

As for Lacan, the exhibition entitled S¡ [Elba Bení-

tez, Madrid, 2004] turned out to be a small tribute to 

him, and included a documentary accompanied by my 

second apocryphal lecture, “De amor, sabœr” (2004), 

which I presented alongside silver and polymer kisses 

cast from molds. My fi rst apocryphal text by Lacan, en-

titled “Impossible,” was an act of appreciation but also a 

distancing. In both of the texts I took Lacan’s style to its 

logical conclusion, making him say things that I would 

have liked to hear. Salvador Dalí, who inspired Lacan’s 

hypothesis on psychosis, talked of “psychological cam-

oufl age.” I think that grasping an author’s style takes 

you deeper into his work than content analysis. It is like 

copying an artwork, you physically feel the object from 

the inside. Technique allows you to understand things 

that cannot be understood in any other way. Nowadays 

art historians do exercises in fresco painting, for exam-

ple, because the physical experience is understood to 

make them more qualifi ed to interpret history than sim-

ply contemplating images or texts would.

JF: It is very interesting to see how an artist like Rich-

ard Hamilton—whose latest exhibition is on now at 

the museum—reconstructed the Large Glass and other 

works by Duchamp, not as copies of the originals but 

as true reconstructions. He uses Duchamp’s notes as a 

reference, and remakes the works “for the fi rst time”...

JLM: He produces the latent. I remember an exhi-

bition at the Prado in 1987 entitled Rubens. Copista de 
Tiziano, which was a true lesson in painting. The show 

consisted of paintings by Titian displayed opposite the 

copy of them by Rubens. They were the same size, with 

the same iconographic design, but one was 100 percent 

Titian and the other was 100 percent Rubens: they were 

exactly the same, except in every way [laughter]. It was 

wonderful.

JF: That is also a way of creating a textuality, of occu-

pying the crystalline dimension of styles. Because style is 

also polyhedral in its possible expressions. Like Proust’s 

pastiches et mélanges.
JLM: Yes, I think that every style can be found within 

every style. If you look very closely at Minimalism, you 

see that the diff erence between one Minimalist and an-

other is as great or greater than the diff erence between 

Juan Luis Moraza, Suelo imperial (Imperial Floor), 
1994. Friends of the Museum Collection, ARTIUM



Reverse of Smile, 2009
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Publicity of the Political*
Juan Luis Moraza

 Contents
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  b) Alterities
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*  Translation of the lecture “Publicidad de lo político,” delivered at the seminar “Art and Public Policy I,” organized by 
EREMUAK, Artium, Vitoria-Gasteiz, 2012. Departamento de Educación, Política Lingüística y Cultura del Gobierno Vasco.
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On Love, Sabœr

Jacques   Lacan1

To renounce speaking, to fail to speak for oneself, par-

ticularly now, is to set a limit in the method, given that 

the object of inquiry is the subject of art in that which 

escapes knowledge. From an elderly Italian sculptor who 

cannot easily be dismissed as gullible given that his lan-

guage games make him almost deserving of being taken 

for a schizophrenic, I learn of the notion of a knowledge 

of art, and of a relation between art and knowledge that is 

given as subtraction. What makes the formulation (a − S) 

audacious is the use of letters that—without his being 

aware of it, poor old thing—function as signifi ers of oth-

er signifi ers that are closer to our own fi eld: that is, the 

small object, a, and the signifi er “master” (amo). Thus 

putting into circulation a chaotic constellation of signifi -

ers in which letters proliferate. The “a” words—agalma, 

object a, the other (autre), art—are placed in a relation-

ship of lack, of being less than, the “s” words—savoir 

(knowledge) (S2), the master signifi er (S1), the subject 

(S)… An obsessive madness that radically breaks free 

from the fantasy of an artistic unknowable, which is the 

1 Apocryphal text established 

by Juan Luis Moraza for his work 

D’amour, savoere, Madrid, 2004.
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significations, with institutional contexts of imperial propaganda, funerary iconography, reli-
gious worship, etc. The singularities in the specific ways in which these symbolic functions 
were carried out resulted in the large or small diff erences in style, as surplus or agencies in 
the symbolic and functional programs that they formed part of. These agencies and surpluses 
were acknowledged and appreciated as expressions of diff erence and alterity when unanimous 
societies gradually gave way to participatory societies. This very modern acknowledgment 
led to the emergence of art as a specific disciplinary field, one that diff ered from the generic 
nature of art in the anthropological sense. This is why “art,” as opposed to “techne”—and the 
artist, as opposed to the artisan—, does not just present its singularity but also its political and 
public nature, as compared to its iconographic production as part of a system of propaganda 
or representation in its artisan past…

As art became art, and as art became modern, increasing importance was placed on the 
subjectual production that gives voice to the singular as opposed to the common, on alterity 
as opposed to the institution. The emergence of art, in the early days of the Renaissance, 
coincided with this blossoming of singularity, opening up a new social space for the radical 
discussion and instituting of the creative, active personality of a citizen who is actively involved 
in his or her own constitution. 

Nonetheless, this logic of alterities—which is the true political logic and which, probably for 
the first time, established the centrality of the public in the logic of the hegemony—has two sides: 

1.  Liberalism, which sprang from the radical cultural change that we are probably still in the 
midst of, involves a struggle for all the rights to freedom of opinion, freedom of thought, 
etc., in other words, a struggle for that which is authentically political and authentically 
public. In the words of Adam Smith, the idea was to achieve “the greatest good for the 
greatest number of people,” while simultaneously working toward attaining personal free-
dom and freedom of thought, movement, education, and religion, along with the freedom 
to elect governments.

2.  But at the same time, liberalism emerged as an eff ort to minimize the political sphere 
so as to promote economic, political, military, and technological growth. To once again 
evoke Adam Smith, the idea was to use all possible means to free the owners of the 
means of production from all social obligations.

The two sides of liberalism show the rift between the polis and the oikos, between political 
libertarianism and economic liberalism. 

This double-sided nature of liberalism reinforced the paradox of modernity, which was based on 
a new—political and public—instituting logic that stemmed from the value placed on the singu-
larities—freedom, equality, and fraternity—and, at the same time, it was also based on an impolitic 
and impublic logic of minimizing the private responsibility of powerful individuals in order to enable 
an increase of wealth that would subsequently—always subsequently—be redistributed. Adminis-
trative constraints and legal obstacles were to yield to the private initiatives that would ensure the 
progress of the nation. This is the prototypical account of the origins of laissez-faire.

In the link between principles of legitimation and institutionalization processes, the no-
tion of publicity turned out to be key in this double-sided liberalism. Somewhere between the 
principle of freedom of expression or opinion and the unequal power of influence, Immanuel 
Kant defined the “transcendental principle of publicity” as a key element of the public-political, 
insofar as nothing authentically political or public can be legitimate unless it is open to be 
published or made public. Publicity would thus be the space of accountability in the political 
sphere, the space of transparency where that which is public becomes fundamentally clear.
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What is and what could be the role of art in public policy? What is and what could be the 
role of public policy in art? On what terms is the institutional reciprocity between art and public 
policy based? These questions are articulated in the following content framework:

ART
(principles)

LEGITIMATION
beliefs, narratives

(processes)
INSTITUTIONALIZATION
empowerment practices

instituting
bestows

symbolic/historical
democratic/participatory

productive/creative

heritage (1)

INSTITUTING PRACTICES
art as cultural resource

(in the context of cultural politics) (2)

institutable
acquires

arts field (3)

sphere of the arts
(operation of the art system)

MEDIATION
CULTURAL POLICIES (4)

… developed around four core areas:

 I.  How art functions (2) as an instituting practice (as a resource in the context of cultural 
policies), based on (1) certain narratives and belief systems.

 II.  How art (4) is institutionalized (mediation, cultural policies, and arts sector agents) based 
on (3) certain legitimating principles (narratives, categories, interpretations).

 III.  What narratives, belief systems, and myths become established as the cultural principles (1) 
by which art legitimizes itself as such (3).

IV.  What empowerment practices institute art as such (4) within society, and conversely, how 
art functions as (2) an instituting practice with regard to the political-social sphere.

It seemed to us that this logic of institutional reciprocity could lead to what would probably 
be an insightful discussion with the potential to address two problematic situations: the situa-
tion of art and the situation of society. Hence we articulated the relationship between art and 
public policy in these terms.

So it is not an encounter about cultural policy but about the relationship between certain 
cultural policies—which are often reduced to a specific instance of social policy—and the no-
tion of “public policy.”

“Public policy” is a controversial expression. Although it is more common to talk of social 
policy or cultural policy, “public policy” is actually an incisive term in that it addresses the very 
definition of political space and the very definition of public space. I see “public policy” as an 
innocently radical concept, which is probably taking over the role that had been filled by social 
policy in contemporary society, by which I basically mean a social administration or manage-
ment system… either as a legitimating agency or as the beneficiary of heritage administration, 
financial service management, etc. From this perspective, social policy is essentially targeted 
at society, leaving politics as such out of the public sphere and replacing it with a particular 
social class of managers, organized into political corporations or parties. Meanwhile, the term 
“cultural policy” usually refers to an idea of culture that is not concerned with anthropology but 
rather with the so-called cultural sector.

To talk about “public policy” is to expose the limited nature of social and cultural political 
expressions. The notion of “public policy” is polemic in itself: it is no coincidence that the words 
“politics” and “policy” are related to polemos, or dispute. 183

rivers of ink fl ow on its behalf. That thing with which art 

deals lies at the heart of the fi eld that is excluded from 

philosophy because it is not manageable, not susceptible 

to its dialectic, which is called desire. No selfl ess plea-

sure, no transitive object, and it would be more suspect 

to see an object of transaction in it. It is an emergence of 

desire as such, one of its avatars, which emphasizes one 

object among all others because it lacks equilibrium with 

the others. If we maintain that art is the realization of de-

sire—as my old sculptor friend would not deny—, it is 

not because of the possession of its object; it is the emer-

gence of the reality of desire as such. In this very room, I 

drew something that is diffi  cult to imagine: the topology 

of the inner eight, which reveals that the reality of desire 

is none other than sexual reality. 

This raises the issue of knowledge in relation to the 

love of art, a question that is not naive even though it may 

appear to be so. Would it be reducible to futile knowl-

edge—as I can already hear in the murmurings of some 

shrewd listeners who desuppose me of knowledge—giv-

en that it is only for the sake of art? Certainly not, if we 

are able to discern what lies in the agalma, which is the 

hidden referent of the supposed Knowledge subject, but 

reveals itself to be the off ering of the constitutive lack that 

is at the heart of knowledge. The knowledge of art that 

emerges there, knows as though it did not know, and as-

sumes a knowledge that is unknown. This is what ensures 

its distance from epistemic logic. And not without reason, 

given that it surely emerged as a form of knowledge linked 

to the off ering that is produced at the limits of the gaze, 

and that includes the lack that gives it its radiance. The 
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In these developments of the relationship between the polis and the oikos we can define 
three ages of the relation between the political and the public:

I. ALTERNATIONS. Power struggles from the Neolithic to the 17th century
(victory retroactively legitimizes empowerment)

 CONSTITUTING TRANSGRESSION Foundational violence ONE OR THE OTHER

II. ALTERITIES. Revolutionary Reason since 1798
(the emancipating legitimacy of “progress”)

the double standards of liberalism: the genius and the entrepreneur

 laissez-faire (liberal)
 MODERNITY (libertarian)
 a place for the strange
 struggles for emancipation (race, class, gender, culture)
 REVOLUTIONARY TRANSGRESSION ONE AND THE OTHER

III. ALTERNES. Alterity as a condition for approval
(rights without responsibilities)

 the expanded anarchive: standardization and proliferation of intermediation

 absence of exteriority: the ideological short-circuit of liberalism

 professionalization: the thriving “alternative sector”

INSTITUTIONAL TRANSGRESSION  subsidized subversion ONE, ONE, ONE 

entrepreneur 
interest

irresponsibility
freedom
genius

a) Alternations
Firstly, a whole series of societies have based their public policy on alternations of power. 

From the Neolithic and probably until the eighteenth century, power struggles were practices 
in which one power was deposed so that another institution could be put in its place: a desti-
tuting transgression is also a constituting transgression, and the struggle entails a choice: one 
or the other. This is in line with a thoroughly reptilian territorial logic of alternations, in which 
victory retroactively legitimates empowerment. 

b) Alterities
Social uprisings, which have been a fixture in history, introduced a new logic of legitimation 

from the French Revolution onward, when the people first came on the scene as a subject of 
the political in institutional terms, backed by a grand ideological construct that would come 
to dominate modern experience. This development went hand in hand with the symbolic in-
stitution of a new form of legitimation founded on the logic of alterity, which involved public 
policy based on the coexistence of diversity and thus on a certain appreciation of singularity 
and particularities. This is the libertarian impulse that off ers a legitimate place to the strange, 
which came to include the struggles for racial, class, gender, and cultural emancipation that 
have played out in the modern world. 

This modern logic of alterities includes the progression from technology (techné) to art 
(ars): art, in its anthropological sense, refers to cultural systems that express instituted social 171

given that we accept as the illusion of a plenitude that 

exists prior to the symbolic.

On more than one occasion, to the surprise of many 

who were there to see it, I have been known to take art as 

the model for that third on which I have formulated psy-

choanalysis, as something that has not yet been classifi ed: a 

something that looks to science on one hand and takes art 

as a model on the other, even if the result is unsuccessful. 

As you are no doubt aware, this obliges me to formulate art 

as a correlation, beyond some mad psychology of art. The 

artist has the privilege of being in contact with the un-

conscious, which is no small matter given that ignorance 

turns out to be essential to anything that is put forward in 

terms of true knowledge. It protects against hasty compre-

hension, against rashness of all kinds. The question of art 

is thus a question of the limits of knowledge, of whether 

anything in the interpretation would be able to reveal a 

knowledge of what the truth of the work consists of. There 

is of course the fi gure of the connoisseur—in all his universi-

ty modes—who presupposes a content of which the work 

would be an expression, which he attends to in order to 

occupy his place in the discourse. But the knowledge that 

is in a work does not correspond to a meaning—or to the 

contemporary glory of nonsense—but to what, as signify-

ing constellation, refers to the truth of the subject, its sem-

blance and its changes, what makes it love, what makes it 

perceive, what it feels, all that is absented. 

Concerned over something that Freud was unable to 

properly address, my young friend Gérard came up with 

the idea, which is not without interest, that if art were 

to come on the scene—the scene of analysis—its place 
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in the order of desire, which is to say, of the aporia, of a 

lack of means. It is not ornament that transforms an off er-

ing into agalma, but the things in it that make it prized, 

that make it precious, that bring about its beauty. The 

thing that matters is what is expected of the agalma, and 

it is this that indicates what is important in feeling, in 

thinking, in doing, that which appeals to the good, the 

true, and the beautiful. In other words, the agalma is a 

kind of trick for the gods that can be made out in the link 

between ornare and sobornare. It is an inescapable charm, 

as embarrassing to the Greeks as it is to you, that becomes 

tangled up in desire without explanation and without 

indulgences. It must be said that it is an extraordinary 

object, that famous incredible object that remains at the 

center of a whole series of concerns that still apply today. 

It will be unnecessary for me to conjure up the surrealist 

horizon at this point. Even a superfi cial look at what has 

been called art will suffi  ce to realize that it simply refers 

to the evidencing of the seductive power of the image. 

It could be said thus: “I desire in you more than I de-

sire you,” in other words, that desire does not exist until 

an other arouses it. The off ering brings together desiring 

somebody and desiring for somebody… and it acquires 

this quality when what is off ered is something of the truth 

of the person who receives and something of the truth of 

the person who gives. Agalma is basically an off er from the 

side of lack, in the sense that it gives the incompleteness 

that makes it adorable, that makes it a cause of desire. If 

art is an off ering, an object causing desire, it is always a 

cause, no matter on what terms it is talked about. God 

knows how many diatribes it provokes and how many 
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The aporia of “public policy” essentially raises a twofold question: What can be done with 
the intractable? And, how can the singular be linked to the social? The first inquires into the 
conditions that could underpin the coexistence of conflicting interests and the forms of deal-
ing with the inescapable link with the most intolerable aspects that lurk within human nature 
and are expressed in it. The second question refers to the subjective composition of society, 
because the complexity inherent to human behavior and human consciousness means that 
social ties are inevitably problematic, more dependent on social psychology than on ideology.

This twofold question—What can be done with the intractable? And, how can the singular 
be linked to the social?—goes to the heart of the issue of civility, according to which the polit-
ical and the public are responsibilities rather than conditions… 

Would it not be easier
in that case for the government
to dissolve the people
and elect another?
(Bertolt Brecht, “The Solution,” 1953)

1. The Creative Reptile (Impublic Impolitics)

Human beings do not just live in society, they produce society in order 
to live.1

From the perspective of ideas on the psychosocial foundation that underpins society, civility 
is a voluntary, self-interested renunciation of power: 

Social justice means that we deny ourselves many things so that others 
may have to do without them as well, or, what is the same thing, may not 
be able to ask for them.2

Civility is treating others as though they were strangers and forging a 
social bond upon that distance. The city is that human settlement in 
which strangers are most likely to meet.3

Culture and civility spring from a “contract” by which we give up part of our unlimited, irra-
tional animality in exchange for communal living and understanding. There is a substratum of 
wildness underlying the symbolic and rational forms around which humans organize sociality. 
Social logic supplements the principles of nonhuman communities, it does not get rid of them. 
From the earliest living being up until homo sapiens sapiens, evolution has repeatedly added 
new elements to existing forms, rather than replacing them altogether. The neurologist Paul 
MacLean has pointed out that the human brain today is in fact a compendium of cerebral 

1.  Maurice Godelier, The Mental and the Material: Thought, Economy and Society (1984), trans. Martin Thom (London: 
Verso Books, 1996), p. 1.

2.  Sigmund Freud, Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego (1921), trans. James Strachey (London: Hogarth, 1949), 
p. 88. 

2.  Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (New York: Knopf, 1977), p. 264.
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These two histories coexist in a more or less disconnected way. On one hand, the real of 
a coexistence that is always conflictive, given that our brain is also the brain of a violent and 
aggressive crocodile who thinks only of pleasure and possession; and on the other, the political 
and public ideal—authentically political, authentically public—of certain relations of non-clan 
communal living associated with the coordinated integration of the other, of alterity.

This ongoing history of the interaction between the polis and the oikos4 gives rise to a se-
ries of dynamic relationships between principles of legitimation and instituting processes that 
we can summarize in a series of “laws.”

I. Law of Instituting Transgression or Foundational Violence

Foundational (victorious) violence (V) legitimizes principles that then become key. 
Conversely, the incontestable nature of these principles legitimizes as inevitable the 
means necessary to institute them. 

ƒ ƒV (leg)
means ends

In accordance with this law, if destitutive violence prevails it becomes foundational, thus legit-
imizing the principles that uphold the new institution. And conversely, the incontestable nature 
of those now legitimizing principles legitimates as inevitable the means that must be used to 
achieve this institution. This suggests instituent practices of a destitutive nature: there is foun-
dational violence—the violence that René Girard wrote so much about—in all instituting logic.

4.   “An oikos is the ancient Greek equivalent of a household, house, or family. An oikos was the basic unit of society in 
most Greek city-states, and included the head of the oikos, his immediate family, and slaves living together in one 
domestic setting.” Wikipedia contributors, “Oikos,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Oikos&oldid=642829289 (accessed February 6, 2015). 173

would be none other than the place of the analyst. This 

idea, as you can see, could take us too far. Particularly 

given that we are dealing here in relation to the delibera-

tion on the desire of art from the question of knowledge. 

Because if the artwork takes the place of the analyst as an 

empty space so that the spectator can attain fulfi llment

in the gaze as the desire of the Other, it does so only in-

sofar as it has become the receptacle of a certain love for 

a supposed knowledge that has been deposited in it, the 

desire of which would be to off er something of the truth 

of the subject. Remember Brünnhilde, in the fi nal scene 

of Wagner’s opera2, awakening from the torpor into which 

her father Wotan had thrown her, and surrendering to her 

savior Siegfried, telling him, “All things I know / Known 

not to thee; / Yet only of my love / Born is my wisdom.” 

From his declaration we could surmise an asymmetrical 

link by which the bewitching glow of the work awakens 

those who would wish to remain asleep, while at the same 

time the work is off ered to the spectator as unconscious 

knowledge. Believe me, what is at stake here is not the 

sickly-sweet way in which the lovers remain attached to 

that fantasy of oblativity, of becoming one, so as to show 

their desire to be a cause of desire, in the sense of uncon-

scious knowledge as that which will, for each person, take 

the place of desire of the Other. 

The analyst’s desire has been described as a surrender 

that is not selfl ess, even though it does not occur without 

2. The Ring of the Nibelung, 1848–74.
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a limit to truth, insofar as it is a partial saying, but truth 

lacks limits insofar as it is open as a partial not-saying. 

It is here that love is truth, but only insofar as it entails 

a break, a starting point for a knowledge other than the 

prepositional, unconscious knowledge that art reveals to 

be an incomplete artifi ce, in its partial saying. It does not 

state how things are in accordance with a supposed cor-

respondence between being and saying, but as a fl agrant 

fantasy, as an invention that is revealed to be such. In its 

origins art proves to be contingent, and there also lies 

proof of the contingency of those three assumptions—

truth, goodness, beauty—in regard to the real. Wisdom 

in art can never be what arises from supposed logical con-

siderations of verifi cation or sublimation. 

Think for a moment of those magnifi cent bowerbirds 

that build sophisticated structures full of off erings. These 

extra-bodily modes are obviously a way of off ering them-

selves, in that they off er that lack of means which they 

are being as desirers. Even among birds, the off er of love, 

agalma of eron, can be seen as the principle by which desire 

changes the nature of the lover. Those who have been fol-

lowing my teachings will have grasped that desire is not 

foreign to demand, but only as its nearest eff ect, which 

retroactively acts upon necessity, and is at the same time 

propelled in a space beyond. Art touches this crossroads 

without circumlocutions. As such it is not from the side of 

interpretation that art can be spoken of. All of this much 

occupied our dear Freud, who gave up after his study of 

Leonardo and the strange bird that fl ew over his cradle. 

Freud remained unsatisfi ed because interpretation pecks 

in another, more immediate, more bodily fi eld, which is 
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mechanisms that we owe to diff erent stages of evolution. According to his theory of the triune 
brain, first we have a reptilian brain, the oldest and most primitive of the three, which takes up 
the central part of the human brain and controls perception and behavior linked to aggressive-
ness, territoriality, sexuality, etc.; this brain is surrounded by a mammalian brain, which is the 
largest and which controls perceptions and behavior linked to aff ectivity, kinship, memory, etc.; 
and then there is a final layer, the associative neocortex, which is particularly active in humans 
and specializes in divergent associations in the surrounding environment as well as invention 
and creativity. This triune structure leads to specializations that are centralized and decentral-
ized at the same time. Some theorists argue that many of the most deeply entrenched person-
al and social conflicts stem from the internal disjointedness of this simultaneously centralized 
and decentralized triune brain, which is the product of overly abrupt evolution.

(MacLean, Gazzaniga, etc.) 
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Even the most powerful new brain mechanism will not invalidate preexisting ones, which 
continue to carry out specialized but autonomous functions through subroutines that auto-
mate certain processes, permitting higher-level tasks but also fueling processes that are inde-
pendent of decisions made at a later time. This two-level operation accounts for psychological 
complexities, for the insurmountable chasms of the unconscious, the limits of the will, etc. But 
it can also account for the evolution of forms of sociality. Is it possible for individuals who are 
inescapably complex, wild, and uncivilized to set up civilized societies? Given the functional 
complexities of these individuals, won’t these societies inevitably be complex, wild, and unciv-
ilized? Could we be up against the limit of the possibilities of the political? How are reptilian, 
mammalian, and creative social ties created? 
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self-sacrifi ce; but it may be more accurate to say that the 

analyst, in regard to the analysand, is an analyst for “the 

sake of art.” Is it not amusing that art hovers as the cause 

even over this desire that is so close to love? Visiting cer-

tain galleries it becomes quite clear that art is sometimes 

comical: yet another mode in the complexes by which a 

subject represents the drama of his particular confl icts, 

identifying with the images that make up his own commedia 
dell’arte, which he improvises and which may be slightly or 

intensely expressive depending on his talents, but which 

certainly appears to prove the mental fecundity of all vital 

insuffi  ciency. This brings up something that will be fruit-

ful from the perspective of the strange proximity between 

the comic and the politician (comis) whose voracity (come-
do) forms part of his measured (comedido) self. A commedia 
dell’arte, also, because it is performed according to a script 

and with familiar roles typifi ed by myths, stories, and 

works: the ogre, the harrier, the miser, the noble father; 

the same roles that correspond to complexes under the 

guise of more scientifi c names. Here there is an opening 

up of the complexity of the question of the knowledge of 

art, given that it cannot be limited to what takes place in 

the subject known as “spectator”… it raises the question of 

articulating what must be achieved in order for something 

to be art; the knowledge that it transmits, the scope of that 

knowledge implied in the very eff ects of that knowledge, 

and what it contains of the comedy of the author…

I said that there is no desire to know, although a desire 

to know is clearly attributed to the Other. This is refl ect-

ed in the expressions of complaisance in the child who 

asks “Why?” All the child’s questioning is geared toward 
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make intersubjective associations, along with unprejudiced ultra-creativity, would be at the ser-
vice of the reptile’s cold aggressiveness and territoriality. The result would be a reasonably accu-
rate identikit portrait of advanced capitalism. The creative reptile is a clear expression of a type of 
society that has clearly not been able to subdue the core otherness that organizes our behavior.

The enduring presence of this primitive core in our psychological behavior has inspired 
many of the historical reflections on the political and public spheres by thinkers from fields 
such as philosophy and the social sciences. There is a classic attempt to define the diff erences 
and connections between the concepts of the political and the economic, linked to another 
key diff erence between the concepts of the private and the public. But in strict categorical 
terms, “the political” can only refer to societies that are participatory, in the sense that their 
agents are acknowledged as constituting them. 

Philosophers from Aristotle to Jürgen Habermas and Hannah Arendt have suggested that our 
social forms are closely tied to this civility, which has to do with dealing with the strange, and with 
the capacity to negotiate and to consider the strangeness of the intractable in a relatively col-
laborative way. From this point of view, the cooperative tendency arising from the intersubjective 
associations of homo advisor has been much more crucial than competitive struggle. 

But the more reptilian tendency toward appropriation that characterizes so-called homo 
economicus has more to do with a social history of diff erent forms of distribution and owner-
ship than with a social history of forms of negotiation and intersubjectivity.
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The intermittent, growing history of politics and of politicians associated with distributing-
heroes and with assemblies based on the logic of co-responsibility runs parallel to another histo-
ry, one of domines, of a series of men—oligarchs, chiefs, emperors, corporations—who are con-
nected to a relatively extra-social part of society, a part of society that can attain a certain power 
and a certain hegemony over another, and as such is not strongly bound to co-responsibility.
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The modern notion of progress suggests an evolutionary process that favors symbolic sys-
tems over instincts, instituting practices over the exercise of power, and principles of legiti-
macy over de facto interests. But from subsistence clans to ethnic tribes, from feudal empires 
to nation-states, from corporate States to value communities, the principles of property and 
of class, the notions of homeland, of identity, and so on, vary. And the variations are based on 
diff erent combinations or patterns of those triune decentralities.

Just as the evolution of the brain did not do away with the persistence and coexistence 
of these three functions inherited from diff erent evolutionary stages, cultural evolution is not 
progressive either, given that it is made up of individuals with varying proportions of these 
evolutionary potentials. This means that all cultures have something of the horde, of empire, 
and of participation.

Each cultural form of social organization is based on a specific combination of this triune 
mechanism. At the same time, each cultural form of organization stimulates particular percep-
tions and forms of behavior that are correspondingly aff ected to a lesser or greater degree by 
the active principles of the three functions. 

It would be unwise to address the question of politics and the public sphere without acknowl-
edging this triune complexity, this reptilian persistence. We can assume that the neocortex, which 
allows us to be as creative as children (innocent and perverse, with no prejudices, no ethics), 
does not completely rule over the mammalian part of our brains, which is linked to memory, the 
aff ects, symbolic structure, and sharing; and that it does not completely rule over the reptilian 
part of our brains either. All possible ratios of give and take among these evolutionary functions 
can occur, and coexist. And the diff erent combinations express the whole range of characterolog-
ical possibilities that are expressed in the form of social organization. 

It is not hard to imagine an individual in whom reptilian functions prevail over mammalian 
functions and over the associative neocortex: the power of memory, aff ectivity, and the ability to 177

satisfying what he supposes that the Other, the abso-

lute spectator, would like him to ask. Also in this order 

of things are the frantic inquiries that secure professor-

ships and laboratories. What presides this questioning, in 

the child and the academic, I said then, is not desire but 

horror, the horror of knowing. Knowing horroris causa. But 

don’t fret, because we are able to ignore it thanks to that 

game I have called creancia. If there is a desire to know it 

will be neither a sublimation of impossibility nor a con-

densation of horror, but a metonymy of love. There is a 

desire to not-ignore, a desire to not-not-know, a desire 

for nonne-savoir, which, in its closure, remains open to the 

impossibility of the relation. Love addresses knowledge 

insofar as it exists in what we must call the unconscious. 

There can be no knowledge without that unconscious 

knowledge… and the unknown that knows of the uncon-

scious is love. This crux by no means constitutes knowl-

edge of anything; it implies a knowing as an event in its 

being, with its three folds: the imaginary, the symbolic, 

and the real, in a series of twists that turn the body into a 

board game in which the game is essentially love.

Epistemic logic springs from this: that knowledge is 

necessarily knowledge of that which is true, which basi-

cally leads to madness. It is impossible to know anything 

that is supposedly true as such without knowing the un-

conscious, that which cannot be enunciated in epistemic 

logic. Unconscious knowledge is fully deserving of the la-

bel of knowledge, and as for its relationship to the truth, 

it should be said that to speak the truth is contradiction; it 

pertains to the fi eld of logic, of struggle, and even of logo-

machy, which since Heraclitus has been polemos. There is 
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satisfying what he supposes that the Other, the abso-

lute spectator, would like him to ask. Also in this order 

of things are the frantic inquiries that secure professor-

ships and laboratories. What presides this questioning, in 

the child and the academic, I said then, is not desire but 

horror, the horror of knowing. Knowing horroris causa. But 

don’t fret, because we are able to ignore it thanks to that 

game I have called creancia. If there is a desire to know it 

will be neither a sublimation of impossibility nor a con-

densation of horror, but a metonymy of love. There is a 

desire to not-ignore, a desire to not-not-know, a desire 

for nonne-savoir, which, in its closure, remains open to the 

impossibility of the relation. Love addresses knowledge 

insofar as it exists in what we must call the unconscious. 

There can be no knowledge without that unconscious 

knowledge… and the unknown that knows of the uncon-

scious is love. This crux by no means constitutes knowl-

edge of anything; it implies a knowing as an event in its 

being, with its three folds: the imaginary, the symbolic, 

and the real, in a series of twists that turn the body into a 

board game in which the game is essentially love.

Epistemic logic springs from this: that knowledge is 

necessarily knowledge of that which is true, which basi-

cally leads to madness. It is impossible to know anything 

that is supposedly true as such without knowing the un-

conscious, that which cannot be enunciated in epistemic 

logic. Unconscious knowledge is fully deserving of the la-

bel of knowledge, and as for its relationship to the truth, 

it should be said that to speak the truth is contradiction; it 

pertains to the fi eld of logic, of struggle, and even of logo-

machy, which since Heraclitus has been polemos. There is 
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self-sacrifi ce; but it may be more accurate to say that the 

analyst, in regard to the analysand, is an analyst for “the 

sake of art.” Is it not amusing that art hovers as the cause 

even over this desire that is so close to love? Visiting cer-

tain galleries it becomes quite clear that art is sometimes 

comical: yet another mode in the complexes by which a 

subject represents the drama of his particular confl icts, 

identifying with the images that make up his own commedia 
dell’arte, which he improvises and which may be slightly or 

intensely expressive depending on his talents, but which 

certainly appears to prove the mental fecundity of all vital 

insuffi  ciency. This brings up something that will be fruit-

ful from the perspective of the strange proximity between 

the comic and the politician (comis) whose voracity (come-
do) forms part of his measured (comedido) self. A commedia 
dell’arte, also, because it is performed according to a script 

and with familiar roles typifi ed by myths, stories, and 

works: the ogre, the harrier, the miser, the noble father; 

the same roles that correspond to complexes under the 

guise of more scientifi c names. Here there is an opening 

up of the complexity of the question of the knowledge of 

art, given that it cannot be limited to what takes place in 

the subject known as “spectator”… it raises the question of 

articulating what must be achieved in order for something 

to be art; the knowledge that it transmits, the scope of that 

knowledge implied in the very eff ects of that knowledge, 

and what it contains of the comedy of the author…

I said that there is no desire to know, although a desire 

to know is clearly attributed to the Other. This is refl ect-

ed in the expressions of complaisance in the child who 

asks “Why?” All the child’s questioning is geared toward 
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make intersubjective associations, along with unprejudiced ultra-creativity, would be at the ser-
vice of the reptile’s cold aggressiveness and territoriality. The result would be a reasonably accu-
rate identikit portrait of advanced capitalism. The creative reptile is a clear expression of a type of 
society that has clearly not been able to subdue the core otherness that organizes our behavior.

The enduring presence of this primitive core in our psychological behavior has inspired 
many of the historical reflections on the political and public spheres by thinkers from fields 
such as philosophy and the social sciences. There is a classic attempt to define the diff erences 
and connections between the concepts of the political and the economic, linked to another 
key diff erence between the concepts of the private and the public. But in strict categorical 
terms, “the political” can only refer to societies that are participatory, in the sense that their 
agents are acknowledged as constituting them. 

Philosophers from Aristotle to Jürgen Habermas and Hannah Arendt have suggested that our 
social forms are closely tied to this civility, which has to do with dealing with the strange, and with 
the capacity to negotiate and to consider the strangeness of the intractable in a relatively col-
laborative way. From this point of view, the cooperative tendency arising from the intersubjective 
associations of homo advisor has been much more crucial than competitive struggle. 

But the more reptilian tendency toward appropriation that characterizes so-called homo 
economicus has more to do with a social history of diff erent forms of distribution and owner-
ship than with a social history of forms of negotiation and intersubjectivity.
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“pioneers” (US)

(Aristotle, Habermas)

heroes
distributors
assemblies

The intermittent, growing history of politics and of politicians associated with distributing-
heroes and with assemblies based on the logic of co-responsibility runs parallel to another histo-
ry, one of domines, of a series of men—oligarchs, chiefs, emperors, corporations—who are con-
nected to a relatively extra-social part of society, a part of society that can attain a certain power 
and a certain hegemony over another, and as such is not strongly bound to co-responsibility.
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a limit to truth, insofar as it is a partial saying, but truth 

lacks limits insofar as it is open as a partial not-saying. 

It is here that love is truth, but only insofar as it entails 

a break, a starting point for a knowledge other than the 

prepositional, unconscious knowledge that art reveals to 

be an incomplete artifi ce, in its partial saying. It does not 

state how things are in accordance with a supposed cor-

respondence between being and saying, but as a fl agrant 

fantasy, as an invention that is revealed to be such. In its 

origins art proves to be contingent, and there also lies 

proof of the contingency of those three assumptions—

truth, goodness, beauty—in regard to the real. Wisdom 

in art can never be what arises from supposed logical con-

siderations of verifi cation or sublimation. 

Think for a moment of those magnifi cent bowerbirds 

that build sophisticated structures full of off erings. These 

extra-bodily modes are obviously a way of off ering them-

selves, in that they off er that lack of means which they 

are being as desirers. Even among birds, the off er of love, 

agalma of eron, can be seen as the principle by which desire 

changes the nature of the lover. Those who have been fol-

lowing my teachings will have grasped that desire is not 

foreign to demand, but only as its nearest eff ect, which 

retroactively acts upon necessity, and is at the same time 

propelled in a space beyond. Art touches this crossroads 

without circumlocutions. As such it is not from the side of 

interpretation that art can be spoken of. All of this much 

occupied our dear Freud, who gave up after his study of 

Leonardo and the strange bird that fl ew over his cradle. 

Freud remained unsatisfi ed because interpretation pecks 

in another, more immediate, more bodily fi eld, which is 
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These two histories coexist in a more or less disconnected way. On one hand, the real of 
a coexistence that is always conflictive, given that our brain is also the brain of a violent and 
aggressive crocodile who thinks only of pleasure and possession; and on the other, the political 
and public ideal—authentically political, authentically public—of certain relations of non-clan 
communal living associated with the coordinated integration of the other, of alterity.

This ongoing history of the interaction between the polis and the oikos4 gives rise to a se-
ries of dynamic relationships between principles of legitimation and instituting processes that 
we can summarize in a series of “laws.”

I. Law of Instituting Transgression or Foundational Violence

Foundational (victorious) violence (V) legitimizes principles that then become key. 
Conversely, the incontestable nature of these principles legitimizes as inevitable the 
means necessary to institute them. 

ƒ ƒV (leg)
means ends

In accordance with this law, if destitutive violence prevails it becomes foundational, thus legit-
imizing the principles that uphold the new institution. And conversely, the incontestable nature 
of those now legitimizing principles legitimates as inevitable the means that must be used to 
achieve this institution. This suggests instituent practices of a destitutive nature: there is foun-
dational violence—the violence that René Girard wrote so much about—in all instituting logic.

4.   “An oikos is the ancient Greek equivalent of a household, house, or family. An oikos was the basic unit of society in 
most Greek city-states, and included the head of the oikos, his immediate family, and slaves living together in one 
domestic setting.” Wikipedia contributors, “Oikos,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Oikos&oldid=642829289 (accessed February 6, 2015).
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in the order of desire, which is to say, of the aporia, of a 

lack of means. It is not ornament that transforms an off er-

ing into agalma, but the things in it that make it prized, 

that make it precious, that bring about its beauty. The 

thing that matters is what is expected of the agalma, and 

it is this that indicates what is important in feeling, in 

thinking, in doing, that which appeals to the good, the 

true, and the beautiful. In other words, the agalma is a 

kind of trick for the gods that can be made out in the link 

between ornare and sobornare. It is an inescapable charm, 

as embarrassing to the Greeks as it is to you, that becomes 

tangled up in desire without explanation and without 

indulgences. It must be said that it is an extraordinary 

object, that famous incredible object that remains at the 

center of a whole series of concerns that still apply today. 

It will be unnecessary for me to conjure up the surrealist 

horizon at this point. Even a superfi cial look at what has 

been called art will suffi  ce to realize that it simply refers 

to the evidencing of the seductive power of the image. 

It could be said thus: “I desire in you more than I de-

sire you,” in other words, that desire does not exist until 

an other arouses it. The off ering brings together desiring 

somebody and desiring for somebody… and it acquires 

this quality when what is off ered is something of the truth 

of the person who receives and something of the truth of 

the person who gives. Agalma is basically an off er from the 

side of lack, in the sense that it gives the incompleteness 

that makes it adorable, that makes it a cause of desire. If 

art is an off ering, an object causing desire, it is always a 

cause, no matter on what terms it is talked about. God 

knows how many diatribes it provokes and how many 
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In these developments of the relationship between the polis and the oikos we can define 
three ages of the relation between the political and the public:

I. ALTERNATIONS. Power struggles from the Neolithic to the 17th century
(victory retroactively legitimizes empowerment)

 CONSTITUTING TRANSGRESSION Foundational violence ONE OR THE OTHER

II. ALTERITIES. Revolutionary Reason since 1798
(the emancipating legitimacy of “progress”)

the double standards of liberalism: the genius and the entrepreneur

 laissez-faire (liberal)
 MODERNITY (libertarian)
 a place for the strange
 struggles for emancipation (race, class, gender, culture)
 REVOLUTIONARY TRANSGRESSION ONE AND THE OTHER

III. ALTERNES. Alterity as a condition for approval
(rights without responsibilities)

 the expanded anarchive: standardization and proliferation of intermediation

 absence of exteriority: the ideological short-circuit of liberalism

 professionalization: the thriving “alternative sector”

INSTITUTIONAL TRANSGRESSION  subsidized subversion ONE, ONE, ONE 

entrepreneur 
interest

irresponsibility
freedom
genius

a) Alternations
Firstly, a whole series of societies have based their public policy on alternations of power. 

From the Neolithic and probably until the eighteenth century, power struggles were practices 
in which one power was deposed so that another institution could be put in its place: a desti-
tuting transgression is also a constituting transgression, and the struggle entails a choice: one 
or the other. This is in line with a thoroughly reptilian territorial logic of alternations, in which 
victory retroactively legitimates empowerment. 

b) Alterities
Social uprisings, which have been a fixture in history, introduced a new logic of legitimation 

from the French Revolution onward, when the people first came on the scene as a subject of 
the political in institutional terms, backed by a grand ideological construct that would come 
to dominate modern experience. This development went hand in hand with the symbolic in-
stitution of a new form of legitimation founded on the logic of alterity, which involved public 
policy based on the coexistence of diversity and thus on a certain appreciation of singularity 
and particularities. This is the libertarian impulse that off ers a legitimate place to the strange, 
which came to include the struggles for racial, class, gender, and cultural emancipation that 
have played out in the modern world. 

This modern logic of alterities includes the progression from technology (techné) to art 
(ars): art, in its anthropological sense, refers to cultural systems that express instituted social 
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What is and what could be the role of art in public policy? What is and what could be the 
role of public policy in art? On what terms is the institutional reciprocity between art and public 
policy based? These questions are articulated in the following content framework:

ART
(principles)

LEGITIMATION
beliefs, narratives

(processes)
INSTITUTIONALIZATION
empowerment practices

instituting
bestows

symbolic/historical
democratic/participatory

productive/creative

heritage (1)

INSTITUTING PRACTICES
art as cultural resource

(in the context of cultural politics) (2)

institutable
acquires

arts field (3)

sphere of the arts
(operation of the art system)

MEDIATION
CULTURAL POLICIES (4)

… developed around four core areas:

 I.  How art functions (2) as an instituting practice (as a resource in the context of cultural 
policies), based on (1) certain narratives and belief systems.

 II.  How art (4) is institutionalized (mediation, cultural policies, and arts sector agents) based 
on (3) certain legitimating principles (narratives, categories, interpretations).

 III.  What narratives, belief systems, and myths become established as the cultural principles (1) 
by which art legitimizes itself as such (3).

IV.  What empowerment practices institute art as such (4) within society, and conversely, how 
art functions as (2) an instituting practice with regard to the political-social sphere.

It seemed to us that this logic of institutional reciprocity could lead to what would probably 
be an insightful discussion with the potential to address two problematic situations: the situa-
tion of art and the situation of society. Hence we articulated the relationship between art and 
public policy in these terms.

So it is not an encounter about cultural policy but about the relationship between certain 
cultural policies—which are often reduced to a specific instance of social policy—and the no-
tion of “public policy.”

“Public policy” is a controversial expression. Although it is more common to talk of social 
policy or cultural policy, “public policy” is actually an incisive term in that it addresses the very 
definition of political space and the very definition of public space. I see “public policy” as an 
innocently radical concept, which is probably taking over the role that had been filled by social 
policy in contemporary society, by which I basically mean a social administration or manage-
ment system… either as a legitimating agency or as the beneficiary of heritage administration, 
financial service management, etc. From this perspective, social policy is essentially targeted 
at society, leaving politics as such out of the public sphere and replacing it with a particular 
social class of managers, organized into political corporations or parties. Meanwhile, the term 
“cultural policy” usually refers to an idea of culture that is not concerned with anthropology but 
rather with the so-called cultural sector.

To talk about “public policy” is to expose the limited nature of social and cultural political 
expressions. The notion of “public policy” is polemic in itself: it is no coincidence that the words 
“politics” and “policy” are related to polemos, or dispute. 183

rivers of ink fl ow on its behalf. That thing with which art 

deals lies at the heart of the fi eld that is excluded from 

philosophy because it is not manageable, not susceptible 

to its dialectic, which is called desire. No selfl ess plea-

sure, no transitive object, and it would be more suspect 

to see an object of transaction in it. It is an emergence of 

desire as such, one of its avatars, which emphasizes one 

object among all others because it lacks equilibrium with 

the others. If we maintain that art is the realization of de-

sire—as my old sculptor friend would not deny—, it is 

not because of the possession of its object; it is the emer-

gence of the reality of desire as such. In this very room, I 

drew something that is diffi  cult to imagine: the topology 

of the inner eight, which reveals that the reality of desire 

is none other than sexual reality. 

This raises the issue of knowledge in relation to the 

love of art, a question that is not naive even though it may 

appear to be so. Would it be reducible to futile knowl-

edge—as I can already hear in the murmurings of some 

shrewd listeners who desuppose me of knowledge—giv-

en that it is only for the sake of art? Certainly not, if we 

are able to discern what lies in the agalma, which is the 

hidden referent of the supposed Knowledge subject, but 

reveals itself to be the off ering of the constitutive lack that 

is at the heart of knowledge. The knowledge of art that 

emerges there, knows as though it did not know, and as-

sumes a knowledge that is unknown. This is what ensures 

its distance from epistemic logic. And not without reason, 

given that it surely emerged as a form of knowledge linked 

to the off ering that is produced at the limits of the gaze, 

and that includes the lack that gives it its radiance. The 
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On Love, Sabœr

Jacques   Lacan1

To renounce speaking, to fail to speak for oneself, par-

ticularly now, is to set a limit in the method, given that 

the object of inquiry is the subject of art in that which 

escapes knowledge. From an elderly Italian sculptor who 

cannot easily be dismissed as gullible given that his lan-

guage games make him almost deserving of being taken 

for a schizophrenic, I learn of the notion of a knowledge 

of art, and of a relation between art and knowledge that is 

given as subtraction. What makes the formulation (a − S) 

audacious is the use of letters that—without his being 

aware of it, poor old thing—function as signifi ers of oth-

er signifi ers that are closer to our own fi eld: that is, the 

small object, a, and the signifi er “master” (amo). Thus 

putting into circulation a chaotic constellation of signifi -

ers in which letters proliferate. The “a” words—agalma, 

object a, the other (autre), art—are placed in a relation-

ship of lack, of being less than, the “s” words—savoir 

(knowledge) (S2), the master signifi er (S1), the subject 

(S)… An obsessive madness that radically breaks free 

from the fantasy of an artistic unknowable, which is the 

1 Apocryphal text established 

by Juan Luis Moraza for his work 

D’amour, savoere, Madrid, 2004.
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significations, with institutional contexts of imperial propaganda, funerary iconography, reli-
gious worship, etc. The singularities in the specific ways in which these symbolic functions 
were carried out resulted in the large or small diff erences in style, as surplus or agencies in 
the symbolic and functional programs that they formed part of. These agencies and surpluses 
were acknowledged and appreciated as expressions of diff erence and alterity when unanimous 
societies gradually gave way to participatory societies. This very modern acknowledgment 
led to the emergence of art as a specific disciplinary field, one that diff ered from the generic 
nature of art in the anthropological sense. This is why “art,” as opposed to “techne”—and the 
artist, as opposed to the artisan—, does not just present its singularity but also its political and 
public nature, as compared to its iconographic production as part of a system of propaganda 
or representation in its artisan past…

As art became art, and as art became modern, increasing importance was placed on the 
subjectual production that gives voice to the singular as opposed to the common, on alterity 
as opposed to the institution. The emergence of art, in the early days of the Renaissance, 
coincided with this blossoming of singularity, opening up a new social space for the radical 
discussion and instituting of the creative, active personality of a citizen who is actively involved 
in his or her own constitution. 

Nonetheless, this logic of alterities—which is the true political logic and which, probably for 
the first time, established the centrality of the public in the logic of the hegemony—has two sides: 

1.  Liberalism, which sprang from the radical cultural change that we are probably still in the 
midst of, involves a struggle for all the rights to freedom of opinion, freedom of thought, 
etc., in other words, a struggle for that which is authentically political and authentically 
public. In the words of Adam Smith, the idea was to achieve “the greatest good for the 
greatest number of people,” while simultaneously working toward attaining personal free-
dom and freedom of thought, movement, education, and religion, along with the freedom 
to elect governments.

2.  But at the same time, liberalism emerged as an eff ort to minimize the political sphere 
so as to promote economic, political, military, and technological growth. To once again 
evoke Adam Smith, the idea was to use all possible means to free the owners of the 
means of production from all social obligations.

The two sides of liberalism show the rift between the polis and the oikos, between political 
libertarianism and economic liberalism. 

This double-sided nature of liberalism reinforced the paradox of modernity, which was based on 
a new—political and public—instituting logic that stemmed from the value placed on the singu-
larities—freedom, equality, and fraternity—and, at the same time, it was also based on an impolitic 
and impublic logic of minimizing the private responsibility of powerful individuals in order to enable 
an increase of wealth that would subsequently—always subsequently—be redistributed. Adminis-
trative constraints and legal obstacles were to yield to the private initiatives that would ensure the 
progress of the nation. This is the prototypical account of the origins of laissez-faire.

In the link between principles of legitimation and institutionalization processes, the no-
tion of publicity turned out to be key in this double-sided liberalism. Somewhere between the 
principle of freedom of expression or opinion and the unequal power of influence, Immanuel 
Kant defined the “transcendental principle of publicity” as a key element of the public-political, 
insofar as nothing authentically political or public can be legitimate unless it is open to be 
published or made public. Publicity would thus be the space of accountability in the political 
sphere, the space of transparency where that which is public becomes fundamentally clear.
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knowledge that artworks carry is not science; it is an in-

complete, nescient, nascent knowledge, that is of the or-

der of the event, of a radical event. It is not a moment for 

knowing, given that art is neither philosophy nor based 

on or after philosophy—as would be the wish of the uni-

versity graduate. It is not born in the cradle of philosophy, 

nor does it allow itself to be buried in its mausoleum. Art is 

the bearer of a nescient knowledge, at that unique moment 

when the artwork is born in a harrowing unknowing/doing, 

at the expense of the artist’s ego. It is there, in the eff ect of 

what determines us, insofar as desire is what it says, what it 

pronounces, even what misspeaks in the breakdown of its 

half-speaking: it is revealed as disposition, dispossession. 

In it the creative act approaches love. Art, like love, my 

friends, does not include the slightest knowledge. All of 

the illusions of knowledge, the imagination of the subject 

of knowledge, whether it predates or follows the scientifi c 

realm, is nothing but a male forge. Knowledge does not 

occur in love; on the contrary, there is a making known of 

the unsayable that is circumscribed by this knowledge, of 

which there is no proof other than a willingness, a read-

iness, for that which is given by loving interpretation, in 

which the tragic veers to the comic and vice versa. There 

is no knowledge then in love, only a making known of a 

willingness to be, of a pleasure of consenting to what is 

deferred in the repetition of the unforgettable in the pri-

mal encounter, that which Kierkegaard resisted. Love—

and this is why I invoke it—is on the side of art as a thing 

pertaining to the body: yes, as a thing of eyes that look at 

each other, come along, follow, of hands with fi ngers that 

loosen all sounds, of steps moving, a head turning, a head 
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target of inducement, on exaggerating content (in order to be eff ective, it must highlight the 
diff erences between the diff erent fronts involved and it must be clearly biased, tendentious, 
and tendential; it must exploit the causes of discontent with the former order or style; and it 
must arouse desires, aspirations, and expectations so as to associate the fulfillment of these—
or the promise of fulfillment—with the new style or order; and to this end, it must create points 
of reference, with real eff ects), and on saturation (repetition is necessary but it should be a 
kind of repetition that is not monotonous, that adapts and varies; the variability of sameness is 
an excellent method of propagandistic implementation). All of this is also aimed at possession 
linked to the omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience of images and texts. The massive 
scale of the conquest of public space, of the creation of public opinion, gradually increased the 
quantity and quality of publicity functions. The speed and extent of the increasing sophisti-
cation of forms of psycho-perceptual colonization matched the growing distrust of a society 
educated in the emancipatory principles of modernity. As the spectator becomes more critical, 
publicity becomes more intelligent, subtle, and seductive.

Each group in our society has its weaknesses and deep-seated 
emotional needs. If Ad Alley can uncover these psychological problems 
in the course of its lengthy interviews with citizens and then devise 
30-second television spots that make it seem as if ordinary 30-seconds 
spots that make it seem as if ordinary, everyday products are part of 
the soothing solution, grateful and relieved consumers will purchase 
the advertised goods. Agencies can make big profits by isolating and 
identifying each population segment’s vulnerabilities, transforming run-
of-the-mill items into magic panaceas, and then targeting their newly 
designed therapeutic sales pitches at the right cluster of people.8

If we consider that the function of publicity as a construction of the political implies explor-
ing political subjectivity, there is something sinister about the slogan that Spanish department 
store El Corte Inglés has used in several campaigns since 1993: “We specialize in you.” It makes 
sense that Henri Lefebvre should have warned that publicity takes the place of what was pre-
viously philosophy, morality, religion, aesthetics…

Advertising deals in open sores.… Fear. Greed. Anger. Hostility. You name 
the dwarfs and we play on every on. We play on all the emotions and on 
all the problems.9

I like to think of advertising as something big, something splendid, 
something which goes deep down into an institutions and gets hold 
of the soul of it.… Institutions have souls, just as men and nations have 
souls.10

Publicity aspires to an absolute inductive eff ect that would eventually end up removing the 
very need for publicity to exist as a specific medium. And the recent history of the space and 
function of publicity appears to be taking us in this direction. This “total publicity” is no longer 

8.  William Meyers, The Image-Makers: Power and Persuasion on Madison Avenue (New York: Times Books, 1984), p. 6.
9.  Jerry Della Femina, publicist, 1981, quoted in ibid., p. 7.

10.  Bruce Barton, publicist, 1923, quoted in Klein, No Logo, p. 7.
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By the public sphere we mean a realm of our social life in which 
something approaching public opinion can be formed.… Citizens behave 
as a public body when they confer in an unrestricted manner—that is, 
with the guarantee of freedom to express and publish their opinions—
about matters of general interest. In a large public body this kind of 
communication requires specific means for transmitting education and 
influencing those who receive it. Today newspapers and magazines, 
radio and television, are the media of the public sphere.5

This notion of publicity belongs to the political fantasy of modernity, which has little in com-
mon with the idea of publicity or advertising as a system of inducement, of shaping opinion. 
Nonetheless, these two notions of publicity precisely match the two sides of liberalism. Partic-
ularly, given that as soon as universal suff rage appeared so too did the idea of social space as 
a battlefield to be conquered. It is about winning over public opinion so as to acquire suff icient 
legitimacy for becoming instituted in a political space. 

The rise of the modern logic of freedom of expression runs parallel to the persistence of the 
classical logic of asymmetries of influence, because although all citizens may be equal before 
the law, they do not all have the same power to modify or produce public opinion. The shaping 
of public opinion—and thus true governance—will remain in the hands of administrators who 
are able to control the means of opinion production. In the same fashion that, as noted by Karl 
Marx, surplus value equals non-remunerated labor and a profit not returned to workers—and 
which instead goes to those who own or control the means of production—, the creation of 
public opinion similarly guarantees a surplus value of legitimacy to those who manage the 
means of opinion production. 

The practice of advertising, in all spheres, profoundly contradicts Kant’s transcendental 
principle of publicity. Given that the right to freedom of expression is one-sided—it simply 
means that one can publicly express their opinion in a free market of ideas—and that not 
everybody has the same access to the means of opinion production, freedom of expression 
is not equal for everyone. Moreover, one man’s freedom of expression is another man’s lack of 

5.   Jürgen Habermas, Frank Lennox, and Sara Lennox, “The Public Sphere: An Encyclopedia Article” (1964), New German 
Critique, no. 3 (Autumn 1974), p. 49.

Voluntary scarification and tattoos: the internalization of 
corporate values and symbols, the hyperrealized ideal of 
publicity

Urban space as a field of operations, New York, 2009
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art can be seen in the fl aunting of a visual culture that de-

nies its impotence. If the phantom resists the real, if there 

were to be an art after art—and this is heartbreaking—it 

would be an art of the phantom, an art of repetition with 

which to guard against the encounter with the real, from 

the fascination of a fi xed gaze, as occlusive virtuality and 

visuality of any impossibility, of any hole, of any encounter. 

You will of course be familiar with the modern art tradition 

that revolves around the found object, or objet trouvé. It is 

interesting that this art of fi nding actually forms part of the 

development of capitalist discourse, which seeks to remove 

impossibility and the hole (trou). And that the intensive de-

nial of this hole generates the entire rich commedia dell’arte 
of contemporary art, the comedy of infi nite supply. 

Astoundingly, it is, as you can see, about consumption, 

which by its very nature extinguishes and is inextinguish-

able. We can try to approach it, we glimpse it when we 

remember its precedent, described as sadistic-oral, which 

ends up reminding us that life is ultimately a devouring 

assimilation as such. Bios, of which Heraclitus wrote “his 

work is death.” However, if the mouth-breast relationship  

and the absorption-food activity are the numerators in an 

equation that represents the oral drive, it is in the diff er-

ence between what is given and how it is given that the 

child will apprehend the chasm between the gift of food 

and the gift of love, which is covered over with the imag-

inary. It is well known that when the child imagines, he 

imagines with whatever is close at hand—the things he 

can suck or shit, what the gaze does, what the gaze con-

trols in reality, and then with what the voice carries. For 

my boyhood friend, Salvador Dalí—who is more famous 
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light of God pierces the back wall of the basilica through a window that represents the Holy Spirit 
in the form of a white dove; it shines down upon the statue of the Chair of Saint Peter, which 
appears to float in space on garlands of ribbon swaying in the wind that in turn lightly rest on the 
bodies of the four great medieval theologians who legitimated the absolute power of the Catholic 
Church and its evangelizing role; these four figures stand on four pedestals that finally touch the 
base. The descending legitimacy that is suggested in this monument actually conceals the real 
process of legitimation: in fact, it was the institutional power of the Church, represented by the 
pedestals, which turned four obscure theologians into important figures; it was the theologians 
who generated a narrative in which the Chair of Saint Peter became the cornerstone of the power 
of the church, and transformed the story of the trinity into its mystic foundations…

From the French Revolution onward, postrevolutionary de facto powers were fully aware that 
this type of top-down legitimacy could not remain in place, because it stirred up revolutionary 
urges that had to be duly minimized by the revolutionary “new order.” Rococo art would not work, 
and neither would classical monumental aesthetics, as these were the publicity modes linked to 
this downward-flowing, condescending legitimacy. It was necessary to establish new strategies for 
the staging of legitimacy, preferably ones in which legitimacy flowed upward: from the legitimacy of 
citizens to their representatives, and from citizen representatives to constituent principles.

In the monumentality of the nineteenth century we see that monuments became full of 
stairs so that citizens could virtually ascend. This upward legitimacy that flows from the people 
to their representatives is key to understanding not just the monumental art of the nineteenth 
century but also all modern art, including the first, second, and third avant-gardes, because 
this ascending legitimacy also implies citizen participation, which the new publicity strategies 
were to testify to from the start.

Publicity operates according to the logic of simplification (the message must be clear and, if 
possible, reduced to a symbol, an icon, a formula, a single image…). It is based on delimiting the 

Antonio Canova, Cenotaph for the Archduchess Maria 
Christina of Austria, 1798–1805

Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917
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returning; yes, essentially a thing of senses that know, in a 

choreography that is a handiwork, an incantation of love, 

that marks out the steps and the passion of love, that leads 

the dance of the most secret folds of the body… It is not 

that there is an “art of loving” that includes knowledge as 

instruction and technique, as function and use, it is that 

art occurs on the side of love. There is such a thing as love 

of art, but there is no discourse of art, because if art is a 

metaphor of something, the point is knowing that it prin-

cipally refers to the event. Art is not discourse, it is an oc-

curring, ocurso, occurrence. And what occurs is, precisely, 

love. What occurs is a making known, as an unconscious 

knowledge, or, in other words, as a body, which, accord-

ing to the Freudian formula, is that which does not speak, 

the bed of unconscious knowledge. 

From art that springs from desire we take the notion 

that, in an artwork, knowledge is produced, requiring 

invention, which is what takes place at every encounter. 

When I tell you that the unconscious does not reveal any-

thing, for there is nothing to reveal, what has been said 

is that this lack is what could be revealed, insofar as this 

revealing is invention. The unconscious invents, which is 

why the human humus can make an inventory of it. The 

unconscious invents, it fi nds, it perforates (trouba). To 

make knowledge we must invent it: to know is to invenir. 
In Cicero we fi nd this little word, “invent,” which is a 

journey of discovery—whether by chance or as a result 

of a quest, as an acquisition or a provocation. Knowledge 

is invention insofar as it the cause, of what?—clearly of 

desire, which is inventive given that it replaces uncer-

tainty with certainty, with the certainty that the reality of 
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classic neuroses. So the negation of all impotence and of 

all impossibility is handled by a hypertrophying of the 

signifi ers of an institutionalized body, the fragments of 

which are the supply and demand of all types of jouissance, 

in which the subject disappears from the scene. 

See here a coincidence that is by no means innocent: the 

emergence of the myth of the romantic genius coincides 

with the birth of liberalism, at a time when colonial Europe 

tried to give free rein to private initiative. My sorely missed 

friend Bataille once suggested that art always expresses the 

subjectivity of the sovereign rather than that of the artist, 

an idea that leads us to inquire into how the capitalist dis-

course has absorbed what modern art has come up with in 

the sense of the denial of any limit, of impossibility. Capital-

ist discourse is, essentially, the abstract of the transgression 

of the modern artist… Clearly, once this discourse takes 

root as the denial of impossibility, art as such, even though 

having been a founding nucleus, begins to no longer be 

necessary. The solitary artist will soon have become a thing 

of the past, along with all his dis-possibility, his pride, his pa-

tience, and his drive. As the supposed revolution unfolds 

through repetition, art will no longer be necessary, which 

is to say that it will no longer be contingent, there will no 

longer be its lack, it will not fail, and it will cease to be un-

necessary. We cannot be certain that it is not the power of 

a certain structure that makes the denial of love coincide 

with the denial of art. In both cases, from the perspective 

of capitalist discourse, that foreclosure is invested in con-

siderable signifying constellations. The denial of castration 

can be seen in the fl aunting of sexual relations that deny 

its impossibility, while the negation of the knowledge of 
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freedom of impression. Liberalism takes reptilian territoriality 
to the extreme in the conquest of psycho-perceptual space. 

This is the emotional and perceptual colonialism that has 
been implicit in the development of modern culture from 
the French Revolution onward. As a means of colonization 
of psycho-perceptual space, publicity not only induces our 
personal and social choices but also conditions our ways of 
feeling and thinking, and our criteria of what is true, good, 
and beautiful. And even though it lies at the very heart of the 
principles of legitimation and processes of legitimacy, this 
psycho-perceptual construction of the public sphere is too 
often overlooked. This territorial struggle goes profoundly 
against the development of the public sphere. Only a regime 
of “freedom of impression” would make it possible to set 
limits for freedom of expression that takes into account the 
asymmetry of influence arising from ownership of the means 
of opinion production.

We don’t sell a product, 
we sell a style of life. 
I think we have created a movement.6

(Renzo Rosso, owner of Diesel Jeans)

This colonization paves the way for the internalization of 
social significations and their principles of legitimacy. The 
way we use technology and form social ties, our ways of lov-
ing and of suff ering, etc. are culturally induced through these 
opinion-making processes, in both the private and the public 
spheres of the political. 

Public and private enterprise, the political and the econom-
ic spheres, use the same strategies to conquer the space of 
publicity. And in both cases, they are also the strategies that 
have been used by all kinds of hegemonic powers outside 
of participatory societies, not just the same mechanisms but 
also the same structural means. The same types of publicity 
mechanisms are used interchangeably by politicians and busi-
nessmen, leaving the field wide open. And the conquest has 
been so great that the enormous amounts spent on public-
ity have deprived us of our perceptual space. We are forced 
to contemplate freedoms of expression that are basically only 
exercised by those who have the power to access the means of 
opinion production, who behave like sophisticated strategists 
in the conquest of psycho-perceptual space—both public ur-
ban space and domestic space—using all communication and 

6. Quoted in Naomi Klein, No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies (Toronto: Knopf Canada, 2000), pp. 23–24.

News item on the influence of aes-
thetic factors on the application 
of the law.
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IV. Law of Institutional Legitimation, or Law of Reciprocity

The law of publicity goes hand in hand with the law of reciprocity in institutional legitimacy: in 
any relationship between instituting processes and principles of legitimation, an institution 
legitimizes that which legitimizes it as an institution. Conversely, a legitimating principle 
legitimizes as an institution that which legitimizes it as a legitimating principle. Where le-
gitimation principles are those extralegal figures that can internalize or “commune” the institutional.

Pº leg) Iƒ

Historically, from the Egyptian obelisk—the resting place of Ra—with its apex touching the sun, 
to the monuments of the nineteenth century, legitimacy flowed from the top down. Various in-
contestable, transcendent, elevated principles or agencies flowed down in a kind of cascade of 
legitimation: from god to the emperor, from the emperor to his ministers, from the ministers to the 
subjects… In the iconography of the so-called scenes of submission in classical cultures, an emperor 
was shown kneeling before a god or a superior being who legitimized him as emperor. This staging 
implied a game of identification in which the submissive attitude of the emperor in regard to the 
superior being was the attitude that the subject was expected to adopt in regard to the emperor. 

In keeping with the law of inverse proportion between legitimation and publicity, the Baroque 
period gave us highly sophisticated means for staging this downward-flowing legitimacy, includ-
ing monuments. One of the most illustrious of these is the Chair of Saint Peter created by Bernini 
in Rome: flowing from the top down, there is a gradual unfolding of a device in which the mystic 

Obelisk at LuxorGian Lorenzo Bernini, Chair of Saint Peter in Rome, 1656–65 189

desire identifi es a cause, and fi nds in the object its emo-

tion, its motion. And as for the question of truth, of beau-

ty, of goodness, these partial sayings are not discovered, 

they are invented, they are artifact, creancia. 

Going back now to the lens of the word, which had 

fi xed an event that includes intelligible knowledge per-

taining to epistemic logic, and sensitive taste, an event in 

which knowledge (saber) is fl avor (sabor). Love does not 

entail knowing so much as it allows savoring, self-know-

ing (saberse). In the expression “to taste like…” the object 

is subject. And when something knows, it is the object 

that “knows us,” that makes us know, or makes us be be-

ing sabœr. If we know of something, it is the subject that 

makes us know of it. Savoring encompasses that whole 

familiar world that begins with sucking when the umbil-

ical cord is cut. Linguistic usage has absorbed some as-

pects of that oral drive, coining them in its turns; it speaks 

of a “mouth-watering” love object and calls the beloved 

“sweet”—and remember that sweet things, candies, and 

chocolates often replace caresses, sexual satisfactions, in 

dreams. The “I could eat you” spoken by lovers sums up 

a cannibal fantasy that, when put into action, becomes a 

perversion. It is because love exists as something more 

than just the acceptance of sexual impossibility that a 

kiss is not essentially perverse. Neither as an anatomical 

transgression of the bodily domains reserved for sexual 

union, nor as a break in an intermediary relation with the 

sex object—which would supposedly be quickly dealt 

with on the road to the defi nitive sexual ends. Before this 

putting into action, orality refers to what happens as a 

limit or boundary of the real. Although this may not be 
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While love, as a response, implies the domain of not-hav-

ing, property implies the domain of not-paying, which has 

to do with all that circulation of earnings, tradings, acqui-

sitions and benefi ts, of supplies and demands, that make it 

very diffi  cult for a rich person to love, given that, from the 

perspective of the rejection of castration, it is precisely 

what he cannot off er. Owning turns property into a denial 

of lack, and that subtraction of value, which characterizes 

possession, makes love unviable. There is one quite singu-

lar thing that the rich person does not pay, and this thing 

is knowledge. We see this in the evolution of capitalism, 

when societies become pay-to-participate societies, and 

as such knowledge societies, in which the impossible is 

foreclosed and the void rejected. Knowledge will become 

that which, because it is not paid for, is excluded from 

any kind of value; or to be more precise, knowledge will 

become what circulates as property in a value market in 

which there is no circulation of plus-de-goce. 
What the capitalist discourse specifi es is given by what 

we can call its subject, the proletarian, which fuels the 

deadly greed of pro letal consumption. What sets it apart is 

a rejection of all castration, outside of the symbolic order. 

There is among you a lady who has responded, amorous-

ly off ering me a formula for this capitalist discourse, as a 

twist on the discourse of the master in which the place of 

the agent is not occupied by the subject, except insofar as 

it turns endlessly as non-impossibility in regard to knowl-

edge and as non-impotence in regard to the object cause 

of desire. As such, this is a discourse of total supply and 

of total impunity. Nothing is denied it, and so the lack of 

a limit turns into that which unfolds in the clinic, beyond 
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information media, from television to smartphones… Occupying the streets, which was once a prin-
ciple of transgression and of popular legitimacy, is now a strategy for the colonization of the psyche.

Kant’s transcendental principle of publicity, which is at the very heart of the legitimacy of 
the public-political realm, is thus considerably reduced by the practice of real publicity and its 
inducement mechanisms. On one hand there is civil publicity, on the other there is incivil pub-
licity. And this divergence ultimately endangers the quality of public opinion.

communication media propaganda media

πόλις
public discussion

public opinion

οἶκος

communicative act

(transcendental)
PUBLICITY

CIVIS

(Kant, Habermas)

INFORMATION
plebiscite

transparency, responsibility

EDUCATION
dissemination 

training

(Toscani)

(real)
PUBLICITY

INCIVIS

inductive act

propaganda

CONVICTION
persuasion

“absolute advertising”

indiscernibility 

INDUCEMENT
Seduction

“total advertising”

state control of the social education technologies 
popular opinion

will of the people

Strategic military occupation map

The legalized usurpation of urban space entails the 
colonial conquest of perceptual space. Entrance to 
the city of Vigo
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generally known, in saying this I border on the clinic, as 

will be clear to anybody who inquires into the meaning 

of certain hysterical symptoms and “actings.” Observe 

how, in the corners, in the contours of the skin, it opens 

up to that knowing-tasting, sabœr, savoring, seeming lov-

er, desire in action, as an act of openness. It is a pleasure 

(gusto), kustus, which is to say, kiss. 
The resonance between clinic and poetry never ceases. 

The Spanish poet Carlos Bousoño said of poetry that it is 

the caress of language, in that it activates speech in such 

a way as to leave an opening toward the real in things that 

through repetition or repression have no eff ect on the real. 

All that aff ects love refers back to the body insofar as a fold 

that opens and closes: mouth, hands, arms, legs, yes, take 

their amorous place as convexity opens up to concavity, 

becoming the kiss, the caress, the hug, received by a body 

that has become opening, hole, lack, desire in action. The 

cut in the smooth unbroken surface brings about topologi-

cal singularity. The kiss belongs to the family of the caress, 

when the external limit of the body opens up to senso-

ry relation with another body. And caressing belongs to 

wanting (caro), which is to say, to desire, insofar as when it 

is not fulfi lled, it is a lack. It is not on the side of devouring, 

but of touch, where the kiss knows, where the kiss makes 

known. It refers to what descends (baisse), to what falls and 

fails in love. It is on the edge of love, just as love is on the 

edge of the real, beyond the yawn—a sign of negligence 

and of insolence—o(b)scenity and osculation, because 

as Ovid knew, the mouth is one of the names of modes-

ty. Note that homophony suggests this assumption, in as 

much as mouth (os, oris) aff ects the shore, the boundary 
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EMPIRE legitimation aesthetic

COERCIVE dissuasive schematic, symbolic, monumental

PERSUASIVE ostensory iconic, naturalist-abstract

SEDUCTIVE* submerged diff use, indicative, indeterminate, “total art”

* María Luisa Fernández, Laberintos (1996), Universidad del País Vasco, PV EHU. 

The waning of the powerful early Christian theocratic system led to more implicative aes-
thetic strategies, as can be seen in the transition from Gothic to Renaissance. The reformist 
crisis unleashed by the bourgeois humanism of the Renaissance and the logic of states re-
sulted in so-called Baroque Classicism; the crisis caused by the internal contradictions of the 
Enlightenment project of Classicism led to Romanticism; the crisis that toppled the dreams of 
progress of the modern project, linked to democratic states and to hopes for political recipro-
city, resulted in implicative, participatory aesthetic strategies, and in the revival of the dream of 
a “total art” seamlessly merged into life.

INSTITUTIONAL
AESTHETICS

the instituted as aesthetics 
solidly instituted powers

CLASSICAL
canon

Egypt (8th C. BC) hieratic style
(polis) GREEK CLASSICISM

(early Christian theocracy) ROMANESQUE
(bourgeois humanism) RENAISSANCE
(enlightenment project) CLASSICISM 

(modern project) MODERNISM

formalist aesthetics

INSTITUENT 
AESTHETICS

the instituent as aesthetics
moments of crisis of legitimacy

BAROQUE
total art 

The Pharaoh looking at the citizens
HELLENISM (4th C. BC) 
GOTHIC (early Christian theocracy)
BAROQUE (reformist crisis)
ROMANTICISM (liberal counter-discourse)
POSTMODERNITY

anti-formalist aesthetics

“indiscernibility between art and life” 

Television as a monumental center in an African 
village establishes belief systems through a process 
of personal internalization.

All elements that the theological construct would like to sublimate, 
purify, and deny appear in the Romanesque capital as a means 
of involvement and legitimation that is reasonably close to the 
dreams, desires, and fears of citizens.
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Incivility consists of an actual denial of social co-responsibility, irrespective of whether it is 
carried out by a multinational corporation or a hooligan. It always has to do with the abuse of 
public space—with or without an excuse to justify it—and as such it is a political abuse. The 
extensive and intensive nature of opinion-shaping technologies nationalize the interests of 
advertisers in a privatized State. 

Against this backdrop, the will of citizens is not expressed in public opinion, insofar as public 
opinion is unable to generate itself. Habermas put it very clearly: “The ‘quality’ of public opin-
ion, insofar as it is measured by the procedural properties of its process of generation, is an 
empirical variable.”7

II. Law of Inverse Proportion between Publicity and Legitimacy

This excursus reveals another law, by which the intensity of publicity (π) is inversely 
proportional to the intensity of legitimacy (leg). The weaker the legitimacy, the greater 
the publicity eff orts required to reinforce it. Plentiful and sophisticated publicity is thus a sign 
of a crisis of legitimacy. 

ƒ (π)
ƒ (leg)

1
The history of art can be seen through the lens of political and public contexts in relation to 

legitimacy throughout history. The sociology of art shows that where there are strong systems 
that have been fully instituted—either through coercive means or through belief systems—and 
that have secured legitimacy in their own hegemonic, incontestable place, there tend to be 
rather classic aesthetics, whereas “baroque” aesthetic strategies usually go hand in hand with 
a crisis of legitimacy of systems and organizations. This dynamic can be traced all the way 
through the history of styles.

For centuries, the Pharaoh in ancient Egypt was a hieratic figure that gazed into infinity. But 
when the Pharaonic system weakened in the midst of social, cultural, and economic unrest, 
the crisis of legitimacy was expressed in a new imperial dramatization: the emperor opened his 
eyes and looked down toward the citizens. 

This condescending sophistication and ductility, open to the sensibility of the citizenry, is 
repeated in diff erent ways every time an organizational system suff ers a crisis of legitimacy and 
needs to off set its loss of credibility and citizen hostility, reconstructing the indisputable nature 
of the principles that legitimize hegemony…

In this history of interaction between the polis and the oikos, between politics and economy, 
between co-responsible intersubjectivity and non-responsible extra-sociality, and between in-
stitutional aesthetics and instituting aesthetics, the history of public policies has gone through 
diff erent kinds of empires, diff erent kinds of instituting processes, and diff erent kinds of legit-
imation principles: coercive empires tend to use rather simplified aesthetics; persuasive em-
pires prefer aesthetics based on beliefs and symbolic systems; seductive empires tend toward 
aesthetics that appeal directly to the unconscious inducement of the will. 

7.   Jürgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy, trans. 
William Rehg (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996), p. 362. 193

(ora) that turns object into outline, into a gap, in what Ho-

mer called “the enclosure of the teeth,” which is the erog-

enous shore of the mouth. And so the subject, pierced in 

love, comes up against that ora. Creation takes place at the 

edges of the real, in the heart (cor) of the real, which is not 

its center but its cortext (cor) and its crust. Once this epis-

temic caress has been structured within the orientation of 

the symbolic, in the subject, it can leave a residue, a trace, 

a scrap of the real, not as a pre-symbolic or ex-symbolic 

Arcadian, but as an echo of nature. 

The political left questions the need for art, which could 

be better reformulated as: if art does something, what it 

does is need, or lack. There is a lack of art, but not as need, 

rather as the desire and pleasure of this invention that 

consists of detecting holes and incorporating them into 

the subject of the structure. There where the impossible is 

shown, there is troumatisme (the hole or trauma for the sub-

ject), and discovery. We thus see that knowing places us on 

the side of creation, of encounter, and that what the trou-

badour fi nds is not rhetorical tropes, but a hole (trou) and 

trouble, emotion. At this point shrewd readers will observe 

that Lacan is simply ascertaining recognition of a certain 

tradition known for the voice that encounters, the voice 

that recounts: what the troubadour encounters is the real, 

which is fortunate because that fortune, in its shearing, in 

its tijé (τúχƞ), tears to shreds spheres and harmonies. 

It is not a simple matter. Resistance to creation exists, 

and the denial of lack is commonplace. You will know al-

ready that the invasion of inertia is the end of art. Any or-

der, any discourse, that allies with capitalism leaves aside 

everything that we brush off  lightly as matters of love. 
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Incivility consists of an actual denial of social co-responsibility, irrespective of whether it is 
carried out by a multinational corporation or a hooligan. It always has to do with the abuse of 
public space—with or without an excuse to justify it—and as such it is a political abuse. The 
extensive and intensive nature of opinion-shaping technologies nationalize the interests of 
advertisers in a privatized State. 

Against this backdrop, the will of citizens is not expressed in public opinion, insofar as public 
opinion is unable to generate itself. Habermas put it very clearly: “The ‘quality’ of public opin-
ion, insofar as it is measured by the procedural properties of its process of generation, is an 
empirical variable.”7

II. Law of Inverse Proportion between Publicity and Legitimacy

This excursus reveals another law, by which the intensity of publicity (π) is inversely 
proportional to the intensity of legitimacy (leg). The weaker the legitimacy, the greater 
the publicity eff orts required to reinforce it. Plentiful and sophisticated publicity is thus a sign 
of a crisis of legitimacy. 
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that have secured legitimacy in their own hegemonic, incontestable place, there tend to be 
rather classic aesthetics, whereas “baroque” aesthetic strategies usually go hand in hand with 
a crisis of legitimacy of systems and organizations. This dynamic can be traced all the way 
through the history of styles.
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when the Pharaonic system weakened in the midst of social, cultural, and economic unrest, 
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eyes and looked down toward the citizens. 
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needs to off set its loss of credibility and citizen hostility, reconstructing the indisputable nature 
of the principles that legitimize hegemony…

In this history of interaction between the polis and the oikos, between politics and economy, 
between co-responsible intersubjectivity and non-responsible extra-sociality, and between in-
stitutional aesthetics and instituting aesthetics, the history of public policies has gone through 
diff erent kinds of empires, diff erent kinds of instituting processes, and diff erent kinds of legit-
imation principles: coercive empires tend to use rather simplified aesthetics; persuasive em-
pires prefer aesthetics based on beliefs and symbolic systems; seductive empires tend toward 
aesthetics that appeal directly to the unconscious inducement of the will. 
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mer called “the enclosure of the teeth,” which is the erog-

enous shore of the mouth. And so the subject, pierced in 

love, comes up against that ora. Creation takes place at the 

edges of the real, in the heart (cor) of the real, which is not 

its center but its cortext (cor) and its crust. Once this epis-

temic caress has been structured within the orientation of 

the symbolic, in the subject, it can leave a residue, a trace, 

a scrap of the real, not as a pre-symbolic or ex-symbolic 

Arcadian, but as an echo of nature. 

The political left questions the need for art, which could 

be better reformulated as: if art does something, what it 

does is need, or lack. There is a lack of art, but not as need, 

rather as the desire and pleasure of this invention that 

consists of detecting holes and incorporating them into 

the subject of the structure. There where the impossible is 

shown, there is troumatisme (the hole or trauma for the sub-

ject), and discovery. We thus see that knowing places us on 

the side of creation, of encounter, and that what the trou-

badour fi nds is not rhetorical tropes, but a hole (trou) and 

trouble, emotion. At this point shrewd readers will observe 

that Lacan is simply ascertaining recognition of a certain 

tradition known for the voice that encounters, the voice 

that recounts: what the troubadour encounters is the real, 

which is fortunate because that fortune, in its shearing, in 

its tijé (τúχƞ), tears to shreds spheres and harmonies. 
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and the denial of lack is commonplace. You will know al-

ready that the invasion of inertia is the end of art. Any or-
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everything that we brush off  lightly as matters of love. 
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generally known, in saying this I border on the clinic, as 

will be clear to anybody who inquires into the meaning 

of certain hysterical symptoms and “actings.” Observe 

how, in the corners, in the contours of the skin, it opens 

up to that knowing-tasting, sabœr, savoring, seeming lov-

er, desire in action, as an act of openness. It is a pleasure 

(gusto), kustus, which is to say, kiss. 
The resonance between clinic and poetry never ceases. 

The Spanish poet Carlos Bousoño said of poetry that it is 

the caress of language, in that it activates speech in such 

a way as to leave an opening toward the real in things that 

through repetition or repression have no eff ect on the real. 

All that aff ects love refers back to the body insofar as a fold 

that opens and closes: mouth, hands, arms, legs, yes, take 

their amorous place as convexity opens up to concavity, 

becoming the kiss, the caress, the hug, received by a body 

that has become opening, hole, lack, desire in action. The 

cut in the smooth unbroken surface brings about topologi-

cal singularity. The kiss belongs to the family of the caress, 

when the external limit of the body opens up to senso-

ry relation with another body. And caressing belongs to 

wanting (caro), which is to say, to desire, insofar as when it 

is not fulfi lled, it is a lack. It is not on the side of devouring, 

but of touch, where the kiss knows, where the kiss makes 

known. It refers to what descends (baisse), to what falls and 

fails in love. It is on the edge of love, just as love is on the 

edge of the real, beyond the yawn—a sign of negligence 

and of insolence—o(b)scenity and osculation, because 

as Ovid knew, the mouth is one of the names of modes-

ty. Note that homophony suggests this assumption, in as 

much as mouth (os, oris) aff ects the shore, the boundary 
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EMPIRE legitimation aesthetic

COERCIVE dissuasive schematic, symbolic, monumental

PERSUASIVE ostensory iconic, naturalist-abstract

SEDUCTIVE* submerged diff use, indicative, indeterminate, “total art”

* María Luisa Fernández, Laberintos (1996), Universidad del País Vasco, PV EHU. 

The waning of the powerful early Christian theocratic system led to more implicative aes-
thetic strategies, as can be seen in the transition from Gothic to Renaissance. The reformist 
crisis unleashed by the bourgeois humanism of the Renaissance and the logic of states re-
sulted in so-called Baroque Classicism; the crisis caused by the internal contradictions of the 
Enlightenment project of Classicism led to Romanticism; the crisis that toppled the dreams of 
progress of the modern project, linked to democratic states and to hopes for political recipro-
city, resulted in implicative, participatory aesthetic strategies, and in the revival of the dream of 
a “total art” seamlessly merged into life.
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Television as a monumental center in an African 
village establishes belief systems through a process 
of personal internalization.

All elements that the theological construct would like to sublimate, 
purify, and deny appear in the Romanesque capital as a means 
of involvement and legitimation that is reasonably close to the 
dreams, desires, and fears of citizens.
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While love, as a response, implies the domain of not-hav-

ing, property implies the domain of not-paying, which has 

to do with all that circulation of earnings, tradings, acqui-

sitions and benefi ts, of supplies and demands, that make it 

very diffi  cult for a rich person to love, given that, from the 

perspective of the rejection of castration, it is precisely 

what he cannot off er. Owning turns property into a denial 

of lack, and that subtraction of value, which characterizes 

possession, makes love unviable. There is one quite singu-

lar thing that the rich person does not pay, and this thing 

is knowledge. We see this in the evolution of capitalism, 

when societies become pay-to-participate societies, and 

as such knowledge societies, in which the impossible is 

foreclosed and the void rejected. Knowledge will become 

that which, because it is not paid for, is excluded from 

any kind of value; or to be more precise, knowledge will 

become what circulates as property in a value market in 

which there is no circulation of plus-de-goce. 
What the capitalist discourse specifi es is given by what 

we can call its subject, the proletarian, which fuels the 

deadly greed of pro letal consumption. What sets it apart is 

a rejection of all castration, outside of the symbolic order. 

There is among you a lady who has responded, amorous-

ly off ering me a formula for this capitalist discourse, as a 

twist on the discourse of the master in which the place of 

the agent is not occupied by the subject, except insofar as 

it turns endlessly as non-impossibility in regard to knowl-

edge and as non-impotence in regard to the object cause 

of desire. As such, this is a discourse of total supply and 

of total impunity. Nothing is denied it, and so the lack of 

a limit turns into that which unfolds in the clinic, beyond 
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IV. Law of Institutional Legitimation, or Law of Reciprocity

The law of publicity goes hand in hand with the law of reciprocity in institutional legitimacy: in 
any relationship between instituting processes and principles of legitimation, an institution 
legitimizes that which legitimizes it as an institution. Conversely, a legitimating principle 
legitimizes as an institution that which legitimizes it as a legitimating principle. Where le-
gitimation principles are those extralegal figures that can internalize or “commune” the institutional.

Pº leg) Iƒ

Historically, from the Egyptian obelisk—the resting place of Ra—with its apex touching the sun, 
to the monuments of the nineteenth century, legitimacy flowed from the top down. Various in-
contestable, transcendent, elevated principles or agencies flowed down in a kind of cascade of 
legitimation: from god to the emperor, from the emperor to his ministers, from the ministers to the 
subjects… In the iconography of the so-called scenes of submission in classical cultures, an emperor 
was shown kneeling before a god or a superior being who legitimized him as emperor. This staging 
implied a game of identification in which the submissive attitude of the emperor in regard to the 
superior being was the attitude that the subject was expected to adopt in regard to the emperor. 

In keeping with the law of inverse proportion between legitimation and publicity, the Baroque 
period gave us highly sophisticated means for staging this downward-flowing legitimacy, includ-
ing monuments. One of the most illustrious of these is the Chair of Saint Peter created by Bernini 
in Rome: flowing from the top down, there is a gradual unfolding of a device in which the mystic 

Obelisk at LuxorGian Lorenzo Bernini, Chair of Saint Peter in Rome, 1656–65
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classic neuroses. So the negation of all impotence and of 

all impossibility is handled by a hypertrophying of the 

signifi ers of an institutionalized body, the fragments of 

which are the supply and demand of all types of jouissance, 

in which the subject disappears from the scene. 

See here a coincidence that is by no means innocent: the 

emergence of the myth of the romantic genius coincides 

with the birth of liberalism, at a time when colonial Europe 

tried to give free rein to private initiative. My sorely missed 

friend Bataille once suggested that art always expresses the 

subjectivity of the sovereign rather than that of the artist, 

an idea that leads us to inquire into how the capitalist dis-

course has absorbed what modern art has come up with in 

the sense of the denial of any limit, of impossibility. Capital-

ist discourse is, essentially, the abstract of the transgression 

of the modern artist… Clearly, once this discourse takes 

root as the denial of impossibility, art as such, even though 

having been a founding nucleus, begins to no longer be 

necessary. The solitary artist will soon have become a thing 

of the past, along with all his dis-possibility, his pride, his pa-

tience, and his drive. As the supposed revolution unfolds 

through repetition, art will no longer be necessary, which 

is to say that it will no longer be contingent, there will no 

longer be its lack, it will not fail, and it will cease to be un-

necessary. We cannot be certain that it is not the power of 

a certain structure that makes the denial of love coincide 

with the denial of art. In both cases, from the perspective 

of capitalist discourse, that foreclosure is invested in con-

siderable signifying constellations. The denial of castration 

can be seen in the fl aunting of sexual relations that deny 

its impossibility, while the negation of the knowledge of 
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light of God pierces the back wall of the basilica through a window that represents the Holy Spirit 
in the form of a white dove; it shines down upon the statue of the Chair of Saint Peter, which 
appears to float in space on garlands of ribbon swaying in the wind that in turn lightly rest on the 
bodies of the four great medieval theologians who legitimated the absolute power of the Catholic 
Church and its evangelizing role; these four figures stand on four pedestals that finally touch the 
base. The descending legitimacy that is suggested in this monument actually conceals the real 
process of legitimation: in fact, it was the institutional power of the Church, represented by the 
pedestals, which turned four obscure theologians into important figures; it was the theologians 
who generated a narrative in which the Chair of Saint Peter became the cornerstone of the power 
of the church, and transformed the story of the trinity into its mystic foundations…

From the French Revolution onward, postrevolutionary de facto powers were fully aware that 
this type of top-down legitimacy could not remain in place, because it stirred up revolutionary 
urges that had to be duly minimized by the revolutionary “new order.” Rococo art would not work, 
and neither would classical monumental aesthetics, as these were the publicity modes linked to 
this downward-flowing, condescending legitimacy. It was necessary to establish new strategies for 
the staging of legitimacy, preferably ones in which legitimacy flowed upward: from the legitimacy of 
citizens to their representatives, and from citizen representatives to constituent principles.

In the monumentality of the nineteenth century we see that monuments became full of 
stairs so that citizens could virtually ascend. This upward legitimacy that flows from the people 
to their representatives is key to understanding not just the monumental art of the nineteenth 
century but also all modern art, including the first, second, and third avant-gardes, because 
this ascending legitimacy also implies citizen participation, which the new publicity strategies 
were to testify to from the start.

Publicity operates according to the logic of simplification (the message must be clear and, if 
possible, reduced to a symbol, an icon, a formula, a single image…). It is based on delimiting the 

Antonio Canova, Cenotaph for the Archduchess Maria 
Christina of Austria, 1798–1805

Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917
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By the public sphere we mean a realm of our social life in which 
something approaching public opinion can be formed.… Citizens behave 
as a public body when they confer in an unrestricted manner—that is, 
with the guarantee of freedom to express and publish their opinions—
about matters of general interest. In a large public body this kind of 
communication requires specific means for transmitting education and 
influencing those who receive it. Today newspapers and magazines, 
radio and television, are the media of the public sphere.5

This notion of publicity belongs to the political fantasy of modernity, which has little in com-
mon with the idea of publicity or advertising as a system of inducement, of shaping opinion. 
Nonetheless, these two notions of publicity precisely match the two sides of liberalism. Partic-
ularly, given that as soon as universal suff rage appeared so too did the idea of social space as 
a battlefield to be conquered. It is about winning over public opinion so as to acquire suff icient 
legitimacy for becoming instituted in a political space. 

The rise of the modern logic of freedom of expression runs parallel to the persistence of the 
classical logic of asymmetries of influence, because although all citizens may be equal before 
the law, they do not all have the same power to modify or produce public opinion. The shaping 
of public opinion—and thus true governance—will remain in the hands of administrators who 
are able to control the means of opinion production. In the same fashion that, as noted by Karl 
Marx, surplus value equals non-remunerated labor and a profit not returned to workers—and 
which instead goes to those who own or control the means of production—, the creation of 
public opinion similarly guarantees a surplus value of legitimacy to those who manage the 
means of opinion production. 

The practice of advertising, in all spheres, profoundly contradicts Kant’s transcendental 
principle of publicity. Given that the right to freedom of expression is one-sided—it simply 
means that one can publicly express their opinion in a free market of ideas—and that not 
everybody has the same access to the means of opinion production, freedom of expression 
is not equal for everyone. Moreover, one man’s freedom of expression is another man’s lack of 

5.   Jürgen Habermas, Frank Lennox, and Sara Lennox, “The Public Sphere: An Encyclopedia Article” (1964), New German 
Critique, no. 3 (Autumn 1974), p. 49.

Voluntary scarification and tattoos: the internalization of 
corporate values and symbols, the hyperrealized ideal of 
publicity

Urban space as a field of operations, New York, 2009
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art can be seen in the fl aunting of a visual culture that de-

nies its impotence. If the phantom resists the real, if there 

were to be an art after art—and this is heartbreaking—it 

would be an art of the phantom, an art of repetition with 

which to guard against the encounter with the real, from 

the fascination of a fi xed gaze, as occlusive virtuality and 

visuality of any impossibility, of any hole, of any encounter. 

You will of course be familiar with the modern art tradition 

that revolves around the found object, or objet trouvé. It is 

interesting that this art of fi nding actually forms part of the 

development of capitalist discourse, which seeks to remove 

impossibility and the hole (trou). And that the intensive de-

nial of this hole generates the entire rich commedia dell’arte 
of contemporary art, the comedy of infi nite supply. 

Astoundingly, it is, as you can see, about consumption, 

which by its very nature extinguishes and is inextinguish-

able. We can try to approach it, we glimpse it when we 

remember its precedent, described as sadistic-oral, which 

ends up reminding us that life is ultimately a devouring 

assimilation as such. Bios, of which Heraclitus wrote “his 

work is death.” However, if the mouth-breast relationship  

and the absorption-food activity are the numerators in an 

equation that represents the oral drive, it is in the diff er-

ence between what is given and how it is given that the 

child will apprehend the chasm between the gift of food 

and the gift of love, which is covered over with the imag-

inary. It is well known that when the child imagines, he 

imagines with whatever is close at hand—the things he 

can suck or shit, what the gaze does, what the gaze con-

trols in reality, and then with what the voice carries. For 

my boyhood friend, Salvador Dalí—who is more famous 
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knowledge that artworks carry is not science; it is an in-

complete, nescient, nascent knowledge, that is of the or-

der of the event, of a radical event. It is not a moment for 

knowing, given that art is neither philosophy nor based 

on or after philosophy—as would be the wish of the uni-

versity graduate. It is not born in the cradle of philosophy, 

nor does it allow itself to be buried in its mausoleum. Art is 

the bearer of a nescient knowledge, at that unique moment 

when the artwork is born in a harrowing unknowing/doing, 

at the expense of the artist’s ego. It is there, in the eff ect of 

what determines us, insofar as desire is what it says, what it 

pronounces, even what misspeaks in the breakdown of its 

half-speaking: it is revealed as disposition, dispossession. 

In it the creative act approaches love. Art, like love, my 

friends, does not include the slightest knowledge. All of 

the illusions of knowledge, the imagination of the subject 

of knowledge, whether it predates or follows the scientifi c 

realm, is nothing but a male forge. Knowledge does not 

occur in love; on the contrary, there is a making known of 

the unsayable that is circumscribed by this knowledge, of 

which there is no proof other than a willingness, a read-

iness, for that which is given by loving interpretation, in 

which the tragic veers to the comic and vice versa. There 

is no knowledge then in love, only a making known of a 

willingness to be, of a pleasure of consenting to what is 

deferred in the repetition of the unforgettable in the pri-

mal encounter, that which Kierkegaard resisted. Love—

and this is why I invoke it—is on the side of art as a thing 

pertaining to the body: yes, as a thing of eyes that look at 

each other, come along, follow, of hands with fi ngers that 

loosen all sounds, of steps moving, a head turning, a head 
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target of inducement, on exaggerating content (in order to be eff ective, it must highlight the 
diff erences between the diff erent fronts involved and it must be clearly biased, tendentious, 
and tendential; it must exploit the causes of discontent with the former order or style; and it 
must arouse desires, aspirations, and expectations so as to associate the fulfillment of these—
or the promise of fulfillment—with the new style or order; and to this end, it must create points 
of reference, with real eff ects), and on saturation (repetition is necessary but it should be a 
kind of repetition that is not monotonous, that adapts and varies; the variability of sameness is 
an excellent method of propagandistic implementation). All of this is also aimed at possession 
linked to the omnipotence, omnipresence, and omniscience of images and texts. The massive 
scale of the conquest of public space, of the creation of public opinion, gradually increased the 
quantity and quality of publicity functions. The speed and extent of the increasing sophisti-
cation of forms of psycho-perceptual colonization matched the growing distrust of a society 
educated in the emancipatory principles of modernity. As the spectator becomes more critical, 
publicity becomes more intelligent, subtle, and seductive.

Each group in our society has its weaknesses and deep-seated 
emotional needs. If Ad Alley can uncover these psychological problems 
in the course of its lengthy interviews with citizens and then devise 
30-second television spots that make it seem as if ordinary 30-seconds 
spots that make it seem as if ordinary, everyday products are part of 
the soothing solution, grateful and relieved consumers will purchase 
the advertised goods. Agencies can make big profits by isolating and 
identifying each population segment’s vulnerabilities, transforming run-
of-the-mill items into magic panaceas, and then targeting their newly 
designed therapeutic sales pitches at the right cluster of people.8

If we consider that the function of publicity as a construction of the political implies explor-
ing political subjectivity, there is something sinister about the slogan that Spanish department 
store El Corte Inglés has used in several campaigns since 1993: “We specialize in you.” It makes 
sense that Henri Lefebvre should have warned that publicity takes the place of what was pre-
viously philosophy, morality, religion, aesthetics…

Advertising deals in open sores.… Fear. Greed. Anger. Hostility. You name 
the dwarfs and we play on every on. We play on all the emotions and on 
all the problems.9

I like to think of advertising as something big, something splendid, 
something which goes deep down into an institutions and gets hold 
of the soul of it.… Institutions have souls, just as men and nations have 
souls.10

Publicity aspires to an absolute inductive eff ect that would eventually end up removing the 
very need for publicity to exist as a specific medium. And the recent history of the space and 
function of publicity appears to be taking us in this direction. This “total publicity” is no longer 

8.  William Meyers, The Image-Makers: Power and Persuasion on Madison Avenue (New York: Times Books, 1984), p. 6.
9.  Jerry Della Femina, publicist, 1981, quoted in ibid., p. 7.

10.  Bruce Barton, publicist, 1923, quoted in Klein, No Logo, p. 7.
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for some of his eccentricities than for his art—reality is a 

phagic experience, in the sense that the brain that knows 

chews the world. Dalí sees the brain as mouth, and all 

knowledge as cannibal. But to place knowledge on the side 

of consumption refers rather to the notion of an implacable 

orality, on the side of perversion. As will become clear, in 

this relationship between consumption and orality, the eye 

transformed into a sucking mouth is what philosophers call 

visual culture, providing the discourse of capitalism with 

the veneer of university discourse. Don’t take this as a sim-

ple joke; I’ll leave you to consider its implications. 

Given that eating also means dissipating, destroying, we 

can see that foreclosure could also be called dissipation, 

obvious-obese. Eating leads to obesity, to that state of be-

ing fully nourished (obsesus); it means that there is no lack, 

that everything is eaten, that all is consumption, that eat-

ing never ends, that there can be no satiety because there 

is nothing but a denial of lack. If a visual regression to 

the primitive object of devouring compensates the frus-

tration of love, this relationship provides a model, a mold 

for that kind of circulation of demand, of supply, and of 

need, which connects orality and visuality. The principal 

value that the visual aspect takes on in this discourse is 

based on this foreclosing of knowledge that gives way to 

voracity. Here, the Sanskrit term avidya, which means ne-

science—the absence of knowing (a-vidya), that which 

prevents knowing of what is not known—also designates 

greed. The subject places himself over the à la carte menu 

of the cannibal who, as each of you knows, is never absent 

from any communional phantom. This could take us far 

if we think in terms of the current failure of suff rage as 
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all diversity and singularity is drained of life and turned into identifiable, codified, reproducible 
phenomena. It is the hyperrealization of the modern tradition, as well as the implementation 
of a kitsch culture. The radical questioning of social significations has not led to a critical or 
self-critical society but to an apotheosis of skeptical naivety and absolutist relativism, to a 
crisis of crisis. We have gone from crisis (krísis) to kitsch.

We can identify three elements of the kitsch of the third age of the political: (1) the sus-
pension of any crisis of representation (realisms), (2) the institutionalization of transgression 
(academies), and (3) the falsification of the value system (corruptions). 

Kitsch does not mean bad taste. The small group of important thinkers who addressed the 
question of kitsch—Hermann Broch, Abraham Moles, Gillo Dorfles, Clement Greenberg, Tomas 
Kulka—describe it as a falsification of the value system. Just as Rococo art was of no use to 
postrevolutionary powers in the nineteenth century, modern art is no longer useful to the de 
facto powers of advanced capitalism, although it is still useful to their academization. The cat-
egory “kitsch” allows us to connect political kitsch with the modern art academy, an essential 
step if we are to understand how art can contribute to the notion of public politics today.

Gillo Dorfles writes that “perhaps politics is always kitsch. Which would prove that there 
can be no agreement between politics and art. But it may be better to say that ‘bad politics’ is 
kitsch.”17 By “bad politics” Dorfles probably meant impolitics, which is why he used Nazi aes-
thetics and the ethics of fascism to illustrate kitsch, as did Moles and Broch.

Modern art—what has come to be recognized as art in modernity—is connected to the 
political in that it values the singular in relation to the common as ascending legitimacy, from 
citizens to governments. The aesthetics of discontinuity that are characteristic of modernity 
are structurally political and subjectually public. 

But it is diff icult to define the relationship or disconnection between aesthetic qualification 
and ethical determination. Even the strongly hegemonic de facto powers in classical antiquity 
did not produce what we call kitsch, in the sense of bad art. Either that or we have become 
accustomed to certain forms of art that were once considered kitsch, and neo-classically rein-
terpreted them as great art. According to Dorfles:

17. Gillo Dorfles, Kitsch: The World of Bad Taste (New York: Universe Books, 1969), p. 113.

Publicity poster showing Gaddafi, Libya, 2006Publicity poster for a political campaign, Vigo, 2010
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even recognizable as publicity, or it instrumentalizes the most easily identifiable media and 
social concerns so that they operate as agents of publicity. As a result, public space, and thus 
political space, is totally saturated.

IV. Law of the Publicity of the Political, or Law of Ornamental Induction

The intensity of publicity (π) is inversely proportional to the level of legitimacy (leg); 
where the intensity of publicity (π) is an ornamental-monumental scale, defined as at-
testing to the structural conflict. 

ƒ (π)
ƒ (leg)

1

The publicity function becomes richer and more complex as public opinion loses faith in the 
principles of legitimation. As such, opinion-shaping technologies become psychosocial tech-
nologies of the first order, and a privileged vantage point for thinking about and questioning 
public space.

In 1974, the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was commissioned to carry out social re-
search and contribute to global development by means of market intensification, of both prod-
ucts and ideas, as part of a project called “Values & Lifestyles.” Their study soon found that 
public space was undergoing significant change, particularly because advertising was increas-
ingly falling into disrepute. The study ended up categorizing citizens under four types of public 
opinion: need-driven, outer-directed, inner-directed, and combined outer- and inner-directed. 

The researchers determined that the need-drivens don’t count because they lack purchas-
ing power, although they do have decision-making power as voters; as such, although they 
may not be important to corporate advertisers, they are to political publicity.

The integrated outer- and inner-directeds were described as people who believe in the 
system and are conservative and well-established in terms of social status, hierarchies, etc. 
They would be the target audience for advertising campaigns for products symbolically linked 
to status and to established social values.

The outer-directeds had less power and lower social status than the previous group, but 
envy or the desire for self-improvement led them to identify with them and their values and to 
attempt to emulate them by consuming signifiers linked to those values, even if they were of 
lower quality. Most of the advertising from the start of the post-Fordist era up until that point 
had been targeted at them.

The researchers quickly realized that one of the reasons for the collapse of the markets 
was a widespread dissatisfaction, which had to do with the loss of legitimacy of economic 
development. They identified the incipient emergence of a new social class that was to take 
center stage in the decades that followed: they called them inner-directed or “societally con-
scious,” because they felt more committed to social causes than to established values, to their 
emotional lives than to professional status. This group basically consisted of young people 
who were equipped against the inductive eff ects of publicity and propaganda. The researchers 
immediately realized the importance that this new emerging class would take on in the future. 
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light… I close my eyes and years go by and 

I open them again. I no longer know how 

it went. It seems that when Galileo was a 

boy, the swinging of a church lamp pro-

voked a feeling in him that he pursued for 

a lifetime, and fi nally managed to catch. 

Perhaps my image is also something like 

that swooning I felt on that sunny, wintry 

Sunday in the middle of summer. I threw a 

stone or a die into the air, and chance was 

at stake: the black stone of the building of 

my passion… It was an instant that lasted 

I don’t know how long, in which the sun 

was trapped in my little stone: the reason 

behind everything, the sky vanquished, 

like the sea, by the boy who names it. The 

discovery of the futility of reason, trans-

rational realism… trans-mentality born as 

restorative rest, as an artifi cial and mo-

mentary triumph that lasted a lifetime or 

more.

I think that my journey has been a re-

turn journey from here to a diff erent here, 

from one person to another. Like the die 

that is thrown in the air and is diff erent, 

other, when it falls. And at that “all is 

possible” moment in which reality proves 

to be more ductile than ever before, fro-

zen up above for an instant before fall-

ing, I sent that black, square fragment9 

like a king of the sky, an invisible fi re of 

life, growing and shrinking like the color 

of the sky. I don’t know when I realized 

that colors are the dark spectrum of the 

eclipse…, the diff erent ways in which mat-

ter conceals the light. The only way in 

which it is granted to us to see it. Every 

object, every color, every being is an atom 

of eclipse, a living organism of negation 

and glare, united.

How tentative and contradictory form 

is! Virgin and courtesan, apostolic and 

9. The Black Square from 1915, as Dmitri Sarabianov wrote, 
“not only captivated a public that had lost interest in artistic 

innovation but also spoke as a new way of seeking god, the 

symbol of a new religion.” While the futurists advocated it as 

a substitute for Madonnas and Venuses, the more reactionary 

critics considered it “A principle of vile desolation … the 

desecration of all that is beloved and cherished, fl aunting 

its desire to guide everything to destruction” (Alexandre 

Benois, 1915). The black square would certainly have sparked 

a hygienic impulse, annulling in the heart of the orthogonal 

spirit the impurities that aff ect and characterize life. And 

that denial seems to contain a sanctity that was to constantly 

recur in the contemporary world. The work shifted the 

object toward a sign of fugocentric transcendence so as 

to, in Lyotard’s words, “present the unpresentable… it will 

make one see only by prohibiting one from seeing; it will 

give pleasure only by giving pain” (Jean-François Lyotard, 

The Postmodern Explained to Children: Correspondence, 1982–1985, 

Sydney: Power Publications, 1992, p. 20). I would add that 

it celebrated freedom, glorifying the radical discipline of 

the orthogon. Fleeing the center, it would shift identity 

toward sublimation. It implemented the type of shift from 

constitutive (structural) to ideological (superstructural) 

interest that would later be profusely developed in the 

contemporary world.
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be seen as a supplier of financing for the company, both the public company and the private 
company.

In the third age of the political, public politics are impublic impolitics. The logic of non-dis-
tribution and non-negotiation is an incivil logic. In the third age of the political, incivility is 
institutional, but it is also anti-institutional in the private and public spheres. The logic of rights 
without responsibility means that impublic impolitics belongs to the order of domination and 
also to the order of rebellion. The arm of the law does not reach those who are above the law 
or those who are below it.

INCIVILITIES
INSTITUTIONAL

irresponsibility

(PUBLIC/PRIVATE)

public administration
corporations

supranational, suprasystem

IMPUBLIC IMPOLITICS
INCIVIL ECO-ANOMY
INSOCIAL JUSTICE

bureaucracy, technocracy
abuses, despotism

extreme wealth 
corruption

above the law

arché
“order of domination”

ANTI-INSTITUTIONAL

irresponsibility

(PRIVATE/PUBLIC)

individuals
associations

“disorder of revolt”

INCIVIL BEHAVIOR
DOMESTIC ECONOMIES

anti-state, anti-system

anarché 
below the law

rebellion, sabotage
disobedience, occupation

corruption

.rights without responsibilities

I. From Crisis to Kitsch

The space of publicity in the third age of the political is a territory of conquest. It is the 
space in which the politically impossible can become politically inevitable. The space of the 
induced suspension of distrust, the space of fiction.

Political publicity and the politics of publicity enable us to understand the relationship be-
tween ethics and aesthetics. Political aesthetics reveal the latent underlying layers that fuel 
visible ideologies: they represent what ideology conceals from itself. Although philosophical 
and political traditions have always argued the opposite, aesthetics is the deepest substratum 
of ethics. Aesthetics is not the innocuous and merely formal surface of ethical significations 
or the outward appearance of actions. Aesthetics reveals the invisible depths that inspire and 
support the significations. It is the ethical witness to ethics. 

The third age of the political does not only lead to “diff use aestheticization” but also to eth-
ical diff usion. The rise of insignificance in “advanced” societies coincides with the apotheosis 
of significations and signicities, with the “crisis of criticism,”16 with subsidized dissidence as 
fashion (the flow of the relative and marketable) and as academia (the deposit of the stabili-
zation of the absolute). The relative becomes absolute, the open is imposed as closure, and 

16.   Cornelius Castoriadis, The Rising Tide of Insignificancy (The Big Sleep) (1994), trans. Anon. (New York: Not Bored!, 
2003), p. 130, available on the Internet at www.notbored.org/RTI.pdf. 203

the replacement of participation with the signifi ers of the 

vote, in the guise of signifi ers of the community, when 

in reality what is shared is demand. Unsurpassable met-

aphor of political suff rage: What could, seemingly, meet 

the demand for nourishment better than allowing one-

self to be nourished? And, as we well know, this is what 

goes on between the citizen and the State whenever the 

slightest confl ict arises in this relationship that appears to 

be designed for a strictly complementary concealing and 

redressing. Nonetheless, we know that it is in this very 

mode of confrontation of the two demands that we fi nd 

the hiatusness, the fi ssure through which discord makes 

its advances in an ordinary way, the preformed failure of 

this encounter that consists of just that, which is not amo-

rous communication but a meeting of demands. A failure 

that is irretrievably foreclosed in the truth of capitalist 

discourse, which attempts to act in the manner of the 

Other in the parental functions of business, also called, 

not without certain humor, the Company… the brands of 

which will end up giving names to children just as the 

names of gods or kings were once bestowed upon them. 

Through the need to buy the signifi ers of an aff ect that 

is not prepared to pay, the most perfi dious of exploiters 

becomes omnipotent, which is why I wish to deny that tri-

ad—good, true, beautiful—in visuality, in the virtuality 

of a relativism that is in decline, waning, in a relativistic 

absolutism. We borrow the idea of anti-relativism from 

the anthropologist Cliff ord Geertz in order to under-

stand what clinical experience presents as a desire for 

goodness, for truth, and for beauty, although not on the 

side of an absolute referent that will always be lacking 
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the extreme luminosity of an eclipse. That 

dazzling gold, an image full of sun against 

the very things it caressed. I, with my 

small box of paints… It was so diff erent, 

that Parisian light that I fi nally managed 

to transmit to Lev Kvachevski in Moscow, 

and that I saw in Saint Petersburg, from 

this other white light that seemed to me 

Russian in Finland that summer!… the 

First Congress of Singers of the Future… 

Just thinking about that summer moves 

me: Zaum Cric Cric Zas Zaum: Kruchenykh 

spoke like the angels, like the animals and 

like things… and in the end it was a person 

speaking. Our games with sounds, words, 

and shapes were like cracks through 

which to escape; they were just anoth-

er game, another trick that set even the 

most stable things in motion.7 Although I 

didn’t realize, it was the birth of the fi rst 

Suprematist painting.

Now I lay here darkly on the white lin-

en in my last painting, my certain death-

bed. I will proclaim my fi nal manifesto 

just as vigorously: Zas Zaus Zeus Zas.8 A 

visual onomatopoeia of noise, an explo-

sion that disrupts time, not silence, like 

an exceptional origin that makes it submit 

to the chaotic dance of the rite. A scan-

dalous image with a divine name and with 

the spasm as its plot, as its drama: space 

and my domain: a concentrate of fi re and 

darkness. We fl ung the festive burning of 

shadow works into the black air of the 

night, and its sound was time. Our revolu-

tion and our party.

I glance upward and once again I see 

the sun on this black square on the head-

board… my last vision, the sacred eclipse, 

Venus adored by freedom, the bulb that 

gives off  light but is painful to look at, or 

the light that shines but does not give off  

6 — In fact, the readymade and the black square were 

foundation stones for the architecture of contemporary 

art. They emerged at the same time, escaping from a 

Cubo-Futurist substratum that they both sensed to be 

mere mechanical impressionism. Both had the desire to 

qualitatively destabilize the artistic being, both had the 

same degree of self-awareness, but also the same nostalgia for 
the infi nite that would turn limits into the object of worship 

and transgression, in an attempt to cure the wound of 

emancipation. (Contemporary comic tragedy is not based—

as Eugenio Trías believes—on the tension between a need 

and a search for a center of transcendence or meaning on 

one hand, and the hollowing out of that center, which is the 

foundational core of all religion or science, on the other. 

Rather, it is based on the tension between an obsession with 

transgressing boundaries—leaving the center hollow only 

as a consequence—and the increasingly strong certainty 

that every periphery conquered becomes a new center, 

every transgression a new cult, every literality a new 

transcendence.) Even so, the aspects of both that are in 

keeping with that reducing model is all that photography 

and history just barely manage to refl ect, that which will 

leave a wake in an academy. The rest, the territory of the 

spectator and of real expectation, becomes more complex, 

more subtle and contradictory; the logic that affi  rms the 

manifesto, the declaration of intentions, the discourse, 

even in spite of the actual author, becomes discursive and 

radical. The photogenic nature of the readymade became 

destiny in Duchamp: the prophecy of a modern tradition 

of transgression that much of today’s art is still faithful to… 

As the same will be said of the Black Square. There are four 

substantially diff erent versions, a full cycle of four moments 

of the same Suprematism: the fi rst emerged unconsciously, 

as backdrop. The second was a conscious warning. The third 

was simulation. The fourth, self-sacrifi ce and transcendence.

7 — In 1913, Malevich tried going beyond the boundaries 

of common sense by means of what he called alogism, a 

genuinely Dada attitude that showed how very far he had 

come from the aesthetic tradition that he had started from. 

In that year’s opera (Victory Over the Sun), all the Suprematist 

iconography appeared rudimentarily disguised in theatrical 

costumes and backdrops. And at the same time it summed 

up all of the internal confl icts of a process that would begin 

in revolutionary Russia and end with the autocracy of the 

man of steel (Stalin). While for the painter it was a major but 

temporary change in the nature of his work, for his country 

it was an imposed destiny (a black, vast, red square).

8 — Pherecydes of Syros (mid-6th century BC) used 

Zas as an etymological form of Zeus (perhaps, it has been 

suggested, as a way of emphasizing the intensive prefi x Za, 

as in zatheos—wholly divine, extremely sacred—or perhaps 

trying to link the sky-god Zeus with the earth-goddess Gaia, 

which is Za in its Cypriot form). But also as an onomatopoeia 

with more fi tting origins than our own big bang.
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The major conclusion that the study provided its client was a technically justified recommen-
dation to work toward devising advertising specifically targeted at this group. 

Entrepreneurs, corporations, and governments became increasingly aware of the need to 
understand the imaginary and symbolic universe of this societally conscious class in order to 
capitalize on their dreams and instrumentalize their power, channeling it toward the institution 
of the hegemony of advanced capital. And art was obviously not immune to these processes, 
either as an agent of the avant-garde or as a space for political-social experimentation around 
the construction of public space. 

The history of the great publicists of the seventies is also the history of the intensive de-
velopment of total advertising, which goes hand in hand with attempts to capitalize on social 
consciousness. Oliviero Toscani formulated a fierce critique of advertising, accusing it of being 
in collusion with enormous financial waste, of being socially useless and insincere, of being 
guilty of segregation and racism, of crimes against civil peace, against language and against 
creativity, and of deliberate pillage. But his fierce and lucid criticism turned out to be simply a 
preamble that would justify a diff erent system, expressly targeted at the new class of societally 
conscious consumers: absolute advertising. Under this new publicity regime, factories, compa-
nies, and corporations are no longer just manufacturers of objects or even ideas but nongov-
ernmental organizations that from the people, for the people, and with the people manufacture 
the political: tell me where there is a conflict and I will tell you where to dig so that the news 
itself will work as advertising, because corporations function as political patrons of bottom-up 
social construction. The information on the empowerment strategies used by the big corpo-
rations and organizations that Naomi Klein compiled and analyzed in her acclaimed books No 
Logo and The Shock Doctrine11 is eye-opening in this sense.

The letter that Toscani sent to Subcomandante Marcos to try and convince him to allow 
himself to be photographed for an advertising campaign speaks volumes about the radical 
turnaround in the logic of alterity and about the perversion of bottom-up legitimacy:

11. Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (New York: Picador, 2007).

In one of its advertising campaigns, eBay placed a sign 
saying “Moved to eBay” in the empty windows of busi-
nesses that had gone bust. Social disaster also becomes 
an appropriation mechanism, and life becomes part of 
advertising campaigns.

Dramatic and revealing photograph from Toscani’s Benetton 
campaign
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The nationalization of debt and the privatization of profit suit the interests of the functional 
divide between public responsibilities (and expenditure) and private rights (and profits). It is a 
dynamic that expropriates the public and the political, deliberately confusing democratic rights 
with the right to generate wealth and to establish capital and shifting the political toward the 
economic.

πόλις
estrangeability

negotiation
co-responsibility

οἶκος
appropriation

distribution
possession

CIVIS PUBLIC
POLITICS

SOCIAL 
ECONOMY

PRIVIS
INCIVIS

IMPUBLIC
IMPOLITICS

INCIVIL
ECO-ANOMY

non-negotiation
exploitation

irresponsibility

non-distribution
exploitation

waste

While the etymology of “economy” refers to household management, with the house being 
the planet, the Greeks also had the word anomos, which was the opposite of management or 
distribution, and referred to miserly non-sharing. The logic of today’s economy would appear 
to be more like an eco-anomy: a non-sharing, non-distribution system that is very similar to 
the surplus-value chain that Marx clearly showed. This is increasingly so as wealth becomes 
concentrated in an ever-smaller number of hands, which is what the logic of surplus value 
tends toward.

If politics is the continuation of the eco-anomic by other means, and the public sphere is a 
continuation of the private sphere by other means, then society is retreating into premodern, 
feudal States. Public administrations persuade us that restricting the freedom of private enter-
prise contributes to public bankruptcy… Even disorder, disaster, chaos, crises, wars, and politi-
cal conflicts of all types are excellent instruments for the growth of the logic of surplus value.

A State of this kind, at the service of econ-anomy, can no longer be representative. This 
means that in the twenty-first century it will be up to us to rethink public policy from the per-
spective of a new logic, which can no longer be the logic of alterity. But as its legitimacy is at 
stake in representation, the State has to put a great deal of energy into representing itself, into 
becoming representative and acquiring legitimacy at any price. Public authorities are impotent 
and squander most of their eff orts on conquering public legitimacy, conquering public opinion, 
and covering the symbolic economy of suff rage.

Crises also result in profits for corporations, losses for states, and a gradual increase in 
expenditure on publicity, both political propaganda and commercial advertising. Public space 
thus becomes a battlefield of colonial conquest, while the public or the social sphere comes to 205

but on the side of the constitutive lack of the referent 

that appeals to knowledge as creancia, as the encounter 

(heretés) with an other who is both further and closer than 

the reference that serves as Other. It is the real that the 

encounter points to. Encounter on the side of activity, 

on the side of desire as a generator of certainty, cause of 

life. Beauty, like goodness, is an experience that includes 

lack and fact, desire and expression. And as for truth, its 

main function is the semblance, which is taken for what 

it is. In the face of this, the capitalist discourse appeals 

to heresy, as a murderous discourse that promotes the 

invisible continuation of the master by other means. 

From the patristic perspective, the formulations on the 

good, the beautiful, and the true suggest a partaking of 

the divine. It worked both ways, because while beautiful, 

good, and true were expressions of partaking of divinity, 

the divine in turn consisted of these same virtues in the 

form of absolute fulfi llment: the infi nitude of goodness, 

of beauty, of truth… This infi nitude, moreover, measured 

up the unfathomable as semblance, which belongs to the 

natural, to relationships of use, or of structural coupling, 

as biologists prefer to call them. While knowledge makes 

a cut by means of an artifact, which is a discourse. But 

from the perspective of analytical experience, the One is 

simply semblance. Observe that it is no coincidence that 

the semblance, in relation to jouissance, appeared as that 

imaginary object, the Phallus, the symbolic lack of which 

defi ned castration. As Hindu tradition knows, the sem-

blance refers to the one (samá, sem-el in Latin), and simul-
taneously to the dissociation of the simile. The semblance 

is the One who comes from the time of a hiatusness, the 
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dark convex mirrors that refl ect each oth-

er, no longer knowing who is looking at 

whom. The more real a mirage seems, the 

more it deceives us; as the poet said, the 

devil’s greatest trick is to convince us that 

he doesn’t exist. Can I say the same of god, 

or of myself ? Because an honest lie is not 

a deceitful truth. Nor is a lie with an al-

ibi a truth. Nor does this bed I am lying 

on form part of me.3 The train of events, 

with its shiny wagons, is what troubles my 

traveler’s eyes and inhales my body even 

before I get on. I no longer know where it 

ends and where I begin. My eyes are tired 

in a rush of images, I see myself in motion 

and blurred, or perhaps it is only in mo-

tion that I manage to see. In this closed 

box of memories I look at the images and 

confuse the dates. Suddenly, posing for 

this photo beside that old self-portrait and 

the black square, a profane trinity… Even 

so, I cannot tell myself apart from the 

many peasants I have painted, against the 

background of their landscape and their 

work, with their tools in their hands and 

the spirit in their eyes.4

I have said so many things that I no lon-

ger know where the legend begins.5 One 

writes one’s biography twice over. A fi rst, 

original, strange, lived version that is irre-

trievably lost like the air you breathe. And 

a second one, written for others—and 

for the part of us in which we recognize 

ourselves—in which we introduce certain 

errors—which common sense calls “im-

provements”—by way of poetic license.6

What should we keep for memory in the 

end? What image is to be taken along like 

a suitcase for the road, and what feeling is 

to be stored away for times of rest?… My 

ever-young friends Lyubov Sergeevna, 

Mikhail, Vladimir, Petr… in my eyes I keep 

apply the label “postmodern” to all the artists or periods that 

display these “values” (or counter-values). Either that or 

condemn the contemporary world for presuming to set itself 

apart from that which it shares with the rest—a gesture that 

is certainly original, characteristic, and also suspect. Behind 

its mask of insolence, every appropriation conceals another. 

But Jeff  Koons or Jiří Dokoupil will not be important as a 

fi tting illustration of a new period agreed upon by all: as an 

exemplary model of a time that has become predestination. 

But rather, for their renewedly subtle and complex capacity 

to establish and propose. As Hal Foster has pointed out, we 

do not need a reduction so much as a revision of modernism: 

a loosening of its supposed obstinacy; or simply a dropping 

of all that “for-against” obsession that is simply another form 

of nostalgia or formality.

3 — The enigma of Malevich is usually circumscribed to his 

fi nal, unprecedented return to painting, and interpreted as 

a recapitulation of his own neo-artistic dogmatism, or as a 

result of political pressures, or else merely as a senile practice. 

Historicism, formalism, ideologism, and psychologism 

equally contribute to perpetuating historiographical 

orthodoxy, rather than plausibly explaining complexity.

4 — “We speak of a ‘black’ mirror. But where it mirrors, it 

darkens, of course, but it doesn’t look black, and that which 

is seen in it does not appear ‘dirty’ but ‘deep.’” (Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, Remarks on Colour / Bemerkungen Uber Die Farben, 

Berkeley et al.: University of California Press, 2007, p. 8c.)

5 — Between founding an order and establishing an order, 

Malevich also plays in the two-faced abyss of that diff erence 

by means of a type of contradictory appropriation that is 

more like Schnabel’s Recognitions than Duchamp’s indiff erence: 

an irony compatible with passion, with diff erence and with 

deference; a freedom compatible with the consciousness of 

the limit, a deconstruction that can only be carried out by 

means of immersion.

Malevich on his deathbed, accompanied 
by his mother, his wife, and his daughter, 1934
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Dear Subcomandante Marcos, we are writing to you because we know 
that communication can become a form of struggle: we request the 
opportunity to photograph you with the men, women, and children of 
your group. We would like to make them heard and show the whole 
world the goodness in the faces of those who fight in the name of a 
great idea. We believe that an ideal makes the eyes shine and illuminates 
the faces of those struggling to make it happen. We do not believe in the 
myths of beauty propagated by consumerism.12

Public life has become full of life spies, “trend scouts” whose mission is to detect any glim-
mer of singularity that can be exploited and turned into a fad and placed at the service of 
the publicity function; and also of “life hackers” who introduce trends as hidden persuaders, 
turning everyday life and public space into a theme park, a huge publicity campaign, a massive 
industry of experiences. Life itself, sponsored…

A democratic system of education … is one of the surest ways of creating 
and greatly extending markets for goods of all kinds and especially 
those goods in which fashion may play a part.13

There are already ads on benches in national parks as well as on library 
cards in public libraries, and in December 1998 NASA announced plans 
to solicit ads on its space stations. Pepsi’s ongoing threat to project its 
logo onto the moon’s surface hasn’t yet materialized, but Mattel did paint 
an entire street in Salford, England, ‘a shriekingly bright bubblegum hue’ 
of pink—houses, porches, trees, road, sidewalk, dogs and cars were all 
accessories in the televised celebrations of Barbie Pink Month.… That 
we live a sponsored life is now a truism and it’s a pretty safe bet that as 
spending on advertising continues to rise, we roaches will be treated to 
even more of these ingenious gimmicks, making it ever more diff icult 
and more seemingly pointless to muster even an ounce of outrage.14

We are, in short, dealing with an impublic impolitics, based on the principle of absolute 
advertising, according to which even the most transgressive and spontaneous gesture can 
immediately be co-opted into the inductive mechanism in real time. Wherever there is a social 
conflict, a personal or intersubjective problem, or a glimmer of singularity or spontaneity, it will 
instantly be exploited in real time, appropriated by and in the space of publicity, the space of 
the impolitical, impublic.

Any legitimate cause, such as the expanding hole in the ozone layer or other environmen-
tal concerns, can become part of a political campaign, because another of the prototypical 
conditions of our social space is the schizophrenic relationship between words and actions, 
so that a word is all it takes to cover up an action. This means that Jean Nouvel, for example, 
can continue to talk about how important context is to him as an architect, even after having 

12.   Letter sent by Oliviero Toscani in 1995, on behalf of the multinational corporation Benetton, while planning one of its 
campaigns; cited in Luis Camnitzer, Didáctica de la liberación. Arte conceptualista latinoamericano (Murcia: Cendeac, 
2009), p. 322.

13.   James Rorty, Our Master’s Voice (New York: H. Wolff , 1934), cited in Klein, No Logo, p. 87.
14.   Klein, No Logo, p. 9.
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result of the trinity that links imaginary, symbolic, and 

real. Or, in our current operation, interlinks ethics, aes-

thetics, and logic. See how skillful Charles Peirce is when 

he becomes aware of the lack of any absolute referent from 

which to derive, from which to downwardly decline, the 

normative sciences of feeling, doing, and thinking. In the 

absence of an absolute referent, there is only the prece-

dent of changing tastes in regard to the good, the true, 

and the beautiful. Which is why all opinion is ultimately 

nothing but phantom. In other words, what remains is the 

legal realm, insofar as administration of the unfathomable 

jouissance of the Other, as that which is neither forbidden 

nor obligatory. This observation is more discerning than 

the denial of that referential lack by capitalist discourse, 

which—and don’t forget that this is one of the traditional 

names of the devil—turns the relative into absolute. The 

absolute relative is the sign of a twisting of the discourse 

of the master, of that which nobody was aware of, of the 

negligible creeping of the discourse, which is the root for 

the declination of all forms in which evil, ugliness, and 

lies take the place of divinity, of authority, of that which 

sees without being seen, of that which can be seen but 

cannot be touched. This can leave us literally stupefi ed. 

But don’t we have to begin with the stupefying if we want 

to be able to confront that which is not evident to knowl-

edge? So, my friends, do not be surprised by this declina-

tion that you will fi nd in every corner of the landscape, 

in the remotest spots in the countryside, which is known, 

not without a good dose of cynicism, as “the media”…

Paris, February 14, 1973
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Under the logic of alterne in the third age of the public, alterity no longer testifies to singu-
larity but becomes a requisite for approval; it ceases to be a space of intersubjective produc-
tion and becomes a requisite that turns approval into a mechanism. The logic of alterne is also 
the logic of rights without responsibilities. Given that the political and the public are not states 
but responsibilities, the age of alterne entails a closing of the political.

The side of liberalism that is associated with reducing the political ends up distorting the 
libertarian side of liberalism that is linked to greater freedom and well-being for all citizens, 
leading to a premodern regression that confirms the power of the owners. With the capital-
ization of freedom, politics becomes a resource management system and citizens become 
financing and legitimation units. The extreme development of this liberal logic creates a sym-
bolic space of rights without responsibilities, which leads to the closure of the very notion of 
Law and prevents thinking around the public-political sphere.

The logic of alterne stems from the symbolic erosion of the logic of alterity, of its fulfillment 
in its most perverse forms. 

Marshall McLuhan said that all artifacts, tangible and intangible, are extensions of our bod-
ies, while the anthropologist Edward T. Hall used the term “extension transference” to refer 
to how second-generation, more modern extensions deactivate first-generation extensions, 
which would come to have performative or symbolic rather than legal functions. The gradual 
deactivation of extensions can turn them into monumental functions of legitimation of the new 
extensions that have taken their place. 

We see a clear example of this in parliamentary monarchies, which do not have monarchs 
with executive or legislative powers—like Louis XIV, for example—but monarchs that are more 
like living monuments, more in the tradition of Piero Manzoni than of Philip II. The king in a par-
liamentary monarchy is a monument with symbolic functions rather than monarchic functions, 
because it is assumed that decision-making functions are no longer in the king’s head but in 
parliaments. If we understand how “extension transference” and symbolic erosion work, we will 
also understand why it is that we can easily think—more so all the time—that parliaments are 
increasingly becoming part of this process of symbolic transference, or of symbolic erosion, 
because they are no longer the places where things are decided. As such, they are closer to 
the tradition of the artistic happening than to universal suff rage; they belong to a space of 
symbolic legitimacy, because decisions are made in extra-parliamentary proceedings.

The State has become an administrative management system: on the one hand a middle 
layer between the legitimacy that symbolically stems from the people and as such has to do 
with public politics, and on the other the pressure of de facto powers that the State must serve 
because their power is greater than legitimacy, greater than the public institution. This means 
that the State becomes a publicly funded, publicly legitimized company, completely distorting 
the terms by which our representatives are at our service. It turns them into the employees of 
a public company that pays us and to which we owe the loyalty and trust that is due to those 
who hire us. At the same time, the State acts like a subcontractor, hired in part by the public 
and in part by the private sphere. As Naomi Klein says, “a more accurate term for a system that 
erases the boundaries between Big Government and Big Business is not liberal, conservative or 
capitalist but corporatist.”15 We are in fact looking at a servant State rather than service State.

Public politics thus becomes a chimera that legitimates impolitical and impublic forms of 
administrative management. The profit wars turn the economy into an absolute eco-anomy. 

15. Klein, The Shock Doctrine, p. 18.
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designed the extension of Museo Reina Sofía in Madrid. An action is automatically minimized 
by a discourse, even if the discourse contradicts the action. Simply formulating a discourse is 
enough to wipe the action from memory, like magic. The distortion of significations and the 
irrevocable split between actions and discourses are the consequences of the alteration of the 
logic of alterity and of upward-flowing legitimacy in a new era.

2. The Third Age of the Political

c) Alterne
As the logic of alterity becomes gradually distorted in the impolitical side of liberalism, a 

third age of the public is beginning to emerge. This new age, which follows the age of alter-
nations and the age of alterities, could be described as a logic of alterne. In Spanish, alterne 
refers to superficial, uncommitted relations, to interactions without strong bonds, and even to 
relationships that are open to being exploited…

This advertising campaign for 3M security glass encouraged people to try to break the glass and take the real money that 
had been placed behind it. The incitement to antisocial behavior in public thoroughfares, justified under the legitimacy of 
“participation,” contributes to its institutional implementation.
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1 — “I will sew myself black trousers / from the velvet of my 

voice” (Vladimir Mayakovsky, “Fop’s Blouse,” 1913).

2 — There are two sides to the currency of power: 

mystifi cation and demystifi cation. But before or 

beyond either of them, to symbolize means to reinvent, 

redeconstruct, and dereconstruct. In a sense, the apparent 

exhaustion of our age in its continuum centrifuge of “isms” 

into “neos” indicates both the aging of styles and the 

aging of the gaze, too easily replaced by whimsical or 

badly formulated value judgments… and in the name of a 

plurality of entitlement. “Appropriation, site specifi city, 

impermanence, accumulation, discursivity, hybridization—

these diverse strategies characterize much of the art of the 

present and distinguish it from its modernist predecessors” 

(Craig Owens, “The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory 

of Postmodernism,” October 12 [1980], p. 75). But this means 

that it is necessary to confi ne those predecessors behind 

the barriers that we, in part, built ourselves, and that we 

supposedly managed to escape from. Perhaps we should 

My consciousness lingered in the mirror, 

like a shadow that spreads. As if the thing 

we call fl esh were naught but this collision 

of specters. I was thinking of the things 

that had remained beyond my grasp in 

each of these documents that I have kept 

and classifi ed like a diligent administra-

tor.2

I, President of Space, King of Sarcasm, 

do not recognize myself in them, but nei-

ther do I recognize anything else that I 

sense as being mine. Only documents, 

sophisticated shadows trapped in images, 

Cult of the Eclipse
(Meditations of Malevich on his Deathbed)*

* Written down by Juan Luis Moraza in 1986, on the occasion of the exhibition Malevich at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, 

and later published in Revista de Occidente, no. 165 (February 1995). The annotations that accompany this apocryphal text 

either comment on or expand the text, and at the same time create a parallel and to some extent autonomous discourse. 

Some of the notes (number 1, for instance) are not linked to any specifi c passage of the text, and as such they do not 

include reference marks. In some other cases, the order of the reference marks does not match that of the notes.
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Cult of the Eclipse
(Meditations of Malevich on his Deathbed)*

* Written down by Juan Luis Moraza in 1986, on the occasion of the exhibition Malevich at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, 

and later published in Revista de Occidente, no. 165 (February 1995). The annotations that accompany this apocryphal text 

either comment on or expand the text, and at the same time create a parallel and to some extent autonomous discourse. 

Some of the notes (number 1, for instance) are not linked to any specifi c passage of the text, and as such they do not 

include reference marks. In some other cases, the order of the reference marks does not match that of the notes.
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result of the trinity that links imaginary, symbolic, and 

real. Or, in our current operation, interlinks ethics, aes-

thetics, and logic. See how skillful Charles Peirce is when 

he becomes aware of the lack of any absolute referent from 

which to derive, from which to downwardly decline, the 

normative sciences of feeling, doing, and thinking. In the 

absence of an absolute referent, there is only the prece-

dent of changing tastes in regard to the good, the true, 

and the beautiful. Which is why all opinion is ultimately 

nothing but phantom. In other words, what remains is the 

legal realm, insofar as administration of the unfathomable 

jouissance of the Other, as that which is neither forbidden 

nor obligatory. This observation is more discerning than 

the denial of that referential lack by capitalist discourse, 

which—and don’t forget that this is one of the traditional 

names of the devil—turns the relative into absolute. The 

absolute relative is the sign of a twisting of the discourse 

of the master, of that which nobody was aware of, of the 

negligible creeping of the discourse, which is the root for 

the declination of all forms in which evil, ugliness, and 

lies take the place of divinity, of authority, of that which 

sees without being seen, of that which can be seen but 

cannot be touched. This can leave us literally stupefi ed. 

But don’t we have to begin with the stupefying if we want 

to be able to confront that which is not evident to knowl-

edge? So, my friends, do not be surprised by this declina-

tion that you will fi nd in every corner of the landscape, 

in the remotest spots in the countryside, which is known, 

not without a good dose of cynicism, as “the media”…

Paris, February 14, 1973
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Under the logic of alterne in the third age of the public, alterity no longer testifies to singu-
larity but becomes a requisite for approval; it ceases to be a space of intersubjective produc-
tion and becomes a requisite that turns approval into a mechanism. The logic of alterne is also 
the logic of rights without responsibilities. Given that the political and the public are not states 
but responsibilities, the age of alterne entails a closing of the political.

The side of liberalism that is associated with reducing the political ends up distorting the 
libertarian side of liberalism that is linked to greater freedom and well-being for all citizens, 
leading to a premodern regression that confirms the power of the owners. With the capital-
ization of freedom, politics becomes a resource management system and citizens become 
financing and legitimation units. The extreme development of this liberal logic creates a sym-
bolic space of rights without responsibilities, which leads to the closure of the very notion of 
Law and prevents thinking around the public-political sphere.

The logic of alterne stems from the symbolic erosion of the logic of alterity, of its fulfillment 
in its most perverse forms. 

Marshall McLuhan said that all artifacts, tangible and intangible, are extensions of our bod-
ies, while the anthropologist Edward T. Hall used the term “extension transference” to refer 
to how second-generation, more modern extensions deactivate first-generation extensions, 
which would come to have performative or symbolic rather than legal functions. The gradual 
deactivation of extensions can turn them into monumental functions of legitimation of the new 
extensions that have taken their place. 

We see a clear example of this in parliamentary monarchies, which do not have monarchs 
with executive or legislative powers—like Louis XIV, for example—but monarchs that are more 
like living monuments, more in the tradition of Piero Manzoni than of Philip II. The king in a par-
liamentary monarchy is a monument with symbolic functions rather than monarchic functions, 
because it is assumed that decision-making functions are no longer in the king’s head but in 
parliaments. If we understand how “extension transference” and symbolic erosion work, we will 
also understand why it is that we can easily think—more so all the time—that parliaments are 
increasingly becoming part of this process of symbolic transference, or of symbolic erosion, 
because they are no longer the places where things are decided. As such, they are closer to 
the tradition of the artistic happening than to universal suff rage; they belong to a space of 
symbolic legitimacy, because decisions are made in extra-parliamentary proceedings.

The State has become an administrative management system: on the one hand a middle 
layer between the legitimacy that symbolically stems from the people and as such has to do 
with public politics, and on the other the pressure of de facto powers that the State must serve 
because their power is greater than legitimacy, greater than the public institution. This means 
that the State becomes a publicly funded, publicly legitimized company, completely distorting 
the terms by which our representatives are at our service. It turns them into the employees of 
a public company that pays us and to which we owe the loyalty and trust that is due to those 
who hire us. At the same time, the State acts like a subcontractor, hired in part by the public 
and in part by the private sphere. As Naomi Klein says, “a more accurate term for a system that 
erases the boundaries between Big Government and Big Business is not liberal, conservative or 
capitalist but corporatist.”15 We are in fact looking at a servant State rather than service State.

Public politics thus becomes a chimera that legitimates impolitical and impublic forms of 
administrative management. The profit wars turn the economy into an absolute eco-anomy. 

15. Klein, The Shock Doctrine, p. 18.
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dark convex mirrors that refl ect each oth-

er, no longer knowing who is looking at 

whom. The more real a mirage seems, the 

more it deceives us; as the poet said, the 

devil’s greatest trick is to convince us that 

he doesn’t exist. Can I say the same of god, 

or of myself ? Because an honest lie is not 

a deceitful truth. Nor is a lie with an al-

ibi a truth. Nor does this bed I am lying 

on form part of me.3 The train of events, 

with its shiny wagons, is what troubles my 

traveler’s eyes and inhales my body even 

before I get on. I no longer know where it 

ends and where I begin. My eyes are tired 

in a rush of images, I see myself in motion 

and blurred, or perhaps it is only in mo-

tion that I manage to see. In this closed 

box of memories I look at the images and 

confuse the dates. Suddenly, posing for 

this photo beside that old self-portrait and 

the black square, a profane trinity… Even 

so, I cannot tell myself apart from the 

many peasants I have painted, against the 

background of their landscape and their 

work, with their tools in their hands and 

the spirit in their eyes.4

I have said so many things that I no lon-

ger know where the legend begins.5 One 

writes one’s biography twice over. A fi rst, 

original, strange, lived version that is irre-

trievably lost like the air you breathe. And 

a second one, written for others—and 

for the part of us in which we recognize 

ourselves—in which we introduce certain 

errors—which common sense calls “im-

provements”—by way of poetic license.6

What should we keep for memory in the 

end? What image is to be taken along like 

a suitcase for the road, and what feeling is 

to be stored away for times of rest?… My 

ever-young friends Lyubov Sergeevna, 

Mikhail, Vladimir, Petr… in my eyes I keep 

apply the label “postmodern” to all the artists or periods that 

display these “values” (or counter-values). Either that or 

condemn the contemporary world for presuming to set itself 

apart from that which it shares with the rest—a gesture that 

is certainly original, characteristic, and also suspect. Behind 

its mask of insolence, every appropriation conceals another. 

But Jeff  Koons or Jiří Dokoupil will not be important as a 

fi tting illustration of a new period agreed upon by all: as an 

exemplary model of a time that has become predestination. 

But rather, for their renewedly subtle and complex capacity 

to establish and propose. As Hal Foster has pointed out, we 

do not need a reduction so much as a revision of modernism: 

a loosening of its supposed obstinacy; or simply a dropping 

of all that “for-against” obsession that is simply another form 

of nostalgia or formality.

3 — The enigma of Malevich is usually circumscribed to his 

fi nal, unprecedented return to painting, and interpreted as 

a recapitulation of his own neo-artistic dogmatism, or as a 

result of political pressures, or else merely as a senile practice. 

Historicism, formalism, ideologism, and psychologism 

equally contribute to perpetuating historiographical 

orthodoxy, rather than plausibly explaining complexity.

4 — “We speak of a ‘black’ mirror. But where it mirrors, it 

darkens, of course, but it doesn’t look black, and that which 

is seen in it does not appear ‘dirty’ but ‘deep.’” (Ludwig 

Wittgenstein, Remarks on Colour / Bemerkungen Uber Die Farben, 

Berkeley et al.: University of California Press, 2007, p. 8c.)

5 — Between founding an order and establishing an order, 

Malevich also plays in the two-faced abyss of that diff erence 

by means of a type of contradictory appropriation that is 

more like Schnabel’s Recognitions than Duchamp’s indiff erence: 

an irony compatible with passion, with diff erence and with 

deference; a freedom compatible with the consciousness of 

the limit, a deconstruction that can only be carried out by 

means of immersion.

Malevich on his deathbed, accompanied 
by his mother, his wife, and his daughter, 1934
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The nationalization of debt and the privatization of profit suit the interests of the functional 
divide between public responsibilities (and expenditure) and private rights (and profits). It is a 
dynamic that expropriates the public and the political, deliberately confusing democratic rights 
with the right to generate wealth and to establish capital and shifting the political toward the 
economic.

πόλις
estrangeability

negotiation
co-responsibility

οἶκος
appropriation

distribution
possession

CIVIS PUBLIC
POLITICS

SOCIAL 
ECONOMY

PRIVIS
INCIVIS

IMPUBLIC
IMPOLITICS

INCIVIL
ECO-ANOMY

non-negotiation
exploitation

irresponsibility

non-distribution
exploitation

waste

While the etymology of “economy” refers to household management, with the house being 
the planet, the Greeks also had the word anomos, which was the opposite of management or 
distribution, and referred to miserly non-sharing. The logic of today’s economy would appear 
to be more like an eco-anomy: a non-sharing, non-distribution system that is very similar to 
the surplus-value chain that Marx clearly showed. This is increasingly so as wealth becomes 
concentrated in an ever-smaller number of hands, which is what the logic of surplus value 
tends toward.

If politics is the continuation of the eco-anomic by other means, and the public sphere is a 
continuation of the private sphere by other means, then society is retreating into premodern, 
feudal States. Public administrations persuade us that restricting the freedom of private enter-
prise contributes to public bankruptcy… Even disorder, disaster, chaos, crises, wars, and politi-
cal conflicts of all types are excellent instruments for the growth of the logic of surplus value.

A State of this kind, at the service of econ-anomy, can no longer be representative. This 
means that in the twenty-first century it will be up to us to rethink public policy from the per-
spective of a new logic, which can no longer be the logic of alterity. But as its legitimacy is at 
stake in representation, the State has to put a great deal of energy into representing itself, into 
becoming representative and acquiring legitimacy at any price. Public authorities are impotent 
and squander most of their eff orts on conquering public legitimacy, conquering public opinion, 
and covering the symbolic economy of suff rage.

Crises also result in profits for corporations, losses for states, and a gradual increase in 
expenditure on publicity, both political propaganda and commercial advertising. Public space 
thus becomes a battlefield of colonial conquest, while the public or the social sphere comes to 
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the extreme luminosity of an eclipse. That 

dazzling gold, an image full of sun against 

the very things it caressed. I, with my 

small box of paints… It was so diff erent, 

that Parisian light that I fi nally managed 

to transmit to Lev Kvachevski in Moscow, 

and that I saw in Saint Petersburg, from 

this other white light that seemed to me 

Russian in Finland that summer!… the 

First Congress of Singers of the Future… 

Just thinking about that summer moves 

me: Zaum Cric Cric Zas Zaum: Kruchenykh 

spoke like the angels, like the animals and 

like things… and in the end it was a person 

speaking. Our games with sounds, words, 

and shapes were like cracks through 

which to escape; they were just anoth-

er game, another trick that set even the 

most stable things in motion.7 Although I 

didn’t realize, it was the birth of the fi rst 

Suprematist painting.

Now I lay here darkly on the white lin-

en in my last painting, my certain death-

bed. I will proclaim my fi nal manifesto 

just as vigorously: Zas Zaus Zeus Zas.8 A 

visual onomatopoeia of noise, an explo-

sion that disrupts time, not silence, like 

an exceptional origin that makes it submit 

to the chaotic dance of the rite. A scan-

dalous image with a divine name and with 

the spasm as its plot, as its drama: space 

and my domain: a concentrate of fi re and 

darkness. We fl ung the festive burning of 

shadow works into the black air of the 

night, and its sound was time. Our revolu-

tion and our party.

I glance upward and once again I see 

the sun on this black square on the head-

board… my last vision, the sacred eclipse, 

Venus adored by freedom, the bulb that 

gives off  light but is painful to look at, or 

the light that shines but does not give off  

6 — In fact, the readymade and the black square were 

foundation stones for the architecture of contemporary 

art. They emerged at the same time, escaping from a 

Cubo-Futurist substratum that they both sensed to be 

mere mechanical impressionism. Both had the desire to 

qualitatively destabilize the artistic being, both had the 

same degree of self-awareness, but also the same nostalgia for 
the infi nite that would turn limits into the object of worship 

and transgression, in an attempt to cure the wound of 

emancipation. (Contemporary comic tragedy is not based—

as Eugenio Trías believes—on the tension between a need 

and a search for a center of transcendence or meaning on 

one hand, and the hollowing out of that center, which is the 

foundational core of all religion or science, on the other. 

Rather, it is based on the tension between an obsession with 

transgressing boundaries—leaving the center hollow only 

as a consequence—and the increasingly strong certainty 

that every periphery conquered becomes a new center, 

every transgression a new cult, every literality a new 

transcendence.) Even so, the aspects of both that are in 

keeping with that reducing model is all that photography 

and history just barely manage to refl ect, that which will 

leave a wake in an academy. The rest, the territory of the 

spectator and of real expectation, becomes more complex, 

more subtle and contradictory; the logic that affi  rms the 

manifesto, the declaration of intentions, the discourse, 

even in spite of the actual author, becomes discursive and 

radical. The photogenic nature of the readymade became 

destiny in Duchamp: the prophecy of a modern tradition 

of transgression that much of today’s art is still faithful to… 

As the same will be said of the Black Square. There are four 

substantially diff erent versions, a full cycle of four moments 

of the same Suprematism: the fi rst emerged unconsciously, 

as backdrop. The second was a conscious warning. The third 

was simulation. The fourth, self-sacrifi ce and transcendence.

7 — In 1913, Malevich tried going beyond the boundaries 

of common sense by means of what he called alogism, a 

genuinely Dada attitude that showed how very far he had 

come from the aesthetic tradition that he had started from. 

In that year’s opera (Victory Over the Sun), all the Suprematist 

iconography appeared rudimentarily disguised in theatrical 

costumes and backdrops. And at the same time it summed 

up all of the internal confl icts of a process that would begin 

in revolutionary Russia and end with the autocracy of the 

man of steel (Stalin). While for the painter it was a major but 

temporary change in the nature of his work, for his country 

it was an imposed destiny (a black, vast, red square).

8 — Pherecydes of Syros (mid-6th century BC) used 

Zas as an etymological form of Zeus (perhaps, it has been 

suggested, as a way of emphasizing the intensive prefi x Za, 

as in zatheos—wholly divine, extremely sacred—or perhaps 

trying to link the sky-god Zeus with the earth-goddess Gaia, 

which is Za in its Cypriot form). But also as an onomatopoeia 

with more fi tting origins than our own big bang.
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be seen as a supplier of financing for the company, both the public company and the private 
company.

In the third age of the political, public politics are impublic impolitics. The logic of non-dis-
tribution and non-negotiation is an incivil logic. In the third age of the political, incivility is 
institutional, but it is also anti-institutional in the private and public spheres. The logic of rights 
without responsibility means that impublic impolitics belongs to the order of domination and 
also to the order of rebellion. The arm of the law does not reach those who are above the law 
or those who are below it.

INCIVILITIES
INSTITUTIONAL

irresponsibility

(PUBLIC/PRIVATE)

public administration
corporations

supranational, suprasystem

IMPUBLIC IMPOLITICS
INCIVIL ECO-ANOMY
INSOCIAL JUSTICE

bureaucracy, technocracy
abuses, despotism

extreme wealth 
corruption

above the law

arché
“order of domination”

ANTI-INSTITUTIONAL

irresponsibility

(PRIVATE/PUBLIC)

individuals
associations

“disorder of revolt”

INCIVIL BEHAVIOR
DOMESTIC ECONOMIES

anti-state, anti-system

anarché 
below the law

rebellion, sabotage
disobedience, occupation

corruption

.rights without responsibilities

I. From Crisis to Kitsch

The space of publicity in the third age of the political is a territory of conquest. It is the 
space in which the politically impossible can become politically inevitable. The space of the 
induced suspension of distrust, the space of fiction.

Political publicity and the politics of publicity enable us to understand the relationship be-
tween ethics and aesthetics. Political aesthetics reveal the latent underlying layers that fuel 
visible ideologies: they represent what ideology conceals from itself. Although philosophical 
and political traditions have always argued the opposite, aesthetics is the deepest substratum 
of ethics. Aesthetics is not the innocuous and merely formal surface of ethical significations 
or the outward appearance of actions. Aesthetics reveals the invisible depths that inspire and 
support the significations. It is the ethical witness to ethics. 

The third age of the political does not only lead to “diff use aestheticization” but also to eth-
ical diff usion. The rise of insignificance in “advanced” societies coincides with the apotheosis 
of significations and signicities, with the “crisis of criticism,”16 with subsidized dissidence as 
fashion (the flow of the relative and marketable) and as academia (the deposit of the stabili-
zation of the absolute). The relative becomes absolute, the open is imposed as closure, and 

16.   Cornelius Castoriadis, The Rising Tide of Insignificancy (The Big Sleep) (1994), trans. Anon. (New York: Not Bored!, 
2003), p. 130, available on the Internet at www.notbored.org/RTI.pdf.
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even recognizable as publicity, or it instrumentalizes the most easily identifiable media and 
social concerns so that they operate as agents of publicity. As a result, public space, and thus 
political space, is totally saturated.

IV. Law of the Publicity of the Political, or Law of Ornamental Induction

The intensity of publicity (π) is inversely proportional to the level of legitimacy (leg); 
where the intensity of publicity (π) is an ornamental-monumental scale, defined as at-
testing to the structural conflict. 

ƒ (π)
ƒ (leg)

1

The publicity function becomes richer and more complex as public opinion loses faith in the 
principles of legitimation. As such, opinion-shaping technologies become psychosocial tech-
nologies of the first order, and a privileged vantage point for thinking about and questioning 
public space.

In 1974, the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) was commissioned to carry out social re-
search and contribute to global development by means of market intensification, of both prod-
ucts and ideas, as part of a project called “Values & Lifestyles.” Their study soon found that 
public space was undergoing significant change, particularly because advertising was increas-
ingly falling into disrepute. The study ended up categorizing citizens under four types of public 
opinion: need-driven, outer-directed, inner-directed, and combined outer- and inner-directed. 

The researchers determined that the need-drivens don’t count because they lack purchas-
ing power, although they do have decision-making power as voters; as such, although they 
may not be important to corporate advertisers, they are to political publicity.

The integrated outer- and inner-directeds were described as people who believe in the 
system and are conservative and well-established in terms of social status, hierarchies, etc. 
They would be the target audience for advertising campaigns for products symbolically linked 
to status and to established social values.

The outer-directeds had less power and lower social status than the previous group, but 
envy or the desire for self-improvement led them to identify with them and their values and to 
attempt to emulate them by consuming signifiers linked to those values, even if they were of 
lower quality. Most of the advertising from the start of the post-Fordist era up until that point 
had been targeted at them.

The researchers quickly realized that one of the reasons for the collapse of the markets 
was a widespread dissatisfaction, which had to do with the loss of legitimacy of economic 
development. They identified the incipient emergence of a new social class that was to take 
center stage in the decades that followed: they called them inner-directed or “societally con-
scious,” because they felt more committed to social causes than to established values, to their 
emotional lives than to professional status. This group basically consisted of young people 
who were equipped against the inductive eff ects of publicity and propaganda. The researchers 
immediately realized the importance that this new emerging class would take on in the future. 
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light… I close my eyes and years go by and 

I open them again. I no longer know how 

it went. It seems that when Galileo was a 

boy, the swinging of a church lamp pro-

voked a feeling in him that he pursued for 

a lifetime, and fi nally managed to catch. 

Perhaps my image is also something like 

that swooning I felt on that sunny, wintry 

Sunday in the middle of summer. I threw a 

stone or a die into the air, and chance was 

at stake: the black stone of the building of 

my passion… It was an instant that lasted 

I don’t know how long, in which the sun 

was trapped in my little stone: the reason 

behind everything, the sky vanquished, 

like the sea, by the boy who names it. The 

discovery of the futility of reason, trans-

rational realism… trans-mentality born as 

restorative rest, as an artifi cial and mo-

mentary triumph that lasted a lifetime or 

more.

I think that my journey has been a re-

turn journey from here to a diff erent here, 

from one person to another. Like the die 

that is thrown in the air and is diff erent, 

other, when it falls. And at that “all is 

possible” moment in which reality proves 

to be more ductile than ever before, fro-

zen up above for an instant before fall-

ing, I sent that black, square fragment9 

like a king of the sky, an invisible fi re of 

life, growing and shrinking like the color 

of the sky. I don’t know when I realized 

that colors are the dark spectrum of the 

eclipse…, the diff erent ways in which mat-

ter conceals the light. The only way in 

which it is granted to us to see it. Every 

object, every color, every being is an atom 

of eclipse, a living organism of negation 

and glare, united.

How tentative and contradictory form 

is! Virgin and courtesan, apostolic and 

9. The Black Square from 1915, as Dmitri Sarabianov wrote, 
“not only captivated a public that had lost interest in artistic 

innovation but also spoke as a new way of seeking god, the 

symbol of a new religion.” While the futurists advocated it as 

a substitute for Madonnas and Venuses, the more reactionary 

critics considered it “A principle of vile desolation … the 

desecration of all that is beloved and cherished, fl aunting 

its desire to guide everything to destruction” (Alexandre 

Benois, 1915). The black square would certainly have sparked 

a hygienic impulse, annulling in the heart of the orthogonal 

spirit the impurities that aff ect and characterize life. And 

that denial seems to contain a sanctity that was to constantly 

recur in the contemporary world. The work shifted the 

object toward a sign of fugocentric transcendence so as 

to, in Lyotard’s words, “present the unpresentable… it will 

make one see only by prohibiting one from seeing; it will 

give pleasure only by giving pain” (Jean-François Lyotard, 

The Postmodern Explained to Children: Correspondence, 1982–1985, 

Sydney: Power Publications, 1992, p. 20). I would add that 

it celebrated freedom, glorifying the radical discipline of 

the orthogon. Fleeing the center, it would shift identity 

toward sublimation. It implemented the type of shift from 

constitutive (structural) to ideological (superstructural) 

interest that would later be profusely developed in the 

contemporary world.
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for some of his eccentricities than for his art—reality is a 

phagic experience, in the sense that the brain that knows 

chews the world. Dalí sees the brain as mouth, and all 

knowledge as cannibal. But to place knowledge on the side 

of consumption refers rather to the notion of an implacable 

orality, on the side of perversion. As will become clear, in 

this relationship between consumption and orality, the eye 

transformed into a sucking mouth is what philosophers call 

visual culture, providing the discourse of capitalism with 

the veneer of university discourse. Don’t take this as a sim-

ple joke; I’ll leave you to consider its implications. 

Given that eating also means dissipating, destroying, we 

can see that foreclosure could also be called dissipation, 

obvious-obese. Eating leads to obesity, to that state of be-

ing fully nourished (obsesus); it means that there is no lack, 

that everything is eaten, that all is consumption, that eat-

ing never ends, that there can be no satiety because there 

is nothing but a denial of lack. If a visual regression to 

the primitive object of devouring compensates the frus-

tration of love, this relationship provides a model, a mold 

for that kind of circulation of demand, of supply, and of 

need, which connects orality and visuality. The principal 

value that the visual aspect takes on in this discourse is 

based on this foreclosing of knowledge that gives way to 

voracity. Here, the Sanskrit term avidya, which means ne-

science—the absence of knowing (a-vidya), that which 

prevents knowing of what is not known—also designates 

greed. The subject places himself over the à la carte menu 

of the cannibal who, as each of you knows, is never absent 

from any communional phantom. This could take us far 

if we think in terms of the current failure of suff rage as 
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all diversity and singularity is drained of life and turned into identifiable, codified, reproducible 
phenomena. It is the hyperrealization of the modern tradition, as well as the implementation 
of a kitsch culture. The radical questioning of social significations has not led to a critical or 
self-critical society but to an apotheosis of skeptical naivety and absolutist relativism, to a 
crisis of crisis. We have gone from crisis (krísis) to kitsch.

We can identify three elements of the kitsch of the third age of the political: (1) the sus-
pension of any crisis of representation (realisms), (2) the institutionalization of transgression 
(academies), and (3) the falsification of the value system (corruptions). 

Kitsch does not mean bad taste. The small group of important thinkers who addressed the 
question of kitsch—Hermann Broch, Abraham Moles, Gillo Dorfles, Clement Greenberg, Tomas 
Kulka—describe it as a falsification of the value system. Just as Rococo art was of no use to 
postrevolutionary powers in the nineteenth century, modern art is no longer useful to the de 
facto powers of advanced capitalism, although it is still useful to their academization. The cat-
egory “kitsch” allows us to connect political kitsch with the modern art academy, an essential 
step if we are to understand how art can contribute to the notion of public politics today.

Gillo Dorfles writes that “perhaps politics is always kitsch. Which would prove that there 
can be no agreement between politics and art. But it may be better to say that ‘bad politics’ is 
kitsch.”17 By “bad politics” Dorfles probably meant impolitics, which is why he used Nazi aes-
thetics and the ethics of fascism to illustrate kitsch, as did Moles and Broch.

Modern art—what has come to be recognized as art in modernity—is connected to the 
political in that it values the singular in relation to the common as ascending legitimacy, from 
citizens to governments. The aesthetics of discontinuity that are characteristic of modernity 
are structurally political and subjectually public. 

But it is diff icult to define the relationship or disconnection between aesthetic qualification 
and ethical determination. Even the strongly hegemonic de facto powers in classical antiquity 
did not produce what we call kitsch, in the sense of bad art. Either that or we have become 
accustomed to certain forms of art that were once considered kitsch, and neo-classically rein-
terpreted them as great art. According to Dorfles:

17. Gillo Dorfles, Kitsch: The World of Bad Taste (New York: Universe Books, 1969), p. 113.

Publicity poster showing Gaddafi, Libya, 2006Publicity poster for a political campaign, Vigo, 2010
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skeptical, a mix of the complete and the 

incomplete, of concord and dissonance, 

change and necessity, indetermination 

and determination in a single seism… site 

of the relative, hybrid seed, reason of orna-

ment. Yes, it would be better to call form a 

seism… The cyclopean eye of a hurricane 

where materialism and idealism collide, 

where formalism is thrown into crisis. 

Where the agitation of confl ict struggles 

against indiff erence and against the iner-

tia of space.10 Where place disrupts move-

ment. The abyssal between Heraclitus and 

Parmenides: the dark agnostic, apprentice 

of contradiction, hybridization, the or-

namental, and the relative… against the 

theosophist, master of scientifi st hygiene, 

of the absolute, of autonomy, of non-con-

tradiction…11

The sun is invisible also; I look at it 

and it dazzles me. The image is an excess 

that the eyes are banned from. Invisible 

threads keep it taut in the fi rmament. I 

tried to suggest the invisible, hiding the 

strings in the canopy of heaven, like a 

clear fog so that the forms, like glowing 

eclipses, would betray the artifi ce. My 

white is not a background, it is the opacity 

of a white eclipse, a nonfi gurative agita-

tion that I, a man, can only see as fi gura-

tive. A light that points out but does not 

reveal the hidden mechanism that tenses 

the constellations.12 This is why Eight Red 
Rectangles were a tentative and contradic-

tory cluster of shapes tensed by external 

forces, in which the limit did not coincide 

with the physical edge but with a web of 

intersections and decenterings that it or-

ganized from without the work, in that 

space in which dying plays at living. That 

complex form is not isolated; in itself, it 

determines an exact, though not obvious, 

10 — But the corporality, tactility, and objectual density 

of the black square of 1915 are signs of a classic passion for 

painting, and at the same time belie the spiritualism and 

purism that supposedly characterize the Suprematist form. 

Although the Suprematist doctrine embodies a certain 

theology of specifi city, of pure form, transparency, literality, 

and autonomy, which stem from dialectical materialism, it 

also exemplifi es the contemporary idealism of the creating 

situation, the total artwork, the fusion of art and life, textual 

interactivity… When it comes down to it, a form of utopian 

materialism in regard to the project… and a candid idealism 

in regard to the real world: spiritism and spiritualism end 

up merging.

11 — Curiously but understandably, Stalinism emphatically 

loathed the work that we can consider most Stalinist… 

To the eyes of Russian statist orthodoxy, the mysterious 

randomness that surrounded the electron—as the 

science of the time was starting to understand it (Werner 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty, Niels Bohr’s complementarity, 

Ludwig Boltzmann’s entropy, etc.)—was not in keeping 

with the rigid determinism of dialectic materialism. The 

paradoxes inherent to Bohr’s complementarity, for example, 

and to Johann Josef Loschmidt’s entropy paradox, appeared 

to evoke a mystic, transcendental electron that refused 

to be captured by means of materialist methods (Martin 

Gardner)… The Suprematist form would certainly be more 

in keeping with the alogical, uncertain complexity of the 

new vision of matter than with the deterministic image of 

dialectic materialism. A certain cult of artistic fragmentation 

and distortion now claims to be in tune with a new entropic 

vision of the universe, although it is actually simply dealing 

with deterministic, tardy illustrations of an image that has 

been superseded by subsequent scientifi c knowledge.

12 — “Invisible harmony is better than visible harmony” 

(Heraclitus). The work becomes the cyclopean eye of 

a hurricane in which materialism and idealism collide. 

Space is not inert, and it is altered by its content. Position 

and movement are connected in a single operation… 

Black Square on White Background, 1915 
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For centuries, great religions, philosophical currents, and politics of the 
past have inspired so-called “good art.”… Nowadays, whenever art has to 
bow down to politics, or generally speaking, some sort of ideology, even 
a religious one, it immediately becomes kitsch?18

Or as Clement Greenberg writes:      

Where today a political regime establishes an off icial cultural policy, 
it is for the sake of demagogy. If kitsch is the off icial tendency of 
culture in Germany, Italy, and Russia, it is not because their respective 
governments are controlled by philistines but because kitsch is the 
culture of the masses in these countries, as it is everywhere else.19 

And there is in fact a devaluation of expectations, a degradation of experience, in both 
political kitsch and aesthetic kitsch. From “man as the measure of all things” (Protagoras), to 
“the little man as the measure of all things” (Abraham Moles), from “beauty as the promise of 
happiness” (Stendhal), to “kitsch as the recipe for happiness” (Moles), there has been a low-
ering of the commitment to experiential richness and complexity, both at the individual and 
interpersonal or social levels 

Both aesthetically and ethically, Tomas Kulka argues, kitsch does not develop the possi-
bilities of a composition, it does not expand expressive potential, it does not recreate singu-
lar traits, it does not interpret, it does not innovate. It works with stereotypes. Kitsch usually 
represents objects in the simplest and most obvious ways; it represents what is commonly 
accepted as beautiful or emotional, what is easily recognizable and interpretable, and it does 
not significantly enrich our mental associations in relation to it.

We can thus consider that kitsch lowers expectations and reduces aesthetic, political, and 
public commitments. This debasement reduces experience to purely functional terms, and it 
also characterizes the ways in which the publicity function establishes the notion of reality. 

II. Realisms and Irresponsibilities

Through its aesthetic strategies, publicity induces public opinion to influence the ways in 
which it feels, thinks, and speaks. Reality corresponds to the series of realist systems that we 
accept as true or eff ective. Realism is not defined by the relationship between a sign and its 
semantic correspondence to its supposed referent but by the pragmatic connection between 
a user and a system of representation. In other words, realism has to do with the natural ease 
with which an individual uses a form of representation and constructs the eff ects of truth, and 
thus with the denial of any crisis of representation, with the suspension of distrust. 

Through modern art we have grown accustomed to the idea of art as a system of repre-
sentation in crisis, as a way of approaching truth that is beyond prejudices and conventions, 
beyond given or inherited notions of reality. To question means to go beyond appearances, 
to challenge this crisis of representation, and to step away from the arbitrary, questionable, 
and thus negotiable nature of the construction of reality. Reality means entering into a space 

18. Ibid.
19. Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch”, Partisan Review 6 (Fall 1939), pp. 34–49.
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19 — Old discussions take on new names and new 

conditions. The formulation of the problem diversifi es and 

becomes more sophisticated, but certain paradigms are 

re-embodied without the possibility of a predetermined 

solution: nature-art becomes reality-art. Fear of isolation 

projects dispersion. The everyday object becomes aristocrat, 

replacing the noble; the museum identifi es the fi niteness of 

the union and the street embodies the sacred inebriation of 

the infi nite. Commitment is sublimated in a dual sense: it 

lags in the stratosphere of isolation… or it is transformed 

into mere ethics, into simulation. Prudence becomes 

recklessness, the awareness of the limit, idealism as alibi. 

And after metaphysics, the philosopher inhales the poem. 

Eff ervescence and shock in the Suprematist form, now in the 

landscape. A diffi  cult optical game of convex and spherical 

mirrors in which the mirage is most deceiving when what we 

see seems other than the person who is looking.

20 — Back and forth, from one person to another in a path 

without place, or perhaps a place without a path.

21 — Etc.

another eclipse for the earth. And so it 

will be I who hides the sun beneath the 

earth. My fi nal victory. And at my back, 

my fi nal signature, the last black square, 

the visible part of my tomb. Only a story 

is refl ected in a photograph or in history. I 

look at the photographer and try to lie, an 

expression of profoundness before death. 

In my eyes I pretend to feign sincerity and 

I look at him directly but absently, trying 

to transmit the sense that all the wisdom 

that remains to be spoken by me is con-

tained in that gaze. Then I half close my 

eyes so as to guide his toward the eclipse… 

He will know how to blend with utmost 

precision.20

February 1935, Leningrad

K.M.

The prevision of the black square as 
mortuary element, in a sketch for his tomb, 1935 
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same time as it is reinterpreted—, transmission is not just transference or just memory, 
document, or monument. Transmission is also creation, heritage creation. Artists are basi-
cally creators of heritage; they produce value within a complex value chain. 

Under this threefold commitment, I would like to finish by evoking Gandhi’s response on 
being asked what he thought about Western civilization. To recontextualize his reply, if you ask 
me what I think about public policy, I would say: “I think it would be a good idea…”
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relationship to reality. Complexity, eff er-

vescence, shock, the Suprematist form 

and the landscape now…

As I lie here, this room is my fi nal land-

scape, and like a star in this orthogonal 

fi rmament, my beloved personal eclipse… 

A great love story, ours: our aff air played 

out among gods. Yes, you have been my 

adolescent yearning, my pleasure, my ob-

session, my disenchantment, my habit, my 

banner, my downfall, and my signature, 

beloved black square. In you, the romantic 

and the metaphysician, the religious and 

the secular man, the peasant and the citi-

zen, all the men I have been, have been in 

you like a hurricane with a woman’s name, 

my beloved seism. That fl ag of the revolu-

tion is the crucifi x over this bed; I glance 

upward and I look at it as the last thing I 

see, and, once again, it moves me.10

Painting is the elixir of a race, 

Rembrandt’s gift for seeing light in dark-

ness, spirituality in matter; the fusion of 

the apostle and the skeptic, the sacred 

and the profane, in Botticelli, but above 

all in Cimabue… And I loved that race that 

needed to deny, denounce, overcome. Just 

as Byron, when he was just over four years 

old, sensed that good is the grandfather of 

evil, and that with each turn of the screw, 

each uprising of freedom, each new con-

sciousness, the shackles tighten. Every 

early fi delity, a contribution to the end; 

every liturgy, profanation. A look at the 

small things reveals the malevolent com-

position of all good. The darkness makes 

up the light and the light is the mold of 

darkness. Isn’t it ridiculous? That the ag-

itation should never weary, that it should 

continue yearning to persist, a breath of 

fi re to keep existing like an extinct drag-

on?… That it should be necessary to create 

Suprematist form, like Heraclitean being, is the sum of “that 

which is whole and that which is not whole, the concordant 

and the discordant.” It is a conjoining of determination 

and indetermination, of cosmos and chaos, of chance and 

necessity. And its limits do not correspond to its physical 

edge; instead, its relationship to the exterior is defi ned 

by a constitutive web that opens out beyond the physical 

format of the work. As such it is a relational being rather 

than an isolated or autonomous one. In Piet Mondrian, as in 

Parmenides, time disappears when we remain still: white is 

the inert backdrop of an orthogonal web that emphatically, 

deductively, distributes space but does not alter it, moving 

the masses of colors and the structural density toward the 

limits, but never beyond the edge. The Parmenidean being 

is whole (what is because it is, A = A, etc.), immobile, and 

infi nite; and given that an extreme limit exists, it is totally 

fi nished. And modern fragmentation is aimed against it 

rather than against the uncertain Heraclitean being.

Malevich’s Black Square, hanging in the sacred corner of 
icons, in 1915, during the exhibition 0.10.
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the disguise, the folklore… And the com-

icality of my own signature. My fourth 

black square now transformed into a per-

sonal and also a cultural signature. The 

signature of my world and my program. 

And the faces appeared, in spite of the 

signature and at the expense of their dis-

guises… The paint fl owed between lines, 

between conventions. It redeemed desire 

with the sign of the eclipse. I thus sacri-

fi ced my good name to conjure up a per-

son.

The impassioned counterpoint of my 

life in the face of the cold white light of 

my darkness. Chance was necessary. As 

was my sacrifi ce.18 Because the crucible 

of my painting contains a nothing de-

ferred to me by my race. Because reality 

is a room, art a window, and death a door. 

I do not want to know anything before 

returning to my people their sincere alo-
gism, the absurd reason that attests to their 

vain madness, the reason for having been 

spawned thus. Such is my inverse move-

ment, my fi nal piece of mischief, a spiral 

that does not go up or down, and that 

sinks into the opportune night.20 I believe 

I am crossing the fates of this famous night 

in the world without end: I fi nally arrive at 

the place where I think I should be, and I 

see what separates me from life… the small 

breath, ZAS, ZEUS, blow after blow, glow 

after glow, a percussion of lights. If there 

is one thing I lament, it is not being able to 

continue with this game of concealment. I 

would allow many corrections to my past 

in exchange for just one more morning.

They should bury me facing the earth, 

with my back to the sun; such that the 

earth becomes my eclipse, a fi lter inter-

posed between my remains and the sun… 

but also so that I would become cause of 

of reality) of the modern project itself transferred to life… 

(b) A sacrifi cial moment that recovers faces and combines 

diff erent registers. Only two aspects of the formalizing 

National-Suprematist-Communist project remain: the 

disguise—folklore, his program perversely made reality—

and the black square transformed into his own signature 

(his program made into an emblem, a nominalist sign, a solid 

form). He thus sacrifi ces the name to the anagram, to the 

sign of the eclipse. And at the same time he cries out against 

the conversion into emblem of something that had been a 

sign of freedom.

17 — Even if it would be as naïve and messianic as history 

would have it to raise the memory of an impulse to the 

level of fetish, Malevich’s caustic attachment to the black 

painting that served as a cross on his deathbed, during his 

funeral procession through the whole of Saint Petersburg, 

and on his grave, and his revolutionary and personal 

importance, nonetheless suggest the ideological double edge 

that he himself was obviously not oblivious to. Malevich 

is neither the model of a respectable citizen nor a pioneer 

of postmodernity. In him, the passion of the mystic meets 

the distance of the skeptic. The naivety of the adolescent 

artist who knows himself to be the protagonist of a heroic 

fate meets the irony of the adult, who knows that this role 

is a mere and uncertain representation: a drama in every 

sense. Voltaire’s Candide meets Marguerite Yourcenar’s 

Zeno from The Abyss. In 1917, in the explosive heart of the 

revolution, in the midst of post-Futurist eff ervescence, he 

(as the Count of Lautreamont) named himself president of 

space. And we can no longer interpret it as a mere candid 

and messianic gesture… or at least it is no less ironic than 

Gilbert & George’s self-proclamation (fi fty years later) as 

living sculptures, or Kostabi’s radical cynicism.

18 — We should get used to the idea that the historical avant-

garde also had a good dose of distance from its cultural, 

methodological, and ideological substratum; a good dose 

of fl eshiness, complexity, and humor. And also to the idea 

that the richness of that adventure arises from the tension 

and the intensity with which it accepted its commitments 

to the complexity of the time. All of which is far from the 

Calvinist, puritan image that later emerged, to please a 

certain idea of hygiene—in the modern movement—or to 

defend a contagion—in the postmodern myth. This does not 

excuse the past but rather downplays our innocence. The 

legitimation of that historiographic construction that we 

call “pure style” or “ism” has been suffi  ciently challenged. 

Determinism and evolutionism cannot prevent a gesture 

of transmutation that, in art, often appears in the form of 

revolt, not necessarily against tradition (that boring, fake, 

polarized, belligerent story of the outs against the ins, the 

hot against the cool, high against low, classicism against 

mannerism, abstract against fi gurative, objectual against 

contextual, etc.), but rather in favor of their own need to 

constitute.
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of realism in which kitsch has made itself at home, where everything is taken for granted and 
nothing is in jeopardy. As the institutional success of the transgressive avant-garde began 
to create a whole repertoire of crises of representations—suff iciently recognizable so as to 
be adopted and combined—, of localized and accepted transgressions, the very possibility 
of a crisis of representation came to an end. This ending announced a profoundly realist 
state.

The double-sided nature of liberal modernity can be seen in two seemingly antagonistic 
figures that have in common a certain ethics of social irresponsibility: the liberal entrepre-
neur and the romantic genius. In their intersections, these two figures have presided over 
the history of the West during the past two centuries. Neither of the two wish to be account-
able to the law, on the basis of a social privilege dependent on the subsequent contribution 
of wealth—material or symbolic—that will supposedly eventually be distributed to society. 
The irresponsibility of the entrepreneur and the transgression of the genius share this basic 
moratorium. The romantic genius considers any system to be an obstacle to truth, and, as 
such, believes that no restriction or prejudice should hinder his unilateral, absolute exercise 
of expression. 

This coincidence of functions can explain the fate of art in capitalism and the paradoxes of 
the public and political situation of art in contemporary societies. It can explain the institutional 
and corporate success of artistic avant-gardes, the processes of the academization of modern 
transgression, and the transition to kitsch.

commodity-art

CAPITALISM

liberal entrepreneur
defer commitments to redistribution

allow a reduction of private responsibilities

“laissez-faire”

liberalism
Q: So what do you want from us? A: Let us be!

(F. Legendre answering a question by J.-B. Colbert, Finance Minister for Louis XIV, 1685)

political aesthetics
non-responsibility

“any system is an obstacle to the truth” (Sturm und Drang)

romantic genius
MODERNITY

Leave us alone
Sturm und Drang

Dadaism

relational art
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heritage expenditure without any commitment to heritage; an art that functions perfectly, even 
in its most anti-heritage forms, as a mechanism for the institution of incivility. 

3. Public Politics as Idea (Art as a Criterion of Excellence)

Art is what we do, culture is what is done to us.20

(Carl Andre)

Discussion around public policy is essential if we are to find a way out of the perverse ideo-
logical short-circuit that is aff ecting art. Only self-critical reflection will give art the legitimacy 
it needs to reposition itself in twenty-first-century societies. To this end, art must be seen as a 
responsibility, not a right. It would be pointless to repeat the forms of modern experience that 
have already been academized or distorted, without realizing that by doing so we prevent art 
from fulfilling its potential political and public functions.

If art is to develop in regard to public policy in the twenty-first century, it will have to recog-
nize itself in a threefold responsibility:

 I.  A commitment to PERSONAL CREATION. Development of singularity and social interac-
tion. By aff irming subjectivity, the cognitive development of art simultaneously questions, 
revitalizes, and enriches social significations—a responsibility for personal creation that 
is intersubjective insofar as it is personal. I am not suggesting that art should be a merely 
subjective matter, but that intersubjective creation and production inherently involves oth-
ers, and as such it is a true construction of the meaning of reality, and a space of intersub-
jective negotiation.

 II.  A commitment to CIVIC EDUCATION. Aesthetic education for the political practice of opin-
ion. Citizens in the information society should receive an aesthetic education that prepares 
them to assimilate and critically engage with the flows of images and symbols that are pro-
duced by the media industry and that form a complex and powerful “visual culture.” In this 
sense, aesthetic and visual education can provide the perceptual, conceptual, and aff ective 
resources that are essential for personal, critical development. 

III.  A commitment to HERITAGE CREATION. In a triple sense:
   Transmission of cultural and symbolic memory. Works of art are singular condensations 

that comprise a legacy of human knowledge, ways of feeling and thinking, techniques and 
aspirations. 

  Representation of value. The heritage value of art exceeds its exchange value, insofar as it 
provides a definition of value that is inclusive of the whole range of culturally valued infor-
mation, for all societies, at all times. 

  Value creation. Implies that art fulfills its commitment to the transmission of cultural and 
symbolic memory, but also to the production of memory, given that memory is created at 
each moment. And just as the past is not what it was—given that it is transformed at the 

20.   Carl Andre, in Artists Talks, 1969–1977, ed. Peggy Gale (Nova Scotia: Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design, 2004), p. 23.
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principles—more complex each time—

knowing their maladies, their limitations, 

and their prejudices, and that without 

them there is only the continuum of the 

pillow of death or of the everyday? Truly 

ridiculous like a scrap of nothing…

Here—I know not whether as boy or 

old man—I would like to shout that it is 

not senility, nor submission either… for I 

have always been a painter. That’s right, 

a Suprematist painter. An improbable 

monster. To some, a personifi cation of the 

dogma of purity; to others, a demon of 

contradiction and contamination… I have 

no principles, and no conclusions either: 

because there is nothing in me that I can-

not argue. But I do not have to show ev-

erything in everything, to be transparent 

and literal… I have acted, notwithstanding 

anybody, for those who can understand 

me, even when there is nothing to under-

stand: that is my honesty, compatible with 

all forms of contradiction and of lies. Who 

is anybody to demand explanations? To 

whom am I accountable?

Submission some years ago may have 

implied repeating paintings from many 

years ago. Every imitation certainly had 

its secret certifi cation of copy, and behold 

their sincerity. It’s funny. How diff erent 

that fi rst black painting dating from 1915 is 

to the second, painted in 1923!9 I felt that 

my Suprematism was a transrational real-

ism, because that which becomes abstract 

turns into something concrete, into the 

negation of the enigma… and that nega-

tion is the black square of 1923.13 And only 

I know that beneath that image there is no 

other image or images that protect it and 

settle over their own world as in the orig-

inal… God, how I have repudiated that 

work! And how I have loved the other, the 

13 — The 1923 Black Square (3) transformed the 1915 work 

into its photogenic image, an authentic rectifi cation in 

keeping with materialist determinism that would also 

be used as an example by a considerable part of so-

called abstract (or concrete) art, which is simply—and 

paradoxically—its own fi gurative image: from Georges 

Vantongerloo to Max Bill, Josef Albers, and Victor Vasarely… 

The artist who would come to fi nd Peter Halley’s claims 

about geometry and prisons pertinent. Social realism and 

abstract art combine as complementary opposites that assert 

the logic of materialist literality: two amendments against 

the avant-gardist crimes of syncretism, uncertainty, and 

complexity. As do the autonomous order of Mondrian and 

the contextual randomness of Duchamp, which on colliding, 

as Lucy Lippard suggested, produced the specifi c object of 

minimalism.

Black Square, 1923
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later, I designed space platforms for inter-

planetary conquest. A strange service to 

a cult of that which I would have wished 

to ignore. It is diffi  cult to slice without 

cutting oneself… I no longer wanted to 

free painting from the contours of the 

natural world. I wanted to free it from 

the rigidity of an invisible but institu-

tionalized program, from emancipation 

and rupture. I did not wish for any more 

songs of redemption. I wanted to free it 

from an obsession with freedom that was 

only a balm and not a tool… because free-

dom is in the person who sees, not in the 

thing that is looked at! In Antiquity and 

in the Renaissance, art was at the service 

of beauty, of the aristocracy and the pal-

ace: and its privileged place is now occu-

pied by a new aristocracy in the name of 

transgression, of indictment, of the gram-

matical consistency of freedom and of the 

common good… My liquid desire for life 

transformed into a solid emblem. I would 

never allow myself to dream, because a 

time had come in which my dreams would 

become reality… Strange dreams of the 

future in which fear of isolation only man-

aged to project dispersion… In which the 

museum identifi ed the fi nitude of the syn-

dicate and the street embodied the sacred 

inebriation of the infi nite. And in the mid-

dle, both the peasant and the artist came 

off  badly…

Later, the portrait reencountered the 

face, the mask overcame the eye mask. 

After 1932, I conquered my fi nal period,16 

which I see as transcendence and triumph 

over the conditions… a return to the world 

of people. I recovered the intuition of a 

sacrifi cial fate.17 I submitted to the need to 

sacrifi ce my desire. All that remained of it 

was two signs, two natures: the decoration, 

16 — We would now call this a deconstructive operation, 

criminal with regard to phallogocentrism, to the univocal 

image, to the system. There is the same subtle and caustic 

humor in that fi nal signature (4: 1933) as in his revenge on 

Cubo-Futurism, in which he portrays it as a fi rmament, 

eclipsed by a cow and a violin placed before it (1913). 

Alogism, or transrational realism, can also interpret his 

new Peasant series. They are the two instances that make 

up the post-Suprematist oeuvre: (a) In the fi rst, Malevich 

displays the scope of the Suprematist model. It consists of 

geometrized landscape motifs and faceless fi gures. It is a 

critical moment in the double sense, with hesitations and 

pressures that nonetheless do not get in the way of a caustic 

vision of the cultural and social situation of his country. The 

color is not formal, or even symbolic. It embodies a spectrum 

of formalizing potential, a mere mechanism, a machination, 

a moment of transubstantiation, and a fl ag (a championing 

The black square as signature in the 1933 
Self-Portrait

Self-Portrait, 1933, signed with a small 
black square on white ground.
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Contemporary aesthetics, both inside and outside of art, are in tune with the immaterial and 
nomadic flow of financial capital; they are in tune with the bottom-up legitimacy that de facto 
powers use to establish themselves in the political sphere, to turn the political into the impoli-
tical. And as with liberalism, there are also two sides to contemporary art. One side is related to 
aesthetics of order—formalist, documentalist, and naturalist aesthetics of diff erent kinds—that 
can reflect on their own media and their own contexts, and that end up turning the context 
into the content of their works, media into messages, etc. But there is also another side, be-
cause these aesthetics of capitalist publicity also encompass the aesthetics of anarchy, the 
aesthetics of the counter-principle, destituent aesthetics.

CAPITALISM CONTEMPORARY ART

welfare society

legality

arché aesthetics

formalist
documentalist

naturalist
“commodity art”

intimist aesthetics
context as content

medium as message

monopolistic practices
violence, exploitation

high class anarchism

anarché aesthetics

situationisms
relational aesthetics

“political art”
“contextual art”

aesthetics of ascending legitimation

the alternative as legitimacy of high capitalism

III. Alternative Academies

As such, art practices that explicitly present themselves as transgressive come to form part 
of a fully institutionalized modern tradition. And although they rhetorically argue against this 
tradition, they do not hesitate to profit from and plunder its symbolic and economic surplus 
values. The use of aesthetics of ascending legitimacy has a dubious political and public status 
in a society in which these aesthetics are now only the outward remains and instruments of 
legitimation.

A couple of examples illustrate this clearly. A photograph of the barricades in the streets of 
Paris during May 1968 shows that when a system does not allow certain things to exist they 
can suddenly explode. But a barricade can end up being reduced to revolutionary rhetoric, as 
part of an aesthetic of public-political legitimation. And this is when we see a dynamic that 
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one from 1915, a timid trial run for a new 

materiality… nothing to do with dialecti-

cal materialism, or even with the revolu-

tion!11 Is there so much diff erence between 

abstract (or concrete) art and the socialist 

realism that so pleases the State? No, I can 

no longer lie to myself… both are amend-

ments, public rectifi cations, made to 

purge the crimes of the avant-garde: our 

tentativeness and that of the forms, us and 

the complexity of the works, syncretism…

In Lenin’s brave new world as in Plato’s, 

the poet was outlawed, and a program of 

submission to the context, to the content, 

was imposed in his place. While that which 

was already emerging as concrete art 

sanctifi ed literality and generated a for-

mal dogma that adopted submission to the 

text as its own space of freedom.14 Now, 

and probably increasingly in the future, 

modern art is stretched tight by those two 

opposite forces that nonetheless guide the 

movement to the same destination… The 

exorcism of that dangerous game in which 

the risk is to lose and dissolve into the 

amalgam of the everyday, or to lose one-

self in the stratosphere of the sanctuary. 

I did not wish for Suprematist students. 

And the black square of 1923 is too similar 

to that black man of red steel, Stalin: the 

fate of a vast fl ag, whose shadow lengthens 

as at twilight, and whose light—like reli-

gions—needs to be surrounded by much 

darkness in order to continue to shine. It 

was a pity that they did not publish my 

response to the reactionary criticism of 

Mr. Benois in relation to the Black Square 

in 1915. I would probably agree with it if 

it were applied to the one from 1923, just 

when he was able to admit it with com-

placency… Nothing escapes time, and that 

was the idea of my additional element.15

14 — Meanwhile, the dogma of social realism could be 

generically defi ned as the imposition of a specifi c modality 

of contextualism, the adopting of a functional as well as a 

formal program for art in keeping with the indivisibility 

of contemporary matters and also with the Platonic and 

Leninist assertion of a republic without poets. Social 

realism and conceptual contextualism can thus be seen as 

two complementary poles of superstructural submission 

in a single formalizing impulse—in a single academy—

diversifi ed in its expressive form and uniform in its 

gnoseological lineage. The two poles meet in late Russian 

art (Zakharov, Komar and Melamid, etc.) and the result is 

perfectly in tune with current Western expectations of life 

and of the art world… The Black Square (1) itself and Victory 
over the Sun (1913) include a certain self-incrimination and a 

correction in regard to any determinist literality, not as a 

result of pressures of the state—as would be the case with 

the prestigious physicist S. E. Khaikin in 1950—but of an 

internal logic that asserts a certain totalizing desire, even as 

it denies any totalitarian impulse. It has been suggested that 

the Sun that is vanquished in the opera (1913) is none other 

than Apollo (the god and the spaceship?), which would be 

like saying the model and reason itself. Indeed, compared 

to cults of the sun and the moon, the eclipse here becomes a 

celestial body in a contemporary cult of relativity. The black 

cross (fi rst version dating from 1915, last version from the late 

1920s?) already testifi ed to a structural crisis and to the Black 
Square’s symbolic indictment of the area in which a sacred, 

indisputable dialectic materialism is affi  rmed. In another 

order of things, the White Square on White Background that is 

generally considered the extreme painting par excellence, 

is scarcely the moment of the glare that the eyes experience 

after looking directly at the radiance of the eclipse.

15 — A conversion in name only, a senile reminder, a 

secret nod to censorship? Some people have interpreted 

Malevich’s fi gurative reconversion in the twenties as the 

result of a certain submission to the dogma of social realism 

in response to the purges and pressures of the AKhRR 

(Association of Artists of Revolutionary Russia). Indeed, 

as an unforeseeable circumstance of having left certain 

paintings in Germany in 1927, he was asked to repaint 

several early paintings, including the Black Square, for his 

exhibition in Moscow in 1929. All in all, this would be a 

fl imsy explanation. The Black Square dating from 1929? (3) 

is clearly an open simulation, a mechanical representation 

of the 1915 work, which cannot be considered altogether 

innocent or unconscious. After devoting years to writing, 

education, and applied arts, copying squares and styles from 

his early series of peasants and his more famous Suprematist 

works was probably quite a shock to him. This jolt proved 

to be an excellent opportunity for him to reaffi  rm his own 

Suprematism—which he did not abandon ( just as Picasso 

claimed to have never abandoned Cubism)—in response to 

the closing of his educational laboratory (from 1925 onward 

the GINKhUK became the target of harsh institutional 
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structural values, the smaller the contextual commitments. The greater the emphasis on 
conceptualization, the greater the exemption from material, morphological, and structural 
commitments, and even from conceptual commitments, given that all tension with the real 
disappears. This ultimately favors works of art that are easily predictable, not very ingenious, 
and conceptually poor. The stronger the declaration of the incontestability of transgressive 
art, the greater the exemption from heritage commitments. The greater the importance giv-
en to creativity, the less the balance of risks. The more incontestable the modern principles 
of equality and everyday life, the lower the commitment to estrangement, singularity, and 
excellence. The stronger the declaration of the value of contextual art in contextual and 
relational aesthetics, the more its agents are exempt from artistic and social commitments, 
given that commitments come to be seen as an easily identifiable set of signifiers, society 
comes to be seen as a stage, and citizens come to be seen as actors of their own expecta-
tions, so that the focus of interest moves toward the plane of mediation, discourse, and re-
cording. The greater the value placed on potentiality, the lower the exigencies of production, 
and the lower the commitments to configuration, materiality, organization, and, in short, the 
exigencies of artistic excellence.

With hindsight we can reinterpret all of the artistic movements in modernity from the per-
spective of their institutionalization, which entails the denial of a certain type of commitment 
for art, structural and material commitments that are erased in the academy of conceptu-
al art—or in conceptual art transformed into academy. Heritage commitment, in the sense 
that the Romantics had, becomes a kind of documentalist indisciplinarity. Social commitment, 
which does not apply even to the art that is supposedly most committed, linked to the aca-
demization of the contextual, becomes content.
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The academy in the expanded field

In art, this academization of modernity, by which the logic of alterity becomes a logic of 
alterne, is also a return to techné—it is the neotechné of an applied art, transformed into a 
device for impolitical, impublic legitimation; an art that supplies, promotes, and exemplifies 
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clearly fits into the cultural logic of impublic impolitics. And in spite of the dubious ethical sta-
tus of this rhetorical distortion, the well-established and institutionalized modern legitimacy of 
“transgressive” art allows this gesture to be interpreted in a positive light as the denunciation 
of a corrupt system. This can be seen as an example of political kitsch immersed in processes 
of academization of modernity. 

The question of public policies can promote reflection on the short-circuiting of the modern 
tradition, subjected to processes of academization. 

Institutionalization turns all attempts at transgression, inquiry, and defiance into approved 
elements that are open to imitation, development, and financial exploitation. This shows how 
the free, transgressive, aesthetic movements that have contributed so much cultural and po-
litical richness to modern society may now be turning into obstacles, because they lack the 
commitment to the public sphere that art still needs in its construction and deconstruction of 
the meaning of reality. The perversion of modernity turns the political and public commitments 
of modern art into exemptions from commitment. 

As such, with hindsight, in each modern gesture we will be able to see the seeds that fa-
vored a specific academic modality. The epistemological ruptures and analytical eff orts will 
have broken up the integral nature of artistic experience into its constituent elements.

The emphasis on certain aspects has gone hand in hand with a lack of attention to oth-
ers. As the singularity of a particular style “specializes” its focus on certain aspects, it nec-
essarily neglects all other aspects. The result has been forms of art that develop some 
aspects to the limit and neglect the integrating nature that art has acquired in the course 
of history. The stronger the declaration of the irrefutability of the self-expressive truth of 
expressionism, the greater the exemption from symbolic commitment—which is linked to 
communicability and to involvement—and from formal commitments, given that no partic-
ular arrangement or mastery of artistic media is necessary. The greater the emphasis on 

Image of the streets of Paris in May 1968 The barricade transformed into rhetoric in the work of Santiago Sierra
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It was like a tremor, a new seism… After 

spending years on writing, education, and 

applied arts, concealed beneath the gray 

blanket of neglect, I was excited to paint 

again, to copy the style of my fi rst peas-

ants and of Suprematism. But that tremor 

was my opportunity to reaffi  rm a lost je ne 
sais quoi, perhaps my own Suprematism, 

and to rise up against the institutional at-

tacks, the pressures of the AKhRR, and 

the closing of the GINKhUK, against the 

political enclosure of that which I only 

aspired to as an aesthetic revolution, and 

against the convention of the confi nement 

of Suprematism within a new modern 

academy. This is why it was a painful plea-

sure, an empty feeling in the stomach, as 

intense as daybreak in Kursk.

I was convinced that the glorious and 

terrible black painting would be the body 

of my time and of my trajectory, my most 

infl uential contribution to art. But I also 

wanted to prepare the last act so that its 

destiny would be to become my business 

logo, my liturgical stone-carver’s stamp. 

I wanted it to be a conscious seal… my 

representative, a representation of myself. 

My fourth black square. I wanted to close 

a cycle: diff erent times were coinciding 

in the one space; I saw myself painting 

the costumes and sets for that opera with 

[Mikhail] Matyushin and Kruchenykh 

in black and white because there wasn’t 

enough money for colors; I saw how those 

shapes spread through the world like di-

vine fi re, or like an epidemic, as if those 

colors that were just an idea at the time 

had now become a black joke, a vast ban-

ner, to whose reign the peasants had to 

sacrifi ce even their faces. 

Our revolution wanted to leap over all 

models, over reason, over Apollo. Years 

attacks), to the political confi nement of what only aspired 

to be an aesthetic revolution, and to the convention of the 

closure of Suprematism in the modern academy. A closure 

that he responded to with his own closure in the sense 

that Derrida meant when he referred to the closure of 

metaphysics as a deconstructive gesture.

Three Female Figures, ca. 1928

Red House, 1929
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clearly fits into the cultural logic of impublic impolitics. And in spite of the dubious ethical sta-
tus of this rhetorical distortion, the well-established and institutionalized modern legitimacy of 
“transgressive” art allows this gesture to be interpreted in a positive light as the denunciation 
of a corrupt system. This can be seen as an example of political kitsch immersed in processes 
of academization of modernity. 

The question of public policies can promote reflection on the short-circuiting of the modern 
tradition, subjected to processes of academization. 

Institutionalization turns all attempts at transgression, inquiry, and defiance into approved 
elements that are open to imitation, development, and financial exploitation. This shows how 
the free, transgressive, aesthetic movements that have contributed so much cultural and po-
litical richness to modern society may now be turning into obstacles, because they lack the 
commitment to the public sphere that art still needs in its construction and deconstruction of 
the meaning of reality. The perversion of modernity turns the political and public commitments 
of modern art into exemptions from commitment. 

As such, with hindsight, in each modern gesture we will be able to see the seeds that fa-
vored a specific academic modality. The epistemological ruptures and analytical eff orts will 
have broken up the integral nature of artistic experience into its constituent elements.

The emphasis on certain aspects has gone hand in hand with a lack of attention to oth-
ers. As the singularity of a particular style “specializes” its focus on certain aspects, it nec-
essarily neglects all other aspects. The result has been forms of art that develop some 
aspects to the limit and neglect the integrating nature that art has acquired in the course 
of history. The stronger the declaration of the irrefutability of the self-expressive truth of 
expressionism, the greater the exemption from symbolic commitment—which is linked to 
communicability and to involvement—and from formal commitments, given that no partic-
ular arrangement or mastery of artistic media is necessary. The greater the emphasis on 
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one from 1915, a timid trial run for a new 

materiality… nothing to do with dialecti-

cal materialism, or even with the revolu-

tion!11 Is there so much diff erence between 

abstract (or concrete) art and the socialist 

realism that so pleases the State? No, I can 

no longer lie to myself… both are amend-

ments, public rectifi cations, made to 

purge the crimes of the avant-garde: our 

tentativeness and that of the forms, us and 

the complexity of the works, syncretism…

In Lenin’s brave new world as in Plato’s, 

the poet was outlawed, and a program of 

submission to the context, to the content, 

was imposed in his place. While that which 

was already emerging as concrete art 

sanctifi ed literality and generated a for-

mal dogma that adopted submission to the 

text as its own space of freedom.14 Now, 

and probably increasingly in the future, 

modern art is stretched tight by those two 

opposite forces that nonetheless guide the 

movement to the same destination… The 

exorcism of that dangerous game in which 

the risk is to lose and dissolve into the 

amalgam of the everyday, or to lose one-

self in the stratosphere of the sanctuary. 

I did not wish for Suprematist students. 

And the black square of 1923 is too similar 

to that black man of red steel, Stalin: the 

fate of a vast fl ag, whose shadow lengthens 

as at twilight, and whose light—like reli-

gions—needs to be surrounded by much 

darkness in order to continue to shine. It 

was a pity that they did not publish my 

response to the reactionary criticism of 

Mr. Benois in relation to the Black Square 

in 1915. I would probably agree with it if 

it were applied to the one from 1923, just 

when he was able to admit it with com-

placency… Nothing escapes time, and that 

was the idea of my additional element.15

14 — Meanwhile, the dogma of social realism could be 

generically defi ned as the imposition of a specifi c modality 

of contextualism, the adopting of a functional as well as a 

formal program for art in keeping with the indivisibility 

of contemporary matters and also with the Platonic and 

Leninist assertion of a republic without poets. Social 

realism and conceptual contextualism can thus be seen as 

two complementary poles of superstructural submission 

in a single formalizing impulse—in a single academy—

diversifi ed in its expressive form and uniform in its 

gnoseological lineage. The two poles meet in late Russian 

art (Zakharov, Komar and Melamid, etc.) and the result is 

perfectly in tune with current Western expectations of life 

and of the art world… The Black Square (1) itself and Victory 
over the Sun (1913) include a certain self-incrimination and a 

correction in regard to any determinist literality, not as a 

result of pressures of the state—as would be the case with 

the prestigious physicist S. E. Khaikin in 1950—but of an 

internal logic that asserts a certain totalizing desire, even as 

it denies any totalitarian impulse. It has been suggested that 

the Sun that is vanquished in the opera (1913) is none other 

than Apollo (the god and the spaceship?), which would be 

like saying the model and reason itself. Indeed, compared 

to cults of the sun and the moon, the eclipse here becomes a 

celestial body in a contemporary cult of relativity. The black 

cross (fi rst version dating from 1915, last version from the late 

1920s?) already testifi ed to a structural crisis and to the Black 
Square’s symbolic indictment of the area in which a sacred, 

indisputable dialectic materialism is affi  rmed. In another 

order of things, the White Square on White Background that is 

generally considered the extreme painting par excellence, 

is scarcely the moment of the glare that the eyes experience 

after looking directly at the radiance of the eclipse.

15 — A conversion in name only, a senile reminder, a 

secret nod to censorship? Some people have interpreted 

Malevich’s fi gurative reconversion in the twenties as the 

result of a certain submission to the dogma of social realism 

in response to the purges and pressures of the AKhRR 

(Association of Artists of Revolutionary Russia). Indeed, 

as an unforeseeable circumstance of having left certain 

paintings in Germany in 1927, he was asked to repaint 

several early paintings, including the Black Square, for his 

exhibition in Moscow in 1929. All in all, this would be a 

fl imsy explanation. The Black Square dating from 1929? (3) 

is clearly an open simulation, a mechanical representation 

of the 1915 work, which cannot be considered altogether 

innocent or unconscious. After devoting years to writing, 

education, and applied arts, copying squares and styles from 

his early series of peasants and his more famous Suprematist 

works was probably quite a shock to him. This jolt proved 

to be an excellent opportunity for him to reaffi  rm his own 

Suprematism—which he did not abandon ( just as Picasso 

claimed to have never abandoned Cubism)—in response to 

the closing of his educational laboratory (from 1925 onward 

the GINKhUK became the target of harsh institutional 
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structural values, the smaller the contextual commitments. The greater the emphasis on 
conceptualization, the greater the exemption from material, morphological, and structural 
commitments, and even from conceptual commitments, given that all tension with the real 
disappears. This ultimately favors works of art that are easily predictable, not very ingenious, 
and conceptually poor. The stronger the declaration of the incontestability of transgressive 
art, the greater the exemption from heritage commitments. The greater the importance giv-
en to creativity, the less the balance of risks. The more incontestable the modern principles 
of equality and everyday life, the lower the commitment to estrangement, singularity, and 
excellence. The stronger the declaration of the value of contextual art in contextual and 
relational aesthetics, the more its agents are exempt from artistic and social commitments, 
given that commitments come to be seen as an easily identifiable set of signifiers, society 
comes to be seen as a stage, and citizens come to be seen as actors of their own expecta-
tions, so that the focus of interest moves toward the plane of mediation, discourse, and re-
cording. The greater the value placed on potentiality, the lower the exigencies of production, 
and the lower the commitments to configuration, materiality, organization, and, in short, the 
exigencies of artistic excellence.

With hindsight we can reinterpret all of the artistic movements in modernity from the per-
spective of their institutionalization, which entails the denial of a certain type of commitment 
for art, structural and material commitments that are erased in the academy of conceptu-
al art—or in conceptual art transformed into academy. Heritage commitment, in the sense 
that the Romantics had, becomes a kind of documentalist indisciplinarity. Social commitment, 
which does not apply even to the art that is supposedly most committed, linked to the aca-
demization of the contextual, becomes content.
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The academy in the expanded field

In art, this academization of modernity, by which the logic of alterity becomes a logic of 
alterne, is also a return to techné—it is the neotechné of an applied art, transformed into a 
device for impolitical, impublic legitimation; an art that supplies, promotes, and exemplifies 
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later, I designed space platforms for inter-

planetary conquest. A strange service to 

a cult of that which I would have wished 

to ignore. It is diffi  cult to slice without 

cutting oneself… I no longer wanted to 

free painting from the contours of the 

natural world. I wanted to free it from 

the rigidity of an invisible but institu-

tionalized program, from emancipation 

and rupture. I did not wish for any more 

songs of redemption. I wanted to free it 

from an obsession with freedom that was 

only a balm and not a tool… because free-

dom is in the person who sees, not in the 

thing that is looked at! In Antiquity and 

in the Renaissance, art was at the service 

of beauty, of the aristocracy and the pal-

ace: and its privileged place is now occu-

pied by a new aristocracy in the name of 

transgression, of indictment, of the gram-

matical consistency of freedom and of the 

common good… My liquid desire for life 

transformed into a solid emblem. I would 

never allow myself to dream, because a 

time had come in which my dreams would 

become reality… Strange dreams of the 

future in which fear of isolation only man-

aged to project dispersion… In which the 

museum identifi ed the fi nitude of the syn-

dicate and the street embodied the sacred 

inebriation of the infi nite. And in the mid-

dle, both the peasant and the artist came 

off  badly…

Later, the portrait reencountered the 

face, the mask overcame the eye mask. 

After 1932, I conquered my fi nal period,16 

which I see as transcendence and triumph 

over the conditions… a return to the world 

of people. I recovered the intuition of a 

sacrifi cial fate.17 I submitted to the need to 

sacrifi ce my desire. All that remained of it 

was two signs, two natures: the decoration, 

16 — We would now call this a deconstructive operation, 

criminal with regard to phallogocentrism, to the univocal 

image, to the system. There is the same subtle and caustic 

humor in that fi nal signature (4: 1933) as in his revenge on 

Cubo-Futurism, in which he portrays it as a fi rmament, 

eclipsed by a cow and a violin placed before it (1913). 

Alogism, or transrational realism, can also interpret his 

new Peasant series. They are the two instances that make 

up the post-Suprematist oeuvre: (a) In the fi rst, Malevich 

displays the scope of the Suprematist model. It consists of 

geometrized landscape motifs and faceless fi gures. It is a 

critical moment in the double sense, with hesitations and 

pressures that nonetheless do not get in the way of a caustic 

vision of the cultural and social situation of his country. The 

color is not formal, or even symbolic. It embodies a spectrum 

of formalizing potential, a mere mechanism, a machination, 

a moment of transubstantiation, and a fl ag (a championing 

The black square as signature in the 1933 
Self-Portrait

Self-Portrait, 1933, signed with a small 
black square on white ground.
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heritage expenditure without any commitment to heritage; an art that functions perfectly, even 
in its most anti-heritage forms, as a mechanism for the institution of incivility. 

3. Public Politics as Idea (Art as a Criterion of Excellence)

Art is what we do, culture is what is done to us.20

(Carl Andre)

Discussion around public policy is essential if we are to find a way out of the perverse ideo-
logical short-circuit that is aff ecting art. Only self-critical reflection will give art the legitimacy 
it needs to reposition itself in twenty-first-century societies. To this end, art must be seen as a 
responsibility, not a right. It would be pointless to repeat the forms of modern experience that 
have already been academized or distorted, without realizing that by doing so we prevent art 
from fulfilling its potential political and public functions.

If art is to develop in regard to public policy in the twenty-first century, it will have to recog-
nize itself in a threefold responsibility:

 I.  A commitment to PERSONAL CREATION. Development of singularity and social interac-
tion. By aff irming subjectivity, the cognitive development of art simultaneously questions, 
revitalizes, and enriches social significations—a responsibility for personal creation that 
is intersubjective insofar as it is personal. I am not suggesting that art should be a merely 
subjective matter, but that intersubjective creation and production inherently involves oth-
ers, and as such it is a true construction of the meaning of reality, and a space of intersub-
jective negotiation.

 II.  A commitment to CIVIC EDUCATION. Aesthetic education for the political practice of opin-
ion. Citizens in the information society should receive an aesthetic education that prepares 
them to assimilate and critically engage with the flows of images and symbols that are pro-
duced by the media industry and that form a complex and powerful “visual culture.” In this 
sense, aesthetic and visual education can provide the perceptual, conceptual, and aff ective 
resources that are essential for personal, critical development. 

III.  A commitment to HERITAGE CREATION. In a triple sense:
   Transmission of cultural and symbolic memory. Works of art are singular condensations 

that comprise a legacy of human knowledge, ways of feeling and thinking, techniques and 
aspirations. 

  Representation of value. The heritage value of art exceeds its exchange value, insofar as it 
provides a definition of value that is inclusive of the whole range of culturally valued infor-
mation, for all societies, at all times. 

  Value creation. Implies that art fulfills its commitment to the transmission of cultural and 
symbolic memory, but also to the production of memory, given that memory is created at 
each moment. And just as the past is not what it was—given that it is transformed at the 

20.   Carl Andre, in Artists Talks, 1969–1977, ed. Peggy Gale (Nova Scotia: Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design, 2004), p. 23.
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the disguise, the folklore… And the com-

icality of my own signature. My fourth 

black square now transformed into a per-

sonal and also a cultural signature. The 

signature of my world and my program. 

And the faces appeared, in spite of the 

signature and at the expense of their dis-

guises… The paint fl owed between lines, 

between conventions. It redeemed desire 

with the sign of the eclipse. I thus sacri-

fi ced my good name to conjure up a per-

son.

The impassioned counterpoint of my 

life in the face of the cold white light of 

my darkness. Chance was necessary. As 

was my sacrifi ce.18 Because the crucible 

of my painting contains a nothing de-

ferred to me by my race. Because reality 

is a room, art a window, and death a door. 

I do not want to know anything before 

returning to my people their sincere alo-
gism, the absurd reason that attests to their 

vain madness, the reason for having been 

spawned thus. Such is my inverse move-

ment, my fi nal piece of mischief, a spiral 

that does not go up or down, and that 

sinks into the opportune night.20 I believe 

I am crossing the fates of this famous night 

in the world without end: I fi nally arrive at 

the place where I think I should be, and I 

see what separates me from life… the small 

breath, ZAS, ZEUS, blow after blow, glow 

after glow, a percussion of lights. If there 

is one thing I lament, it is not being able to 

continue with this game of concealment. I 

would allow many corrections to my past 

in exchange for just one more morning.

They should bury me facing the earth, 

with my back to the sun; such that the 

earth becomes my eclipse, a fi lter inter-

posed between my remains and the sun… 

but also so that I would become cause of 

of reality) of the modern project itself transferred to life… 

(b) A sacrifi cial moment that recovers faces and combines 

diff erent registers. Only two aspects of the formalizing 

National-Suprematist-Communist project remain: the 

disguise—folklore, his program perversely made reality—

and the black square transformed into his own signature 

(his program made into an emblem, a nominalist sign, a solid 

form). He thus sacrifi ces the name to the anagram, to the 

sign of the eclipse. And at the same time he cries out against 

the conversion into emblem of something that had been a 

sign of freedom.

17 — Even if it would be as naïve and messianic as history 

would have it to raise the memory of an impulse to the 

level of fetish, Malevich’s caustic attachment to the black 

painting that served as a cross on his deathbed, during his 

funeral procession through the whole of Saint Petersburg, 

and on his grave, and his revolutionary and personal 

importance, nonetheless suggest the ideological double edge 

that he himself was obviously not oblivious to. Malevich 

is neither the model of a respectable citizen nor a pioneer 

of postmodernity. In him, the passion of the mystic meets 

the distance of the skeptic. The naivety of the adolescent 

artist who knows himself to be the protagonist of a heroic 

fate meets the irony of the adult, who knows that this role 

is a mere and uncertain representation: a drama in every 

sense. Voltaire’s Candide meets Marguerite Yourcenar’s 

Zeno from The Abyss. In 1917, in the explosive heart of the 

revolution, in the midst of post-Futurist eff ervescence, he 

(as the Count of Lautreamont) named himself president of 

space. And we can no longer interpret it as a mere candid 

and messianic gesture… or at least it is no less ironic than 

Gilbert & George’s self-proclamation (fi fty years later) as 

living sculptures, or Kostabi’s radical cynicism.

18 — We should get used to the idea that the historical avant-

garde also had a good dose of distance from its cultural, 

methodological, and ideological substratum; a good dose 

of fl eshiness, complexity, and humor. And also to the idea 

that the richness of that adventure arises from the tension 

and the intensity with which it accepted its commitments 

to the complexity of the time. All of which is far from the 

Calvinist, puritan image that later emerged, to please a 

certain idea of hygiene—in the modern movement—or to 

defend a contagion—in the postmodern myth. This does not 

excuse the past but rather downplays our innocence. The 

legitimation of that historiographic construction that we 

call “pure style” or “ism” has been suffi  ciently challenged. 

Determinism and evolutionism cannot prevent a gesture 

of transmutation that, in art, often appears in the form of 

revolt, not necessarily against tradition (that boring, fake, 

polarized, belligerent story of the outs against the ins, the 

hot against the cool, high against low, classicism against 

mannerism, abstract against fi gurative, objectual against 

contextual, etc.), but rather in favor of their own need to 

constitute.
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same time as it is reinterpreted—, transmission is not just transference or just memory, 
document, or monument. Transmission is also creation, heritage creation. Artists are basi-
cally creators of heritage; they produce value within a complex value chain. 

Under this threefold commitment, I would like to finish by evoking Gandhi’s response on 
being asked what he thought about Western civilization. To recontextualize his reply, if you ask 
me what I think about public policy, I would say: “I think it would be a good idea…”
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For centuries, great religions, philosophical currents, and politics of the 
past have inspired so-called “good art.”… Nowadays, whenever art has to 
bow down to politics, or generally speaking, some sort of ideology, even 
a religious one, it immediately becomes kitsch?18

Or as Clement Greenberg writes:      

Where today a political regime establishes an off icial cultural policy, 
it is for the sake of demagogy. If kitsch is the off icial tendency of 
culture in Germany, Italy, and Russia, it is not because their respective 
governments are controlled by philistines but because kitsch is the 
culture of the masses in these countries, as it is everywhere else.19 

And there is in fact a devaluation of expectations, a degradation of experience, in both 
political kitsch and aesthetic kitsch. From “man as the measure of all things” (Protagoras), to 
“the little man as the measure of all things” (Abraham Moles), from “beauty as the promise of 
happiness” (Stendhal), to “kitsch as the recipe for happiness” (Moles), there has been a low-
ering of the commitment to experiential richness and complexity, both at the individual and 
interpersonal or social levels 

Both aesthetically and ethically, Tomas Kulka argues, kitsch does not develop the possi-
bilities of a composition, it does not expand expressive potential, it does not recreate singu-
lar traits, it does not interpret, it does not innovate. It works with stereotypes. Kitsch usually 
represents objects in the simplest and most obvious ways; it represents what is commonly 
accepted as beautiful or emotional, what is easily recognizable and interpretable, and it does 
not significantly enrich our mental associations in relation to it.

We can thus consider that kitsch lowers expectations and reduces aesthetic, political, and 
public commitments. This debasement reduces experience to purely functional terms, and it 
also characterizes the ways in which the publicity function establishes the notion of reality. 

II. Realisms and Irresponsibilities

Through its aesthetic strategies, publicity induces public opinion to influence the ways in 
which it feels, thinks, and speaks. Reality corresponds to the series of realist systems that we 
accept as true or eff ective. Realism is not defined by the relationship between a sign and its 
semantic correspondence to its supposed referent but by the pragmatic connection between 
a user and a system of representation. In other words, realism has to do with the natural ease 
with which an individual uses a form of representation and constructs the eff ects of truth, and 
thus with the denial of any crisis of representation, with the suspension of distrust. 

Through modern art we have grown accustomed to the idea of art as a system of repre-
sentation in crisis, as a way of approaching truth that is beyond prejudices and conventions, 
beyond given or inherited notions of reality. To question means to go beyond appearances, 
to challenge this crisis of representation, and to step away from the arbitrary, questionable, 
and thus negotiable nature of the construction of reality. Reality means entering into a space 

18. Ibid.
19. Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch”, Partisan Review 6 (Fall 1939), pp. 34–49.
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19 — Old discussions take on new names and new 

conditions. The formulation of the problem diversifi es and 

becomes more sophisticated, but certain paradigms are 

re-embodied without the possibility of a predetermined 

solution: nature-art becomes reality-art. Fear of isolation 

projects dispersion. The everyday object becomes aristocrat, 

replacing the noble; the museum identifi es the fi niteness of 

the union and the street embodies the sacred inebriation of 

the infi nite. Commitment is sublimated in a dual sense: it 

lags in the stratosphere of isolation… or it is transformed 

into mere ethics, into simulation. Prudence becomes 

recklessness, the awareness of the limit, idealism as alibi. 

And after metaphysics, the philosopher inhales the poem. 

Eff ervescence and shock in the Suprematist form, now in the 

landscape. A diffi  cult optical game of convex and spherical 

mirrors in which the mirage is most deceiving when what we 

see seems other than the person who is looking.

20 — Back and forth, from one person to another in a path 

without place, or perhaps a place without a path.

21 — Etc.

another eclipse for the earth. And so it 

will be I who hides the sun beneath the 

earth. My fi nal victory. And at my back, 

my fi nal signature, the last black square, 

the visible part of my tomb. Only a story 

is refl ected in a photograph or in history. I 

look at the photographer and try to lie, an 

expression of profoundness before death. 

In my eyes I pretend to feign sincerity and 

I look at him directly but absently, trying 

to transmit the sense that all the wisdom 

that remains to be spoken by me is con-

tained in that gaze. Then I half close my 

eyes so as to guide his toward the eclipse… 

He will know how to blend with utmost 

precision.20

February 1935, Leningrad

K.M.

The prevision of the black square as 
mortuary element, in a sketch for his tomb, 1935 
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skeptical, a mix of the complete and the 

incomplete, of concord and dissonance, 

change and necessity, indetermination 

and determination in a single seism… site 

of the relative, hybrid seed, reason of orna-

ment. Yes, it would be better to call form a 

seism… The cyclopean eye of a hurricane 

where materialism and idealism collide, 

where formalism is thrown into crisis. 

Where the agitation of confl ict struggles 

against indiff erence and against the iner-

tia of space.10 Where place disrupts move-

ment. The abyssal between Heraclitus and 

Parmenides: the dark agnostic, apprentice 

of contradiction, hybridization, the or-

namental, and the relative… against the 

theosophist, master of scientifi st hygiene, 

of the absolute, of autonomy, of non-con-

tradiction…11

The sun is invisible also; I look at it 

and it dazzles me. The image is an excess 

that the eyes are banned from. Invisible 

threads keep it taut in the fi rmament. I 

tried to suggest the invisible, hiding the 

strings in the canopy of heaven, like a 

clear fog so that the forms, like glowing 

eclipses, would betray the artifi ce. My 

white is not a background, it is the opacity 

of a white eclipse, a nonfi gurative agita-

tion that I, a man, can only see as fi gura-

tive. A light that points out but does not 

reveal the hidden mechanism that tenses 

the constellations.12 This is why Eight Red 
Rectangles were a tentative and contradic-

tory cluster of shapes tensed by external 

forces, in which the limit did not coincide 

with the physical edge but with a web of 

intersections and decenterings that it or-

ganized from without the work, in that 

space in which dying plays at living. That 

complex form is not isolated; in itself, it 

determines an exact, though not obvious, 

10 — But the corporality, tactility, and objectual density 

of the black square of 1915 are signs of a classic passion for 

painting, and at the same time belie the spiritualism and 

purism that supposedly characterize the Suprematist form. 

Although the Suprematist doctrine embodies a certain 

theology of specifi city, of pure form, transparency, literality, 

and autonomy, which stem from dialectical materialism, it 

also exemplifi es the contemporary idealism of the creating 

situation, the total artwork, the fusion of art and life, textual 

interactivity… When it comes down to it, a form of utopian 

materialism in regard to the project… and a candid idealism 

in regard to the real world: spiritism and spiritualism end 

up merging.

11 — Curiously but understandably, Stalinism emphatically 

loathed the work that we can consider most Stalinist… 

To the eyes of Russian statist orthodoxy, the mysterious 

randomness that surrounded the electron—as the 

science of the time was starting to understand it (Werner 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty, Niels Bohr’s complementarity, 

Ludwig Boltzmann’s entropy, etc.)—was not in keeping 

with the rigid determinism of dialectic materialism. The 

paradoxes inherent to Bohr’s complementarity, for example, 

and to Johann Josef Loschmidt’s entropy paradox, appeared 

to evoke a mystic, transcendental electron that refused 

to be captured by means of materialist methods (Martin 

Gardner)… The Suprematist form would certainly be more 

in keeping with the alogical, uncertain complexity of the 

new vision of matter than with the deterministic image of 

dialectic materialism. A certain cult of artistic fragmentation 

and distortion now claims to be in tune with a new entropic 

vision of the universe, although it is actually simply dealing 

with deterministic, tardy illustrations of an image that has 

been superseded by subsequent scientifi c knowledge.

12 — “Invisible harmony is better than visible harmony” 

(Heraclitus). The work becomes the cyclopean eye of 

a hurricane in which materialism and idealism collide. 

Space is not inert, and it is altered by its content. Position 

and movement are connected in a single operation… 

Black Square on White Background, 1915 
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EXCEPT

            there in the deep

 PERHAPS

so distant that one time melts into the beyond

 

 

  far from the interest

   they may show him

              in general

         according to such obliquity with respect to such declension

         of anxieties

 toward 

 what must be 

       North or also Logos

A CONSTELLATION

 

 cold with oblivion and desuetude

    but no so much

            that he does not sense

 on some vacuous and higher surface

 the successive collision 

     radiances

         of a total calculation being formed

 

 

 

    watching

    rolling

    shining and burning

 

 

THE REAL
 before stopping 

 at some fi nal point that returns it to its glorious loss

silent discourse of a pain without language

all thought is a play of chance



 

NOTHING

 of the memorable excess or lack of touch

    symbolic sensation of a danger 

        in which

 if the event had been fulfi lled even with null

human result

WILL HAVE TAKEN PLACE

         an ordinary pain distills absence

BUT THE TIME

any internal splashing as if to disperse such brimming touch

 abruptly that had it not

 but its truth 

           founded

     ruin

  on those fl ows

         of the vague

 in which  the whole body dissolves
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